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PREFACE 

Merha~~~~:, ir/ Agrir~ltere is designed to serve the needs of high school stu- 
dents, post-high school students, and adults preparing for occupations reqniring 
knowl&~ and skill in agricultural mechanics. Its contents are also designed to 
serve the needs of persons presently engaged in the many occupations requiring 
knowledge and skill in agricultural mechanics. 

The book emphasizes the basic principles involved in all types of agricultural 
mechanics activities, from shop work to soil and water management. Throughout 
the book safety practices are stressed. The contents were selected to supplement 
and complement both shop and field activities in agricultural mechanics. 

Emphasis has been placed on the “why” as well as the “how.” Persons may use 
the contents of the book to obtain an overview and basic understanding of a prob- 
lem area in agricultural mechanics. This basic overview and understanding will 
make more meaningful the details learned in the shop and in the field. 

The new and broadened objectives of vocational education in agriculture 
guided the author in the selection and organization of the materials. The materials 
included should be of value to persons engaged in or preparing to engage in (1) 
production agriculture and (2) off-farm agricultural occupations. 

The contents of the book cover a wide range of problem areas. A basic book 
such as Mr&nics in Agriculture has certain advantages for both the teacher and the 
.oarner. The chapters in rhe book have been grouped into the six major areas of 
content in agricultural mechanics. In addition, because the metric system of meas- 
urement is now being used in these major areas, a chapter on the metric system 
has been included. 

Lloyd J. Phipps 
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PART I 

Introduction 



INTRODUCTION 

Student Abilities to Be Developed 

1. Ability to appreciate the importance and understand the objectives of agricul- 
tural mechanics instruction. 

2. Ability to appreciate the vahte of good quality work and proper housekeeping 
in a shop. 

3. Ability to select suitable and worthwhile agricultural mechanics projects based 
on individual supervised agriculture experience programs. 

4. Ability to understand and follow safety measures in agricultural mechanics. 



CHAPTER 1 

Understanding and Using Mechanics 
in Agriculture 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. Whar is agricultural mechanics? 
2. How important is agricultural mechanics? 
3. What are the objectives of agricultural mechanics? 
4. Whar relation does agricultural mechanics have 10 students’ supervised 

agriculture experience programs? 
5. How important is repair work? 
6. Why is good housekeeping in agricultural mechanics essential? 
7. How should the students dress for agricultural mechanics activities? 
8. How important is good quality work? 
9. What factors should be considered in selecting projects? 

10. What are the essential steps in completing projects? 
11. How important are srudent notebooks in agricultural mechanics? 
12. What does the student need to know before starting work on mechanical 

activities? 
13. What kind of projects should bc undertaken first? 
14. What safety precautions should be followed? 

Meaning of Agricultural Mechanics-The ferm “mechanics” is often used 
to indicate sane mechanical work such as auto mechanics ot welding, but as used 
in the vocational field it has a much broader meaning. The terms “agricultural shop 
work” and “agricultural mechanics instruction” are often used interchangeably in 
connection with the program in vocational agriculture. “Agricultural mechanics in- 
struction,” however, is a more inclusive term than “agricultural shop work.” Ag- 
ricultural mechanics includes all the unspecialized mechanical activities performed 
on the farm and in agriculturally oriented businesses and services. The following 
five areas of instruction usually constitute the content of mechanics in agriculture: 

1. Agricrdtnrol Shop Work. Selection. sharpening, care, and correct use of 
shop tools and equipmenr; woodwork and simple carpentry; sheet metal 

3 



4 MECHANICS IN AGRICULTURE 

work; elementarp forge work; welding, pipe fitting; simple plumbing re- 
pairs: rope work. 

2. Agrirrdtrrml Pomr and ~Ua&ner~. Selecrion, management, adjustment, 
operation, maintenance, and repair (excluding major repairs requiring 
specialized equipment and services) of gas engines, ~rartors, rrucks, and 
the principal machines used in farming and agriculrurally oriented busi- 
nesses and services. 

3. Agrio&,ral Elprrrifiration. Utilization of electricity in the home and in 
the productive enterprises; selection, installation. operation, and mainte- 
nance of electrical equipment. 

5. Soil and Water Afanagenwzt. Elementary leveling, land measurement, and 
mapping, drainage; irrigation, terracing, conrowing, and scrip cropping. 

Importance of Mechanics in Agriculture-Most of the work in the many 
and diverse occupations in agriculture involves some type of mechanical activity. 
With the increasing mechanization of work, people employed or self-employed in 
agriculture cannot be successful unless they possess considerable mechanical 
knowledge and skill. Agricultural engineers estimate that approximately 85 per 
cent of the machinery in operation on farms is more or less out of adjustment. In 
addition to the adjustment of machinery used in farming and in other agricultural 

pourtery kn Smy Re”iav Nationa! safety CO”“CiI, 

Fig. 1.1. Advance planning is eswdial in agricullural mechanics. With advance 
planning and doing, diflicultie.s such as this may onsn be avoided. 

businesses and services, there are many mechanical jobs that a worker in an occu- 
pation requiring knowledge and skill in agriculture should and can do after receiv- 
ing training in agricultural mechanics, such as repairing agricultural machinery, 
consrrucring buildings, remodeling buildings, maintaining electrical equipment, re- 
pairing and maintaining home conveniences, and staking out contours and terraces. 
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Objectives of Agricultural Mechanics-There are many values which every 
student should receive from agricultural mechanics instruction. Some of the objec- 
tives of the instruction are: 

1. To develop Desirable work ethics. 
2. To discover mechanical aptitudes. 
3. To develop dependable judgment in agricultural mechanics activities. 
4. To develop basic skills in agricultural mechanics. 
5. To develop self-confidence in performing mechanical operations. 
6. To understand the underlying principles of mechanical processes. 
7. To be able to recognize quality work in agricultural mechanics. 
8. To develop interest in and willingness to do agricultural mechanics jobs. 
9. To understand and determine which mechanical activities can be done 

more economically by someone else. 
10. To utilize opportunities for learning by doing. 
11. To deveiop abilities necessary for doing the unspecialized mechanical 

jobs that a worker in an agricultural occupation needs to be able to do. 
12. To develop the ability to work cooperarively and effectively with others 

in a school’s agricultural shop. 

Relati~.n of Agriwltural Mechanics to the Students’ Agriculture Experi- 
ence Programs-The agricultural mechanics instruction shouid be closely related 
to the students’ agriculture experience programs, including productive and im- 
provement projects, supplementary jobs, and placement for experience. 

When students in an agriculture class are receiving supervised agriculture ex- 
periences through placement-employment training programs with fertilizer dealers, 
they will probably need to learn how to operate, adjust, and main&n various fer- 
tilizer application machines. They may also need to learn how to operate, adjust, 
and maintain machinery involved in mixing and handling fertilizw. 

When students in an agriculture class are preparing for gainful employment in 
an ornamental horticulture occupation, they may need to learn how to operate, 
adjust, and maintain such machines as turf pluggers, turf xveepers, tree injectors, 
and greenhouse humidifiers. 

When students are raising crops such as corn, they will need to learn how to 
operate, maintain, adjust, and repair the tractors they use. They will also need to 
learn how to operate, maintain, adjust, and repair the other machines used in pro- 
ducing corn such as the planter, plow, disk, harrow, cultivator, and combine. They 
may need to learn about some of the mechanical aspects of soil convervation, and 
they may need to learn about carpentry in order to repair or remodel storage 
facilities for the corn crop and for the machinery which they use. If they elerate 
the grain produced into a storage facility with an electric motor, they may need to 
learn something about wiring and the selection and care of the motor. 

When students have sow and litter projects, they will need housing facilities 
which may necessitate the remodeling or building of hog houses. They may need 
to construct gates, feeders, uoughs, crates, and chutes, all of which make excellent 
projects. A student with a baby chick project will need feeders, stands, and pens, 
which may be made in the shop. 

The following is a partial list of projects, grouped according to their relation to 
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certain agricultural enterprises, which are commonly included in supervised ag- 

riculture experience programs: 

CROPS 

i. Beet tack 
2. crate for potatoes 
3. Ensilage tack 
4. Hayrack 
5. Hotbed frame 
6. Orchard ladder 
7. Macbinery.maintenance 

8. Rope splicing 
9. Seed potato curting r-:> 

10. Seed tester 
11. Seed treating equipmeL 
12. Vegetable forcing box 
13. Wagon box 
14. Wheelbarrow 

LIVESTOCK 

Cattk 

1. Calf stanchions 
2. Cooling tank for milk 
3. Dehorning chute 
4. Feed bin 
5. Feed bunk for grain 
6. Feed bunk for bay 
7. Feed ot silage cart 

8. Loading chute 
9. Milk loading platform 

10. Rope halter 
11. Stanchions 
12. Stock shipping crate 
13. Water trough 

Poultry 

1. Automated feeding eauimnent 14. Feeding trough 
2. Automated war& - - 
3. Brooder house 
4. Candling equipment 
5. Carrying hook 
6. Catching hook 
7. Colony poultry house 
8. Door and window frames 
9. Dwble-tier wall nest 

10. Dropping board 
11. Dry mash hopper 
12. Dusting box 
13. Feed box 

1. Drinking trough 
2. Hay and grain tack 
3. Iamb creep 
4. Loading chute 

15. Grit hopper 
16. Hopper for green feed 
17. Nest for laying house 
18. Oats sprouter 
19. Portable chick brooder 
20. Self-feeder for chic!ts 
2 1. Self-feeder for hens 
22. Shed roof type house 
23. Show crate 
24. Stand for drinking fountain 
25. Stand for mash hopper 
26. Trap nest 

Sheep 

5. Panels for lambing pens 
6. Ponable lamb ttdugh 
7. Salt and mineral box 
8. Shipping crate 
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Swine 

1. A-type hog house 
2. Breeding ctate 
3. Colony hog house 
4. Concrete feeding floor 
5. Creep for pigs 
6. Farrowing stall 
7. Hog hurdles 
8. Knock-down hog pen 
9. Loading chute 

10. Material handling equipment 
maintenance 

11. Portable fence, panels 
12. Self-feeder 
13. Self-oiler for hogs 
14. Shed roof type hog house 
15. Shipping crate 
16. Smokehouse 
17. Summer shelters 
18. Trough 

There are many other types of agricultural mechanics projects, activities, and 

jobs which may be a part of a student’s supervised agriculture experience program. 

FIRST-AID SUPPLIES 

Fig. 1.2. First-aid supplies should always be available, but proper s&Q precautions 
should be utlllmd In agricultural mechanics to minlmize the need for first aid. 

Some of these activities are planning a soil conservation system or a strip cropping 

system, laying out contour lines, laying out terraces, and establishing a drainage 

system. Construction projects such as the following may also be included in ag- 
ricuiture experience programs. 
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AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT 

1. Bag holder 9. Farm field gate 
2. Barn medicine cabinet 10. Fork and shovel tack 
3. Barnyard stock gate 11. Machinery adjustment 
4. Barrel cart 12. Road drag 
5. Concrete steps, walks, and 13. Rope halter 

feeding floor 14. Saw buck 
6. Electrical controls mainte- 15. Scoop endgate 

nance 16. Tractor repair 
7. Electrical wiring 17. Trailer 
8. Electric motor maintenance 18. Truck and body rack 

HOME CONVENIENCES 

1. Basement fruit and vegetable 
tack 

2. Floxver trellis 
3. Fly trap 
4. Folding bench 

5. Medicine cabinet 
6. Painter’s ladder 
7. Plant box 
8. Step ladder 

1. Anvil stand 
2. Bench drawer 
3. Bench hook 
4. Bench stop 
5. File handle 
6. File tack 
7. Lumber tack 
8. Miter box 
9. Nail box 

HOME SHOP EQUIPMENT 

10. Rack for drills, bits 
11. Saw tiling clamp 
12. Sawhorse with open top 
13. Sawhorse with solid sill 
14. Saw jointer 
15. Storage shelves-nails, screws 
16. Tool box 
17. Tool cabinet 
18. Workbench 

Repair Work-It has been found in several states that a large percentage of 
the work in agricultural mechanics involves repair work such as repairing buildings, 

machinery, and tractors. Many pieces of machinery are discarded when they might 

have been repaired at a small cost. 

It is true, however, that the conaruction of new projects is probably more 

attractive than working on an old, rusty piece of machinery, but students should 

develop an appreciation of the economy of repair jobs, and they should do repair 

work that is economically profitable. 

Adjustment and Maintenance-A successful employee in a fertilizer plant, c 

seed house, or an agricultural equipment and machinery shop must know how and 

be willing to adjust and maintain the machinery being used. Self-employed agricul- 

tural workers also must be able to adjust and maintain machinery if they are to 

make a profit. Inability to adjust and maintain machinery properly often leads to 

loss of a job or failure of a business. 
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Good Housekeeping Essential-A shop furnishes a very good place for the 
formation of desirable habits. Many of the habits formed in school are carried 
throughout life. Keeping the shop neat and tidy should be the ambition of every 
student. Every piece of equipment should be kept in the correct position and 
should be properly cleaned. A shop should be carefully swept each day. By a little 
cooperation on the part of every student, a shop can be kept presentable at all 
times. Good housekeeping promotes safety and dec:eases loss of tools and 
supplies. 

Shop Dress-A person cannot accomplish as much in shop work when 
“dressed up” as when wearing something to protect good clothes. Coveralls afford 
about the best protection. Many students prefer blue denim coveralls, but they 
have a tendency to fade on white clothing. For this reason they are not very practi- 
cal. White coveralls very readily show dirt; khaki seems to be the best color for 
shop coveralls. Students should plzce their names in small letters on their coveralls 
to prevent any argument regarding ownership. A very good place for the name is 
under the collar. The coveralls should be kept in a special location in the shop 
when not being worn. 

Caps are very inexpensive and are very good protection for students working 
with welders, on motors, or on any other project of a dirty nature. Black caps are 
preferred by many workers because they do not show soil as readily as caps bf a 
lighter color. 

Work Quality-A student often has the mistaken idea that since much of the 
carpentry and other work in agricultural mechanics is of a rough nature, little te- 
gard needs to be given to work quality. High standards of quality are just as essen- 
tial in agricultural mechanics work as in other types of shop work. This does not 
mean that a pen for animals should be finished like a stereo cabinet, but it does 
mean that 211 materials in the pen should be squared and fitted together properly. 
The following partial iisr of standards is suggested: 
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1. Use only materials of proper kind and dimension. 
2. Stress durability at all times. 
3. Complete all jobs started. 
4. Finish all projects before allowing them to be taken from the shop; that 

is, have them completed and well painted. 
5. Do not handle tools carelessly. 

Employers in agricultural businesses insist that their employers produce good 
quality work. 

Factors to Consider in the Selection of Projects-There are several factors 
which students should consider in selecting projects, a few of which are as follows: 

1. Do 1 have any need for the project? 
2. Will it be of any practical value to me in my supervised agriculture ex- 

perience program? 
3. Can plans be secured or drawn for it? 
4. Are suitable mareriais available? 
5. Are tools available to do the job? 
6. Is it too expensive? Will it pay to do it? 
7. Will it give me a feeling of satisfaction or pride? 

Often students select projects merely to have something to do and are not 
guided by the proper consideration of the preceding points. 

Essential Steps in Completing Projects-After students have decided upon 
agriculture projects, they should conform to a procedure similar to the one that 
follows: 

1. Make a complete drawing or plan for the project. 
2. Develop a bill of materials and estimate the cost of the project. 
3. Srkcr and secure the proper materials. 
4. Label and care for the materials secured. 
5. Select the proper tools 
6. Begin wo& on the project. 
7. Do a ;;Jod job. 
8. Keep a record of rhe time spent on the job. 
9. Figure the actual cost of the projecr, including personal labor, after the 

project is completed. 

Student Notebook-The notebook used for agricultural mechanics may be 
the same as the notebook used for the other instruction received in vocational 
agriculture. A loose-leaf notebook of the standard 8% by 11 inch, three-ring type 
is preferable. 

Notebooks in agricultural mechanics, if used correctly, provide records of the 
problems and questions which students decide, with the assistance of the teacher 
and classmates, should be solved and answered so that they can conduct their ag- 
riculture experience programs more effectively and efficiently. The notebooks 
should also contain records of the conclusions reached regarding these problems 
and questions. 

The most important part of a notebook, however, is the student’s individual 
plans, sketches, and lists of bills of materials. We learn by doing, but we must first 
make plans for what we are to do. Any individual plans for specific agricultural 
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mechanics activities should also be recorded on a calendar of activities for the 

student’s supervised agriculture experience program. 

Notes which are taken from material read, or during a preliminary class dis- 

cussion of a problem, should be recorded on sheets for the notes of this type. They 

should not be placed on the pages in a notebook designed for the recording of the 

analysis of problems and for the conclusions reached regarding these problems. If 

reading notes and notes taken during class discussion ate placed on the pages 

where problems are analyzed and where conclusions are recorded, these pages will 

become so filled with irrelevant material that they will be of little value. 

What to Undertake First-Do not attempt projects which are too compli- 

cated until some training in using tools has been received. Start with some project 

which has practical value and which is not too difficult as a means of obtaining 

experience. It is better to undertake some worthwhile project than it is, for exam- 

ple, to merely square a board that will be thrown in the scrap pile after it is 

squared. After students have learned how to use tools, they may then begin mote 

complicated projects such as reconditioning a combine, repairing a mower, or con- 

structing agricultural equipment. 

Approved Practices in Agricultural Mechanics--If the instruction in ag 

ricc!mral mechanics is to be effective and worthwhile, there are a number of things 

which should be done. The following is a partial list of desirable practices.: 

1. Select projects of a practical nature. 
2. Finish projects before taking them home or to the business in which you 

are employed. 
3. Have a plan m follow before beginning work on a project. 
4. Attack work which you are capable of doing. 
5. Be careful in handling tools. 
6. Follow instructions. 
7. Work cooperatively with others. 
8. Observe all safety precautions. 
9. Keep busy at work of practical value. 

IO. Furnish your own mnrerials. 
11. Keep your tools sharp and in good condition. 
12. Secure necessary supplies outside of school hours. 
13. Do your work to the best of your ability. 
14. Keep the quality of your work high. 

Safety Measures-There are a number of safety precautions which should be 

followed in a shop, such as wearing safety glasses while you are using a grinder, 

wearing a helmet while electric arc welding, and wearing safety glasses while 

oxyacetylene welding. Other safety measures ate suggested in Chapter 2. These 

should be resd and followed. 



CHAPTER 2 

Using Safety Precautions 

Agricultural mechanics can be dangerous if proper safety precautions ate not 
observed. There are many accidents in agriculture, and agricultural mechanics ac- 
tivities are the source of the majority of these accidents. 

At one time the most frequent cause of acciden:s on farms and in other ag- 
ricultural businesses was animals. At present the more frequent source of injuries 
in agriculture is machinery. Most accidents resulting from agricultural mechanics 
activities may be prevented by the development of safe habits. Many of the safe 
habits needed in all agricultural activities may be acquired while learning the skills 
and developing the abilities needed in agriculturai mechanics. 

Anyone who does not form the essential habits of safety which should accom- 
pany the development of an agricultural mechanics skill or ability is foolish. 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. What is the most frequent cause of accidents on farms and in nonfarm 
agricultural jobs? 

2. What are some of the precautions that may be taken to prevent accidents 
in an agricultural shop? 

3. What are the safety precautions that should be observed in using power 
shop tools? Hand tools? 

4. How shouid objects be lifted? 
5. What general precautions should be observed when handling and moving 

objects? 
6. How may falls be prevented? 
7. How may fires be prevented? 
8. How may accidents caused by fumes and carbon monoxide be prevented? 
9. What general safety precautions should be observed on farms and in ag- 

riculturaLly oriented businesses and services? 
10. What should be done when an accident occurs? 

SAFETY IN THE AGRICULTURAL SHOP 

An agricultural shop may be a safe place to work or it may be a very danger- 

13 
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ous place. Whether it is dangerous or safe depends to a great extent on the intelli- 
gent actions of those who work there. 

Dress-Proper dress is a prerequisite for safety in a shop. Snug fitting ciothes 
with no tears, belts, or ties to become entangled in machines are essential. The 
clothes worn should be washable so that undue care need nrt be taken to keep 
them clean. Working in a shop while wearing dress clothes nay cause an accident 
because of the excess caution that n&!st~be, exercised to keep the clothes clean. 

A necktie or a loose belt strap may become entangled in a machine and be the 
cause of a serious accident. Coveralls are probably the most sensible type of gar- 
ment to wear in a shop. Safety glasses should be worn also. 

Behavior--“Playing around” and teasing or annoying other workers in an ag- 
ricultural mechanics shop may result in a sxi~~s accident, perhaps the loss of a 
life. There is a time and place for everything. In a shop the undivided attention of 
a worker is required for the activity being performed if the shop is to be a safe 
place to work. 

Color Dynamics-Various colors may be used to make a shop a safer place in 
which to work. Every shop worker should learn the significance of each color and 
observe the proper safety precautions. 

A color code has been developed which should have rhe same meaning in all 
shops and factories, and in agriculture. The color yellow means to watch out. Mov- 
ing objects are painted yellow. Yellow and black parallel bars are used to identify 
nonmoving objects at parts of machines which create the hazards of being struck 
against, stumbled over, or fallen into. 

The color orange means danger. It says be 0)~ grrard. Machine guard?-, moving 
parrs, crushing or cutting e&es, and the insides of electrical switchboxes we 
painted orange. 

The color red is reserved for &fighting equipment and its location. Green 
indicates safety equipment and its location. White is used as a guide color. It is 
used on floors, for example, to mark direction of movement, and location of mate- 

-.- ~ria!s,~The bodies of power tools such as table saws, grinders, or drill presses are 
~-~--~~ ~.~~~_~__ 
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painted a light green or a gray, and nonmovable edges of power tools are painted 
ivory. 

Safety Instruction-A student should not use tools, especially power tools, 
before receiving instruction regarding their safe use. Students who use a tool be- 
fore receiving such instruction not only may injure t+mselves, but also may de- 
velop .some habits in using the tool which are dangerous. These unsafe habits are 
often difficult to eliminate and may sooner or later cause an accident. 

Power Tools 

Saw-A power saw, either table or radial arm, is a common power tool in a 
shop on a farm or in an agriculturally oriented business. In addition, many shops 
have electric hand saws. The first safety precaution in the use of a power saw is to 
select the type, size, and speed of saw best suited for the type of work to be done. 
If a saw in a school is not of the type or size required for certain types of jobs, the 
instructor wills probably inform the students of this fact at the time he or she 
teaches the safe use of the saw. 

Before using power saws, students should form the habit of checking the con- 
dition of saws, such as whether or not (1) guards are all in place and securely 
attached, (2) the saw is sharp and the teeth are of uniform height, and (3) the saw is 
correctly adjusted for the work to be done. The users of power saws should stay 
alert. Adequate light is essential, and the floor should not be littered. A littered 
floor may cause an operator of a saw to slip or stumble. In trying to prevent a fall, 
the student may put a hand into the saw. 

- 
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If the blade of a saw is not sharpened and set properly at does not run stcaight 
and smooth, the saw should not be used until the difficulty is corrected. If a blade 
is warped or cracked, it should be discarded at once. The guard on a power saw 
should always be in place. It does not pay to take chances in the operation of 
power saws. 

While using a saw, the operator should not wear gloves. Before a saw is 
started, a check should be made to determine whether or not anyone may be 
injured by it. Removing sawdust frequently from under a saw may prevent the 
operator from slipping or falling. Scrap material should be removed with a brush at 
frequent intervals from the table of a saw. The operator should stand to one side of 
the saw and not in line with the blade. 

The mosr frequent accident with a power saw is getting hands into the blade; 
therefore, the hands should be kept away from rhe line of cut. A long stick with a 
notched end may be used to push narrow pieces between the saw blade and the 
guide. The power should be shut off immediately if the material being sawed binds 
or pinches. Then raw blade should stop completely before the material is backed 
away from the blade. if a saw breaks or does not work properly, the power should 
be shut off and disconnected, and the saw allowed to come to a complete halt 
before repairs are attempted. 

When tipping material, the operator should be certain that the anti-kickback 

COW are working. After work is finished, rhe operator should stay at the saw until it 
has coasted to a complete stop as a precaution to prevent others from inadvertently 

,covneSy Rg,iC”,t”,C Education DiYiEiO” B”d “Ocmna, lglic”lt”,e smce. “ni”eliit” 01 lilinoir, 

Fig. 2.3. When using a gower hill, be sum to clamp lhs material being drilled 18. 
curely IO the table al the drill. Also war safety glasssr. 
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being injured on the saw while it is still running. If a saw is not in safe operating 
condition, the user should see that it is disconnected until it has been repaired. A 
blue tag is often put on power tools and other equipment when they are not in 
working condition. A practice in industry is to padlock the switch so that the 
machine cannot be operated while it is not in good working order. 

The saw blade should be adjusted so that the blade will extend above the table 
only slightly more than the thickness of the wood being sawed. 

Drill Press-The operator of a drill press needs to always check to be sure 
that the material being drilled is secure so that it will not turn with the drill. It is 
dangerous to hold materials being drilled. 

A frequent cause of an accident with a drill press is the failure to remove the 
chuck wrench before the press is starred. A good habit is to check the location of 
the chuck wrench before starting the press. A safety precaution is to tape the 
chuck wrench to the lead cord so that the press cannot be connected ta the power 
line without first removing the wrench from the machine. When a portable drill 
press is used, the operator should check to see whether or not the tool is 
grounded. The operator should also be careful not to overload the tool. 

6:inder-Most shops contain power grinders, and accidents often result from 
their improper use. An operator of a grinder needs ta weat safety glasses. Others 
working nearby also need to wear safety glasses to be safe. The tool rest on a 
grinder should be kept adjusted so that it is close to and above the center of the 
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stone. The safe operator develops the habit of checking before grinding regarding 
whether or not shields, guards, and lights are in position and properly adjusted. 
The temperature of the grinding wheels should not be below~ room temperature at 
the time the machine is being used. The manufacturer’s manual for the use of a 
grinder and its attachments should be studied and followed by all operators of the 
grinder. 

Hand Tools 

Most persons are familiar with the use of hand tools, but frequently hand tools 
are used incorrectly, and they cause a high percentage of the accidents in work cm 
farms and in nonfatm agricultural businesses. Many of the injuries result from the 
the use of an improper tool for the job. An important ability in agricultural 
mechanics is to learn the tools best suited for various jobs. A hand tool to be safe 
must be sharp and otherwise in good working condition. Tools that are not clean 
can slip from the hands easily. 

Sorting tools for the one desired often causes injuries. All hand tools shotild 
be kept in tool cabinets or in tool racks where they are accessible without sorting. 

The use of dull tools often results in injuries. Dull tools cause injuries by 
sticking, slipping, or sliding. Sharp tools used correctly are safer. Slivers from dam- 
aged or poor quality handles may cause painful injuries. Heads of hammers, axes, 
and hatchets not securely fastened to handles are dangerous. Keeping all tools in 
good condition Is an important safety precaution. * 

MNV roo1s 
PRODUCE MANY INJURIES 
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Hammer-A hammer is a simple tool, but its incorrect use may cause an 
accident. When using a harmner, as when performing any other agricultural 
mechanics actSty, the undivided attention of the worker is required. Keeping the 
eyes on a nai being hammered may prevent striking the nail at an angle, which 
may cause chipping or a mashed finger. In driving a nail, hold it between the 
thumb and finger near the head and give it a few light taps to start it. Make sure 
before driving a nail &at the face of the hammer is clean and free of grease. 

Hatchets, Axes-When using a hatchet or an ax, be careful that no one is 
standing close enough to be hit by flying chips and that no obstructions ate in the 
line of swing. When the blade of a hatchet or an ax strikes the object, the handle 
should be as horizontal as possible. Legs ate in danger when the handle of the ax is 
nearly parallel to the body. 

0 ofltCllvt 1001s 

0 WRONf TOOL ion 100 

0 lncORntCl Mf1H00 
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Hatchets or axes may cause serious injuries if left lying on the floor. When 

they are carried, they should be placed in leather cases. If a leather case is not 
used, the blade should be turned away from the carrier. 

Pliers-Pliers are not the correct tool to use to loosen or tighten nuts. A 
wrench of the proper size is better. Pliers slip off a nut more easily than does a 
wrench of the proper size. Pliers are not hammers and should not be used as such. 

Fig. 2.9. An example 01 what can happen when the incorrncl tool far a job is used. It 
also shows the imporlance of wearing aaiely glasses. 

Wire Cutters-When wire is cut, the loose ends may fly into the face or 
hands, especially when the wire is coiled or when the wire is under tension. Take 
hold of a wire to be cut close to the point where it is to be cut. Be sure the current 
is turned off on an electrical circuit befo:: cutting. 

Planes-Planes are relatively safe if they are used properly and if the blades 
are kept sharp. Dull blades may cause injuries by jamming and sticking. To keep a 
plane sharp, raise it slightly on the back stroke. 

Saws-A safe saw is a sharp saw. Injuries may occur when starting a saw cut. 
The thumb should be used to guide the saw blade until the CUE is started. Pull the 
saw up on the first stroke. Support the piece being sawed on a sawhorse or a 
bench, or in a vise. A vise should be used when sawing with a hacksaw. 

r 

,counery Nnional Cammirsion on S%fen/ Educstion. NEA, 

Fig. 2.18. In agricultural world, select only tools with scwiceable handlcs. 
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Screwdrivers-Scrrwdrivers are not made to be used as chisels, pry bars, 
hammers, or spark testers. Their use as substitutes for these tools may cause in- 
juries because of their breaking or slipping. To avoid injury due to slipping, make 
sure the blade of the screwdriver used fits the screw and is seated squarely against 
the bottom of the slot in the screw. 

The work should never be held in one hand and the screwd&er in the other 
because the screwdriver may slip and pierce the hand. When doing electrical work, 
make sure the screwdrivers used have insulated handles to prevent shocks. All 
screwdrivers should be kept in good repair. A broken screwdriver is dangerous. 

Wrenches-The most frequent cause of accidents with wrenches is the use of 
a wrench that does not fit the: nut being loosened or tightened. Skinned knuckles, 
mashed fingers, and sprained backs, fingers, and wrists may result when a wrench 
slips. To avoid injuries when using wrenches, use only those that are in good 
condition, and obtain solid footing so that slippage or breakage wiU not throw you 
off balance. When a hard pull is placed on a wrench, make sure that the wrench fits 
the nut or bolt squarely and snugly. Don’t use a wrench as a hammer. All wrenches 
should be inspected before they are used. Defective ones should be discarded. 
When using a wrench, pull if possible. If it is not possible to pull, push the wrench 
with an open hand. 
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Chisels. Punches-The principal hazard in using chisels, punches, and similar 
tools is allowing the heads to become mushroomed. Mushroomed heads when 
struck may break off and injure the worker or someone else. A mushroomed head 
may be made safe by grinding off the “mushroom.” 

Pry Bars-Falling is the principal hazard in the use of a pry bar. When a bar 
slips and causes the worker to fall, it is usually because the point of the bar was not 
placed securely under the object being moved. Failure to place a bar securely 
under an obiecr may be caused by the dullness of its point. 

F&s-Using a file without a handle on the tang end is an invitation for trou- 

CORRECT PULL CORRECl HOLD 

SCREW DRIVERS 

DOW'1 PRV DOA' CHISEL DON? H4MMER 

CHISELS 

" RW SHARP HOLD PROPERLY DRESS HElO 

,CO""es" Natimal Saw Co"ncil, 

Fig. 2.12. There is a correct and incorrect way to use all tools. Be safe. Lsarn the 
Conecl way. 
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ble. When a file that does not have a handle slips, the sharp point of the tang often 
pierces the hand of the user. Keeping a file clean will help prevent it from slipping. 
Since files are made of very brittle steel, they shoilld never be used for hammer- 
ing. 

Knives-Using a knife that is too large or too small for the job may be the 
cause of an injury. All knives should he kept sharp. A sharp knife is safer than a 
dull knife, because less pressure is necessary in using a sharp knife. 

In using a knife always cut away from the body and the hands. Knives should 
be used only for cutting. Since knife blades are brittle, they are broken easily when 
used as substitutes for screwdrivers or punches. 

USE A HKKDLE HOLD PROPERLY 

KEEP II SHARP 

RAMMER 

KEEP CLEKK 
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Handling Materials 

Many injuries may be prevented in handling materials by wearing gloves and 
hard-toe shoes. Howewr, the most frequent hazard in handling materials is lifting. 
Proper lifting is a skill. The development of this skill may prevent back injuries, 
ruptures, and sprains. 

Workers should not attempt to lift loads which are too heavy for them. Per- 
sons need to develop good judgment regarding what they can lift. Before lifting, B 
worker should make sure that footing is secure. A good balance should be 
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achieved by placing the feet from 8 to 12 inches apart. The feet should be placed 
close to the base of the object to be lifted so that the back muscles will not have to 
lift all the load. 

Be sure to bend the knees outward and keep the back straight. Lift the load by 
pushing up with the legs. The load should be kept close to the body as it is lifted 
so that full advantage may be taken of the mechanical leverage of the body. In 
turning with a load, change the direction of the feet instead of twisting the body. 
When a load is placed on a table, place it on the edge of the table and push it 
forward. Let the table take part of the load. 

When a load is 20 be placed on the floor, bend the knees, keeping the back 
straight and the load close to the body. Lower the load with the arm and leg 
muscles. Before placing a load on a floor make sure that there are blocks to sup- 
port the load so rhar the fingers will not be pinched. 

Never be afraid to ask for help to carry a load. It is better to obtain help than 
to sprain your back. If a load interferes with walking, it is safer to obtain help. 

Fip. 2.17. The cor~ct way to lift 
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Keep the shop clean to avoid tripping and falling while carrying loads. Use 
mechanical equipment for lifting and carrying loads whenever possible. 

Falls 

Falls, stepping on nails, and slipping or stumbling on pieces of lumber may 
cause painful injuries. Neat working habits and alertness will prevent most acci- 
dents of this type. Injuries may be avoided by developing the habits of keeping the 
working area clean, replacing tools properly when they are not in use, placing 
loose nails in a suitable container, and clinching or removing nails which are driven 
through boards. 

In a shop, grease should be cleaned from the floor as soon as it is spilled. 
Slipping on grease may cause a dangerous fall. Another common cause of falls in 
shops is the use of makeshift ladders. A chair, table, or box makes an unsafe lad- 
der. Reaching from ladders may also cawe falls. Always take time to obtain a safe 
ladder and then use it carefully. 

In the category of accidental deaths, rhe national toll from falls is exceeded 
only by accidental motor vehicle deaths. 

General Safety Precautions 

Machinery and Equipment-Tractor wheels that are kept spread whenever 
possible will reduce tipping hazards. Guards that ate kept in place will make the 
operation of machinery on farms and in agricultural businesses less hazardous. 
Many accidents may be prevented by turning off the power before adjusting or 
unclogging machinery. The development of the habit of turning off the power 
before working on machinery is a prerequisite for the safe operation of equipment. 
Persons should not be allowed to operate machinery until they have developed this 
habit. 

All equipment should be checked periodically to determine whether or not it 
is safe. Before a tractor is started, it should be out of gear and the brake should be 
set. 

Power take-off shafts ate dangerous, and the habit of not rteppiog over thetn 
should be developed. Loose, torn, or ragged clothing worn around machinery is 
dangerous. It is very easy to become entangled in gears and moving parts. In fact, 
avoid climbing over or around machinery when it is operating. 

Another frequent cause of deaths and injuries is the operating of a tractor on 
steep inclines and on treacherous banks. Adjusting and getting in front of mowing 
machines while they are in gear also causes many serious accidents. 

Buildings-The ladders and steps in use on farms and in other agricultural 
businesses ate often in need of repair, and they cause many accidents. Handrails 
should be placed on stairways, and ladder and hay chute openings need to be 
protected adequately. These openings and stairways may be made less dangerous 
by adequate lighting. 
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REACHING ON UDDER 

I 

SLIPPING ON GREASE 

‘PEN WELLS OR CISTERN 

MKESHIFT STEP LADDER 

CUJTTERED SZRWAV 

HOT WATCWING YOURSTEP 

NO GUARD PAIL 

)EFECllVE FLOORS ORSTEPS 

Loose materials stored overhead may fall and cause injuries. Nails in loose 
boards are often not piil!ed and may cause painful injories. The yard and buildings 
should be kept clean of tools, forks, rubbish, and waste. 

Metal-roofed buildings require proper grounding. Frequent checks should be 
made to determine whether the lightning rods on buildings are well grounded. 
Ladders should be quickly acctssible in case of fire, and they should be long 
enough to reach the roof of the highest building on the farm or the nonfarm 
agricultural business. 

Fires-Fires and explosions cause many deaths. Numerous explosions have 
occurred in agricultural shops because gasoline was used for clesning. Such an 
explosion usually results in the death of someone and in the destruction of the 
shop. The only safe use to be made of gasoline is as motor fuel. The use of 
gasoline in a shop is especially dangerous. Welding in another part of the shop may 



cause an explosion. Only safe cleaning fluids with a high flash point should be used 
for cleaning. 

Paints, varnishes, and lacquers are flammable liquids which produce gases or 
vapors when exposed to the air or when heated. These gases or vapors are very 
combustible. Special care must be taken when quick drying paints, varnishes, or 
lacquers are used inside a building. The proper mixture of air and vapors from 
these products will produce violent explosions as well as fire. The vapors may be 
ignited by a lighted pipe, cigar, or cigarette, a static spark, or an open flame. 
Adequate ventilation will reduce the hazard of painting inside a building. All win- 
dows and doors should be kept open while painting. It is not safe to spray paint or 
use quick drying paint products in a school’s agricultural shop or home shop be- 
cause of the many sources of ignition such as a welder or sparks from a grinder. 

Fires may occur because of the improper storage of the waste rags used in 
painting, or the improper storage of paint. Waste rags used in wiping paint may 
cause a fire through spontaneous ignition. If waste rags are kept, they should be 
stored in closed metal containers. Paint that is stored should be kept in closed 
containers in a metal cabinet which is not located neat stairways, combustible 
materials, or heat. 

All shop workers should know where the fire extinguishing equipment is and 
how to use it. If workers do not know how to use firefighting equipment, it is their 
responsibility to learn how. Everyone should feel a responsibility for removing and 
reporting fire hazards. Aisles, fire escapes, and stairways should be kept clean in 
case a fre occurs. Welding should never be done when flammable vapors, gases, or 

L 
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n#. 2.20. Operation PI a carbon dioxide fire edinguisher. Direcl the discharge at the 
naar edge and the bonom of the fire, then forward and upward. Continue 10 use aller the 
lire is out lo prevent a reflasb of the fire. 

liquids are present. Engines should not be filled with gasoline in a shop; nor should 
gasoline or other fuel be stored in a shop. 

Agricultural businesses and farms need emergency water supplies for fires, 
such as ponds, barrels of water in buildings, or hose attachments to a water system. 
Water, however, should not be used to fight many types of shop fires. Boxes of 
sand in buildings are also needed to supplement other equipment in fighting oil or 
gasoline fires. 

The elimination of oil- or paint-saturated rags, weeds, brush, old lumber, and 
other fire hazards from around buildings will prevent many fires. Gasoline should 
be stored underground or in an isolated tank at least 40 feet from the buildings of 
an agricultural business or a farm. An additional safety precaution is painting 
gasoline containers a bright red. 

Tractors filled while running or while .hot may cause a fire or an explosion. 
Cars, tractors, and other motors should be kept in buildings separate from the 
barns. 

Approved types of fire extinguishers placed at or near the entrances of build- 
ings are a worthwhile tire precaution. These fix extinguishers need regular checks 
to determine whether or not they are operating correctly. 

Brooder houses are frequent sources of fires, so they should be placed at least 
100 feet from other buildings and from each other. If there is no rural fire depart- 
ment, it is wise to arrange with neighbors to come with tools and ladders in case of 
fire. 

Newly stored hay often causes fire, so it should be watched closely. Another 
common source of fires is smoking. Avoid smoking around farm or other agricul- 
tural buildings, and do not carry matches loose in pockets. 

When starting a fire to burn rubbish, select a day that is not windy. Do not 

start a fire close to buildings, because it may get windy. 

Carbon Monoxide and Fumes-Fumes of various types produced in agricul- 
tural shops are often dangerous as well as annoying. Welders and engines fre- 
quently produce fumes, so agricultural shops should be adequately ventilated in 
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Fig. 2.21. Operalion 01 a loam extinguisher. Oirecl the stream above the llre and 
against the wall if possible. II not, let the loam Ml on Ihe Ike with as Ulle lorce as 
gssif Learn how to operate all types of fire edinquishsrs and when each lype should 

order that all fumes may be eliminated quickly. Exhaust fans and hoods are often 
used to remove fumes. If facilities for doing this are inadequate, a worker may 

usually avoid danger by performing the activity producing the fumes outside the 
shop. 

Carbon monoxide is a poisonous gas and is produced by gasoline engines, 
stoves, and furnaces. One or two parts of carbon monoxide in 1,000 parts of air 
will cause death if breathed continuously for several hours. 

If engines are operated in a shop, the shop should have eqiiipment for remov- 
ing the carbon monoxide produced. Often sheps have flexible hoses or pipes that 
may be attached to the exhausts oi’engines being operated. These flexible hoses or 
pipes are connected with an exhaust fan. 
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Fig. 2.22. Types of fire exiinguisbers. 

The symptoms of carbon monoxide poisoning are weakness and weariness. 
These are often followed by dizziness, a headache, and a desire to vomit. If these 
symptoms arc noticed, get to fresh air at once. Often, however, a tractor being 
operated in a closed shop wili produce carbon monoxide so rapidly that none of 
these indicarions will be noticed before consciousness is lost. 

If anyone is found unconscious in a shop, provide him or her with fresh air at 
once. If persons overcome by carbon monoxide are given fresh air while still 
breathing, they will usually recover quickly with no permanenr injury. 

A slight headache will us&y follow the breathing of very small amounts of 
carbon monoxide. If you experience headaches after working in a shop, suspect 
carbon monoxide and check possible sources of the gas. 

Electricity-Farmers and workers in nonfarm agricultural businesses subject 
rhemselves to many dangers in using electricity. Since electricity is being used 
more and more, it is essential that agricultural workers learn the precautions neces- 

Fig. 2.23. 
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All eleclrical applisncss should be grounded before they are used. 
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sary for using it safely. A very important safety habit is the disconnecting of the 
current before any work is done on an electrical conductor. Circuits should not be 
overloaded. Fuses or circuit breakers that have an amperage rating too high for the 
conductors they are protecting will permit these conductors to overheat and cause 
fires. 

Portable motors are being used more extensively on farms and in nonfarm 
agricultural businesses. To obtain the safe operation of these motors, heavy 
moisture-proof rubber cords are essential. Frequent checks of electrical appliances 
and cords are important to detect unsafe equipment before it produces a fire or 
shocks a worker. Special precautions should be observed to make certain that 
portable electrical equipment is well grounded. The use of ground fault circuit 
interrupters is recommended. Only approved electric fence controllers should be 
used. All workers should know the !ocation of the main switch box, and the path- 
way to i* should be free of all obstructions so that the current may be disconnected 
if trouble occurs. All agricultural workers also need to know how to treat electric 
shock cases. 

Sanitation and Health-Sunlight is beneficial, but excessive exposure of the 
body to the sun may produce skin troubles and other difficulties. Heat collapse 
may often be prevented by drinking plenty of water. 

Care needs to be exercised to protect drinking water from contamination. 
Wells should be sealed to prevent contamination by surface water. The natural 
drainage should be away from wells, and wells need to be located at least 100 feet 
from septic tanks and other sewage disposal locarions. 

During elrcrrical storms, agricultural workers increase their danger when they 
stand under a lone tree or near wire fences. 

Farms and nonfarm agriculrural businesses need first-aid kits located in 
strategic positions. These first-aid kits need to be kept well stocked, and agricul- 
rural workers need to learn how co use them if they are to be of value. 

FIRST AID 

When accidents do occur, every agricultural worker needs to know what to 
do. Knowing how to administer first aid may save a life. The value of first aid must 
not be overestimated, however, and a physician should be called promptly, espe- 
cially if the injury is serious or if the narure of the injury is not apparent. 

First-aid methods may be considered here only briefly. It is desirable for 
farmers and other agricultural workers to secure special instruction in first aid. In 
most communities there are first-aid courses, taught under the sponsorship of the 
American Red Cross. in which farmers and other agricultural workers may enroll. 

Bleeding-The first thing to do after an accident is to determine whether the 
patient is bleeding. If bleeding is occurring from a large artery, the patient may die 
in a few minutes unless the bleeding is arrested. Bleeding may be stopped by: 

1. Pressure over the wound with dressing. 
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2. Application of pressure at pressure points. 
3. A tourniquet. 

In rncsf cases a few layers of gauze with pressure over the wound will stop 
bleeding. If this does not stop the bleeding, apply pressure at the appropriate 
pressure point. Only use a tourniquet in life-saving situations. Never use a tour- 
niquet unless there is no alternative. For example, if a leg is severed, a tourniquet 
is necessary to keep the person from bleeding~&ea:h, A tourniquet should be a 
piece of sterile cloth at least 1 inch wide. If nothing else is av&ble, use a hander- 
chief, necktie, belt, or towel. Bleeding in the arm may be arrested ~&$%gpling a 
tourniquet a hand’s width in front of the armpit. For the leg, place the tourniquet a 
hand’s width below the groin. 

Before appling a tourniquet, place several layers of gauze or cloth around the 
arm or leg to prevent injury at the site of the tourniquet. Often when a tourniquet 
is used, it is nor right enough, which may increase instead of decrease bleeding. 
Use a stick, pencil, or ruler to twist the tourniquet tight. Don’t twist so tight that 
the skin is cut, however. Twist the tourniquet rapidly until the bleeding stops. 

Never let a tourniquet be hidden so that it may be forgotten. The first-aid 
instructions of the American Red Cross require that every patient with a tour- 
niquet be marked on the forehead with a red crayon. Pin a note to the person’s 
clothing regarding the tourniquet. Seek medical assistance at once. 

A tourniquet should not be used to stop venous bleeding, or bleeding from 
veins. Blood from arteries is bright red and comes in spurts. Blood from veins is 
dark blue in color. 

,cmriesy National saw CD”“CW 

Fig. 2.24. l’he pressure points 10 stop bleeding. 
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General Care-When an accident occurs, do not become excited and attempt 
to move the patient immediately, because there may be a hone fracture or other 
injuries which movement would complicate. Get the patient in a comfortable posi- 
tion. Loosen tight clothing. Examine the mouth and remove any foreign sub- 
stances. Remove false teeth and bridgework if there is danger that the person may 
swallow them. Turn the head to one side if the patient is vomiting to prevent the 
drawing of the contents of the stomach int.o the lungs. 

If a fracture is possible, examine the patient with extreme gentleness. Splints 
should be applied if a fracture is suspected. Wrap and tie the arm or leg in a pillow 
if no splint boards are available. 

All skin abrasions need treatment because if an infection starts it may lead to 
blood poisoning. Clean wounds with soap and water and apply an antiseptic such as 
iodine, merthiolate, metaphin, mercresin, or zephrain. 

Shock-Treat for shock first and for injuries later. If the patiene has a weak 
and rapid pulse; is cold, clammy, and coveted with perspiration; is unconscious at 
semi-conscious; or has rapid, irregular, and shallow breathing, treatment for shock 
is needed. Lay the patient down with the head low. Keep the body warm by wrap- 
ping in blankets and using hot water bottles. Provide plenty of fresh air. Give the 
person a stimulant such as black coffee. A teaspoonful of spirits of ammonia in a 
small quantity of water may also be used as a stimulant. Don’t try to give a semi- 
conscious or unconscious person liquids, because they may strangle him or her. 

Bruises-When the tissues beneath the skin are torn without the skin being 
torn, it is known as a bruise. Discoloration results because bleeding occurs, but the 
blood is unable to escape because the skin is not torn. Symptoms are swelling, 
tenderness, and soreness. A light bandage over a bruise may reduce internal bleed- 
ing. Don’t open the bruise, but use cold applications except when there is shock or 
when the patient is old or acutely ill. The cold applications may be a saturated~ 
solution of Epsom salts or a 15 per cent solution of alcohol in water. 

Scalds and Burns-Pain caused by scalds and burns may be decreased by 
proper treatment. The danger from a burn is in proportion to the area covered and 
the depth of the burn. Extensive and deep burns should be treated by a physician 
immediately. 

Minor burns may be treated by submerging the area in cold water until pain 
subsides. Apply a dry cloth for protection from contamination. 

Only sterilized gauze should be used as a dressing, because there is extreme 
danger of infection. Second-degree burns often blister. For second-degree burns, 
remove clothing in the vicinity of the burns. Cover with a clean cloth dipped in ice 
warer. Blot dry and apply sterile gauze. If the legs or arms are burne% keep them 
elevated. Seek medical attention. If the skin is charred or white, it is a third-degree 
burn. For third-degree burns, do not remove charred clothing. Loosely cover the 
burns with a clean cloth. Keep burned legs and arms elevated, and do not permit 
the victim to walk. Arrange for transportation to a hospital. 

If an eye is burned, see a doctor or nurse at once. Until medical attention is 
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received, flush the eye with water for 5 to 15 minutes. Then cover it with a protec- 
tive bandage. 

Breathing a flame or steam is serious. Keep the patient quiet, apply an ice bzg 
to the chest, and give the patient milk or cream if he or she can swallow. Acid 
burns may be treated by washing them with a solution of bicarbonate of soda. For 

Y 

Fin. 2.25. Artificial respiration, mouth-lo-moulh method. Turn the victim’s head 10 
ma fide and remove any foreign matter. Then place a folded coat under Iha shoulders and 
tilt the bead bark as lar as possible. Pull the chin upward IO ksap Ihe air passage open. 
Pinch the noslrlls shut, lake a dsap breath, place your moulh over the ~Icllm’s mouth and 
your thumb, creating a tight goal. and blow until the chart rises. Remove your mouth and 
listen lor the air oulllow. Inllale the victim’s lungs 12 times per minute. II llrsl attempts IO 
inflata Iha lungs are unsuccasdul, turn the vietim on ens side and adminialar sharp blows 
balwsn lbe shoulders to dislodge any obstructions in the air passage. 

I 
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alkali burns, wash with an acid solution such as vinegar. If the cause is not known, 
flood the burned area with hxge amounts of water. Seek medical attention. 

Artificial Respiration-Electrical shock. lack of oxygen, or water suhmer- 
sion may cause breathing to stop. When breathing stops, attitical respiration is 
needed. Farmers and other agricultural workers who do not know how to give 
artificial respiration should seek instruction. 

While artificial respiration is being given, an assistant should loosen any tight 
clothing about the neck, chest, and waist. The patient needs to be kept warm and 
should not be given any liquids until fully conscious. Keep the patient quiet and 
lying down after he or she revives, to avoid heart strain. If a doctor is not present 
after the revival of the patient, give him or her a stimulant such as hot tea or 
coffee. Get a doctor for the patient as soon as possible. 

Do not move a patient any more than necessary to give artificial respiration. 
Watch the patient closely after breathing starts, because frequently the breathing 
will stop again. 
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Agricultural Shop Work 



SHOP TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT 

Student Abilities to Se Developed 

1. Ability to plan a suitable agricultural shop. 
2. Ability to establish, equip, and maintain an agricultural shop. 
3. Ability to recognize and follow the necessary safety rules in an agricultural 

shop. 
4. Ability to select the correct tools for an agricultural mechanics activity. 
5. Ability to use power tools. 
6. Ability to use hand tools. 
7. Ability to sharpen hand tools. 
8. Ability to repair hand tools. 



CHAPTER 3 

Developing a Home Shop for 
Agricultural Mechanics 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. Why should a farmer or nonfarm agricultural worker have a home shop? 
2. How may a home shop be established? 
3. What are the essential requirements of a shop for agricultural mechanics? 
4. What tools and equipment ate needed? 
5. How should the equipment be arranged in a shop? 
6. What supplies are needed and how should they be stored? 
7. How should the shop and equipment be maintained? 
8. What safety precautions should be observed? 
9. How should fuels and oils be stored? 

Why Have a Home Shop-One of the objectives of agricultural mechanics 
instruction is the establishment of home shops. Agricultural workers should take 
pride in maintaining properly the equipment they use on farms, in their businesses, 
and in their homes. It is very important for agricultural workers to keep their 
machinery and other equipment in satisfactory working condition for efficient op- 
era&n. It is also important that they keep all buildings and fences in proper repair. 
Agricultural workers on and off farms also need to construct new buildings, fences, 

and labor-saving devices occasionally. They may desire to install or assist with the 
installation of electrical systems, plumbing systems, material handling equipment, 
or other types of conveniences. By being proficient ,in the .we of toolr and having 
suitable facilities to perform the needed jobs which they are capable of doing, farmers and 
nonfarm agricultural workers can rave conriderable time, inconvenience, and money. 

Agricultural workers should have home thops for the following reasons: 

1. To provide a suitable place for storing and using tools and equipment. 
Too/r are frqmntly ht uhen they are not properly rtored: keep them in a 
definite piace. 

2. To provide suitable space for working on agricultural equipment. 
3. To provide storage space for shop supplies. 

39 
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4. To provide adequate facilities for performing rhe shop jobs which snould 
and can be done on the farm. in an agriculrurai business, and in the hnmc. 

Agricultural workers on and off farms cannof hope fo be specialists in all the 
jobs of a mechanical nature they encounfer. The specialized jobs such as com- 
pletely overhauling a tractor, using a welder co build up worn shafts and other 
worn machinery parts, and repairing complex electrical equipment, in most in- 
stances, should be taken to a specialized mechanic. The jobs unspecialized agricul- 
tural workers should do will depend on their abilities and the availability of suita- 
ble facilities. Unspecialized agricultural workers should endeavor co develop their 
abilities fo perform the unspeciaiized mechanical jobs needed in connection with 
the successful performance of their jobs. Farming and other agriculrural businesses 
have become highly mechanized, making it importanr for all agricultural workers 
fo become proficient in the use of tools and in the maintenance of agricultural 
equipment. 

Establishing a Home Shop-A home shop may be eaablished in a number 
of different ways: 

I. It may be sef up in a repararr building. 
2. Ir may be constructed as a part of sane ather building, such as a machine 

shed, a garage, or a truck and fracf~r shed. 
3. It may be placed in an existing building. 

A few good tools with a definite place fo keep them may be the beginning of a 
home shop. Additional equipment and space may be acquired as funds become 
available. It is important for a student of vocational agriculture to establish a home 
shop or ro improve the existing shop. 

Requirements of a Home Shop-A home shop should (1) provide ample 
space, (2) be of desirable construction, (3) have a suitable floor, (4) have a large 
main entrance, (5) have adequate lighting and ventilation, (6) have a suitable chim- 
ney, and (7) contain a satisfactory heating system. 

The size of a shop should be based on the kind sr.d amounf of work to be 
done in it. Home shops usually vary in width from 32 to 36 feet and in length from 
36 to 40 feet. 

A large &~ruw~ should be provided for moving large equipment in and out of 
the shop. A door 24 to 27.5 feet wide and 14 to 16 feet high is desirable. 

A r~nc~eteflwr and a concrete apron outside the large doorway are rlesirable. 
Other types of floors may be used temporarily if necessary. A well packer! dirt 
floor in some cases may be used until a better floor can be made available. 

Adequcrte lighting and ventilation are important. The windows, if possible, 
should have small panes, and be located on at least two sides of the building to 
provide for proper ventilation. Windows should not be placed directly above a 
workbench, since cool cabinets may be hung in this space. The window space 

should be equal m a~ least 20 per cent of the floor area. 
Electric lights should be provided in a shop. Glare-free lighting should be over 

each workbench, and over other work areas where :here may be a need for sup- 
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plemental light. Other lights should be placed near rhe ceiling so as to be out of 
the way. 

Sttfficieat roawnienre ot/t/uts should be located about the room to provide for 
the use of electrical equipment. If an electric arc welder or another piece of 
equipment using 220 volts is to be used, the shop should be properly wired with 
220.volt circuits. 

A &iuuzey of sufticient size should be provided to meet the needs of the 
heating system. The area around the pipe where it passes through the roof should 
be insulated properly. It should be extended slightly above the peak of the roof to 
obtain sufficient draft. 

Proper hen&g facilities sho~&f be pr&&. An old stove may be available, or a 
new one may be purchased. 

Fig. 3.2. A tool cabinet with doors for use in an agricuilural shop. 
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Providing Tools and Equipment-The following procedure is suggested for 
selecting and providing tools and equipment: 

I. Prepare a list of the items already on hand. 
2. Prepare a list of the items needed to perform the shop jobs often encoon- 

tered in agricultural businesses and on farms. 
3. Compare the list of ite1.x needed with those on hand to determine which 

ones to secure. 
4. Decide (a) where you ate going to obtain space for storing and using the 

equipment, (b) the kind oishop you will have, and (c)how the tools will 
b; siored. 

5. Decide which items ate needed most urgently and should be secured 
first. The amount of money available for the purchase of equipment 
should also be considered. 

6. Decide which items of equipment may be homemade. 
7. Selert rtmdard brand tools of good quality. This does not mean you will 

have to secure the most expensive tools; neither does it mean that the 
cheapest tools should be purchased. A mediutn priced tool is generally 
satisfactory for a home shop. 

8. Purchase and add tools and equipment as the need arises and money 
becomes available. 

SUGGESTED TOOL AND EQUIPMENT LIST 
FOR A HOME SHOP 

Machinery Tools 

I bender, iron. universal, conlpkte 
with dies 

1 bleeder, hydraulic brake 
I chain, log 
1 charger, battery 
I cleaner, parts 
I cleaner. washer, high-pressure 

pump 
1 compressor, air 
I creeper. automobile 
1 cutter, bolt 
1 drill, twist, high-speed 
1 gauge, thickness 
I grinder, portable 
1 hoist, safety, differential chain 
I impact tool, ‘/I~, portable electric 
1 indicator, speed 
I jack. heavy-duty, hydraulic 
1 lamp, trouble, heavy-duty 
1 light, neon timing 
I micrometer, 2’- 6” combination 
2 oilers, bench, ‘/:s pint 
I pr. pliers, long nose 

1 pliers, water pump 
1 pullet, gear, heavy-duty 
I saw, abrasive cutoff 
1 saw, metal cutting 
2 shears, metal, Vggi” and ‘12” 
2 stands, safety, 2 ton 
1 tester, spark plug 
I tester, storage battery 
1 wrench, air impact 
1 wrench, socket, spark plug 
I wrench, stud bolt puller 
I wrench, tension 
1 wrench set, Allen 
1 wrench set, distributor 
2 wrench sets, open end ‘I,” to Y,“, 

and set of metric sires 
2 wrench sets, socket and open 

end, up to 2’/r” by 32nds, and 
metric set 

2 wrench sets, special mechanic’s 
‘/,.” to l”, and metric set 

1 wrench set, tappet 

Metalworking 

I anvil, loo-150 Ihs. 1 blacksmith‘s leg vise, I’/,” 
1 anvil stand (homemade) 1 blacksmith’s 32-0~. hammer 
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1 propane torch 
1 bolt cutter 
1 center punch, V.” 
3 cold chisels, VY” to Va” 
4 adjustable wrenches, 6”, 8”, 10”. 

and 12” 
1 electric arc welder, 220 amp., 

and oxyacetylene outfit 
1 electric drill, ‘Iz” heavy-duty, 

with stand (desirable) 
1 file, flat bastard. 10” 
1 tile, round bastard, 10” 
1 file, mill bastard, lo” 
1 hacksaw frame and 1 doz. blades 
1 hand drill 
1 hardie to fit anvil 
I machinist’s hammer, hall-pee”, 

I lb. 
1 machinist’s vise, 4’/1” 
1 machinist’s hammer, 24 oz. 
2 monkey wrenches, 10” and 24” 
I pt. bolt tongs, ‘A” x 20” 
I pt. straight lip tongs, 20” 

1 electric soldering iron, 300 W. 
2 pt. pliers 

I set double end wrenches, V.” to 

1 drift punch, ‘/“” 
2 pin punches 
1 pt. tinner’s snips, 2’12” cut 
1 pt. winged dividers 
1 riveting hammer, 12 oz. 
1 rivet set 
2 reamers, taper, I/Z” and 1” 
1 screw plate, tap and dies-NC 

and NF-II,” to V,” 
1 set S wrenches 
1 set bits-stock drills, ‘/I.” to j/s” 
1 set box end wrenches, YH” to 1” 
1 set socket wrenches, 12-point, 

‘/a” co 1” by 16ths with ratchet 
handle 

1” 
1 vise-grip wrench, 8” 
1 set Ezy-outs 
1 snips, aviation 

Carpentry 

I auger hit tile 
I carpenter‘s framing square, IG” X 

24” 
1 carpenter’s level. 24” 
2 chisels, socket firmer, ‘I!” and 1” 
I claw hammer, I6 oz. 
I combination carhorundum oil 

stone 
1 combination miter and try 

square, 12” 
1 compass saw. 12” 
1 ctOssc”t saw, 2G” 
I drawknife, IO” 
I expansive hit, ‘/c-3” 
1 file card 
1 grinding wheel dresser 
1 half-round wood file 
I hatchet, 4” broad blade 
1 jack plane, 14” 
~1 block plane, 7” 
1 tine tape, 50’ 
1 marking gauge 
1 miter box (homemade) 
4 nail sets, assorted sizes 

1 ratchet brace, 10” sweep 
1 round file, IO” 
1 ripping bat, gooseneck, V+” x 

30” 
1 ripsaw, 6.point, 26” 
1 countersink 
1 spiral screwdriver 
3 screwdrivers, 6”, 8”. and 10” 
1 screwdriver for Phillips sctews 
2 screwdriver bits, I/.,” and “/x” 
I set auger wood bits, l/?-l” 
1 slim taper tile, 6” 
I extra-&n taper tile 
I tool cabinet (homemade) 
I tool grinder wheel, 11/1” face, 8” 

or 10” diameter 
I woodworking bench, 24’-30” 

wide and 6’-10’ long 
(homemade) 

I woodworking vise, metal 
preferred, 7” 

1 wood rasp, IO” 
I rasp plane 

1 pipe cutter, ‘Ir”-2” 
1 pipe reamer. l/a”-2” 
1 pipe vise, ‘i~iL2~lr” 
2 pipe wrenches, 14” and 1Z 

Pipe Work 

1” 

1 ser pipe stock and dies, I/< to 2” 
1 cutter, copper tubing 
I flaring tool, copper tubing 
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Glazing 

I box glazier’s points 
1 gklss cutwr 

1 putty knife. I’/,” blade 
1 puny knife, offset 

Concrete Work 

I Cemrnf edger 
I cemrnI jointer 
1 measuring bar. 12” x 12” x 12” 

thomemade) 
L jointing trowel 
1 pointing rrowrl 

2 shovels, square point, short 
handle 

1 ramper (homemade) 
1 wood float (homemade) 
1 se1 sm drills 
1 set masonry drills 
1 wheelbarrow 

Power Tools 

I rable saw, lo” with l-HP moror 
I grinder, X” x 1%” wheels 
1 porrable saw. S” 
I sabre sam 
I porrable drill press stand and 

I portable electric drill, ‘/a” 
1 compressor, IO-gal. rank, 150~lb 

C8pKity 
1 portable grinder, 5” wheel 

porrable drill. ‘i,” 

Electric Work 

inefer. volt-hm 
cable ripper 
keyhole saw 
rape, fish 
rod pouch, elecrrician’s 
knife, elecrrician‘s 

The first pieces of equipment to obtain for a home shop should include items 
such as essential pieces of woodworking and metalworking equipment, proper 
storage facilities, and workbenches. 

A number of pieces of shop equipment can be homemade. These include 
workbenches, storage racks, anvil stands, sawhorses, tool cabinets, and miter 
boxes. The workbenches should be made 24 co 30 inches wide and 6 to 10 feet 
long, depending on the size of the shop. The heights of benches vary from 30 to 
35 inches, depending on the height of the person using them. Tool cabinets should 
be provided for storing tools. If wall tool cabinets are used, as shown in Fig. 3.4, a 
panel is formed when the doors of the cabinets are opened, thus making all tools 
readily accessible. They can be locked when the tools are not in use, and they 
protect the tools from dust. 

Arranging the Equipment-Insofar as possible, the equipment should be 
arranged along the walls of the shop so that the center floor space is available for 
repairing and constructing large pieces of equipment. Workbenches should be 
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Fig. 3.3. A handy chalkboard reminder for a home agricultural shop. 

1” lumber 

b 3%” 

FRONT END 

placed along the walls with tool cabinets above them. It is desirable to have a c 
.moodworking bench on one side of the room with the woodworking and carpentry 
tools in a cabinet placed directly above the bench. A metalworking bench may be 
placed on the opposite side of the room, with a wall cabinet containing machinery 
and metalworking tools hung above it. If only one bench is available, a woodwork- 
ing vise may be placed on one end and a machinist’s vise placed on the opposite 
end. Tools such as forks, shovels, hoes, corn knives, and spades may be hung on 
the walls. 

Providing and Storing Supplies-The supplies to keep in a shop will de- 
pend on rhe jobs to be done. The following is a suggested list to keep on hand: 
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Carpentry 

1. Assorted pieces of lumber of the more common dimensions 
2. Assorted sizes of nails 
3. Assorted sizes of wood screws 
4. Glue, sandpaper, and steel wool 

Painting, Finishing, and Glazing 

1. Clean rags or waste 
2. Glazier’s points 
3. Linseed oil 
4. Putty or glazing .compound 
5. Soap 
6. Turpentine 
7. Wood srain, shellac, and varnish 

Metal Work 

1. Bar iron, flat, ‘Ia IO VN inch chick 
2. Bar iron, round, ‘/d CO ‘lz inch diameter 
3. Bolts, carriage, assorted sizes 
4. Bolts, machine, assorted sizes 
5. Washers, regular and lock, assorted sizes 
6. Cotter pins, assorted sizes 
7. Hacksaw blades 
8. Safe solvent for cleaning machinery parts 
9. Nuts, assorted sizes 

10. Oil, machine 
Il. Oil, threading 
12. Rivers, iron, assorted sizes 
13. Sal ammoniac 
14. Soldering flux 
15. Solder, 50-50 
16. Angle iron 
17. Pipe 
18. Welding rod and electrodes for electric arc welding 
19. Welding rod for oxyacetylene welding 

The supplies should be stored as near as possible to the place where they will 

be used. 

Lumber rrorage may be provided in the shop attic, on a rack, or along a wall. 

Small pieces of lumber may be stored on a shelf placed below the workbenches. 
Zron piecef may be stored in the attic space, on a rack along the wall, or on a 

shelf below the metalworking bench; or they may be stood on end in a corner of 

the rc13om. 

Smallpiecer, such as bolts, nails, and screws, may be kept in bins. 

Hacksaw blades, welding rod, welding compound, and other supplies for use in 

metal work should be kept in a cabinet in the vicinity where they will be used. 



FRONT VIEW-DOORS OPEN 

SECTION VIEW 

Fig. 3.5. A mlllng tool cabinet. (Plans drawn by A. V. Meador% Illinois.) 

Maintaining the Shop and Equipment-The importance of proper mainte- 
nance of the shop and equipment cannot be overemphasized. The equipment 
should be kept properly oiled and adjusted and in good working condition at ail 
times. Frequently check each piece of equipment to see whether or not any rust is 
present; if so, clean it off immediately. Keep the saws, bits, and chisels sharpened, 
and do not forget to wipe the dust from all machines occasionally. 

Using Safety Precautions-Every precaution should be taken to make a 
home shop a safe place in which to work. Agricultural workers on and off farms 
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Fig. 3.6. A homemade anvil. 

should recognize the dangers and hazards connected with using shop ~0001s and 
equipment and take the necessary measures to avoid them. The preceding chapter 
is devoted to safety in agricultural mechanics. 

Fuel Storage and Servicing Center-The home shop should not be used for 
fuel storage and as a servicing center for tractors and trucks. Oil and fuels stored in 
a shop create a serious safety hazard. It is best to keep no gasoline in a shop. If a 
small quantity is kept in the shop, it should be stored in as&y can. Tractors and 
trucks should be refueled outside and not inside buildings. 

Fuel r&rage facilities should be provided at least 50 feet away from any build- 
ing or any other fire hazard. Most insurance companies will not pay a fire insurance 
claim if fuel is stored in a building or within 1 S feet of a building. 

An aboveground tank is the cheapest way of storing fuel. When a tank of this 
type is provided, gravity may be used to fill the tanks of tractors and trucks. If an 
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Fig. 3.9. A homemade nail box. which is a dssiabls piece at equipmad In P home 
shop. 



aboveground tank is used, a shade should be provided and the tank should be 
equipped with an approved pressure ventilating cap to reduce the loss 6f fuel by 
evaporation. This pressure ventilating cap tnwt have a vacuum release valve to 
equalize the pressure when the air temperature drops. If a pressure ventih-ring cap 
is installed in a vented storage tank, the vent must be sealed. A storage task should 
never be sealed completely, because a rising temperature can increase the pressure 
inside the tank until it bursts. A pressure ventilating cap allows the pressure to 
increase only to a certain point. 

The loss of fuel from a tank equipped with a pressure ventilating cap will be 
cqnsiderably less than the loss of fuel in a vented tank. Also, more of the lighter 
parts of the fuel will be ,saved, and the gum content of the fuel will remain lower. 
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An underground storage system will save more fuel and is less dangerous than a 
pressurized tank, which is above the ground, but it is considerably more expensive 
to install. 

A cabinet should be provided by a fuel storage tank for storing oil. As a safety 
precaution, fuel storage tanks should be marked to identify the type of fuel they 
contain. All tanks should also be marked as follows: Flammable--Keep flames and 

fire away. 

When refueling a truck or tractor, always keep the hose nozzle in metal-to- 
metal contact with the tank being filled and be sure that the ignition and lights are 
turned off. 



CHAPTER 4 

Selecting and Using Hand 
and Power Tools 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. Why is the proper care of tools important? 
2. How should tools be cleaned? 
3. What are the common kinds of planes and their uses! 
4. What me some precautions in planing? 
5. How should a plane be assembled and adjusted? 
6. What are the common kinds of squares and their uses? 
7. What marking tools are necessary? 
8. What are the common kinds of saws, and bow are they used? 
9. How shou!d lumber be held in place when sawing? 

10. What are the common kinds of chisels and their uses? 
11. What are the common wood boring tools and their uses? 
12. What kinds of hammers are best for working with wood? 
13. What are the common types of wrenches, and how should they be used? 
14. What tools are needed for agricultural machinery repair and adjustment, 

and how should they be used? 
15. How, do the principles of using power tools differ from the principles of 

using hand tools? 
16. What dangers are encountered in using power tools? What precautions 

should be observed? 
17. Why and how should power tools be grounded? 

Importance of Tool Classification-Students should familiarize themselves 
with the names of the different kinds of tools and their uses. Much of the success 
in agricultural mechanics depends upon the proper selection of tools and their 
proper use. It frequently happens that workers in agricultural businesses and on 
farms do not know an g-point saw from a lo-point saw, nor a jack plane from a 
smoothing plane. 

Importance of Proper Care of Tools-Knowing how to care for tools is 

53 
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Pig. 4.1. Some of the hand tools found on farms and in agricultural businesses. 

1. Steel framing square IO. Breast drill 1B. Keyhole saw 
2. Countersink 11. Hand drill 19. Compass saw 
3. Star drill 12. Wood chisel 20. Outsids calipers 
4. Nail set 13. 
5. Bit with bit 

Pipe wrench 21. Inside calipers 
gauge 14. Drawing knife 22. Backsaw 

6. Brace 15. Bawl square 23. Coping saw 
1. Expansion bit 15. 
S. Spiral screwdriver 

Linsman’s pliers 24. Chain drill 
11. Pruning saw 25. Hacksaw 

9. Combination square 
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exceedingly important, since their usefulness depends to a large degree upon their 
care. Keeping tools well cleaned, oiled, and free from rust is essential, not only for 
ease in handling, but also for lengthening their life. Tools should always be treated 
with oil when they are not in frequent use. It is also a good plan to keep tools 
inclosed in a tool chest or cabinet when not in use. Likewise, tools must be prop- 
erly sharpened for good results. Tools which are dull and rusty will not work 
satisfactorily. Some precautions in the care of tools are as follows: 

1. Do not drop tools. 
2. Keep tools clean and free from rust. 
3. Keeps tools sharp. 
4. Be careful not to bring cutting edges in contact with metal, or nicking 

may result. 
5. Clean and put tools away in their proper places when through with them. 
6. Choose the proper tool. Do not expect a crosscu saw, for example, to rip 

sarisfactorily. 

Cleaning Tools-All grease on tools should be carefully removed with a soft 
material or, if necessary, by washing the tools with a safe cleaning solvent. Rust 
may be removed and prevented as follows: 

1. Apply cleaning solvenr and ler the tool sit for several hours. 
2. Rub and polish with oil and well rotted pumice stone or with an emery 

cloth. 
3. Apply a thin film of light oil to the surface of the tool before it is put 

anzay. 

WOODWORKING TOOLS 

Common Kinds of Planes and Their Uses-There ate several kinds of 

planes; each is designed for certain uses. The three comnson types used in agricul- 

ture are jack planes, smoothing planes, and block planes. 

Jack plrrrres are usually 14 inches long and are used for smoothing long sur- 
faces. See Fig. 4.2. They are the most frequently used type of plane in agricultural 
work. Planing with a jack plane should always be done with the grain of the wood. 
This leaves the wood smooth if the plane blade is sharpened and adjusted ptop- 
erly. It is best to begin planing on the highest spot of the area to be planed. 

Smoor/x’ng planer are 5% to 10 inches long. with the &inch plane being the 
most common. See Fig. 4.2. As the name indicates, planes of this type ate used for 
finishing work. When using a smoothing plane, the grain of the wood should be 

followed, since planing against the grain roughens the wood. 
Bhk p/am ate usualiy smaller in size, those 6 to 61/l inches long being the 

most useful. See Fig. 4.2. Block planes are used for cutting across the grain on the 
wds of pieces of wood, thus smoothing the ends. When using a block plane to 

slnooth the end of a board, care must be exercised to prevent the splitting of the 
edges of the board. To avoid splitting off corners, clamp a piece of wood on both 
edges of the board, or plane from the edge toward the center. Marking around the 
wood with a sharp knife will often prevent splintering, because the wood will 
break at the cut. 
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Precautions in Planing--Some precaurions’ro observe are: 

1. Be sue that <he plane blade is sharp, with no nicks or high corners. 
2. Be sure &at rhr plane blade is properly adjusted. 
3. Hold the lumber securely by placing it on a bench hook, in a clamp, or 

against bench srops. 
4. Be sure that rhere are no nails or other projecrions in rhe wood being 

planed. 
5. Use pieces of wood between the jaws of the vise and the lumber fo 

avoid bruising the wood being planed. 
6. Place rhe right hand on the handle and the left hand on rhe knob of the 

plane-vice versa for left-handed persons. 
7. Begin planing rhr edge nearest to gou and plane reward the opposite 

end of rhe piece of wood. 
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Fig. 4.3. The parts of a plane. 

1. Single plane iron 6. Frog complete 
1A. Double plane iron 7. “Y” adjusting levei 
2. Plane iron cap 8. Adiusting nut 
3. cap screw 9. Lateral adiusting lever 
4. Lever cap IO. Frog screw 
5. LWW CaQ SWW 11. Plane handle 

12. Plane knob 
13. Handle bolt and nut 
14. Knob bolt and nut 
15. Plane handle screw 
16. Plane bottom 
17. Frog adjusting screw 

Fig. 4.4. The correct method of holding a plane 
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PUT THE PLANE Iarm AND THE w 
N CAP T GETHLR. I-LAY THE hA 

k:N CAP o”N THE FLAT 9DE OF T:= 
PLANE IRON.A~ smm,wm~ THE SCREW 
IN THE SLOT ~-DRAW THE PLANS: IRON 
CAP BACK. 3&R& IT STRAIGHT WJTH 
THE PLANE IRON. 

4-hVANCf THE Pl4M 
kON CAP UNTIL THE 
EDGE IS JUST BACK 
OF THE CUTTING EDGE 
OF THE PLANE IRON. 
THE PLANE IRON CAP 
MUST NOT BE DRAGQED 
ACROSS THE CUTTIN’ 
EDGE. 

R1E PLANE IRON CAP SHOULD EXTEND 
ti6*‘8ACK OF THE CUTTING EDGE FOR 
GENERAL WORK. ON CROSS-GRA~~D 
OR CURLY WOOD IT SHOULD GEM MAR 
To THE CUTTING EDGE AS PosSIBLE. 

fig. 4.5. Awmbllng a plans blade. 
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Common Kinds of Squares and Their Uses--Squares are very important 
because a board should always be marked with a square before it is sawed. The 
common kinds of squares used in an agricultural shop are: 

1. Steel framing square 
2. Try square 
3. Bevel square 
4. Combination square 

Thesteelframing square is used for squaring boards and timbers and for laying 
out rafters. One side or arm of this square is 24 inches long and is called the blade. 
The other side of the square is usually 16 inches long and is called the tongue. 

Tly s~uuares are smaller than framing squares, the lengths of the blades ranging 
from 4 to 12 inches. For small or narrow pieces of wood, a try square is more 
convenient to use than a large framing square. The handl,es of try squares are made 
of wood or steel. A try square with an &inch blade and a steel handle is a very 
satisfactory type. Try squares should not be used as hammers, because this will 
cause them to become bent and not square. 

Bew/ rquarer are adjustable so that they can be set for marking various angles 
from 0 degrees to 180 degrees. A bevel square is often used for marking rafters. 
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Fig. 4.9. A allding T-beval and its ws. A primary uw is lo tranalsr angles fmm One 
pieca 01 lumbsr 10 another. 

t-45\ / 

CCWIWIR~ION 
GETTING THE T-BEVEL 

C 0 

Fig.4.10. AdWing a sliding T-bevel lo a desired salting. 
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The angle is first obtained with a framing square, and this angle is then transferred 
to the bevel square. 

A bevel square may also be used to test a bevel ot angle to determine whether 
or not it is correct and whether or not it is true, neither concave nor convex. If a 
65-degree bevel or angle is to be rested, for example, a protractor or framing 
square may be used to adjust the bevel square for this angle. 

The length ot the blade of bevel squares varies from 6 to 12 inches. An 8.inch 
blade is a very satisfactory size for use in an agricultural shop. 

Combination rpares may be used for several purposes. The head can be re- 
moved from the blade, or it may be moved up and down the bladt. The head has a 
bubble level, a 45-degree-angle side, and a 90-degree-angle side. It is, therefore, 
possible to use a combination square as a straightedge, as a marking gauge, as a 
depth gauge, as a miter square, as an outside or inside try square, or as a level. See 
Fig. 4.12. 

BLADE 

LEVELBUBBLE 

,co”*esy U.S. Depanmeni o! me armv, 

Fig. 4.11. A combination atmare. 

Fig. 4.12. Uses of a combination square. 
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Marking Tools-In marking wood, the following tools are necessary: 

1. Pencil or knife 
2. Marking @auge 

A board may be marked for squaring and sawing with either a sharp-pointed 
pencil or a knife. In fine work a very fine line is necessary because a heavy line 
may cause a variation in the lengths of the pieces, after they are sawed off, of as 
much as ‘lx:! inch. This difference may be important in fitting small pieces together. 
A sharp-pointed knife is the best marking tool to use for marking a board that may 
splinter when it is sawed, chiseled, or smoothed. In laying out a piece of wood, the 
following should be done: 

1. Square piece with a square. 
2. Mark around the entire piece. 
3 ’ Saw carefully, following the line. 

0 
,, USING THE MARKING GAUGE 

I 

Fig. 

(cD”lteoy “.S, Lmpanment afthe mvi (cD”lteoy “.S, Lmpanment afthe mvi 

4.13. Selling a marking gauge and using the gauge to marka board to be rigged. 4.13. Selling a marking gauge and using the gauge to marka board to be rigged. 
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A marking gauge is often used when marking lines parallel to the edges of 

material. However, this job may also be done with a straightedge and a pencil. 

Rules-Rules are graduated or divided into various fractions of an inch. The 
common graduations used are eighths, sixteenths, thirty-seconds, and sixty-fourths 
of an inch. See Fig. 4.14 for rules with eighth-inch and sixteenth-inch graduations. 
Metric rules are also available. Before using them, check the rules to determine 
graduations. 

Fig. 4.14 Examples td two graduationa frequently found gn rules such as lhe loal 
ruler. yardslick, zigzag rule. folding rule. pull-push rule. and Iapes. The graduations on 
Iha rule lo the IaR are eighth-inch, and lhe graduations on the rule 10 Ihe righI are 
sidaenlh-inch. 

(mumy “Ocafional RgIiC”I1Yre sellice. mverriry 01 Illinois, 

Fig. 4.15. An elampla of a matrlc NIB found 01 a melrie spuam. The numbers In the 
center are for Ihe iafter table. 

Chalk Line-A chalk line is used for marking a straight line on a board, wall, 
ceiling, or floor. A chalk line is a string that has been coated with chalk dust so that 
it leaves a line when snapped. A carpenter’s chalk may be purchased for this pur- 
pose. A self-chalking line is also available. Fig. 4.16 illustrates the snapping of a 
chalk line. 

When a chalk line is used, fasten one end of the line to a nail. Stretch the line 
taut, but not too taut. If the line is too tight, the chalk dust will fly out of the string 
before it strikes the surface of the wall, ceiling, floor, or board. Snap the line from 
the end opposite the fastened end. The number of inches between the end of a 

Fig. 4.16. Snapping a chalk line to mark a straight line. 
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chalk line and the point where it is snapped should be equal to the total number of 
feet of the line. For example, if the line is 20 feet in length, snap the line 20 inches 
from one end. Pull the line up 1 inch for each 3 feet of the total length of the line. 
For example, if a line is 20 feet in length, it should be pulled up approximately 7 
inches. Always pull the chalk line string straight away from the area which is to be 
chalked. 

Common Kinds of Saws and Their Uses-There are several different types 
of sam’s, each being designed for a definite purpose. However, there are only a few 
which ate used frequently by workers in agricultural businesses and by farmers. 
They are as follows: 

1. Crosscut saw 
2. Ripsaw 
3. Compass saw 
4. Coping sani 

4% Point 

5 Point 

I 

7 Point 

10 Point 

FIS. 4.17. Saw polnlr ~0, inch. 

Crosscut saws are used frequently on farms and in many agricultural businesses. 
As the name indicates, they are made for cutting across the grain in wood; con- 
sequently, they cannot be used very successfully in ripping or cutting with the 
grain. In sawing a board, after it has been squared and marked, use the following 
procedure: 

1. Grip the handle of t!re saw with rhe right hand, placing the index finger 
and the thumb on rhe sides of the handle. See Fig. 4.21. 

2. Place the left hand on the board to the left side of the mark, so that the 
side of the rhumb is next to rhe mark. 

3. Use the thumb as a gGde for the saw blade and take two or three slow 
upward strokes with the saw, using precaution to keep on the mark and 
to prevent the saw from jumping. 
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4. Start sawing on the outer edge of the mark; otherwise, the board will be a 
trifle short because of the waste in sawing. 

5. Hold the saw firmly. 
6. Hold the saw at an angle of about 45 degrees when cutting. 
7. Keep the saw square with the face of the board. Test with a tty square if 

necessary. 
8. Take long, slow strokes, and do not force the saw. Pressure should he 

applied only on the downward strokes. 
9. Hold the end of rhe board with the left hand after rhe saw is well started 

to prevent rhe binding of the saw and the splitting of the board. 

Fig. 4.10. In darling a ISW, steady Ihs SW blade wilh the thumb, and pull Iha blada 
UP sewal limgs. In staling a rigsaw, WI shoti lwwm’d lhnrtu 01 lhn saw. 

Crosscut saws can he secured in lengths of 20, 22, 24, and 26 inches. The 24- 

and 26-inch lengrhs are very popular for agricultural shop work. 
Ripwwr, as the name implies, are used for sawing with the grain. In cutting 

with ripsaws, use the recommended procedure: 

I. Hold and start a ripraw as outlined in Fig. 4.18. 
2. Hold the ripsaw at an angle of about 60 degrees. See Fig. 4.19. 
3. Use long, easy strokes in sawing. 
4. Use wedges between the cut surfaces if the board hinds. 
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Ripsaws can be secured in 22-, 24-, and 26-inch lengths. The 24- and 26-inch 
lengths are the lengths often used on farms and in agricultural businesses. 

Cornpar: Amos are used to cut curves and circles or to start sawing B hole in 
wood. The most convenient size is one 12 to 14 inches in length with 8 points to 
the inch. 

Coping srlzu are used for cutting curves. While they ate not frequently used by 
agricultural workers, they are needed occasionally. 

(Cams” Hew msston B”d Sons, Inc., 

Flg. 4.19. A ripsaw should be held al a 60-de!PR angls lo the wood. 

Backsaws are not often used in agricultural shops, since their principal use is in 
cabinet work. The teeth are very fine, which makes this type of saw very desirable 
for cutting moldings, corner angles, picture frames, and joints. Backsaws may be 
secured in S-, IO-, 12-, 14-, and 16-inch lengths with 12 to 16 points to the inch. 
The most popular backsaw is one 12 inches in length with 14 points to.the inch. In 
using a backsaw, hold the board firmly in place. 
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Meaning of E-Point, 1.0-P&t Saw-The coarseness ot fineness of the saw- 
ing teeth of saws is designated by the number oi teeth per inch. An S-point saw has 
8 points to the inch. A lo-point saw has 10 points to the inch. The more points per 
inch, the finer the saw teeth. 

Crosscut saws can be secured with 7 to 10 points per inch. Eight- and lo-point 
crosscut saws are frequently used in agricultural shop work. Ripsaws can be se- 
cured with 4 to 7 points to the inch, the 6-p&x saw being a good size for agricul- 
tural shops. 

Flg.4.20. A C~O~SWIUW should bs hsld ala 4bdagrss sn~le lo the wood. 

Holding Lumber in Place for Sawing-All long pieces of lumber should be 
placed on sawhorses or o:her supports while being sawed. The person doing the 
sawing should stand so that one knee may be placed on the piece being sawed. 
Short pieces of wood should be placed in a vise or on a bench hook. If a piece of 
lumber is very long, two bench hooks may be used, one at each end of the piece. 
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Fig.4.22. In sawing, lollowlbe markalillustratedin "A," nola~illustraled in '3." 

69 
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Fig. 4.23. A capinp saw is used for sawing CWYBS. Notice how ilk held. 

Wood Chisels and Their Uses-There are two kinds of wood chisels fre- 
quently used in carpentry work: 

A wooden mallet should be used for pounding on a chisel. Sometimes the top 
of the handle of a chisel is covered with leather to prevent the wood from splitting. 

Chisels are used for cutting both with and across the grain. It is best to use a 
sharp-pointed knife when marking dimensions for chiseling. The knife cut prr- 
vents the wxxi from splitting away from the mark. 
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Flu. 4.26. Ramwinp wood with a wood chlssl. The bevel of a wood chisel should be 
up when a small amount al wood is to be rcmwad and dorm when a large amount is 10 be 
rsmovsd. 
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Drawknife-A drawknife is used to remove wood when the amount to be 
removed is considerable. Gasp the drawknife as shown in Fig. 4.27 and cut with 
the grain of the wood. Keep the bevel side of the drawknife down when removing 
small amounts of wood. A drawknife will pull more easily if one hand is kept in 
front of the other so that a sliding motion is produced. 

Fig. 4.27. When using a drawknife, keep ona hand in lront of the other so that a 
sliding motion is produced. 

Wood Rasp-A wood rasp is used for smoothing rough work, and for remov- 
ing small amounts of wood on curved and irregular-shaped objects. A wood rasp 
should not be used without a handle, and the material on which the rasp is being 
used should be firmly secured to prevent accidents. Let the rasp do the cutting. Put 
only light pressure on the rasp. A rasp may be cleaned with a wire brush or file 
card. 

Fig. 4.26. Top-a flat wood rasp. Bolloma hall round wood raw. 

Hand Boring Tools and Their Uses-Hand boring tools are very useful in 
any shop. The most common wood boring tools are: 
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1. Brace and auger bits 
2. Automatic drill 

73 

E. rhe ordinary and the ratchet. An ordinary brace 
is satisfactory for all general work where plenty of room is available for making 
complete revolutions with the handle. A ratchet brace is constructed so that corn- 

plete revolutions of the handle are not necessary; consequently, it is convenient to 
use in corners or other places where there is little room to work. 

Fig. 4.29. Nomenclature 01 an auger bit for a hand bmco. 

Fig. 4.30. An expansion auger bit for a hand brace. 

The u/~romatL CM/ is generally used for making small holes up to ‘/4 inch in 
diameter. It is very handy and should be in every shop. 

The following procedure is recommended for boring holes in wood: 

1. Place the bit in rhr brace, making sure that the shank of the bit fits firmly 
in the jaws of the brace. 

2. For drilling perpendicular holes, place the point of the bit in the wood 
where the hole is to be drilled. Hold the brace in place and sight down 
the bit to make sure it is perpendicular to the piece. A try square may be 
placed 2’1 the wood near rhr hole as a guide in holding the bit perpen- 
dicular. 

3. To prevrnt the wood from splintering on the opposite side, drill until the 
point of the bit comes throu;;ir, thru remove and drill on the opposite 
side. A block of wood may also be clamped CD the opposite side of the 
piece. 

4. To drill at an angle, set a T-bevel square at the desired angle and place it 
on the wood. Hold rhe auger bir parallel CO the blade of the square while 
boring. 
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Fig. 4.3%. The lncwect and cowact my of hwlnp thmugh a plecs of wood. To &WS- 
vent lhe wood tram splintering. drill until the polnl 01 the bit cgmss through. Men drill 
from ths opposite direction. 

Countersink Bits-Countersinks are used to form a flaring depression 
around the top of a hole which is to receive the head of a flathead screw or a bolt. 
Countersink bits may be used in a bit brace, a breast drill, or an electric drill. 

Flu. 4.32. A countersink auger blt lor a hand brace or a breast drill. 

(COUr&Y “Ocaiiona, /QtiW”“R SIYICI. “niverriry 0, Illinois~ 

Fig. 4.33. A countersink drill bit Ior a power drill. 

Hammers and Their Uses-The most frequently used hammer is the claw 
hammer. Always select a hammer of good quality, as it will receive a lot of use. A 
claw hammer weighing 16 ounces is a desirable size. The face of a hammer should 
be kept clean to prevent it from slipping off the nail. Always strike with the face of 
the hammer and not with the side. The face is hardened for striking. The handle 
should be grasped firmly near the end. 

Nail Sets and Their Uses-Nail sets are used to drive finishing nails beneath 
the surface or flush with the surface of the wood without scarring the wood with 
hammer marks. The tip of a nail set is cupped so that it does not slip off the head 
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Fig. 4.34. Tba correcl method ol ptdlinp a nail with a claw hammer. When the handle 
01 Ibe hammer approaches a vertical position and before the nail starts to bend, insert a 
block ot wood under the head 01 the hammer and llnish pullin@ the nail. 



Fig. 4.37. A Phillips-head screwdrivEr. 
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Fig. 4.35. How IO use a hammsr and a nail set. 

pi@. 4.36. US8 01 a flail St. 

of the nail. Nail sets ate manufactured in various sizes from I/J:! inch to ‘Ia inch. 
See Figs. 4.35 and 4.36 for illustrations of the use of a nail set. 

Selecting and Using Screwdrivers-Screwdrivers are manufactuced in many 
shapes and sizes. A Phillips screwdriver is made to fit cross-slot screws. Offset 
screwdrivers are used in tight places where a straight screwdriver cannot be used. 
Spiral ratchet screwdrivers ate used to drive or remove screws rapidly. Screwdriver 
bits may be obtained for use in a brace and in a power drill. 

When using a screwdriver, select one that tits the slot in the screw. The tip of 
z screwdriver should not be wider than the screw. If it is wider, it will SGX the 
wood around the head of the screw. The tip of a screwdriver should not be larger 
or smaller than the slot in the screw. If it is smaller, it will slip out of the siot 
easily, and if it is too large, it will not extend to the bottom of the slot in the screw. 

Select the longest screwdriver that can be used with convenience, because a 
long one permits the use of mote force than a short one. 
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The point ot tip of a screwdriver blade should be kept square. Do not use a 
screwdrivei as a chisel or a hammer. or for prying. 

If a screw turns hard, bore a pilot hole in the wood for a distance equal to the 
threaded part of the screw. A pilot hole should be slightly smaller in the diameter 
than the diameter of the threaded part of the screw. 

DOUXE-TIP 
HEAVY-DIJTY 

,co”rtesy “.S, Department 01 ihe AmY, 

Fig. 4.30. Types of offset screwdriverS for use in light lOCationS. 

Fig. 4.30. The screwdriver selected should lit the slot in the scrw es shown hare. 
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Selecting and Using Clamps-Clamps are used to hold pieces of wood or 
metal in a certain position until fastened together in that position by nails, screws, 
bolts, glue, or welding. Clamps also may be used to exert pressure so that materials 
may be fitted together properly. The types of clamps frequently found in shops ate 
shown in Fig. 4.41. 

HAND SCREW CLAMP (WOODEN) 

BAR CLAMP 

(CO”I1essy United states Steel Corporation, 

Fi@. 4.41. Clamps era used frequenlly in an a@rlcullural shop. 
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Levels and Their Uses-Levels are used to determine whether a surface is 
flat or horizontal. They ate also used to determine whether a piece of wood or 
metal is vertical, or plumb, conforming to a line attached to a plumb. Levels may 
be purchased in various lengths and sizes. They ate made of wood or metal. Metal 
levels are often preferred because they do not warp. In selecting a level, choose 
the longest level that is convenient for the work performed. 

Plumb Bob-A plumb bob is used to determine a plumb, ot vertical, line. It 
may be used to check (1) whether the framing of a building is plumb, or vertical to 
a level base, and (2) whether a post is vertical. A plumb bob may be used to locate 
a point directly beneath an overhead point. A breeze may destroy the accutacy 
when a plumb bob is being used. 

- 



Flp. 4.43. There drawlnps llluslretc how e plumb bob may be used lo check whether 
the cgrnar 01 I bulldIn@ is plumb, or vgrllcel to e horlzgnlel base. Tks drawin@ on Ihc lat 
shows a corllr lbet Is not plumb. Ths drawing on the rlpht shows e ccr(lsX Ihet is plumb. 
The dlrtsncc bglwenn the torncr and (he attachment cl the plumb et the lop is 10 inchcr, 
and Ihe plumb bob et Ihe bcclom is also 10 inches from the comer. 

PAINTING AND GLAZING TOOLS 

Painting and glazing tools and equipment are described and their uses ex- 
plained in Chapters 11 and 12. 

WELDING EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS 

The tools and equipment for oxyacetylene welding are described and their 
w.es given in Chapter 14. The tools and equipment for arc welding are presented 
in Chapter 13. 

METALWORKING TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT 

Metalworking tools and equipment for sheet metal work are described in 
Chapters 17 and 18. The tools and equipment for hot and cold metal work ate 
discussed in Chapters 15 and 16. 
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AGRICULTURAL POWER AND 
MACHINERY TOOLS 

Wrenches-There are several types of wrenches used in the repair and ad- 
justment of farm machinery, and machinery used in agricultural businesses. They 
ate classified into two main groups: 

1. Fixed-jaw 
2. Adjustable jaw 

Two of the commc~n types of fixed-jaw wrenches are open-end and box-end 
axenches. Open-end wrenches come in various sizes, the smallest having a Vwinch 
opening at one end and a Vw-inch opening at the other end. Box-end wrencher have 
notches which completely box the nut or bolt head. Box-end wrenches are safer 

WRENCH IS A 
SNUG FIT 

@ 

0 

RIGHT 

WRENCH IS TOO 
LARGE FORNLJT 

a 

0 

WRONG 

A GOOD NUT HAS 
SHARP CORNERS 

A LOOSE WRENCH 
WILL ROUND CORNERS 

0 0 
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RIGHT 

,co”ll6y U.S. Dspmlent Of Ihe Army, 

Flg. 4.46. lncrsaainp the levara~s on a wrench is not advisable. 

Y IN TIGHT PLACES, TURN WRENCH -\ 
OVERAFTEREACHTURN OFNUTOR BOLT 

Fig. 4.41. The angle on an open-end wrench makes it nwre usable in tight places. 

(CO”“l” U.S. Depanmsnt 0, me Ann”) 

Flu. 4.48. Ml-an Allee wrench. Right-a rstocrsw. 
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than open-end wrenches if the correct size is used. Socket wrenches also completely 
box the nut or bolt head. 

In shops cm fatms and in agricultural businesses, the fallowing fured-jaw 
wrenches ate often used: 

1. Socket wrench ret-6 8, and 12 point, ‘/a” to I’/,“, with attachments. 
2. Straight wrench set-12 sizes, Via” to 1”. 
3. Box-end wrench set-6 offset, 31/81 to 1”. 

Socket wrenches ate best adapted for heavy-duty jobs. The vise-grip wrench is 
popular, because a firm or vise-like grip on a nut is possible. 

DIRECTION OF PULL 

PER DIRECTION 
TURN WRENCH 

FA?E 
_. 

0 
A CRESCENT OR SINGLE OPEN-END WRENCH 

APPLY FORCE IN DIRECTION 
INDICATED 

RIGHT WRONG 

0 
B USING WRENCH 
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In selecting and using wrenches, consider the type of job to be done. The 
number and location of the nuts and bolts may indicate the type of wrench to use. 
Leztn to judge the size of nuts and bolt heads so that the correct size of wrench 
may be selected. Always choose the safest wrench. Choose a socket wrench if the 
nut or bolt is in a relatively inaccessible place. A ratchet handle may be used with a 
socket wrench. Box-end wrenches ate for general purpose work. They are suited 
for use in close quarters, because as little as ‘/I% of a turn can be taken each time 
the wrench is shifted. Open-end wrenches are light, strong, and convenient. The 
jaws are set at an angle, which makes it easy to increase the swing of the handle by 
turning the wrench over. 

Fig. 4.52. A box wrench and a box and open-end combination wrench. 

Fig. 4.53. Torqus wrenches for use with sockets. 

In tightening a nut, turn it until the wrench feels solid. Then give the wrench a 
sharp jerk. The sharp jerk will set the nut in a final posrion without twisting if off .~ 
or stripping the threads. Knowing when a wrench feel< solid comes with experi- 
ence. 

There are several types of adjustable wrenches. The common types used in 
agricultural business and on farms are: 

I. Crescenr type wrench 
2. Vise-grip wrench 
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Pliers-Pliers arc designed to hold and to cut materials. They are not 
wrenches. Wrenches are tools for tightening or loosening nuts or bolt heads. The 
most common type of pliers used on farms and in agricultural businesses is the 
adjastable combination pliers. They are a general purpose tool for holding flat or 
round stock and for cutting wire. If used as wrenches to tighten or loosen nuts, 
they may damage the sides of the nuts. 

Hand Drills and Drill Bits-Hand-drilling tools are the hand drill, breast 
drill, and brace. Holes \h inch and sma!!er may bz dril!ed in metal by hand- 
operated drills. The bits used in metal drilling tools are called twist bits. 

In using twist drills, lubricate tool steel, soft steel, wrought iron, and copper 
with oil. Drill cast iron, brass, and babbirt dry. Lubricate glass with turpentine. 

CRANK AND HANDLE 

Fig. 4.54. A hand drill with Ihe principal parts named. 

In drilling with hand-operated drills, use the following procedure, which will 
give good resulrs: 

1. Li~care rbe exact center of rhe bole. 
2. Mark the cenwr of the hole with B prick punch. Sink mark deep enough 

with a cenwr punch CO rcccivc the point of the twist drill. 
3. Select a twist drill bit of rhe desired six 
.1. Fasten rhr work securely. 
5. Drill horizontally n.henever possiblr. 
6. Place B drop of &I in cenwr punch mark. 
-. Set the ratchet so that the drill will mm clockwise. 
X. Keep the drill al right angles to the work whilr drillins. 
9. Providr a w&y, firm pressure on the head of rhr brace. 

IO. Check CO derermjne whrrhc-r or not cur is Incared properly. If not, make 
a nick with a chisel on the side of the CUE towarJ which thr drill should 
be drawn. 

II. Put another drop of oil on the cur. 
12. Ease rhe pressure and drill slowly when the Point of the drill breaks 

through rhe metal. 
13. Pur the rarcher in the neutral posirion and work the drill back and forrb 

if the drill bit catches while finishing the hole. 
14. Drill a pilot hole first about one-half the diameter of the hole desire&if 

rhr drill is difficult to force through the metal. 
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Vises-Vises are used for holding work. There are three types of vises used in 
agricultural work. They are the machinist’s vise, the blacksmith’s vise, and the 
general utility vise. The blacksmith’s vise is made for heavy wrork. The general 
utility vise has a small anvil on the back and has removable jaws. Pipe jaws may 
also be used in a general utility vise. 

When light or soft materials are clamped in a vise, light tension on the jaws is 
essential. For light, soft, and finished materials, ioose jaws made of copper, brass, 
or lead which fit over the regu!at vise jaws may prevent damage to the work. 

When heavy or hard materials are secured in a vise, pull the vise up tight and 
then give the end of the handle a sharp, quick push. The screw of vises should be 
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Fig. 4.56. The lechniques of using a hand drill. 

Fig. 4.57. The types of vises needed in an agricultural shop. 

lubricated frequently with heavy SO- or 40-weight oil. Do not oil the swivel joint 
of a vise because oil impairs its holding power. When a vise is not in use, close 
iaws lightly and leave the handle in a verticai position. 

Files-Files are made from hardened steel. They come in various shapes and 
sizes, and in various sizes of cuts (chisel teeth). 
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The more common files are: 

1. Flat tiles which are used for smoothing both wood and metal. 
2. Rasp CUT files which are used for smoothing coarse wood work. 
3. Half round files which are used for both metal and wood. 
4. Round bastard files which are used for enlarging and smoothing holes. 
5. Taper triangular files which are used for filing saws or clenning threads, 

Some precautions in using files are as follows: 

1. Fasten marerial to be filed securely. 
2. Do not put RIO much pressure on the tile. 
3. Keep rhe file clean. Thin may be done with a wire brush. 
4. Do not throw files 0x1 a bench, as it may dull their teeth. 

89 

In using a file, hold the handle of the file against the palm of the hand, with 
the thumb on the top of the handle. Hold the end of the tile with the other hand. 
Use pressure on the forward stroke only, and use only enough pressure to make 
the file cut evenly. Do nor bear down hard on a new file, or the teeth will be 
ruined. A new file should be broken in by using it first on brass or bronze. Lift the 
tile on the return stroke. Do not take more than 30 or 40 strokes a minute. Exces- 
sive speeds will ruin both the tile and the work. When work chatrers because the 
metal is not held rightly, the teeth of the file may be damaged. 
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Rubbing chalk on a tile before it is used will help to prevent it from becoming 
clogged. If a file becomes clogged, it may be cleaned with a file card, pick, and 
brush. 

Do not use a file on material harder than the file. To prevent scratching or 
cutting too deeply, use a little oil on the file. 
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Hacksaws-Hacksaws are made to cut metal. Hacksaw blades are of two 
types: all-hard blades and flexible blades. The all-hard blades are hardened 
throughout. Only the teeth of the flexible blades are hardened. Use an all-hard 
blade for sawing heavy work, tool steel, cast iron, and brass. Use a flexible blade 
for sawing light and hollow mate&is. Blades have from 14 to 32 teeth per inch. 
Blades with 24 teeth per inch are recommended for general use. For heavy mate- 
rial select a blade with fewer teeth per inch. For light material select a blade with 
more teeth per inch. 

Fin. 4.62. lnrtallln~ a hacksaw blade and holding a hacksaw when sawIn& 

The following procedure should be followed in using a hacksaw: 

1. Mark the material to be sawed. A tile may be used to nick the material to 
be sawed, and the saw can be starred in this nick. 

2. Make sure that the material is secure before sawing. 
3. Do not statt the saw or, a~ comer of rhe mare&l to be sawed. The 

maximum number of teeth should be engaged at a!l times. Start saw on 
the widest part of the material. 

4. Push the hacksaw forward with a light stroke. 
5. Remove the Pressure and pull straight back on the tetwn stroke. 
6. Do not use mote than 50 to 60 strokes a minute. 
7. Prevent chattering on thin materials by placing pieces of wood ot soft 

metal on each side of the material being sawed. 
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Punches-Punches are used to stut holes for drilling and to punch holes in 
sheet metal, 24-gauge or thinner. Center punches are used to start holes for drill- 
ing. Prick punches are used for marking. Pin punches are used for driving out pins. 
Holes I/I,; to ‘i, inch in diameter may be made in sheet metal with a solid punch. 
In punching holes with a solid punch, mark the metal with a center punch, place 
:he metal on a block of wood, and strike the solid punch with a heavy hammer. 

The procedure to follow in using a hollow punch is to: 

1. Mark the center of the hole with a prick punch. 
,?. Use a pair of dividers to mark the circle for the hole. Set distance of 

dividers at one-half the diameter of the hoie desired. 
j. Place the work on a piece of wood and select a punch of the correct size. 

Pin Solid Prick 
Punch Punch Punch 

Fig. 4.63. The types al puncher. 

Center 
Punch 

(Counesy CinCinnati ,001 co.. MfiS. 0, mrgiave Teslsd TOO15) 

Fig. 4.64. The COnecl “se of solid and pin punches. 

Chisels-Chisels are made to cut cold metal. They will usually cut any metal 
which can be filed. 

The four types of cold chisels, classified according to shape, and frequently 
found in a shop in an agricultural business or on a farm, are flat, cape, round nose, 
and diamond point. Flat chisels are used for chipping, removing metal from a flat 
surface, and cutting sheet metal. Cape chisels are used for cutting grooves and 
slots. Round nose chisels are used to cut concave grooves, and diamond point 
chisels are used to cut V-shaped grooves. 
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FLAT CAPE ROUND NOSE DIAMOND POINT 

,DPW" w ROM!" ,psen, 

Fig. 4.65. The lypes 01 cold chisels frequently used on farms and in agricultural 
busineses. 

In using a chisel, watch the edge of it. Sharp, quick blows are best. Reset the 
chisel after each blow. 

In cutting heavy, round stock, cut h&way through and then turn the stock 
and make the rest of the cut from the opposite side. Cutting sheet metal with a 
chisel will stretch the metal, so this method of cutting should be avoided whenever 
possible. In cutting sheet metal, mark the metal and use the vise jaws as a base to 
secure a shearing action. Keep the cutting edge of the chisel flat against the vise 
jkWS. 

The angle of the cutting edge of a chisel should be approximately 60 degrees 
with the cutting edge slightly rounded. Sharpen chisels on an ordinary coarse 
grinding wheel. Don’t grind so fast that the chisel becomes heated, because heating 
takes the remper out of a chisel. 

Fib.4.66. In WiIOVing metal, hold the chiselatananplelhalwill kBoQlhe~~rlacB 01 
Ihe work and Ihe lower bevel 01th~ chissl narallel. 

MEASURING TOOLS 

Scriber-A scriber is used for marking lines on metal the same as a marking 
pencil is used to mark lines on wood. Put only enough pressure on a scriber to 
make the mark clear. 
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Fig. 4.67. A scriber. 

Calipers-Three types of calipers used frequently are dividers, inside calipers, 
and outside calipers. L&i& are used for scribing circles, for measuring distances, 
and for transferring distances. ZNI& calipers are used for measuring inside diamet- 
ers of holes and slots. Outs& c&Pen are used to measure outside dimensions, such 
as the diameters of rods. 

,courtery U.S. Depanmenf Of the ArmyI 

Fig. 4.68. llividers and their “8.~. 

Micrometer-A micrometer is used for very accurate measuring. It measures 
to thousandths of an inch. A mechanic may use a micrometer to measure the 
mount of wear on parts such as valve stems. 

A micrometer is a very delicate tool and must be used with care. It will take 
measurements of less than the thickness of a page in this book. In measuring with a 
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micrometer, place the piece to be measured between the anvil and the spindle. See 
Fig. 4.67. Screw the spindle until it touches the piece, but do not screw the spindle 
until it clamps on the piece being measured. Excessive pressure on a piece will ruin 
a micrometer. 

In reading a micrometer, notice that there are 24 numbers on 25 equal divi- 
sions around the spindle. Each mark or division line represents one thousandth of 
an inch. There are also gradation markings on the hub. Each gradation mark on the 
hub represents 25 thousandths of an inch. Each number on the hub includes four 
gradation marks and represents 100 thousandths of an inch. When the micrometer 
is closed completely, the “0” on the spindle is aligned with the “0” on the hub. If 
the spindle is unscrewed until the “lo” mark on the spindle is aligned with the 
lengthwise or reference line on the hub, the opening is 10 thousandths of an inch. 
If the spindle is unscrewed one complete turn so &at the “0” line on the thimble is 
aligned with the reference line, the first gradation mark will be uncovered. The 
opening will be 25 thousandths of an inch. When the “0” line on the thimble is 
aligned with the reference line and the “1” mark on the hub is uncovered, the 
opening is 100 thousandths of an inch. 

One complete turn of the spindle will change the opening of the micrometer 
25 thousandths of an inch. As an example of an actual measurement, assume that 
the “1“ on the hub and two additional marks on the hub have been uncovered and 

Fig. 4.66. A secltonat visw of a Stsrrett Micrometer Caliper. 
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that the number “16” cm the spindle aligns with the reference line on the hub. The 
“1” represents 100 thousandths of an inch. The two additional marks on the hub 
each represent 25 thousandrhs of an inch. The total on the hub is 150 thousandths 
of an inch. The reading on the spindle represents 16 thousandths of an inch. The 
16 thousandths is added to the 150 thousandths, making a total of 166 thousandths 
of an inch. 

THIMBLE SCAL 
SLEEVE SCALE 

.O 

.O 

Fig. 4.70. Skew and Ihimbla scales 01 a micrometer (enlarged). 

CONCRETE TOOLS 

The tools and equipment used in concrete work are discussed in Chapter 31, 

PLUMBING TOOLS 

Plumbing tools and equipment are shown and their uses are described in 
Chapter 34. 

ELECTRIFICATION TOOLS 

The special equipment and tools needed for wiring for agricultural purposes in 
businesses and on farms are presented in Chapter 38. 
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POWER TOOLS 

Frinciples of Using-Many of the principles of using power tools ate identi- 
cal with the principles of using the hand tools designed for the same purposes. The 
difference is often the fact that the power for operating is furnished by an electric 
motor instead of by the operator. Therefore, be sure you understand the principles 
of using hand drills, saws, files, and sanders before you attempt to use power drills, 
saw, and grinders. 

Fig. 4.11. Crosscutting with a table saw. Notice the use of the guard. A saw should 
not be used without a guard. II the guard does not work properly, adjust it or obtain a new 
one. 

Safety Precautions-A big difference between hand tools and power tools is 
that power tools are more dangerous. Accidents with power tools are often more 
serious. Many examples could be given relating to the loss of fingers, hands, feet, 
eyes, and even lives, in the use of power tools. 

Before you use a power tool, be sure you have been “checked out” on the safe 
use of the tool. Study the operator’s manua! regarding the safe use of the tool, and 
never operate a power tool unless all the safety guards provided by the manufac- 
turer of the tool are functioning properly. 

All power tools should be grounded properly be!$;e they are used. When 
power tools come from the factory, they are insulated swhat the operator receives 
no shock when using them. However, unless a safe ground is provided, an 
operator will be shocked if a short develops. Headlines in papers frequently tell 
about electrocutions resulting from the use of power tools that have not been 
grounded safely. 

How can a safe ground be provided for power tools? Most new power tools 
are provided with three-prong plugs. The third prong of the plug connects with the 
ground wire in the receptacle. Thus, if the tool’s insulation is damaged and a live 
wire touches the frame of the tool, the current nrill pass through the ground in- 
stead of through the operator’s body. 
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Fig. 4.72. Push slickslor ripping. 

Fig. 4.73. Ripping with a potlabls clrmdar SW, using a rlpplng guide (A). 

What should be done if the receptacle outlets for power tools are for two- 
prong plugs instead of three-prong plugs? The correct procedure depends on the 
type of wiring in the building. Since the fuse boxes in approved wiring systems ate 
grounded, a third or ground wire may be installed back to the fuse box. Recepta- 
cles for three-prong plugs may then be installed. If the wiring is in conduit, the 
conduit may be used as the ground if it runs to the fuse box. If the outlet boxes are 
metal and the wiring is in conduit, an adapter plug may be installed so that the 
three-prong plug on the tool may be used. The adapter plug has a ground wire that 
is fastened under the center screw on the receptacle. If the receptacle is plastic, the 
ground wire on the adapter plug should be fastened to the conduit or to a water 
pipe, if the water system contains underground metal pipe. 

If a portable power tool does not have a three-prong plug, it should he pro- 
vided with a three-wire cable and a three-prong plug. However, until this is done it 
may be grounded by attaching an insulated wire to the frame of the tool and fasten- 
ing the other end of the wire to a grounded water ,pipe or grounded conduit. A 
stationary power tool may be grounded permanentaly by attaching a copper metal 
strap or wire to the frame of the tool and to a grounded water pipe or conduit. A 
two-prong plug may be used if the power tool is insulated with plastic housings. TO 
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prevent ground faults when you are operating power tools, use a power cord with a 
portable ground fault circuit interrupter (G.F.I.C.). 

Power Drills 

Electric drills may be mounted or portable. The size of a drill indicates the 
maximum size of hole which the drill is capable of drilling. If a larger hole is 
drilled, the motor wii! be overloaded and the drill will stall. 

The procedure for drilling with an electric drill is similar to the procedure 
used in hand drilling. Have the motor running when the point of the drill bit is 
inserted in the punch mark. Remember that twist drills do not pull themselves 
through the metal and that pressure must be exerted by the operator. Relieve the 
pressure when the point of the drill begins to break through. Pull straight back 
when removing the drill. 

Portable Power Drills-One-fourth-inch, %-inch, and ‘/-inch portable 
power drills are popular in agricultural businesses and on farms. The size of a drill 
refers to the maximum size shank the drill will hold. 

Portable power drills may be used for drilling in wood, metal, plastic, 
masonry, and so forth. Attachments of various sotts are available for such activities 
as grinding, brushing, sanding, buffing, and polishing. 

The chuck of a drill is the three-jaw part which holds the bit. A portable 
power drill may be equipped with chucks that are tightened in four different ways. 
These four different types of chucks are (1) keyless, self-tightening, (2) geared key 

Fig. 4.74. A postable electric drill. 
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Fig. 4.75. The location of a hole to be drilled should be marked with a center punch. 

(Jacobs-type), (3) hex-key, and (4) hand-tightened. The keyless, self-tightening 
chuck is the most convenient type. 

With the geared key chuck, a key is used to tighten the three jaws of the 
chuck quickly and uniformly, and the bit is centered and gripped firmly in the 
process. With the hex-key chuck, a small hex-key wrench is used to tighten the 
chuck. 

Most portable power drills are equipped with universal motors which map be 
operated on alternating at direct current. 

In using a portable power drill for drilling holes in steel, iron, and aluminum, 
remember to use a lubricant. A lightweight oil for engines is suitable. Ir is nor 

‘necessary to use a lubricant in drilling brass. To prevent the “walking” of a drill 
and the scarring of the work, it is advisable to punch a depression in the material 
being drilled with a center punch. 

The operator of a portable power drill should be careful to hold the drill at 
the cortect angle for the hole desired. Light pressure should be exerted on the drill 
if drilling metal because the drill bit does not pull itself into the metal. The pres- 
sure on the drill should be reduced when rhe point of the bit begins to break 
through the work. Remove the bit by pulling rtuuri&r barb on the drill so that the 
bit is not broken. The motor of the drill should then be shut off. 

Pilot holes, small lead holes, are advisable when drilling large holes. Pilot 
holes reduce the amount of pressure ,needed for drilling. 
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In using a portable drill, select a larger drill if it is necessary to “bear down” 
on the driil until it overhears or stalls. The excessive overloading of a drill may 
damage or burn out the motor. 

Most drills are permanently lubricated at the factory. If not, they should be 
lubricated according to the instructions provided with the drill. The brushes in the 
motor of an electric drill will wear down eventually. It is advisable, therefore, to 
check the brushes every six months. When the brushes become shorter than ‘$5, 
inch, they should be replaced. For further information regarding the care of the 
mofczs of portable power drills, see Chapter 39, “Selecting and Maintaining 
Motors.” 

Fig. 4.76. Holding thin gauge metal for drilling. 

S&JJ prerautionr are important in the use of all drills, but they are especially 
important in using a portable power drill. 

When a power drill comes from the factory, it is insulated so that the operator 
receives no shock when using it. However, if this insulation breaks down, the 
current will pass through the operator if the drill is not grounded. See the preced- 
ing section of this chapter for information regarding the safe grounding of power 
tools. Care should be taken,, in using a portable drill, not to drop the drill on the 
feet or allow the drill bit to touch any part of the body. A turning drill bit will 
break the skin easily or become entangled in clothing quickly. 

A brush should be used to remove the sharp metal drill chips. These sharp 
drill chips penetrate the skin easily. Check before srarting to drill to be sure that 
you have removed the chuck key. Ust a vise, clamps, or vise-grip pliers IO hold 
small parts being drilled so that they dL not spin around and injure you. Avoid 
forcing a drill. Wear safety glasses to prevem: flying chips from becoming lodged in 
the eyes. 

Drill Press-A drill press is a stationary drill designed for accurate and heavy 
drilling jobs. A drill press provides an operator with an easy control mechanism for 
feeding the drill bit into the work. 

The metal to be drilled should be clamped securely to prevent accidents. The 
general principles of drilling presented for hand drilling and for the portable power 
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Fin. 4.77. Holding w’ork with a drill preso vise. 

drill apply in the use of a drill press. In using a drill press, lower rhe drill bit to the 
material being drilled. Thus, ihcriocation of the desired hole must be placed di- 
rectly under the bit for the hole to be in the correct location. The drill bit should 
be fed into the work with only sufficient pressure for cutting. If too much pressure 
is used, the drill will overheat or the motor will stall. 

A portable power drill may be made into a drill press by the use of a drill 
stand. 
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Fig. 4.79. Holdin work in Q-blocks, 

Fig. 4.80. Holding work wlfk a pair of lockln~ pllsrs. 

Power Saws 

Power saws are labor savers and time savers. In agricultural mechanics, power 
saws are used primarily for crosscutting, ripping, and cutting angles and bevels. A 
power saw may be either stationary or portable. Many shops on farms and in ag- 
ricultural businesses have both types. Stationary power saws are usually of the (1) 
table or (2) radial arm types. 

Saw blades for circular saws are designed for particular purposes. Most workers 
in agricultural businesses and on farms use a combination saw blade, but blades for 
ripping, crosscutting, and sawing cop.crete block, tile, and masonite materials are 
available. A combination blade may be used for ripping or crosscutting, but a rip- 
ping blade should be used for ripping on!y and a crosscutting blade for crosscutting 
only. The special blades for sawing concrete blocks, tile, and masonite material 
usually have teeth with carbide tips. 
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Portable Power Saw-A portable power saw is a !ightweight saw for &z on 
the job. With attachments it can be converted into a table or radial army saw, but its 
primary use is for construction work where a table or radial arm saw is not avail- 
able at cannot be used. It often can be used for the sawing ordinarily done with a 
handsaw. A portable power saw saves much labor and time in construction work. It 
is used for both crosscutting and ripping. 

A portable power saw is &ngwom If used inrproperl~t. The operator of a porta- 
ble saw should not atte.mpt to saw in an awkward position. A slip or fall while 
sawing may bring the saw in contact with a leg, foot, arm, or hand, and the result- 
ing injury is often serious. Reaching around at in front of the saw may also result 
in an accident. Always keep the saw away from all parts of the body. Never use a 
portable power saw unless it is safely grounded. See section earlier in this chapter 
on the safe grounding of power tools. 

A portable power saw is equipped with a guard for the saw blade. A portable 
poner saw should never be used without its guard. The operator should also not 
use a saw if the guard does not work freely. A dull saw blade is dangerous, and 
pushing a saw too rapidly is dangerous. A portable power saw will save you much 
labor if used carefully and safely. If not used carefully and safely, it may kill you or 
incapacitate you for further work. 

The rize of saw usually found on farms and in agricultural businesses is a 
h-inch or ,n S-inch saw. A h-inch saw will saw a piece of lumber 2 inches thick. An 
S-inch suw will saw to a depth of 2% inches. Saw motors are often permanently 
lubricated at the factory. If not, the operator’s manual for the saw should be con- 
sulted for lubricating instructions. The motor of the saw should be kept clean, and 
the brushes and commutator should be checked at regular intervals. For informa- 
tion on the care and maintenance of motors see Chapter 39, “Selecting and Main- 
taining Motors.” 

Before operat~~~g a portable power saw, read the operator’s manual for the saw 
and check to determine whether or not the guard is working freely, the saw is 
grounded, and the blade is sharp. If you have never used a portable power saw, 
practice on waste boards until you get the “feel” of it. Use a constant, but not 
excessive, pressure on the saw. If the saw binds or slows down, let it run and back 
it out slowly. 

Check to see whether or not the saw kerf is on the waste part of the board. If 
the saw blade heats, it is probably dull and should be replaced with a sharp blade. 
Most pormble saws are equipped with a gauge that may be used in tipping or in 
making cuts a certain distance from the end of a board. 

Table Saws7Table saws are of two types, tilting table and tilting arbor. With 
a tilting table saw, the table is tilted for bevel sawing. With a tilting arbor saw, the 
blade is tilted so that sawing at an angle or bevel is possible. The tilting arbor saw 
is the mote popular type becat:w it is easier to use and it is safer. 

The xafe we of a table saw is important because many accidents result from the 
incorrect use of table saws. When using a table saw, do not stand directly in front 
of the saw blade. The saw may “kick” the board back toward the operator and 
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Portable Power Saw-A portable power saw is a !ightweight saw for &z on 
the job. With attachments it can be converted into a table or radial army saw, but its 
primary use is for construction work where a table or radial arm saw is not avail- 
able at cannot be used. It often can be used for the sawing ordinarily done with a 
handsaw. A portable power saw saves much labor and time in construction work. It 
is used for both crosscutting and ripping. 

A portable power saw is &gero~rs If used inrproperl~t. The operator of a porta- 
ble saw should not atte.mpt to saw in an awkward position. A slip or fall while 
sawing may bring the saw in contact with a leg, foot, arm, or hand, and the result- 
ing injury is often serious. Reaching around at in front of the saw may also result 
in an accident. Always keep the saw away from all parts of the body. Never use a 
portable power saw unless it is safely grounded. See section earlier in this chapter 
on the safe grounding of power tools. 

A portable power saw is equipped with a guard for the saw blade. A portable 
poner saw should never be used without its guard. The operator should also not 
use a saw if the guard does not work freely. A dull saw blade is dangerous, and 
pushing a saw too rapidly is dangerous. A portable power saw will save you much 
labor if used carefully and safely. If not used carefully and safely, it may kill you or 
incapacitate you for further work. 

The rize of saw usually found on farms and in agricultural businesses is a 
h-inch or ,n S-inch saw. A h-inch saw will saw a piece of lumber 2 inches thick. An 
S-inch suw will saw to a depth of 2% inches. Saw motors are often permanently 
lubricated at the factory. If not, the operator’s manual for the saw should be con- 
sulted for lubricating instructions. The motor of the saw should be kept clean, and 
the brushes and commutator should be checked at regular intervals. For informa- 
tion on the care and maintenance of motors see Chapter 39, “Selecting and Main- 
taining Motors.” 

Before operating a portable power saw, read the operator’s manual for the saw 
and check to determine whether or not the guard is working freely, the saw is 
grounded, and the blade is sharp. If you have never used a portable power saw, 
practice on waste boards until you get the “feel” of it. Use a constant, but not 
excessive, pressure on the saw. If the saw binds or slows down, let it run and back 
it out slowly. 

Check to see whether or not the saw kerf is on the waste part of the board. If 
the saw blade heats, it is probably dull and should be replaced with a sharp blade. 
Most pormble saws are equipped with a gauge that may be used in tipping or in 
making cuts a certain distance from the end of a board. 

Table Saws7Table saws are of two types, tilting table and tilting arbor. With 
a tilting table saw, the table is tilted for bevel sawing. With a tilting arbor saw, the 
blade is tilted so that sawing at an angle or bevel is possible. The tilting arbor saw 
is the mote popular type becat:w it is easier to use and it is safer. 

The xafe we of a table saw is important because many accidents result from the 
incorrect use of table saws. When using a table saw, do not stand directly in front 
of the saw blade. The saw may “kick” the board back toward the operator and 
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Fig. 4.81. A table Circular sm. 

cause a serious injury. While using a saw, wear safety glasses or an eye shield to 
keep chips and sawdust out of the eyes. Always use the guard for the blade of the 
saw even though it may seem inconvenient at first. Failure to use a guard may 
mean the loss of a finger, a hand, or your life. It is better to endure some incon- 
venience than it is to be the victim of an accident. 

When ripping narrow pieces use apush stick instead of the hands. Always keep 
the hands away from the saw blade. Refuse to use a saw with a dull blade, because 
it is dangerous. A dull blade may cause a board to bind and “kick back“ while 
being ripped. 

Set the saw blade so that it extends through the board, but do not allow the 
blade to project too far. If the blade projects too far, binding and “kickbacks” are 
more frequent, and chips and sawdust are thrown a greater distance. 

Twisted and warped boards cannot be safely ripped. If they are sawed, they 
may bind and kick back. To avoid binding when ripping a long board, use a helper 
or a support for the board. In ripping, do not allow the piece ofwood being cut off 
to remain between the fence and the blade, because the saw blade may kick it 
back. “Kickbacks” are dangerous because they may throw the hands of the 
operator into the saw blade or injure the operator or other persons who are in line 
with the saw. 

Before starting a table saw, check the location of others neat the saw. Avoid 
sawing if other persons are near the saw or are in back of you and in line with the 
saw blade. Never rip without using a ripping fence. 
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When rippirzg adjust the ripping fence so that it is parallel to the blade of the 
saw and to the miter gauge slots. The distances from the front and the back of the 
blade to the fence should be equal. Set the distance of the ripping fence by 
measuring the distance between the fence and the point of a tooth of the blade. 

In cvosrcutting, check the squareness of the miter gauge to the saw blade. The 
gauge may be placed in the groove on either the right or left side of the blade. The 
use of the miter gauge increases the accuracy of crosscutting and decreases the 
danger involved. 

The height of the saw blade should be set ti to ‘/4 inch higher than the thick- 
&s of the wood being sawed. 

Feed the wood into the saw at a uniform rate. Do not feed the wood into the 
saw so fast that the cut is rough and a chattering noise is produced. Also, do not 
feed the wood into the saw too slowly. Sawing too slowly causes the saw blade to 
heat and become dull. 

In using a table saw, adjust the wood to be sawed so that the kerf, the wood 
removed by the saw blade, is on the waste end of the board. A mark may be made 
on the table of the saw to show the width of the kerf of the saw blade, or a wood 
facing may he placed on the front of the miter gauge. A notch or kerf is then 
sawed in this wood facing. After a board is marked for sawing, the mark on the 
board is aligned with the kerf in the wood facing of the miter gauge so that the 
mark on the board will not be sawed out by the blade of the saw. 

When several boards are to he sawed the same length, clamp a stop block to 
the tipping fence or the miter gauge. When sawing a piece of plywood, a guide 
strip may be clamped to the plywood. This strip will guide the plywood along the 
edge of the saw’s table as shown in Fig. 4.82. A board or piece of plywood that is 
too wide to tit between the miter gauge and the saw blade may be sawed by placing 

Fig. 4.82. A gulds strip is clamped to Ihe plywood bsing sawed. 
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Fig. 4.03. When an extra-wide piece of plywood is sawed, place the miter gauge in 
front 01 the plywood and push the plywood againsl it. 

the miter gauge in front of the board in a reversed position. The board is then 
pushed against the miter gauge as shown in Fig. 4.83. 

In sawing rnirer~, angles other than 90 degrees, the miter gauge is set for the 
angle desired. Before angles or miters are sawed, the accuracy of the miter gauge 
should be checked. A simple way to check the adjustment of a miter gauge is to set 
it for a 45-degree miter and saw a waste board. Check the angle of the cut with a 
square. If the miter gauge is not accurate, loosen the stop screw on the gauge and 
adjust the gauge until it is accurate. 

A problem in sawing miters is the creeping of the board being sawed. Hold 
the board being sawed firmly against the miter gauge to prevent creeping. If the 
creeping problem is severe, put a hollow ground combination blade on the saw. 

A lo-inch saw powered with a l-HP motor is recommended for most shops 
on farms and in agricultural businesses. In installing a saw, place it so that the light 
for the saw comes from the leit. 

Radial Arm Saw-The moror and blade of a radial arm saw are suspended 
over the table of the saw. Radial arm saws are used for precision and heavy work. 
They are often more expensive to purchase than table saws. 

A radial arm saw may be used for crosscutting, ripping, mitering, and bevel- 
ing. Since adjustments for crosscutting, mitering, and beveling vary with the saw, 
the operator’s manual should be consulted before a saw is used. 

The body of the operator should be kept away from the front of the saw 
blade. 

Power Grinder 

Most bench grinders have both a medium grain and a fine grain abrasive 
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wheel. The wheels are usually removable so that wire brushes, polishing wheels, 
and buffing wheels may be used. 

The fine grain abrasive wheel is for sharpening tools and for work requiring a 
smooth finish or exact size. The medium abrasive wheel is for rough grinding when 
a quantity of metal is being removed 

In grinding, do not use the side of the wheel because the pressure may crack 
it. Support work on the rests provided. The use of the rests is a safety precaution 
and makes grinding easier. A tool rest on a grinder should not be below the center 
a? the wheel. It should be adjusted to xvithin 1% inch of the wheel. 

(Courtery Wa,ker-T”,nei OiViliO”. Rockreil Manufacfunng co.1 

Fig. 4.84. A bench grinder. 

Fip. 4.85. A potlabIa, electric powered impact wrench. 



CHAPTER 5 

Repairing and Sharpening Tools 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. Why is it important that woodworking tools be kept sharp? 
2. What sharpening equipment is needed? 
3. Which tools are ground and honed? Which are filed? 
4. How are wood chisels sharpened? Plane blades? Knives? 

5. How are axes and hatchets sharpened? 
6. What are the chief differences in the teeth of crosscut saws and ripsaws? 
7. How are chain saws sharpened? 
8. What precautions are necessary in sharpening auger bits? 
9. How is a twist drill sharpened? 

10. How is an edge put on a cold chisel? 
11. How should pliers, screwdrivers, and punches be reconditioned? 
12. How should shears be sharpened? 
13. What general instructions should be followed in fitting tool handles? 

Sharp Tools Necessary for Good Work-Keen-edged tools are essential for 
good work quality. Skilled workers cannot do their best work with dull, nicked, or 
improperly sharpened tools; beginners are under an even greater handicap. Tools 
are designed and sharpened by their manufacturers to give the maximum amount 
of service. A person who buys and uses them expects them to do efficient work. If 
users do not keep tools in proper working condition, they will not obtain satisfx- 
tion from their use. 

Time used in keeping tools in good condi:ion is time saved. A good worker 

takes pride in keeping tools sharp and derives pleasure and satisfaction in using 
them when they are in good condition. Sharp tools are also safer to use than dull 
ones. 

Sharpening Equipment and Its Use-Very little equipment is needed for 
sharpening tools, and it is easily and cheaply obtained. Many tools are sharpened 
by grinding. In addition to grinding, most woodworking tools require whetting or 
honing on a carborundum stone or an oilstone to produce a fine edge. 

A shop should be equipped with a good bench grinder to do rough sharpening 
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and to give cutting edges the proper bevel. Care should be taker, to turn the 
surface of a stone rouard the cutting edge of a tool rather than away from it. 

There is less tendency to form a wire edge on a tool, and a more uniform job 
of grinding is possible, when rhe grinding wheel turns toward the cutting edge of 
the tool being sharpened. If a power grinder is used, care must be taken not to 
overheat the tool, which may cause it to soften and “lose its temper.” The grinding 
wheel should be provided with a tool rest. 

Honing or whetting is necessary to put a fine, keen edge on a tool. A double 
carborundum stcne with a coarse side and a fine side is useful. Oilstones are used 
for finishing the sharpening process. An oilstone should be wiped after it is used 
and kept free from dust and grime. 

A saw jointer, a saw set, a three-cornered tile, and an ordinary flat mill file are 
needed for setting and sharpening hand saws. A clamp or vise is necessary for 
holding saws rigid while they are being set and sharpened. See Fig. 5.7. 

Dressing and Truing Grinding Wheels-Properly maintained grinding 
wheels are essential for the successful sharpening of tools. After much use, the face 
of a grinding wheel may become glazed and not true. A wheel that is not true may 

have humps or high points, or it may be ridged and grooved. A dressing tool (see 
Fig. 5.1) is used to remove the glaze from the face of a grinjing wheel and to true 
the wheel. When a dressing tool is used, adjust the tool rest to a horizontal ot flat 
position and close to the wheel. Lay the dresser on the tool rest and push it firmly 
against the wheel. Use enough pressure on the dressing tool to prevent sparks. If 
sparks are produced, the wheel is grinding the dressing tool. A dressing tool 
should true the wheel and not be ground away. 

Fig. 5.1. Drssrin# and truing a grinding wheel using a spscisl anashment lor the job. 
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Removing Rust and Dirt-Tools that ate dirty and greasy ate dangerous 
because they slip out of the hands more easily. Dirty tools also are mote suscepti- 
ble to rust. Rust pits tools, decreases their strength, lessens their efficiency, and 
reduces their value. 

A safe solvent available from most oil companies may be used to clean dirt 
and excessive grease from a tool. Do not use gasoline. If the tool is not rusty, rust 
may be prevented by saturating a rag with a high-grade lubricating oil and rubbing 
the rag over the cool. Be careful to covet all metal parts on the tool with a light 
coating of the oil. 

If a tool is rusty, the rut should be removed before the oil coating is applied. 
A wire brush may be used to remove rust if scratches on the tool are not objec- 
tionable. Scrapers may he used to remove large rust scales. A kerosene-soaked r:: 
may be used IO remove tust, but this method of removal is slow. It teave~ I 
scratches, however. A fine emery cloth may also be used. Rust-removing sol? ,a 

should not be used, because they may remove some of the metal along with the 
rust. Paint should not be applied to any part of a tool requiring a polished finish or 
to the cutting edge of a tool. If a tool is painted, a rust-inhibiting paint should be 
used as a first coat. See Chapter 11 for information on painting metals. 

Cleaning Files-If a file is not cutting properly, it probably needs cleaning. A 
file is cleaned with a file card, pick, and brush. Figure 5.2 shows a file cleaner. A 
pick is a small, pointed wire tool used for picking out the pieces of metal lodged in 
the cuts of a fi!e which cannot be removed with a file card. 

Fig. 5.2. Afileclsanar. When dsaning alilewilh a Ills cIe~ner,layllllalona bench 
and draw:he cleansrarrosa it parallel with the cuts al the Ills. 

When cleaning a file, lay it flat on a bench and draw the file cleaner across the 
file parallel with the cuts. Finish the cleaning process by brushing the file 
lengthwise. 

Sharpening Wood Chisels-If a chisel is nicked badly, the nicks should be 
ground out by holding the cutting edge of the chisel at a right angle to the stone 
until the nicks are removed. The chisel is then ready to be sharpened. 

Grind the chisel on the beveled edge only. The length of the bevel will de- 



GRINDING STRAIGHTENS THE EDGE AND 
RESTORES THE BEVEL PREPARATORY 
TO SHARPENING BY WHETTING ON THE 
OIL STONE. 
THE GRIND STONE SHOULD TURN TOW,, 
THE PLANE IRON. 
Ux THE GUIDE As IT ASSURES A FLAT, 
EVEN BEVEL. 
KEEP THE PLANE IRON COOLTO PREV~ 
BuRNING.OR sOFTENIN THE STEEL.BY 
FREQUENT DlPPlNG IN WATER. 
STONES RUNNINQ IN WATBR OR OIL 
ARE PREFERABLE. 

Fig. 5.3. The technique cl sharpming c plane blade. 
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pend upon the type of cutting to be done with the chisel. For fine work a long 
bevel with a thin edge is best. For heavy cutting and mortising a shorter bevel is 
more satisfactory. For general work a bevel about *A inch long is most suitable, 
which means holding the chisel at a 25- to 30-degree angle to the wheel of the 
grinder. By using the tool rest on a grinder it is easier to obtain a uniform bevel. 
Move the chisel from side to side to wear the stone evenly. Continue the grinding 
until a uniform bevel is obtained and a “wire edge” has been formed. The corners 
of a chisel should be kept square. 

Hone the chisel on the oilstone. Hold the chisel at a slightly greater angle 
than when grinding so that a second very small bevel will develop. After four or 
five forward strokes on the oilstone, turn the flat side of the chisel toward the 
oilstone. A few forward strokes will remove any wire edge and produce a very 
keen edge. Avoid producing a bevel on the flat side of the chisel. 

A chise! may be kept sharp by an occasional honing, but after several honings, 
regrinding will be necessary to restore the proper bevel. 

Sharpening Plane Blades-The method of sharpening plane blades is the 
same as the method of sharpening wood chisels, with two exceptions. The bevel 
shouid be made shorter, and the corners of the blade are rounded slightly. Unless 



Fig. 5.4. lb@ technique of whetting a plane blade. What lh8 plane imn on an ollstmn 
lo produce a very sharp cutting edge. Hold the plane iron in the rtghl hand with the Ml 
hand helping. Place the bevel on the stone with the back edge slightly raised. Move Iho 
plane iron back and forth. Be sure the hands m4vp parallel to the stone 40 that the an@ 
between lhe plans iron and the stone will slay the 88~ throughout thn stroke. Us4 anough 
oil to keep the surface of the stons moist. Oil keeps the stone Sharp by prsventlng parllcI(~s 
al steel from filling lhe pores ot the stqnr. Try to war the stone evenly. 

Sharpening Knives-A grinding wheel, a whetstone or an oilstone, and a 
butcher’s steel are used to sharpen knives. First check the blade of a knife for nicks 
and remove these by placing the edge of the blade against a grinding wheel. When 
the nicks have been removed, the knife is ready to be sharpened. The first step in 
sharpening is to hold the blade of the knife flat against the face of the grinding 
wheel so that a long bevel and a thin, sharp edge are produced. Move the blade 
back and forth across the face of the grinding wheel. Grind first one side of the 
blade and then the other side, A low-speed grindstone is best for sharpening 
knives. If a high-speed grinder is used, exrreme care must be taken to prevent 
overheating the edge of the blade and ruining its remper. If a high-speed grinder is 
used, use very light pressure on the knife and dip the blade in water frequently. 
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the corners are rounded slightly, it is difficult to plane a surface perfectly smooth 
due to the planr marks xvhich will be made by the square corners of the blade. A 
plane blade should be held to the grindstone at an angle of about 25 to 30 degrees, 
cutting a bevel about ‘lea inch long or slightly longer than twice the thickness of 
the plane blade. It is very important that the bevel be kept straight and of uniform 
width. 

Hone a plane blade on an oilsrone at a larger angle than when grinding so that 
a second very small bevel will develop near the edge of the blade. Remove any 
wire edge by a few strokes with the flat side of the blade held against the stone. 
Avoid a bevel on the flat side of the blade, because this prevents the cap iron from 
fitting tight. When the cap iron does not fit tight, shavings will clog the plane. 

\ 
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PLANE IRON 

TflICKNESS OF THE 
PLANE IRON 

CUTTING FDGF 30’TO35’ 

Fig. 5.5. A plane blade, shbv&g whsning and grinding angles. 

The second step in sharpening a knife is to hone it on an oilstone IO produce a 
sharper edge. Use first the coarse side and then the tine side of the stone. In 
honing a knife on an oilstone, place the heel of the blade on the stone and then 
draw the blade forward across the stone with a sweeping motion. At the end of the 
sweeping stroke, the tip of the blade of the knife should be pulled across the 
stone. Sharpening a knife takes time and patience. Finish the sharpening process 
on the oilstone with a “figure-eight” stroke. 

The third step in sharpening a knife is the use of a steel. A steel is used to 
smooth the cutting edge of a knife. Place the heel of the blade at the tip of the 
steel and on the underneath side of the steel. Bring the blade down and across the 
steel. If a wire edge develops, hone the blade again until the wire edge is removed 
and then use the steel again. 

Sharpening Axes and Hatchets-Axes and hatchets are used for two pur- 
poses: chopping and splitting wood. Hatchets are also used for hewing, forming, or 
shaping wooden objects. The way an ax or a hatchet is sharpened depends on its 
intended use. An ax or a hatchet with a long bevel and a thin blade is for chopping, 



An ax or a hatchet with a short bevel and a thick blade is for splitting. A hatchet 
sharpened on only one side is for shaping, forming, and hewing wooden objects. 

When an ax is being sharpened, its balance must be maintained. See Fig. 5.37 
for an illustration of an ax in proper balance. When an ax is set with its cutting 
edge down, as shown in Fig. 5.37, two-thirds of the blade should be in front of the 
part of the blade that touches the ground. 

The first step in sharpening an ax or a hatchet is the removal of nicks, or 
jointing, on a grinding wheel. Lay the ax blade on the tool rest of the grinder and 
push forward lightly to grind out the nicks. Be careful to maintain the original 
curvature of the blade when jointing. Check the balance of the ax frequently, as 
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EDGE QF BENCH 

Fig. 5.6. Sharpdning the body cutllng sdgs 01 an arpnaive bit. NDte the culting adgs 
angls and the cI11arance angle at shown in “A.” In sbarpsnlnp, maintain theso Grlglnsl 
~AUIGS to prGvidG stnxtgth bsbind tba cutllng edge. File toward the cutting edge, steadying 
the blt 01 the edge 01 the bench a shown in “S.” A bun will form Gn the sldo Gpposlts the 
tide lilsd. Rsmors this bun as shown in “C.” 
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shown in Fig. 5.37, to determine whether or not the correct balance is being main- 
tained. 

The second step in shh.pening a” ax ot a hatchet is the grinding of the sides of 
the blade. Again be careful t” maintain the original curvature of the blade, and 

check the balance of the ax frequently. When grinding a” ax, swing the handle 
back and forth in a long arc to maintain the correct c”rvat”re of the blade. 

The third step in sharpening a” ax or a hatchet is the grinding of a short bevel 
on both sides of the cutting edge of the blade. When grinding this short bevel, 
avoid overheating the edge of the blade. Grind the ax slowly and dip it in water 
frequently. 

The fourth step is filing the bevel of the blade with a smooth mill tile to finish 
the job of sharpening. A whetstone may be used instead of a file for finishing the 
sharpening job on a” ax or a hatchet. The whetstone is usually run across the ax or 
hatchet blade. 

Sharpening Handsaws-Handsaws are of two general types, the crossc”t saw 
and the ripsaw, each designed for a particular use. They will give long and satisfac- 
tory service if kept in good condition. By keeping them free of r”st and by avoid- 

ing damage to the teeth on nails and metal, you can maintain them in good condi- 
tion by an occasional setting and filing. Sharpening a saw is not dif!irult if attention 
is given to details. Five steps ate usually necessary, especially if the sew is in bad 
condition: (1) jointing, (2) shaping teeth, (3) setting, (4) filing, and (5) side joint- 
ing. 

The same general procedure is followed for both crosscut saws and ripsaws, 
but small differences are necessary and are explained and illustrated here: 

I. Jointi~~x is the filing of rhe teeth of a saw until they are of equal height, 
and ir is done with an ordinary flat mill file. Place the saw in a clamp with 
rhe handle to the right. Lay a mill file lengthwise on the points of the 
teeth and pass it back and forth the length of the saw, raking off the high 
poinrs until the tile touches the top of every tooth. Care should be taken 
“or to allow the file to tilt to either side. A patrntrd jointer, into which a 
tile is clamped, will hold the file securely and aid in doing a good job of 
leveling the height of the saw trerh (Fig. 5.7). 

2. Shnpi~g of reerh may be necessary if some of the rrorh are broken or 
extremely worn. It consists of cutting new teeth where needed and cut- 

,cmI1esy E, c, Atkin3 B”d co., 

Fig. 5.1. The us8 of a patented iainter. 
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ring the ocher xeth to the proper size and shape. The new teeth should 
be uniform and should be, as near as possible, the same size as the origi- 
nal tech. Note that the shape of the teeth of a crosscur saw is different 
from the shape of rhe teeth of a ripsaw. In shaping terth, place a corner 
of a three-cornered file in the gullet between the teeth, and file straight 
across at a tight angle to the saw blade until the &shed side of rho tooth 
comes to a point. Then go to the next gullet. tiold the file square and 
level, and press it against the tooth having the Largest top until the center 
of the flat top made by jointing is reached. Do not try to bevel the teeth; 
cut them out square and pointed. 

When the teeth are properly shaped and of uniform height, they are 
ready to be “set.” 

Fig. 5.8. Jointed ripsawteeth. 

Fig. 5.9. Saw lerdh idnted wenly. 

3. Setti~zg consists of bending slightly the points of [he teach. alternately, one 
IO the right, the next to the left. This causes the JBW to make a cut which 
is wider than the thickness of rhe saw blade, thus giving the blade cltar- 
ancc, and allowing it to run freely without binding or pulling hard. Soft. 
wet, or green woods require more ser than hard, dry woods. 

A patented saw set tool shald be used to produce a uniform set. 
The tool should be adjust& so that only about one-third to one-half of 
‘the tooth is bent over. Set a saw one side at a time, setting every other 
tooth in the same direction. Then reverse the SC-’ in the clamp and set 
the alternate teeth in the opposite direction. 
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Fig. 5.10. One type 01 saw set 
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4. Fili,q consists of shaping and pointing the reerh so that they will cut the 
wood easily and cleanly. Taper or three-cornered files are used. The pro- 
cedures for filing crosscut saws are somewhat dift&cnt from those used 
for ripsaws. 

Crosscur saw teeth are given beveled edges. Place the saw in the 
clamp with the handle to the right, rhe jaws of rhe clamp being located 
just below rhe bottom of the trrrh fo prevsnr vibration. Hold the tile, as 
shown in rhe diagram (Fig. 5.1 I), so that the handle of the file is at ap- 
prosimarcly a .45-degree angle co the blade of the saw. Tbr thumb of rhe 
right hand is placed on top of the file handlc, and the tip of rhe file is 
held between rbe thumb and forefinger of the left hand. Hold rhe file 
level and push it evenly rbrougb the guller, bringing rbe tooth co the right 
and the roorh co the left of rhr tile to B point ar the same time, but 
bwcled in opposite dirrcrions. The tile should cut only on the push 
make. Conrinue co file in every other gullet until the end of the saw has 
been reached. Then reverse the saw in rhr clamp, placing the handle to 
the Irfr, and file rhr alternafr gullets which were omitted rhe first rime 
(Fig. 5.11.). The file must br held at the same angle for all rhe teeth. File 
each tooth co a sharp point. 

Ripsam reerh are nor bevelrd. The file is held ar a right angle fo the 
snw blade and pushed straight across, making the from edge of thr tooth 
square. Otherwise, the procedurr is rhc same as for crosscu saws. Every 
orher roorh is filed from one side, then the saw is reversed in the clamp, 
ad the remaining reerh are filed. Care must be taken m tile the teeth fo 
a uniform size. 

Fig. 5.11. Position of file and saw for filing teeth. 

5. Side joiotiyq CODS~SCS of purring a final touch IO the job after the saw has 
been seI and filed. The saw is laid on a flat surfacu and a worn tile or 
whrrsron~ is run along each side of the saw B few times to remove the 
wire edge or rligbt unwrnnrss of rhe points of rhr teeth. Two or three 
srrokcs wirlwut pressure should be sufficient IL) remove the roughness 
nnd produce a line curting edge, 

Fig. 5.12. VIEWS ahowin# a properly IllEd and set C~OSSCU, handsaw. Nti% the b~el 
on the front al the lesth. 
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Fig. 5.13. Views of a s~ctlon of a ripsaw which has been corrcct~y filed and set. Note 
there is no bevel on the front of the teeth. The teelh are filed draight across. 

Sharpening Chain Saws-Special files are needed to sharpen chain saws. The 
type of file needed depends on rhe type of saw teeth the chain has. The teeth on a 
chain may be classified into three main types: round-hooded, square-hooded, and 
cutter-raker. The first step in sharpening a chain saw is determining the type of 
teeth which the saw has. Fig. 5.14 illustrates the three types of teeth found on 
chain saws. 

A round chain saw file is used to sharpen round-hooded chain saw teeth. 
Either a square chain saw file or a lozenge chain saw file may be used to sharpen 
square-hooded chain saw teeth. A flat chain saw file is used to sharpen cutter-raker 
chain saw teeth. 

In sharpening a currer-n&v chain raw, joint the cutters that are badly worn. 
See Fig. 5.14 for an illustration of the differences between cutters and rakers. File 
the cutters on their faces to sharpen the points of the cutters. File the faces of the 
rakers. Be sure to maintain the original angles of the cutters and rakers. Check to 
determine whether the rakers are below the cutters a sufficient amount. The side 
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rakers should be ‘/c-r inch below the tops of the cutters, and the center rakers 
should be Va inch below the tops of the cutters. A feeler gauge may be used to 
measure this clearance when a tile or other level object is placed across the top of 
the cutter teeth. 

In sharpening a romd-hooded chain saw, place the file against the beveled cut- 
ting surface of a tooth. The file should be at a 45-degree angle to the saw. File 
every other tooth. Then reverse the saw and finish filing the remaining teeth. 
Check the clearance between the depth gauges and the tops of the cutter teeth. 
This clearance should be 0.025 inch to 0.050 inch and may be measured with a 
feeler gauge. If sharpening the saw has reduced the clearance too much, file down 
the tops of the depth gauges. 

Flat Chain Saw File 

Round Chain Saw File 

0 

Square Chain Saw File 

Lozenge Chain Saw File 

Fig. 5.15. The types 01 files used in sharpming the various types of chain saw tselh. 

In sharpening a sqmzre-hooded chain saw, place the file under the hood so that 
the adjacent sides of the lozenge or square tile contact both cutting edges of the 
saw tooth. Tilt the file back and down while filing. Be sure to maintain the original 
shape of the teeth. Check the clearance of depth gauges in the manner recom- 
mended for the round-hooded chain saw. 

Sharpening Auger Bits-Auger bits are sharpened by filing. It is best to use 
a specially made auger bit file or a very slim taper file. If the tip or edges of the 

Fig. 5.16. An auger bit Ma. 
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screw point of a bit have been nicked or damaged, file away the burred part care- 
fully by passing the tip of the file around the threads. File the cutting spurs on the 
hide only, following the original bevel. Do not file the spurs on the outside edges, 
as this will decrease the diameter of the bit. Do not change the slant or slope of 
any of rhe cutting parts. 

Fig. 5.17. Sharpening the spurs of an auger bit. 

Fig. 5.18. Filing an auger bit. 

Sharpening Twist Drills-Twist drills are sharpened by grinding. It is im- 
portant in grinding a twist drill that the blunt point be kept in the exact center of 
the drill and that the cutting edges of the bit be made slightly longer than the 
trailing edges so that the drill will cut properly and have sufficient clearance. The 
cutting edges of a bit should make a 59-degree angle with the center line of the bit; 
hence the drill should be held against the grinder at a 59-degree angle. The bit 
should be slightly rounded from the cutting edge to the trailing edge. This round- 
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c 

Flg. 5.19. Points to bs sharpOnod 0" a" s~pmrlvs bit. 

Fig. 5.20. A drill with lips ground ~~rwclly. The two lips a,@ Iha tam. Iwth. and 
lhalr angles to Iho axis 01th~ drill are aqual. 
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Fig. 5.21. lhr ccwccl anglsr ofths lips ala twist drill. 

ing is obtained by lowering the shank of the drill and rotating the drill clockwise 
against the grinder. 

A gauge for securing the proper angle may be made by cutting a V-notch in a 
piece of tin at the proper angle for the two cutting edges. Since each cutting edge 
should be beveled to 59 degrees, the V should be 118 degrees. The drill when 
properly ground should fit snugly into this V. Each lip of the drill should cut a 
spiral coil of metal when the drill is used. 
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Fig. 5.22. Checldng the drill point angle and culling edge. 

,co”lleBY Waiker-T”rnw Division. ROCkWell Man”fact”ring CO.) 

Fig. 5.25. An attachment for grinding drill bits. 

Reconditioning Pliers-The jaws oi pliers aw serrated. The serrz~ioor .mqr 
become dull. If this occurs, i ;~ct‘ the pliers in a vise as shown in Fig. 5.24. Then 
recut the serrations with a triz-gular file. .4lso check the pin or bolt at the hinge of 
the pliers. Keep this pin or bolt just tight enough to hold the two parts of the 
pliers in contact. 
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Flp. 5.24. Recandifionin# the serrafions on the jaw of pliers with a triangle file. 

Reconditioning Punches-Mushroomed heads on punches should be re- 
moved by grinding, and the heads should be reshaped to resemble the heads of 
new punches. Grinding is used to reshape the points of punches. After much use 
the point of a prick punch or a center punch may become dull. When reshaping 
the point of a prick or center punch, hbld the point against the face of the grinding 
wheel at the correct angle, let the punch revolve in your hand as it is being ground, 
and move the punch back and forth across the face of the grinding wheel. The 
correct angle at which to hold a center punch is 30 degress. This will produce a 
point with a 60.degree angle. If you do not know what a 30-degree angle is to the 
face of the grinding wheel, obtain a bevel-square and set it at a 30.degree angle 
with a protractor. 

The ends of taper and pin punches become worn or broken with use. When 
this happens, hold the end of the punch to the face of the grinding wheel and grind 
the point square. 

Reconditioning Screwdrivers-Screwdrivers should have blunt, square, un- 
nicked tips. If the tip of a screwdriver is nicked, rounded, or thin and sharp, it 
needs to be reconditioned by being ground off or jointed. In jointing, hold the tip 
at a 90-degree angle against the grinding wheel. Then adjust the tool rest on the 
grinder so that the screwdriver may be held against the wheel at the proper angle 
to make the sides of the tip have equal bevels. See Fig. 5.26. Grind the sides of the 
blade until the tip is the correct thickness and until the sides have equal bevels for 
1h inch from the tip. Do not grind a longer bevel than is necessary, because this 
v:skesr thaw screwdriver. The c~rcect thickness of the tips is determined by the 
width of the tip. A screwdriver with a wide tip is made for a large screw. The 
thickness of the tip of a screwdriver should be reduced, therefote, until it fits the 
slot in a screw whose head size is equal to the width of the blade of the screw- 
driver. 
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A 

- 
Fip. 5.25. The drawing on tie lell Iliu&iratss a nicked scrswdriver. The two drawings 

on the ripht illuSlrate a screwdriver that has boon recondltionsd corrmlq. 

If the sides of the blade of a screwdriver are held flat on the rest of the 
grinder while being ground, the curvature of the wheel will make it easier to ob- 
tain equal bevels on the blade of the screwdriver. See Fig. 5.25 for an illustration 
of a screwdriver that has been reconditioned correctly. 

Sharpening Shears-If possible, take the blades apart, because it makes 
sharpening easier. A shear blade does not have a sharp edge like a knife. If possi- 
ble, use a file to sharpen shears, tin snips, and scissors. Clamp the shears in a vise, 
and draw file with a smooth mill file. Be careful to maintain the same angle the 
shears had when new. If the shears are too hard to file, use a fine grinding wheel 
and grind lightly. Hone the shear blades on an oilstone after they have been filed 
or ground. 

Sharpening Hoes, Spades, and Shovels-These tools are easy to sharpen 
with a file. Clamp the tool in a vise, and push the file across the sharp edge of the 
tool, being careful to maintain the original angle of the bevel. If these tools need to 
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(CO”I1DSY U.S. mpanment ot the AmY, 

Fig. 5.26. Reconditioning a screwdriver. 

127 

Fig. 5.21. When sharpening shears, tin snips, and scissors, be careful lo maintain 
the same anok the blades had vMen new. 

be sharpened on the job or in the field, wedge them against a post or another 
stationary object while filing. 

Sharpening a Cold Chisel-In sharpening a cold chisel, it should be held 
against a grinder until all nicks have been removed and until the cutting edge is 
square. The chisel is then given a short bevel on both sides, grinding first on one 
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side and then on the other. The be*& of a cold chisel should be kept even. The 
angle of the cutting edge of a cold chisel should be about 65 degrees. A piece of 
tin with a 65-degree V-notch makes a convenient gauge for determining when the 
proper bevel has been obtained. 

Fip. 5.29. Cold chisels are ground IO an angle of 65 deorsss lor awa#s work. 

Sharpening and Reconditioning Wood Chisels-In sharpening wood 
chisels, grind only when the cutting edge has been nicked or when the correct 
bevel cennot be restored except by grinding. If grinding is necessary, proceed as 
follows: 

1. Wirh the bevel up, square the curing edges and remove nicks by moving 
the chisel across the grinding wheel from side co side. 

2. Adjust the tool rest on the grinder so that rhe bevel of the chisel rests on 
the grinding surface at the angle needed to provide the correct bevel. See 
Fig. 5.29. Grind until nicks have been removed and the proper bevel has 
been obtained. 

3. Hone the chisel on a stone, using a slightly steeper angle than the angle at 
which it was ground. After sharpening, turn :he chisel over on the stone 
to remove the wire edge. Only a few strokes wiX be needed. 

4. For an extra-sharp edge, strop the chisel on B piece of soft leather. 

If grinding is not needed, use a hone to obtain a sharper edge. Often the 
heads of wood chisels become mushroomed. See Fig. 5.31 for the procedure for 
reconditioning the heads of wood chisels. 

(Counery V.S. Dapsrtment Of me Army, 

Fig. 5.29. Sharpening a wood chisel. 



LAT SIDE OF 
CHISEL IS KEPT 
FLAT AGAINST 

(Counery “.S Oepaltmenl Of tne Army, 

Fig. 5.30. Honing a wood chisel. 

jcoumy “,S, Department Of me A‘rnY~ 

Fig. 5.31. Reconditioning a mushroomed head on a wed chisel. 

REPLACING TOOL HANDLES 

Need for Replacing Broken Tool Handles-Many shop tools on farms and 
in agricultural businesses have wood handles, and these handles are frequently 
broken. Often you map repair a split handle by taping it with cloth friction tape, or 
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by tightly wrapping it with a sofi wire. These repair methods may also serve tem- 
porarily when a handle breaks with a reasonable length of handle stock extending 
from the tool. 

Usually, however, a handle breaks almost flush with the tool eye, making it 
necessary to fit a new handle into the eye. Occasionally the old handle can be fitted 
to the eye of the tool, but this shortens the handle, which makes the tool difficult 
to use. 

Well fitted new handles return to a tool its original utility. Most owners like to 
recondition a tool when a new handle is fitted to it. This is a good practice. When 
battered, worn, ot loose parts of a tool are repaired, the finished tool is m&rially 
improved in its utility and appearance. 

Securing Tool Handles-Tool handles are not expensive to purchase, and 
usually it is unwise to make them. Wood tool handles are made from ash, hickory, 
and sometimes oak. The best handles for shovels, forks, and similar tools are made 
from select white ash. Handles for hammers, axes, sledges, and other tools used 
for pounding are made from hickory, usually white hickory or second-growth 
hickory. Some handles are made of plastic or of metal with a covering. 
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General Instructions for Fitting New Tool Handles-When new handles 
are fitted to the common tools, such as hammers, axes, shovels, forks, mauls, 

sledges, and picks, which are used in agricultural businesses and on farms, the 
following general steps should be observed: 

1. Secure the necesszwy tools and supplies. 
2. Cover the vise jaws with sheet metal, or use wood blocks. 
3. Remove the old handle. 
4. Recondition the tool if necessary, especially the part to receive the 

handle. 
5. Fit the new handle. Do a good job. 
6. Place starch or chalk on the portion of the handle being shaped when it is 

cried into the tool or ferrule. The high points will have the powder re- 
moved. Flour may be used if the ocher producrs are not available. 

7. Wedge the new handle in place, and treat this portion of the handle with 
boiled linseed oil. Boiled linseed oil dries more rapidly than raw oil and 
becomes more sticky. Raw oil will remain a lubricant and may allow the 
handle or wedge co loosen. 

5. Do any finishing or conditioning of the tool that is necessary. 

The most common tools and materials necessary for fitting a new tool handle 
are as follows: metal vise, hacksaw, brace and twist drill bits, chain drill, punch, 

cold chisel, hammer, wood rasp, half round wood file, mallet, ripsaw, ruler, piece 
of soft pine to make a wedge, boiled linseed oil, and the new tool handle. 

Fitting a Hammer Handle-Select a handle like the one the manufacturer 
fitted into the hammer at the factory. A hammer will not balance correctly if fitted 

with the wrong type of handle. The shape of the handle of a ball-pen hammer, for 
example, is different from the shape of the handle of a claw hammer. 

A good procedure for fitting hammer handles follows: 

1. Refer to the general instructions on fitting tool handles. 
2. Place the hammer head in a metal vise. If the jaws are rough, they 

should be covered to keep them from damaging the tool and later the 
handle. Note the illustrations showing how vise jaws may he covered. 

3. Cut off close to the hammer head, with a hacksaw, the old portion of 
the handle, then drill it out with the largest metal twist drill that will go 
through the eye. 

4. Drive the remaining wood from rhe head with a punch and a hammer. 
5. Recondition the head if it is damaged or needs polishing. 
6. Place the new handle in a vise as shown in Fig. 5.33, and fit the handle 

by removing with a wood rasp and a half-round wood file the excess 
wood from the handle. Take care to remove the wood in the right places 
so that the hammer head will tic. 

7. Place the handle in a metal vise, as shown in Fig. 5.34, and with a ripsaw 
make a saw cut across the long diameter of rhe top of the handle. 

8. Place the sawed end of the handle in the vise and pinch the handle 
together. Then make another cut as before, but not quite so deep. This 
produces a tapered cut, allowing room for the wedge. 

9. Make a wedge from a block of soft pine, as shown in Fig. 5.35. (See step 
8 in the next section, “Fitting an Ax Handle.“) 

10. Place the handle in the hammer head, holding the handle in one hand, 
and drive it into rhe head with a mallet. (See Fig. 5.36.) Bevel the etid of 
the handle chat is being forced into the eye of the hammer head to 
prevent the handle from splintering. 
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Fig. 5.35. Two wedges made from a 4.inch sofi pine board. 

Fig. 5.36. Driving the hammer handle into the hanimar head. 

Fitting an Ax Handle-Read the paragraph on securing tool handles and 
general instructions for fitting new tool handles. Then proceed as follows: 

1. Place the ax in a metal vise anal with a hacksaw rrmove close CO the head 
any portions of the old handle wiiich exrend from the head of the ax 

2. Drill through the old handle in the ax head. using as large a metal twisr 
drill as will go rhrough the eye. 

3. Drive the remaining wood from rbe ax with a hammer and a punch. 
Measure CO determine whether the eye in rhe ax bead is straight. 

4. Place rhe new bandlr iu a vise. in rhe same way as shown in Fig. 5.33. 
and fit rhe handle by removing rhc excess wood with 8 wood rasp and a 

the 
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wood file. The wood should be removed so that the cutting edge of the 
ax will rest on the bench, when the handle end of the ax rests on the 
bench, at a point about two-thirds of the width of the bit back of the 
front tip of the bit. This places the ax head in the proper position for 
good tuning. If the ax head is hung straight on the handle, most of the 
cutting is done by the heel of the bit. (See Fig. 5.37.) 

Fig. 5.37. This IIIuslra11 how an ax hand10 should lit to give the proper position to 
the cuHing edge of Me ax. 

5. Place the handle in a vise with the cool end up, and rip a slot in it across 
its largest diameter co a depth of about two-thirds the depth of the eye 
of the ax. The handle should fit into the ax to within ‘/z inch of the swell 
in the handle. 

6. Place the sawed end of the handle in a vise so that the sawed portion is 
pressed shut. Then saw the handle again to about two-thirds of the 
depth of the first cut. By doing this, room is made for the wedge to be 
driven into place after the ax head is on the handle. (Refer to Fig. 5.39.) 

7. Place the ax head on the handle. Drive the handle into the ax with a 
mallet. (Refer to Fig. 5.36.) 

8. Make wedges out of a soft pine board “/H inch thick, as wide as the long 
diameter of the ax epe, and 6 inches long. Draw diagonal lines on the 
edges of the board from which the wedges are to be made. (See Fig, 
5.35.) The bottom ends of the wedges should taper to about ‘/GC inch, or 

Fig. 5.38. Driving 5 SolI pins wtdgo into a” 8x handle. 
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as thick as the bottom of the saw cut in the handle. Hold the ax as 
shown in Fig. 5.38 and drive the wedge in place with a mallet. To pre- 
vrnc the wedge from splitting, be sure the mallet strikes over rhr whole 
fop of rhe wedge. 

9. Place rbr ax in a vise in a horizontal position, and with a hacksaw re- 
move rhe part of rhe handle and wedge extending through the head. 
(See Fig. 5.39.) 

10. Place the ax in a vise with the wedge up, and saturate it with boiled 
linseed oil to keep rhe handle and wedge ti& (See Fig. 5.40.) 

Fig. 5.39. Removing the handle and wedge M.tendinQ through the tool head. 

Fig. 5.40. The wedgs and handle are bslng soaked with boiled linseed oil. Note lbe 
sheet metal pieces on the via iaws to prevent damage IO the wooden handle. 

1.35 
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Fitting Other Tool Hand&-Other tools used on farms and in agricultural 
businesses that need handles replaced are hatchets, adzes, sledges, splitting mauls, 
double-bitted axes, picks, and spades. Handles can be secured to fit each type of 
tool. The instructions for replacing handles in the tools in the previous sections 
also apply for these tools. 

Some toot heads slip onto the handle from the hand end of the handle; con- 
sequently it is not necessary to remove excess wood on the tool end of the handle. 
Some mauls and picks are of this type. A double-bitted ax has a straight handle 
instead of a curved handle of the type used for an ordinary splitting ax. 



AGRICULTURAL WOODWORK 
AND CARPENTRY 

Student Abilities to Be Developed 

1. Ability to classify. select, and care for lumber properly. 
2. Ability to classify, select, and use nails, screws, bolts, and hinges. 
3. Abitity to use glue in agricultural woodwork and carpentry. 
4. Ability to figure bills of materials. 
5. Ability to read blueprints and make working drawings. 
6. Ability to cut rafters. 
7. Ability to construct or repair agricultural woodworking and carpentry projects. 



CHAPTER 6 

Figuring Bills of Material 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. Why should an employee in an agricultural business or a farmer know how 
to figure bills of materials? 

2. What is a bill of material? 
3. What is the unit of measure in selling lumber? 
4. What is meant by a board foot? Running foot? How ate they calculated? 
5. How should the number of pieces and the dimensions be written in a bill 

of materials? How is a smooth surface indicated? 
6. Should any extra material be allowed for dressed lumber? Waste? 

7. How are shingles and molding sold? 

Workers in Agriculture Should Know How to Figure Bills of Ma- 
:erial-In order to plan any construction work inteiiigentiy, it is necessary to 
know what kinds of materials are required, the amount of each needed, and what 
the total cost will be. If agricultural workers can figure bills of material, they will 
not have to ask the lumber dealer for assistance with this job, and they will be able 
to check the accuracy of the dealer’s bill. 

Bill of Material-A bill of material is an itemized list of the number of pieces 
needed and the dimensions of each. Lumber dealers have paper pads 01 order 
books for writing orders for lumber. An order contains the name and address of 
the buyer, the date, the name of the project, the number of pieces of lumber, the 
kind of wood, the name of each piece, the dimensions of each piece, the number 
of board feet, and the cost. A complete bill of materials contains a list of all the 
necessary materials for building a project. For example, a bill of materials for an 
individual shed contains a list of all the materials necessary for building it. Students 
should develop a bill of materials for each shop project before it is started. 

Unit of Measure in Selling Lumber-While the unit of measure in lumber 
is a board foot, lumber is generally priced on the basis of 1,000 board feet (per 
M.). Lumber for finishing work is sometimes priced by the running foot. 

Board Foot and Running Foot-A board foot is a piece of lumber 1 inch 
thick, 12 inches wide, and 12 inches long-144 cubic inches. To find the number 

139 
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of board feet in a piece of lumber, multiply the thickness in inches times the width 
in inches times the length in feet and divide by 12. For exarr?pIe, a board 1 inch 
thick, 6 inches wide, and 16 feet long equals 8 board feet. 

1” x 6” x 16’ = 8 board feet 
12 

If there are several pieces of lumber the same size, find the board feet by 
multiplying the number of pieces times the width in inches times the thickness in 
inches times the length in feet and divide the product by 12. For example, 6 pieces 
1 inch thick, 4 inches wide, and 12 fzet long may be figured as follows: 

6 x 1” x 4” x 12’ = 24 board feet 
12 

A running foot refers to a foot length of lumber regardless of the thickness 
and width of the lumber. A board 1” x 4” x 12’ = 12 running feet. A board 2” x 
6” X 12’ = 12 running feet. 

Method Used in Writing Dimensions-A bill of materials should be written 
so that it can be understood easily. Lumber may be either rough or surfaced. Sur- 
faced lumber has been dressed by being run through a planer. When lumber is 
surfaced on one side, the symbol SIS is used, two sides S2S, one edge SIE, two 
edges S2E. Four methods of writing bills of materials for lumber follow: 

(1) 
Pieces Kinds of Wood Dimensions Finish Bd. Ft. 

1 White Pine 1” x 12” x 10’ s2s 12 
2 White Pine 1” x 12” x 12’ s2s 10 

(21 
Pieces Kinds of .Wood Dimensions Use 

2 Fir 2” x 4” x 24’ Rafters 
10 White Pine 7/8” x 6” x 12’ Ends 

(3) 
6 PCS. (pieces) No. I Yellow Pine 2” x 4” x 12’ S2S 

(4) 
two 1 x G’s, 14 ft. long, fir fencing 

Lumber lengths are usually sawed in even feet, such as 10, 12, or 14 feet. 

Allowing Extra Materials for Dressed Lumber and for Waste-Dressed 
lumber is not full-width; consequently, it is necessary to allow for this when figur- 
ing a bill of materials. In figuring 6-inch matched lumber, about one-sixth more is 
needed than would be necessary if the lumber were full-width. One-fifth of the 
total amount needed should be added when shiplap, drop siding, or freming 
lumber is used. 

It is a good plan to allow for waste when figuring materials. A 5 to 10 per cent 
allowance for waste should be sufficient. In making plans for shop projects, a stu- 
dent should keep in mind that lumber is sawed in even lengths. Lumber should be 
purchased so that there wiU be the least possible waste. 
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Calculating the Cost of Lumber-ln order to determine the coast of a single 

FIGURING BILLS OF MATERIAL 141 

Calculating the Cost of Lumber-ln order to determine the cost of a single 
piece of lumber, figure the number of board feet in the piece, then multiply this 
number by the cost per thousand and point off three places. The value of a beam 
6" x 8" x 20' at $210.00 per M. would be calculated as follows: 

piece of lumber, figure the number of board feet in the piece, then multiply this 
number by the cost per thousand and point off three places. The value of a beam 
6" x 8" x 20' at $210.00 per M. would be calculated as follows: 

6” x 8” x 20’ 6” x 8” x 20’ = 80 board feet = 80 board feet 
12 12 

80 board feet x $210.00 per M. = $16.80 80 board feet x $210.00 per M. = $16.80 

Shingles and Molding-Wood shingles are sold by the thousand or by the 
square in bundles of 250 each. A square consists of four bundles (standard 16-inch 
size) or 1,000 shingles. A square of asphalt shingles consists of three bundles. A 
square of roof is 100 square feet-900 wood shingles being required per square 
when laid with 4 inches exposed to the weather, 800 when laid with 41/2 inches 
exposed to the weather, and 720 when laid with 5 inches exposed. Some millwork 
such as moldings ot trim is sold by the running foot. 

Shingles and Molding-Wood shingles are sold by the thousand or by the 
square in bundles of 250 each. A square consists of four bundles (standard 16-inch 
size) or 1,000 shingles. A square of asphalt shingles consists of three bundles. A 
square of roof is 100 square feet-900 wood shingles being required per square 
when laid with 4 inches exposed to the weather, 800 when laid with 41/2 inches 
exposed to the weather, and 720 when laid with 5 inches exposed. Some millwork 
such as moldings ot trim is sold by the running foot. 



Making Simple Sketches and 
Reading Blueprints 

CHAPTER 7 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. Why is the ability to read blueprints and to make simple sketches and 
drawings of value to a farmer and to workers in nonfarm agricultural busi- 
“eSSeS? 

2. What equipment is needed for making drawings? 
3. Why is sketching useful, and when may it be used? 
4. How are drawings made “to scale”? 
5. What views of a construction project should be shown? 
6. What are isometric, oblique, and orthographic projections? 
7. How are different kinds of building materials shown in sketches? 
8. Why is it important that lines and signs be used in the same way in all 

drawings? 
9. How should drawings be lettered? 

Value of Drawings to an Agricultural Worker-All construction work 
should be made from drawings or sketches. An agricultural carpenter should be 
able to visualize a project in its different stages and be able to plan all its details 
b?fore the actual construction work is started. Such planning is essential for econ- 
omy and efficiency in the work of construction, and as a guarantee that the finished 
product will be of the desired specifications and standards. 

Plans and drawings are available for mosr of the construction work that the 
average farmer or worker in a nonfarm agricultural business will do. They range in 
complexity from simple working sketches to elaborate architectural drawings and 
biueprints. Some general knowledge of the meaning of the lines and figures and of 
the general arrangement of the items shown on a drawing is necessary. Drawings 
are usually made according to a given scale so that all parts will fit together. If a 
mistake is made in interpreting a figure or in reading a dimension on a drawing, 
material will be wasted and a “botched” job will result. 

The ability to make sketches and drawings of construction and repair projects 
is worth the time required for developing the ability. For ordinary purposes, draw- 
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ings do nor need to be elaborate, nor in great detail. A simple working sketch, 
drawn clearly and neatly, is all that is necessary. 

The ways in which a knowledge of drawing may be of profit to agricultural 
workers may be summarized as follows:’ 

1. It aids workers in reading drawings of appliances char they wish to make, 
or of buildings chat :hey may desire co build. 

2. II aids workers in their repair and construcrion work and also in convey- 
ing CO others ideas regarding construction and repair work. 

3. It makes ir possible for workers to make drawings of anything which they 
desire CD produce before they actually construct iI, thus making it possi- 
ble for them CO order or buy the necessary material more economically 
and to eliminarr WLUVZ in rhe construction of rhe proiect. 

4. tt makes ir possible Lx worker; :o p!-n their buildings on paper. 

Skill in drawing and lettering requires practice and careful attention to derails. 
By studying the instructions given in the following pages, the ability co make and 
use simple drawings may be easily acquired. 

Drawing Equipment and Its Use-A drawing board is of value if consider- 
able drawing and lettering are to be done. A board can be made in a shop. Soft 
pine and basswood are the kinds of wood usually used. The usual size is 18 inches 
by 24 inches. A drawing board should be square so that the edges may serve as 
straightedges. 

A T square should be provided for use with a drawing board. When a T 
square is used, the head or short part should be held firmly against the left edge of 
the board; the blade of the square then extends squarely across the board. From 
rhe blade of the T square, paper may be placed squarely on the board. Triangles 
and a ruler are used for making measurements and drawing lines. 

Triangles with SO-, 45., 60., and 90.degree angles should be secured for mak- 
ing angles. 

Other pieces of equipmenr needed for simple drawing are a ruler, 2H and 4H 
pencils, an .eraser, drafting tape, a soft cloth or brush, fine sandpaper for sharpen- 
ing rhe pencil point, thumbtacks, and paper. 

For ordinary working drawings it is not necessary to draw the lines in ink. 
Special ruling pens are necessary for the inking of drawings. lnked drawings are 
made in pencil first, then inked. The pencil marks are removed with an eraser or 
with art gum. 

Sketching-A penciled sketch is usually sufficient as a working drawing in 
constructing simple projects. For practical use a sketch may be of more value from 
an agricultural worker’s viewpoint than a detailed mechanical drawing. A sketch 
need not be drawn exacrly CO scale, but it should show the general shape and 
arrangement of the various parts of the object, with the dimensions of all parts 
clearly indicated. As many views of the projecr should be made as are necessary to 
show clearly the relationship of the different parts. Figures, showing dimensions, 
and explanatory notes should be provided on the drawings co show clearly what is 
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to be done. No construction work should be started without a working drawing 
being prepared first. 

Mechanical Drawings-Blueprints and construction drawings made by ar- 
chitects and engineers are very carefully and accurately drawn to scale, showing all 
parts of the work in their proper perspective and relationship. Architects and en- 
gineers are able to show a great many details of construction through the use of 
certain types of lines, letters, and figures. They make the measurements, lines, and 
letters correctly and neatly by using drawing instruments. 

The accepted form for a mechanical drawing is shown in Fig. 7.1. Drawing 
paper may be secured in the sizes indicated. Uniform margins should be left on all 
sides of a drawing. The title block should appear in the lower right cornet, showing 
the title of rhe drawing, the person doing the work, and other information as 
indicated. 

L- 

t 

SIZES OF DRAWINQS 

sgx II” - 
MAl?$IN 

II” x I?” - k* 

1. 17”X 22” - x” 
= 

TITLE BLOCKS IN 
LOWER RIGHT HAND 
CORNER OF EACH. 

4”- 

T 

NAME OF SCHOOL 
DEPARTMENT 

=R, TITLE OF DRAWING 
DRAWN w 
CLASS 
DATE- SCALE- 

, 

Fig. 1.1. A standard form for machanicaf drawings. 
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Drawing to Scale-Drawings must ordinarily be made on a scale that is con- 
siderably reduced from the normal size of the object to be made. To show the 
proper proportkms in a drawing, draw all parts to the same scale. For example, 
1 inch on a drawing may represent 1 foot in the dimensions of the project. Any 
scale which is convenienr to use may be chosen, such as 1 inch equals 1 foot, I/ 
inch equals 1 foot, I/ inch equals 1 foot, 1 inch equals 5 feet. The scale used 
should be clearly indicated on the drawing. 

Projections-An isometric projection discloses the object in a tilted position so 
that the top, the front, and one side are shown. The “key” to making a drawing of 
this type consists of getting the proper angIes between the vertical line and the two 
horizontal lines which form the “near” corner of the object. Each of the two hori- 
zontal lines must m-kc a 60-degree angle with the vertical line. (Hence, the name 
. . 

Isometric,” meaning the same measure or angle.) See Fig. 7.2. 

ISOMETRIC AXES OBLIQUE AXES 

Ffg. 1.2. fsometric and obffqus proiscfions~ 

Assuming that the point where these three lines meet is the bottom corner of 
the object, measure on the line to the right of the vertical line the proper distance 
to represent the length of the object, using a suitable scale. Measure on the line to 
the left of the vertical line the width of the object. Measure on the vertical line the 
depth of the object. This gives the proper dimensions, and the connecting lines are 
drawn parallel to these three lines (with some allowance for perspective). All per- 
pendicular lines on the object are shown perpendicular in the drawing, and all 
horizontal lines on the object basically slope in the drawing at an angle of 30 
degrees from a base line or 60 degrees from the vertical lines. 

An oblique projection also shows three sides of an object. It differs from an 
isometric projection in that the corner angles are not equal, and the scale is accu- 
rate for only one side of the object (Fig. 7.2). The line representing the length of 
the object is drawn at right angles to the vertical corner line, while the width line is 
drawn at a 60-degree angle. The long side of the object is accurately drawn to 
scale, but the other sides are usually drawn to a scale of about three-fourths the 
scale of the first side in order to give better proportions to the drawing. 

Another type of projection is that which shows only one face or surface of an 
object. It is called an orthographic projection. Separate drawings are made to show 
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Fig. 1.3. IOf!-WKwgraghic projections. Boftom-compare the orfhographlc projsc- 
lions With the model. 

each side of the object. The drawings in Fig. 7.3 illustrate orthographic projec- 
tions. 

Conventional Lines and Symbols-The use of certain types of lines, shad- 
ings, and symbols to represent certain features and construction materials has been 
standardized so that a drafter, an architect, or a builder may readily interpret and 
follow the plans drawn by another person. Figure 7.4 shows the more important 
lines and their meanings, as well as the conventional symbols for common con- 
struction materials. These lines and symbols should always be used in drawings. 
Figure 7.4 also shows how dimensions are indicated on drawings. Study Fig. 7.4 
carefully. 

Lettering-Good lettering is an essential part of a good drawing. A well made 
drawing may be ruined not only in appearance but in usefulness by improper or 
carefess lettering. There are many types of lettering forms in use. Legible, neat, 
well balanced, and attractive lettering is mote important than the type of letters 
used. Skill in lettering can be acquired by studying carefully the structure and 
composition of the letters and by practicing. 
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PQRS TUVWX YZ Ef 
1234567890 

VISIBLE OUTLINE 
--w-----m HIDDEN EDGES 
------__ CENTER LINE IN INK 

CENTER LINE IN’ PENCIL 
---I$- DIMENSION LINE 
------- CUTTING PLANE 

y y BREAK LINE 
LIMITING BREAK 

GLASS WOOD WOOD CONCRETE I RON 
,CROSS IELEVMIONJ WeTAL n N 
SCCTVJN, GENfRAL) 

Fig. 7.4. Letbring and conventional signs used on mechanical drawings. 

Figure 7.4 shows specimen sets of neat and attractive letters which are simple 
to make and easy to read. Study the lettering on the drawings in this book, notice 
the different types used, and select the drawings which in your judgment are let- 
tered mosr appropriately. 

Octagons--In shop ,work, octagons are often used. Two methods of laying 
out octagons are illustrated in Fig. 7.5. 

1. In “A,” the diagonals a c and b d are drawn on the end of B square piece 
of timber. Points along the edges of rhr square are located a distance 
from each comer equal to half the diagonal lengths. By drawing across 

Fig. 7.5. Methods 01 laying out octagons. 
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from points a’ to a”, b’ to b”, c’ to c”, and d’ to d”, the octagon can be 
completed. Arcs may be used as shown for large layouts. 

2. On a square stick of timber place the steel square so that 24 divisions on 
the square will be contained between two parallel sides. Then locate a 
point 7 divisions in from the right and left sides. As shown in “B,” the 
3%~inch mark is 7 divisions from the left side and the 8%~inch mark is 7 
divisions from the right side. These points locate the lines across the 
timber parallel to the edges. The octagon sides ate obtained by drawing 
across the ends of these cross lines. 
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Drawing an Ellipse with a Square-Ellipses are sometimes used in shop 

work, and it is convenient to know how to draw them. Figure 7.6 shows the steps 

necessary. 

1. Draw the fwo desired diameters A B and C D. 
2. Place the heel of the square at the intersection of the axes so that rhe 

blade and tongue of the square lie along the axes. 
3. Take a thin strip of wood or a piece of heavy cardboard and lay offrr d = 

ECandae = EA. 
4. Drive nails through the strip at points “8’ and “i’ and make a hole at “a” 

for a pencil point. 
5. Move point ‘a” from A to D with the nails at points “6’ and “e” always 

touching the steel square. 
6. Repeat the process in the other quadrants of the figure to secure rhr 

completed ellipse. 

c-.-.-. 

Fig. 7.6. The melhod 01 drawing an ellipse with a square. 



Selecting and Caring for Lumber 

CHAPTER 8 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. What are some of the more common woods used in agriculture, and how 
are they used? 

2. What is meant by heartwood? Sapwood? 
3. What are the two general methods of sawing lumber? 
4. What is meant by seasoning wood, and why is it necessary? 
5. What is meant by open- and close-grained woods? 
6. Of what significance are knots in lumber? 
7. Why is lumber graded, and what are some of the common grades of 

lumber? 
8. How should lumber be stored? 
9. What factors should be considered in selecting lumber? 

10. What are some desirable insulation materials? 

Importance of a Study of the Common Woods-A wise buyer becomes 
acquainted with the lumber products available. There are vast differences in the 
various kinds of lumber; consequently, a buyer should know the purposes of the 
different kinds. Some of the requirements of good lumber are that: 

1. It will endure the elements to which it is subjected, 
2. It will not crack and dry out. 
3. It will nail easily without splitting. 
4. It will stay in place. 
5. It has the proper strength and durability. 

Two Main Classes of Trees-The two main classes of trees are the needle- 
leaf or softwood and the broadleaf or hardwood: There are many varieties of trees 
in each of these classes. Some of the softwood trees are the pine, fir, cedar, cyp- 
ress, hemlock, and redwood. 

The pines are of two main kinds-the yellow ard the white Yellow pine 
wood is harder, more pitchy, and heavier than white pine. Because of these charac- 
teristics, yellow pine is harder to work and splits more easily than white pine, 
although it can be given a more durable finish. White pine is fairly light in weight, 
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is low in shrinkage, takes a good finish, and is easily handled. The wood of pines 
has widespread use and is a popular softwood. 

Douglas fir comprises about 70 per cent of the timber of the West Coast and 
about 25 per cent of the standing timber of the United States. Douglas fir is one of 
the strongest of the softwoods. It is light in weight, and very resistant to decay. 
The trees grow to be very large and, consequently, furnish lumber of large dimen- 
sions for heavy construction and for the building of bridges. Douglas fir is one of 
the most popular of the softwoods. 

Sitka spruce grows on the North Pacific Coast. It is the largest of the spruces. 
The wood is light in weight but very strong. It is used for veneering, crating, 
sashes, doors, and framing. 

Western red cedar grows in the Pacific Northwest. The trees are large in size 
and furnish wood which is especially adapted for cabinet work, veneering, caskets, 
beehives, sashes and frames, house siding, shingles, posts, and interior finishing. 
The wood fibers are tilled with oils which preserve the wood and give it a pleasant 
odor. 

Cypress trees are found in the South and on the Pacific Coast. The wood is a 

yellow or reddish color, and very hard and durable. It is used in cabinet work, for 
fence boards, and for building purposes. 

Western hemlock grows on the West Coast. The wood is light, fairly soft, 
straight-grained, and free from pitch. It is used for inside joists, siding, flooring, 
lath. and ceilings. 

Redwood trees are found chiefly in Oregon and California. The trees are 
among the largest in existence, often having a diameter of 12 to 15 feet. The wood 
is reddish in color, very soft, and long-lived, and it takes a good finish. It is used 

for siding, interior finishing, and furniture. 
The hardwood trees do not grow to so great a height a the softwoods. The 

wood is very hard, beautifully grained, and well adapted to furniture-making or any 
type of use which requires strength, hardness, and wear resistance. Hardwoods are 
especially good for floors and interior finishing. Some of the more common trees 
of this group are the walnut, hickory, oak, elm, maple, and ash. 

Common Woods Used in Agriculture-Most of the woods used in agricul- 
ture are softwoods. Some repair projects, however, may require hardwoods; con- 

sequently, a person should know the characteristics of each type of wood. 
Table 8.1 lists, for several common woods used on farms and in nonfarm 

agricultural businesses, whether each is a hardwood or a softwood, and how each is 
used. 

Meaning of Heartwood, Sapwood-The inner wood of trees is known as 
heartwood. Some of the characteristics of heartwood are its dark color, resistance 
to decay, strength, and durability. Since it contains a smaller percentage of mois- 
ture than the outer portion of a tree, it shrinks and warps less. Sapwood is the 
outer portion of trees and is lighter in color than heartwood. 

Methods of Sawing Lumber-There are two general methods of sawing 
lumber: “stash-sawing” and “quarter-sawing.” See Fig. 8.1. Most of the lumber 
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Table 8.1~-Hardness and Uses of Common Types of Wood 

Name of Wood Hardness Uses 

White pine 

Yellow pine 

Soft 

Soft 

I.awn and garden furniture; screen, window, and 
door frames; exterior trim; cabinet work; interior 
finishing. 

Benches. stands, and other places where a srmi- 
hard surface is desired. 

Fir Soft Siding, common dimension materials (2.by-4’s, 
Z-by-G‘s), shiplap, sheathing, flooring. ceilings, 
farm gares, hog houses. garages, barns, roughs, 
feeders. 

Cedar 
Poplar 
Oak, ash, elm, maple. hickory 

Soft Fence posts, silts, shingler. 
Hard Crares, wagon boxes. 
Hard Handles, interior finishing, floors. 

used in construction work is “slash-sawed.” “Q uarter-sawed” lumber is often used 
in furniture. Some woods, such as oak, have a beautiful grain and do not shrink 
and warp as much when they are “quarter-sawed” as they do when they are “slash- 
sawed.” 

Fig. 8.1. An iltustratian of (A) stash.sawing and (6) Quartal-SsWinQ. 

Seasoning Lumber-When a tree is first cut, it contains a large percentage of 
moisture, which will cause the lumber to shrink and warp if it is not properly 
dried. The drying process is known as seasoning. Lumber may be seasoned by the 
following methods: 
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1. Natural air-drying, which necessirates piling the lumber so that the air can 
circulate around each piece. This method requires considerable time, 
varying from a few months to several years. 

2. Artiticial drying, which is known as ki!n-drying. 

Ail lumber should be thoroughly dried before it is used. Green lumber placed 

in a warm room to dry trust be stacked so that the air will circulate around it. It 

must also be held in place so that it wiIl not warp. 

Open- and Close-Grained Woods-Some woods such as oak, walnut, and 
ash are open-grained and require a wood filler before finishing materials are used. 
Other woods such as maple, gum, and pine are close-grained, or nonporous. 

Close-grained woods do not require a wood filler; in fact, some will not absorb 
wood tillers. 

Knots in Wood-A knot is a cross section of a limb of a tree. Knots usually 
vary in size from 19’2 inch to 2 inches in diameter and are objectionable for several 

reasons: (1) they may &II out of place, leaving a hole in the ltxnber; (2) they 

weaken the piece of lumber; (3) they are often unattractive; and (4) they are hard 
f” saw. 

In selecting lumber which contains knots, observe whether the knots show 
any indication of decay and whether they are tight. 

Grading Lumber-Graded lumber instqes a uniform product. Softwood 
lumber less than 6 inches thick which is used for general building purposes is 

divided into two main divisions: (I) select lumber and (2) common lumber. 

Care of Lumber-Lumber must be stored properly; otherwise it may become 
b dl a y warped. In storing lumber: 

1. Keep it in a dry, well ventilated place. 
2. Place it on supports at least a foor above rhe ground so that air can circu- 

late under it. 
3. Pile all pieces of the same dimensions together. 
4. Lay each piece flat. 
5. Sepatare the layers one from another with a strip of lumber so that air can 

circulate between them. 
6. Place dividing strips directly above each other. 
7. Keep the stacks in neat order. 

Factors to Consider in Selecting Lumber-Some of the factors which 
should be considered in selecting and buying lumber are: 

1. The purpose for which the lumber is to be used. 
2. The amount of seasoning which the lumber has received. 
3. The type of grain the lumber has-especially if it is to be stained. 
4. The number of knots and cracks in the wood. 
5. The price of rhe lumber pet board foot. 
6. The hardness ot softness of the wood. 
7. The amount of rot and worm holes in the wood. 
8. The dimensions of the lumber available. 

It is a good plan to go IO a lumber yard to select your materials. In this way 
you can select the kind, dimensions, and quality of lumber you need. 
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Table G.LGasic Grade ClassificaGon for Yard Lumber 

I Grade A-Practicallv free from 

c SELECT 

Lumber suitable for 
natural finisher. Grade B-Allows a few small de- 

fects or blemishes. 

Lumber of good “P- Grade C-Allows a limited 
peamnce and fiorib- number of small defects or 
iog qualities. Lumber suirable for blemishes that can be covered 

paint finishes. 
with paint. 

Grade D-Allows any number of 
defects or blemishes which do not 
detract from appearance, espe- 
cially when painted. 

NO. 1 Common-Soond and 
tight-knotted stock. Sire of de- 
fects and blemishes limited. May 

Lumber suitable for be considered water-tight lumber. 
Total products of 
a typical log, COMMON 

use without waste. No. 2 Common-Allows large 
which are ar- and coarse defects. May be coo- 

ranged i” reries 
accordingtoqual- 

( 

Lumber containing 
defects ot blemishes sidered grain-tight lumber. 

ity as determined 
which detract from No. 3 Common-Allows larger 

by appearance. 
appearance; lumber and coarser defects than No. 2 
suitable for general and occasional knotholes. 
utility and coosttoc- 
tion purposes. Lumber permitting No. 4 Common-Low-quality 

lumber admitting the coar~esr de- 
fects, such as decay and holes. 

DIMENSION 

No 5 Common-Musr hold to- 
\ gether under ordinary hand&,. 

No. 1 Dimension-Used for 
joists, rafters, scaffolding, and 

I 

Lumber suitable for 
framing (rafters, 
studs, joists.) 

No. 2 Dimension-Used for 
joists, rafters, plates, sills, sod 

Grade bared primar- 
other vertical load-bearing mem- 

ily on strength, stiff- 
bers in light construction. 

ness, and srraight- No. 3 Dimension-Used in cheap 
“SS. and small buildings. 

Insulation Materials--h!,wny types of insulation materials are available on the 
market. Some of these can bYI used for several purposes other than insulation. 
Most lumber dealers keep a supply of free literature which describes these mate- 
rials. 



CHAPTER 9 

Selecting and Using Wood Fasteners 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. V&at are the common types of nails and their uses? 
2. How should nails be placed in wood? 

3. How should nails be clinched? Drawn? 
4. What are the common types of screws and rheir uses? 
5. What are the common types of bolts and their uses? 
6. How may rusted bolts be removed? 
7. What are the common types of hinges and their uses? 
8. How should glue be used in agricultural woodworking and carpentry? 

Importance of a Study of Hardware--It is important for an agricultural 
worker to become familiar with the different kinds of bolts, screws, nails, and 
hardware available. A few of the factors to consider in choosing hardware are: 

1. The kind of lumber being used-some lumber splits very easily. 
2. The location of the hardware-interior work requires ha&., are which is 

durable, yet neat and attracrive. 
3. The permanency and strength desired-heavy lumber requires heavy 

hardware. 
4. The cosf of the project. 
5. The type of project- hog feeder would require heavier hardware rhan a 

chicken feeder. 

Not only is it important to know what hardware to choose, but it is also 
important to know how much to buy. 

NAILS 

Common Types of Nails and Their Uses-There are many different kinds 
of nails, but only a few kinds are frequently used on farms and in nonfarm agricul- 
tural businesses. Common nails and brads are designated by the “penny” system. 
Two explanations are given as to why nails were originally designated by the 
“penny” system in England. One explanation is that six-penny and ten-penny nails 
were sold for sixpence and tenpence per 100; the other explanation is that 1,000 
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six-penny nails weighed 6 pounds. The symbol for “penny” is the letter “d.” A 
six-penny nail is designated as 6d. The length in inches of common nails through 
the ten-penny may be determined by dividing the “penny” by 4 and adding t/z. The 
length of a 6d nail may be found as follows: 6 divided by 4 equals I$” plus % 
equals 2 inches. 

A spike is a nail, 16d size or larger. If a spike is longer than 6 inches, it should 
be ordered by its length. The thickness of the wire from which nails are made is 
termed “gauge.” 

Common Nails-Nails of this type are used on farms and in nonfarm agricul- 
tural businesses more than any other type of nail. They are made of wire and may 
be purchased in any size from a~ two-penny (2d) to a sixty-penny. The eight-penny 
nail is the size most frequently used. Common nails all have flat heads. They are 
generally used for nailing such materials as sheathing, shiplap, fencing, and barn 
boards. 

Box Nails-Box nails are slightly smaller in diameter than common nails, and 
they are better adapted for “se in lumber which splits easily. They may be secured 
in any size from a two-penny to a forty-penny. The six- and the eight-penny are the 
sizes most frequently used. They are often used for the nailing of siding. 

Finishing Nails-Nails of this type have small heads and are used when the 
heads of the nails should not show. The heads are usually sunk or “set” in the 
wood and the holes filled with wood putty. They are used extensively for interior 
finishing, for ceilings, and for cabinet work. They may be secured in sizes from a 
two-penny to a twenty-penny. 

Common Brads-These nails have small heads similar to the heads of finish- 
ing nails, and they are often used for the same purposes 2s finishing nails. They can 
be purchased in various sizes. They are often classified according to their length in 
inches. 

Casing Nails-As the name indicates, these nails are used in laying floors. 
They may be purchased in sizes as large as a twenty-penny. 

6d Common 4d Shingle 

- I=- 6d Smooth Box 
I” Barbed Roofing 

- I==-- 6d Finishing Wire Sraple 

6d Flooring 8d Hinge 

Fin 9.1. Common kinds of nails. 
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2od 16d 12d 10d Sd Ed 7d 
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(co”“6y American Steel and wire CamPa”Y, 

Fig. 0.2. Common sizes of nails. 

Table 9.1~Size, Length, Gaupe, and Approximate Number of Nails par Pound’ 

1sngGl 
size in In. 

2d ............... 
3d ............... :1/, 
4d ............... 1% 
5d ............... 1% 
6d .............. .2 
7d ............... 2% 
8d ............. ..21 h 
9d ............... 2)/4 

10d ............... . 
12d ............. ..3V. 
16d ............... 3% 
20d ............... . 
30d .............. .41/1 
40d ............ 
5Od ............... 5!.+ 3 14 
6Od .............. .6 2 11 

COMMON BOX NAILS 

Gauge Naibper . 

15 876 
14 568 
12% 316 
12M 271 
11% 181 
11% 161 
1O'Yi 106 
10% 
9 
9 63 

: 49 31 
5 24 
4 18 

No. per 
GaUpe Lb. 

15% 1,010 
14'Yz 635 
14 473 
14 406 
121h 236 
,214 210 
11% 145 
11% 132 
10M 94 
lO'Y2 88 
10 71 
9 52 
9 46 
8 35 

FINISHING 

Gauge 

16L/ 
151% 
15 

No. par 
Lb. 

1,351 
807 
584 

15 400 
13 309 

::, 239 189 
12% 172 
11M 121 
11M 113 
ll'- 
10 2; 
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Shingle Nails-Nails for wood shingles are galvanized box nails and may be 
secured in sizes from a three-penny to a six-penny, the four-penny nail being the 
size most frequently used. 

Roofing Nails-These nails can be purchased in lengths from 3! inch to 2 
inches. They may be purchased with several shank styles. In deciding which of the 
many available types to use, it is best to consult your local roofing supply dealer. 

Plasterboard Nails-As the name indicates, these nails are used for nailing 
plasterboard. They may be purchased in sizes of 1 inch to 11/ inches in length. 
The type to use will depend on the type of plasterboard being used. 

Hinge Nails-There are two general types of hinge nails-the oval head and 
the flat countersunk head. They may be secured in sizes from a four-penny to a 
twenty-penny. They may be smooth or barbed, zinc-coated or blued. Barbed nails 
have more grip and holding power. A zinc coating retards rusting. Zinc-coated 
nails are often used in roofing or in lattice work because of their rust resistance. 

Placing and Driving Nails-Nails should not be placed in a straight line 
because they may split the wood. Even two nails may split a piece of wood if they 
are placed in a straight line. Nails should be arranged in a zigzag line. 

Splitting of lumber may be decreased by lubricating nails with paint, wax, or 
soap. Lubricated nails do not bend as easily as nails that are not. 

When a nail is almost driven, the last blow with the hammer should not be so 
heavy that a hammer mark is left on the wood. Hammer marks are very unattrac- 
rive and indicate carelessness. A nail set should be used when the head of the nail 
is to be sunk below the surface of the wood. 

Clinching and Drawing Nails-Nails should never be clinched on outer 
surfaces but on under surfaces where they will not show and catch everything. In 
clinching a nail, bend it across the grain; otherwise the wood may be split. On 
surfaces such as the inside of a door, bend the points of the nails so that they will 
be driven into the wood when the nails are clinched. 

In pulling a nail from a piece of wood, use a claw hammer. A small block of 
wood may be placed under the head of the hammer to secure a better leverage. If 
the head of a nail is missing and the claw hammer will not grip the nail, a pair of 
vise-grip pliers may often be used to pull the nail. Sunken heads may be raised by 
lifting the board slightly with a pry and then driving it back into place so that the 
hammer will grasp the nail heads. Clinched nails should be straightened and driven 
back before they are pulled. 

SCREWS 

Common Types of Wood Screws and Their Uses-Screws are used for 
fastening two pieces of wood together when a more secure fastening than nailing is 
desired, or when the pieces of wood may need to be taken apart later. Screws are 
made of a metal such as steel or brass. There are four common types of screws 
used for woodwork: lag or coach, flat head, round head, and ~/al head. The 
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bright-finished, flat-headed wood screw is the type most frequently used. The size 
of screws is designated by their gauge and by their length. Length of sixws varies 
from ‘4 inch to 6 inches. 

Lag screws are often used for fastening wood to a brick or concrete wall. A 
good way of fastening lag screws to a wall is to drill, with a star drill, a hole in the 
wall which is slighdy larger than the lag screw. The depth ofthe hole should not be 
greater than the length of the lag screw, because the heads of lag screws ate not 
ordinarily countersunk. After the bole is drilled, a piece of flat, flexible lead as 
wide as the hole is deep should be tightly rolled and placed in the hole so that 
when the lag screw is screwed into it, it will unroll. If desired, an expansion shield 
may be used instead of the lead. 

Fig. 0.3. Common types of scrws. 

In fastening two pieces of wood together with screws, it is a good procedure, 
especially in hardwood, to drill holes in the wood slightly smaller than the screws. 
If the under piece of wood is hard, continue the holes into it. If the under piece is 
soft, it is not necessary to bore into it. In starting a screw, tap it with a hammer 
before using a screwdriver. 

A strong screwdriver which fits the screw head should be used. The head of a 
screw is usually left flush with the surface of the wood unless stain is to be applied 
to the wood. If stain is to be applied, the head should be countersunk far enough 
to permit it to be well coveted with plastic wood, putty, or a wooden plug. Flat- 
headed and oval-headed screws may be countersunk, but round-headed screws 
should not be countersunk. There is less danger of the wood splitting if the screws 
are lubricated with soap or wax. 



Table 9.2-Bil Sizes for Boring Pilot Holes and Shank-Clearance Holes 

(for Slotted- and Phitltps-Head Screws)’ 

BIT OR DRILL SIZES 

FOR SGANK- 
CLEARANCE HOLES 

FOR PILOT HOLES 

HAAOWOOOS soFTwooos 

DRILL DRILL OAILL NO. OF AUGER BIT 
TWIST SIT Gauge NO. or Lcltcr, TWIST BIT Gangs No., to SC TWIST BIT Gauge NO., to Be to Counterbore 

NO. (Ncarccl Size in to Be Used for Maximum (Nearest Stzc In Used for blaxlmum (Nearest Slz@ in Used for Mextmum tar Sieldeg Head 
OF Frectioes 018” le.) Holding Power Fractions ot e” le.) Holding Power Fractloec al an In.) Holding Power (by 16ths) 

SCREW Slotted 6 Phillips Slotted & Phllllps Slot. Phil. slot. Phil. Slot. Phil. slot. Phil. Slotted & Phillips 

0 I/,. :: %. - - VW - 75 - 
1 J/.4 %2 - 

Ii: 
- ‘h - 71 - 

2 %? 42 Ye4 Ii.2 56 70 ‘ia. ‘/.< 65 75 3 

: V6.2 ‘/.a 37 ‘il. ‘V.. 54 66 v.4 ‘ia* 58 32 ‘/I# vn4 56 Ye4 ‘I:,* 55 ;: : 
5 ‘1. 30 “/6. ‘I!. i; 54 ‘/I. V”, 53 58 4 

6 v.4 27 vie, ‘iI6 47 52 ‘/I. vu 52 55 5 
7 vs. 22 v.4 VW 44 49 ‘/I. v.r 53 
8 “1.4 18 v.* “/I% 40 47 v.4 l/k. :i 52 :, 

9 v,c 14 ‘I”4 31.1 
:: 

44 VSA ‘/I6 45 51 6 
1” 3/t. IO ‘IS. Ym 40 %r v/.4 48 6 
11 ‘Ver 4 ‘/a V.4 31 37 313% Ye4 

:li 
45 7 

12 ‘/a. 2 ‘i. ‘/U 30 ‘/.a Ym 38 43 7 
14 l/4 D v.4 ‘/” 25 :: ‘/n4 v/32 32 40 8 
16 “i.4 I vu ‘h 18 30 #/‘in+ ‘i.4 29 38 9 

18 ‘!‘/,I< N Y,n “1.4 13 25 v.4 v.4 26 32 10 
20 “/.a P ‘V/.4 “/a* 4 18 I/.* v.4 19 29 11 
24 “1” ” ‘/a* Ytn 1 13 V/16 %. 15 26 12 

‘Cauresy America” screw Company. 
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BOLTS 

Common Types of Bolts and Their Uses-In heavy construction work in 
which permanency and strength ate desired or in which an object may need to be 
dismantled frequently, bolts are often used. There are three types of bolts otdinw 
ily used on farms and in nonfarm agricultural businesses: machine, carriage, and 
stove bolts. 

Bolts may be purchased with fine threads ot coatse threads. The latter is the 
more frequently used type in agriculture. The tine thread type is usually used in 
motors. 

Fig. 9.4. Some types ot bolts. 

Machine bolts have hexagonal heads. Bolts of this type are ordinarily used in 
assembling mxhinery. They may be secured in sizes from 1% inch by 1% inches to 
11% inches by 30 inches. 

Carriage bolts have a rounded head and a square shank which is supposed to 
keep the bolt from turning. Since it is impossible to hold the head of a carriage 
bolt with a wrench, it is often a difficult job to remcwe bolts of this type, especially 
after they have become rusted. 

Stove bolts have round or flat heads and can be secured in B number of small 
sizes. They have either slotted or Phillips heads which permit the bolts to be tight- 
ened or loosened with a screwdriver. They are used for lightweight structures of 
either metal ot wood. Stove bolts are threaded their full length. 

Expansion shieldr and lag bolts ate used in fastening materials to concrete, 
brick, or stone walls. A star drill is used to drill the holes. When a lag bolt is 
tightened, the collar around it expands, making it secure. An expansion shield 
consists of a metal tube with inside threads and a lead collar around the tube. A 
small bolt screws into the shield. 

Toggle bolts are used to fasten objects to walls and ceilings. A hole is drilled in 
the wall or ceiling and the toggle bolt inserted with the head closed. When the 
head teaches the opposite side of the wall or ceiling, it opens. The bolt may then 
be tightened with a screwdriver. 
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Ftg. 9.5. Top row, la6 to rlght-sqosre not wing out, used oo bolts which noed to be 
cbangad or adlodad trsqoanllT: solt-locktag nut, 110 lock walkor ooodad. 6ettom row, loft 
to rlgbt-wstellatad bax not. used on machleery, coltor pin cao bo bmerlod through top; 
slotted box net, cotter pin cae be Inrerted; her not, orsd because It will tit lo locations 
wltb small Clk3mnQs and Is edaptod to soekot wronchss. 

I- 6 LENGTHS I 

I I 

Fig. 9.6. Her bolts oaod on agrtcoltoral machioory. 

Washers-The two common types of washers are (1) plain and (2) lock. Both 
types may be either smooth or corrugated. The plain type is used frequently in 
agriculture. When there is danger of a nut coming loose and when permanency is 
desired, the lock-type washer should be used. 

Nuts-Nuts are of the square, hexagon, cast&ted, slotted, and thumb types. 
The castellated and slotted types, which may be held in place with a cotter pin, are 
the best types to use in machinery and tractors where safety is essential. Thumb 
nuts ate often used on bolts which may need frequent adjusting. 
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Removing Rusted Bolts and Nuts-Removing bolts and nuts which ate 
badlv rusted is often a problem. Figure 9.7 shows some of the ways to overcome 

HINGES 

Common Types of Hinges and Their Uses-Hinges, like other hardware, 
are of many types. Each type has certain uses. The following types are frequently 
used: 

Strap hinges, because they are durable and have considerable strength, ate 
‘probably the type of hinge most frequently used in agriculture. 
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T hinges are also frequently used. They are generally used where the butt end 
of the hinge is to be fastened into a studding. 

Butt hinges are of two types-those in which the center pin may be removed 
and those which have the center pin riveted in place. The first type is frequently 
used on house or cabinet doors. Butt hinges should be set flush with the parts they 
hold together when they are used on cabinet-type doors. 

Harp hinges are used for fastening doors, and they provide a place for a lock. 

Fig. 9.9. Steel anchors may be used to lastan timbers and 9ivs added slrenglh lo a 
building. 

k 
Door Pull Elbow Catch Door Burton 

Corner Brace Screw Eye Hook and Eye 

Fig. 9.10. Olhsr types 01 hardwars l~quenlly usad In 99rl~~ltur9. 
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OTHER TYPES OF HARDWARE 

Timber ot steel framing anchors are often used to increase the strength of 
buildings. See Fig. 9.9 for an illustration of the use of steel framing anchors to 
strengthen a roof. The hardware shown in Fig. 9.10 needs little explanation. The 
use of each is apparent. 

Corrugated fasteners are used for making joints in such projects as boxes, 
screen doors, and screen windows. They may be purchased in various sizes from ‘A 
inch to 1 inch in depth, with two to seven corrugations. 

RIDGES PARALLEL 

RIDGES AT SLIGHT ANGLE 

,Co”nery “US. 0spaitme”f Of me Army, 

Fig. 9.11. Corrugated lasleners. 

,co”lmy U.S. Depa”ment of-me AiW 

Fig. 9.12. Using corrugated fasteners. 
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GLUE 

Value-Glue may be used to strengthen agricultural buildings, especially 
portable buildings. It is used to supplement the use of nails, bolts, screws, steel 
plates, crosstie rods, and metal straps. In some situations, glue is used as a suhsti- 
tute for these materials. When glue is used to fasten two boards together, the bond 
is often stronger than the wood itself. When two pieces of wood in a building ate 
joined together with glue, the bond is several times as strong as it is when the 
pieces of wood are nailed together. 

Type of Glue-In agricultural woodworking and carpentry a glue is needed 
that is highly water-resistant. capable of being handled at a relatively wide range of 
temperatures, and usable on rough lumber where the only pressure applied results 
from nailing. 

Casein glue is resistant to heat, cold, and moLtwe and meets the other re- 
quirements of a glue for use in the construction of agricultural buildings and 
equipment. It is not waterproof, however, and is not suitable for exterior use. For 
wood exposed to the weather-exterior use-the glue that should be used is reset- 
cinol resin. It is the type of glue recommended as the structural adhesive for ag- 
ricultural service buildings. Casein glue and resorcinol resin glue may be obtained 
from most hardware stores and lumber yards. 

How to Use-Glue may be spread with a brush on the pieces of wood being 
joined together. The pieces of wood should then be nailed or bolted to hold them 
together until the glue sets. When the glue sets, the wood is held by both the glue 
and the nails or bolts. In putting up small portable buildings which must withstand 
much strain when moved, glue and nail or bolt all braces and joints. 

w”*w U.S. mparlmed otthei\rm”) 

Fig. 9.13. Toe-nailing. Toe-nailing is oflsn used with glus 10 secure and slrenglhen 
glued ioints. 



Table 9.~Characteristics of Some Types of Glue for Wood’ 

Type of Glee 

Animal. 

Cold liquid animal, 
Casein, powdered. 

Plastic 

Epoxy, 

Resorcinol resin 
glue. 

Powdered resin. 

White glue. 

Soak in cald water 
then heat in glue 

takes 20 min. co 
mix for each use. 

lastic resin. Mix in cold water; 
ready immediately 

Mix for each use. 

Liquid 
ready-mixed for 
use. 

.esh Resin and 
hardener, easily 
mixed. 

Liquid resin and 
powdered catalys 
co be mired. 

Liquid 
ready-mixed for 
use. 

‘CourteJ” U.S. Deparrmenr of rile Army. 

Cold or warm. 
Cold. 

Cold. 

Cold. 

Cold. 

Varies with rype. Medium. 
65 hrs. Good on oily 

woads. Works 
when cool, too. 

Sers up hard 
enough co work 
within 5-6 hrs. 
Clamping is 
necessary. 
Clamping nor 
wecesswy. 
Hardens 
avernight. 
B-10 hrs. 
Clamping 
necessary. 

Very strong. 

Srrong. Resists 
heat. 

Strong at any 
remperature. 

Clamping strong if joint fits 
necessary. well. 

Bends on contact Lighr dury 
ahen dry. 

Shop Uses 

Joint work ““t 
exposed to water. 

Wood, masonry, 
nerd, chino, glass 

Outdoor furniture 
boats, etc., where 
dark color does 
not marrer. 
Nor good for p”” 
joints or oily 
surfaces. 
Leacher. Good for 
large surfaces like 
wall paneling. 
Paper, fabric, 
canvas, felt, and 
cork co wood. 

Low. 
Good. 

Very high. 

Waterproof. 

100 per cent 
waterproof. 

Good. 

High. 

Moderate. 



CHAPTER 

Cutting Rafters 

10 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. Is a study of rafter cutting important? 
2. What tools are necessary? 
3. What is the meaning of the following: plumb cut, plate, seat cut, span, run, 

rise, and pitch? 
4. What is the procedure for laying out a rafter? 
5. How may rafter lengths be determined? 
6. What are some of the common types of roofs? 

Importance of Rafter Cutting-Rafters in the buildings on farms and on the 
premises of nonfarm agricultural businesses often do not fit. Agricultural workers 
often have had little, if any, training in how to lay out and cut a rafter. Rafters 
which do not fit together have less strength than those which fit properly. An 
amateur carpenter often tries to hold the rafters in place while marking where to 
saw. A little knowledge of rafter cutting makes the job simple and easy. 

Tools Necessary-The following tools are used in rafter cutting: 

1. A sreel square for measuring rhe correct angles. 
2. A sharp, poimed pencil or knife for marking the rafters. 
3. A cmsscut saw. 

In addition to these tools, a pair of sawhorses may be used. 

Definition of Terms-The following terms are often used in rafter cutting: 

1. Plumb cut-the vertical cut at the top end of the rafter. 
2. Plate-the base on which the lower end of the rafter resrs. The plate 

usually rests across the top of the studding. 
3. Seat cut-also known as the bird’s mouth; the cu at the end of the rafter 

which rests on the plate. 
4. Span--the disrance from the outside edge of one wall plate to rhe outside 

edge of rhe opposite wall plate. 
5. Run-ax-half of the span. 
6. R&--the vertical disti:nce from rhe top of the place to the ridge. 
7. Pi&h--the slope or slant of the roof of a building. It is the proportion of 

the rise to the span. A roof having a 24-foot span and an &!-foot rise 

171 
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would have a one-third pitch, The pitch may be derermined by dividing 
the rise by the span. 

Laying Out Rafters--In laying out rafters, the smaller part of the square, the 
tongue, is used for the run and the larger part of the square, the blade, is used for 
the rise. Figure 10.1 shows that with a run of 6 feet and a rise of 6 feet, the square 
is placed on the rafter using 12 inches on the tongue and 12 inches on rhe blade. 
For a one-fourth pitch, place the steel square on the rafter and use 12 inches on 
the tongue and 6 inches on the blade. An experienced carpenter usually measures 
from the top or peak end of the rafter. Apply the steel square as many times as 
there are feet in the run. Since the first pair of rafters is usually used for a pattern 
in cutting other rafters, it is essential for all meacurements to be COCXC~. 

Fig. 10.1. The principle involved in Ihe USB 01 a framing squars in the laying out 01 rafters. 

Determining Rafter Lengths-Rafter lengths may be computed by applying 
the square as indicate? in the previous paragraph, by using a steel square, or by 
using a table. The length of 1 rafter is the hypotenuse of a right angle. The rise and 
run of the rafter are the other two sides of ,the right angle. For a half pitch roof, the 
steel square is placed on the rafter using 12 inches on the tongue and 12 inches on 
the blade as previously explained. The diagonal distance or hypotenuse between 
these points is 17 inches. The 17 inches is read from the rafter table on the square. 
(See Fig. 10.4.) The length of the rafter is 17 i&!&s times each foot of the run. In 
a building with a span of 20 feet and a run of 10 feet, the rafter length would be 10 
rimes 17 inches, or 14 feet 2 inches for a half pitch roof, (Fig. 10.3.) 

Rafter lengths may also be computed by using a table such as Table 10.1. To 
find the length of a common rafter, look at the point in Table 10.1 where the 
column representing the width of the building intersects nzith the row &esenting 
the rise in inches per foot. For example, what is rhe length of a common rafter for 
a building 20 feet wide, having a roof sloping 8 inches per foot? Answer: 12’195,“. 
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Fig. 10.2. The kinds of ralters. 

,CO”nsy E. c. Alltins and CO.) 
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Fig. 10.3. How to figure pitch and rallar lengths with a framing square. 

The tail length of the rafter beyond the side of the building must be added to the 
dimensions given in the cable to give the overall length of the rafter. If a ridge 
board is used, the rafter length is shortened half the thickness of the ridge board. 

Rafter or Framing Table-The rafter or framing table found on a square is 
used to determine (I) the lengths of common, hip, valley, and jack rafters and (2) 
the angles to cut these rafters. The length of a common rafter may be found by 
multiplying the “length given in the table” by the number of feet in the run of the 
building. To find the length of a common rafter for a building with a run of 9 feet 
and a roof with a one-third pitch-8 inches of rise per foot of run-proceed as 
follows: First, find on the “inch line” on the top edge of the blade of the square the 
figure just below the figure 8. Note that the figure is 14.42, which is the length of 
the rafter in inches per foot of run. &co&, since the run of the building is 9, 
multiply the 14.42 by 9, which will give 129.78 inches. Third, 129.78 divided by 
12 equals 10’93A”. The length of hip or valley rafters is found in the same way as 
common rafters, except you use the figures found on the second line of the square. 
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Fig. 10.4. Framing square tables. 

Table 10.1~Handy Table of Rafter Lengths for a Gable Roof 

Rise in 
Inches 

Widlh of BulldlnQ in Feet 

Per 
FDDI I 10 I 12’ I 14’ I 15’ I 18 

4” 5’311, ” 6’3 ‘/x ” 7’ 4 1% ” 8’ 5 V,.” 9’5’W’ 
6” 5’7’/,2” 6’8 ‘ia ” 7’ 9”/,*” 8’11 */I:” 10’ v4 * 
8” 6’ I,? ” 7 ‘2 I/. ” 8’ 411/w” 9’ , ‘,” ” lO’Y’V12” 

lo” 6’6’1. w , ‘9 :a,., I, 9’ I V,r” 10’ 4”/,.” 11’8 ‘in” 
12” ,‘7’,* I’ z3’5’n,12” 9’10 314 m 11’ 3 214 ‘I 12’8 $14 ” 

Rise in Width of Building in Fe01 
Inches 

Per 
Foot t 20’ 22’ 24 26’ 28’ 

Essex Table-This table is on the back of the blade of a square. It is used CO 

determine the number of board feet in a piece of lumber 1 inch thick. Lumber less 
than 1 inch in thickness is figured as 1 inch. The first step in using this table is to 
find the figure 12, which is the starting point for all calculations, on the outer edge 
of the blade of rhe square. To find the board measure for a board 10 feet long and 
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9 inches wide, find 10 in the cotumn under 12 and glance along the line containing 
the 10 until you come to the figure in the column below 9. This figure will be 7-6 
or 71/2, which is the number of board feet in the board. 

Brace Table-This table is on the back of the tongue of a square. It is used to 
show the length of common braces. The figures which are written one above the 
other represent the rise and run. Note in Fig. 10.4 the numbers ::7212 under the 
number 7. These numbers mean that when the rise and run are 51 inches each, the 
brace will be 72.12 inches long. 

Roof Types-The roofs that are frequently used on structures are gable, 
curb, shed, two-third span, gambrel, half monitor, and monitor. If the principles 
governing the laying out of common rafters are understood, it will be possible to 
frsme any of these roof types, as only modifications of common &et construction 
are involved. 



PAINTING AND GLAZING 

Student Abilities to Be Developed 

1. Ability to appreciate the importance of using good paint and wood preserva- 
tives. 

2. Ability to prepare a surface for painting. 
3. Ability to mix and apply paint. 
4. Ability to mix and apply whitewash and cakimine. 
5. Ability to measure and cut glass. 
6. Ability to prepare a sash for fitting and fastening the glass. 



CHAPTER 11 

Painting 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. What are some common kinds of paint? 
2. What ingredients are found in paint, and what is the use of each? 
3. What factors should be considered in selecting paint? 
4. How many square feet will a gallon of paint cover? 
5. How many coats of paint should be applied to new wood? 
6. How should paint be mixed? 
7. How should paint be stored? 
8. What kind of a brush should be selected? How should it be cleaned? 
9. How should a new surface be prepared? Primed? 

10. How should paint be applied? 
11. What causes blistering? Crawling? Alligatoring? Peeling? 
12. How may old paint be removed? 
13. How should repainting be done? 
14. What are whitewashing and cakimining? 
15. What precautions should be observed in painting metals? 
16. What are the advantages of wood preservatives, and how should they be 

used? 

SELECTING AND USING 
PAINTS AND PAINT BRUSHES 

Safety Precautions-Paints, varnishes, and lacquers may be fire hazards, and ’ 
may poison a user of them. When paints are used, adequate ventilation should be 
maintained because the volatile ingredients such as turpentine and acetates are 
toxic. The use of chemicals to remove paints from the skin may cause a rash, or a 
chapping of the skin. Before eating or drinking, persons using paint should 
thoroughly clean their hands with solvents and with soap and water. Paints contain- 
ing lead, mercury, and chromates are poisonous when taken into the system. When 
spray painting is done, wearing a suitable respirator will help prevent poisoning. 

177 
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Importance of a Knowledge of Painting-A knowledge of paints and paint- 
ing is important because paint is used for decorating and for protecting such SW- 
faces as wood, metal, and masonry. There are many different kinds of paints, and a 
knowledge of paint ingredients is necessary to select paints intelligently. The dura- 
bility of paints depends to a large degree upon bow they are applied; therefore, a 
knowledge of how to apply paint is very important. In buying paint the amounts 
needed are estimated. Consequently, an understanding of how to figure the quan- 
tity of paint required for a job is essential. 

It is poor economy to wait until buildings are badly in need of paint before 
painting. Buildings will require less paint and last longer if a good covering of paint 
is continuously maintained on them. 

Common Kinds of Paint-There are numerous kinds of paint on the market, 
each manufactured for a given purpose. Different types of paint are required for 
wood, metal, concrete, and masonry surfaces. In selecting paint it is advisable to 
choose the kind that is suited for the use intended. 

The common kinds of paint used on farms and in nonfarm agricultural busi- 
nesses are: 

1. Outside paint 
2. Interior flat finish paint 
3. Enamel paint, which is used chiefly for inrerior woodwork and furniture 
4. Floor paint 
5. Metal paint 
6. Roof paint 
7. Concrete and masonry paint 

Additional information regarding paints may be secured from paint stores. 

Ingredients Found in Paint-Paint is composed of a pigment and a vehicle. 
Linseed oil is often used as the vehicle in high-quality oil base paints. It acts as a 
material for binding the pigment particles together to form a paint film. Linseed oil 
may be “raw” or “boiled.” If boiled linseed oil is used, a drier is not added to the 
paint. Boiled oil has been heated, and certain chemicals have been added which 
hasten drying. It is usually darker in color than “raw” oil. 

In purchasing linseed oil, be sure it is in the original container sealed at the 
factory. This prevents the substitution of an inferior grade of oil. 

Pigment is composed of the solid, finely divided particles of the paint such as 
white lead, zinc oxide, and titanium dioxide. 

In oil base paints, turpentine may be added to thin the paint, to make it pene- 
trate better, and to make it dry more quickly. It may also improve the spreading 
qualities of the paint, but when used it reduces the thickness of the paint film. 

Exrenderr add bulk and cheapen the cost of manufacturing paint. They have 
very little hiding power, and they lessen the durability of the paint film. The fol- 
lowing is a partial list of ingredients known as extenders:’ 

‘C. H. Van Vlack, “Selecring and Applying Painrs,“ Iowa Scare Universiry Extension Service Circu- 
lar 261, p. 7. 
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1. Calcium carbonate (also known as whiting, chalk, or pulverized lime- 
WXle) 

2. Silica (also called siliceous marter, quartz, or sand) 
3. Barium sulfate (baryes) 
4. Calcium sulfate 
5. Magnesium silicate (talc, china c!~y, or soapstone) 

Liquid drier is a chemical that may be added to raw linseed oil to hasten dry- 
ing. Boiled linseed oil contains a drier. 

Latex Paints-Latex paints are becoming more popular and are used as both 
interior and exterior paints. Modern paint chemistry has made it possible for paint 
manufacturers to produce latex paints that will compete successfully with oil 
paints, and they are usually considered to be easier to apply. 

Synthetic latex paints are of two types: the latex-solution type and the latex- 
emulsion type. In the latex-solution type, the synthetic latex is emulsified so that it 
mixes with water. 

The following discussion will refer to latex paint that has water added as a 
vehicle. Latex paint that mixes with water is the type being used primarily in ag- 
riculture. An important advantage of latex paint that mixes with water is the ease 
with which paint brushes, rollers, and sprayers may be cleaned. They may be 
cleaned with water oc with water and detergents. 

Latex paints may be made with polyvinyl acetates or with acrylics. The acrylic 
latex paints are often mcxe expensive. However, the acrylic latex paints are con- 
sidered to be superior for certain surfaces such as wood, with alternating hard and 
soft layers, and cement surfaces. For concrete surfaces that contain salts, the ac- 
rylics are often superior in covering the salts that emerge on the surface. 

Latex paint has had a wetting agent added. This wetting agent causes the paint 
to foam. Care must be taken to select latex paints that do not foam excessively, 
because this makes their use more difficult. 

Latex paints should also be selected that have a bactericide and a fungicide 
added. The bactericide is needed to combat the growth of bacteria that will break 
down and destroy the pain:. A fungicide is needed to prevent mildew, especially if 
the paint is used on exte:ior surfaces. 

A” a”rifr*e7P ad&r&- iI IcrJz.: 1: .!... ,. .:,.. :c -.... p. 11.. .o to be stored in freezing condi- 
tions. An antirust additive is needed to prevent the rusting of the can. 

Characteristics of Latex Paints-A very desirable characteristic of latex 
paint is the ease of cleaning painting equipment. It has excellent brushability but 
should be flowed on and not brushed out too much. If brushed out, the coat of 
resin will be too thin. It is easy to apply too thin a covering of latex paint. 

Latex has a mild odor compared to oil paint and is preferred by many painters 
because of its mild odor. It dries rapidly, which is often an advantage, in a tempera- 
ture range of from 50 to 90 degrees Fahrenheit. It should not be applied when the 
temperature is below 50 degrees Fahrenheit. 

If applied properly, flowed on, it provides a good film, but often not as heavy 
a film as oil paints. With improper application it is possible to obtain a film that is 
too thin. An advantage of latex paint is its safeness. It gives excellent results on 
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both wood and concrete. It gives excellent service under normal exposure. It gives 
fair service under marine exposure, and it is not recommended for use under COT- 
rosive exposure conditions. 

Latex paints provide excellent initial color. They do not yellow, and their fade 
resistance is excellent. Their hardness and adhesion abilities are usually rated as 
CKdle*t. 

Latex paints are rated as good resistors of abrasion, detergents, acids, alkalies, 
strong solvents, and heat. They are rated fair in their resistance to water. They 
have a high moisture permeability rating, which may be an important advantage in 
many situations. 

In selecting latex paints, remember that in good paints, 14 to 15 per cent of 
the volume is water. It is easy to reduce the cost of the paint by increasing the 
percentage of water. However, this decreases the thickness or consistency of the 
paint, which makes it more difficult to apply and decreases the area a gallon of 
paint will cover. 

Cement-Water Paints-Cement-water paints are used on masonry surfaces. 
The binder for these paints is cement. They may be safely used on porous, 
masonry walls or walls that are subject to dampness. The film of cement-water 
paint is hard, strong, and brittle. It has a tendency to develop fine checks. 

Cement-water paints weather by erosion. They have good decorative qualities 
and may be tinted various colors. They are applied with a stiff brush and 
“scrubbed” onto the surface. 

Aluminum Paint-Aluminum paint is made by mixing an aluminum powder 
in a spar varnish. Metal surfaces should be painted with a rust-inhibitive paint such 
as red lead or blue lead before aluminum paint is applied. 

Aluminum paint is used to stop the bleeding through of creosote or red paint. 
it is also used as a priming coat for resinous woods. It is often used as an interior 
moisture barrier. However, aluminum paint is not a “cure-all” for paint failures 
caused by moisture’s getting behind the paint film. 

The cost of aluminum paint is usually greater than the cost of a good grade of 
white pa,int. 

Metallic Zinc-Metallic zinc is a rust-inhibitive metal paint. Other types of 
rust-inhibitive paints are red and blue leads, asphalt, and zinc chromate. For rusty 
roofs, metallic zinc paint is the most satisfactory of the rust-inhibitive paints. 

Two coats of a metallic zinc paint will provide a coating equivalent to the 
galvanizing found on new galvanized roofing sheets. Two coats will last 12 or more 
years. One coat over rut will last 5 or 6 years. 

Metallic zinc paint may be brushed or sprayed. Surfaces shouid be dry and 
clean when the paint is applied. 

Whitewashing-Common whitewash may be made by adding water to hy- 
drated lime. Whitewash is often used for basement walls, sheds, and dairy barns. 
Whitewash provides a white coat to surfaces, but it is not very durable. It also may 
be used as a carrier of disinfectant. Following is a formula for wnitewash which is 
more durable than common whitewash: 
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38 pounds of quicklime, slaked (strain the paste while thick through a wire 
fly screen). 

4 gallons of hot water (stir vigorously). 
1; lxdd$~ (drssolve in 4 gallons of hot Waters 

1 quart of molasses (added to above). 
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Thoroughly mix all ingredients together and thin with water. If a disinfectant 
is desired, add 1 to 2 quarts of crude carbolic acid to the whitewash. 

Calcimining-Calcimine is a mixture of such ingredients as whiting, china 
clay, and glue. Calcimining is one of the cheapest methods of finishing inside walls, 
but the finish is less permanent than paint because it cannot be washed. Calcimine 
can be purchased as a powder ready to be mixed with water. Generally it should be 

mixed the night before it is used. The directions for mixing, as given on the box, 
should be followed. It should be spread on a wall with a large brush, and with rapid 

strokes. Make sure that all the surface is well covered. A coat of sizing should be 
applied to a wall before it is calcimined. 

Selecting Paint-There are a number of factors to consider before buying 
exterior paint, such as: 

1. Opariry or hiding power. ability CO cover the surface. 
2. Durability. Since three-fourths of the cost of a paint iob is labor, a dura- 

ble paint should be used. It is the cheapest in the long run. 
3. Pbnring S,,&re. Will the paint film fail by peeling, cracking, scaling, ot 

alligatoring? (See Figs. 11.6 to 11.9.) 
4. B,&;,z~ sf PI~MIIJ. Some pigments such as calcium carbonate (lime- 

stone) and magnesium silicate cost considerably less than high-quality 
pigments. 

Before purchasing exterior paint, study the formulas on different can labels to 

determine the composition of the paints. High-grade white or tinted exterior 
paints should not contain more than a total of 10 per cent of the extenders such as 
calcium carbonate, magnesium silicate, and silica. 

Examine the formula labels on paint cans and purchase only a high-quality, 
durable paint made by a reliable manufacturer and sold by an established dealer. It 
often requires more time to apply a low-grade paint than one of a higher quality. 
Low-grade paint often :racks or peels, leaving an expensive job of surface prepara- 
tion before repainting, 

Number of Square Feet a Gallon of Paint Covers--If a factory-prepared 
paint is used, the recommendations of the manufacturer should be consulted re- 
garding the number of square feet a gallon of that company’s paint will cover. 

Rough surfaces require more paint than smooth surfaces. 

Number of Coats to Apply-In painting new wood. apply three coats. The 
first coat should be a thin, penetrating, priming coat, the second a body coat, and 
the third a finish coat. Three thin coats of paint are much more desirable than one 
coat of paint which produces a film of the same thickness as the three coats. Thick 
paint will not penetrate the wood properly, and it is difficult to spread evenly. Two 
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coats of paint are sufficient on surfaces which have been painted previously and on 
surfaces where the old paint is in good condition. 

Mixing Oil Paints--It is very important for paint to be mixed properly be- 
fore it is applied. A portable electric drill with a paint-stirring attachment is a very 
useful tool for this purpose. In mixing oil base paint, follow these steps: 

1. Pour off part of the liquid. 
2. Stir the remaining liquid and paste until it is free from lumps and is of 

uniform texture. 
3. Pour oil slowly back while stirring the mixture. 
4. Pour the mixture back and forth from one container to another until all 

rhe paint is of a uniform color and consistency. 
5. Follow rhe directions on the container as CO the amount of thinner to use. 

When a thinner is used, only a small amount should be added at a time, 
and it should be thoroughly mixed with the paint before more thinner is 
added. 

Fig. 11.1. Factory-prepared paints should be lharoughly mixed before they are applied. 

Skins in Paint-When paint is left in a closed container which is not com- 
pletely full or when it is left in a.~ open container for some time, a scum-like 
covering forms over the top. This scum is known as skin. It may be removed after 
it is cut loose from around the inner edges of a container. If paint is stirred before 
the skin is removed, it will break into small pieces and become mixed with the 
paint. Small particles of skin in paint may be removed by straining the paint 
through a cheesecloth or screen wire. Skin, however, will not form on paint that is 
properly stored. 

Storing Paint-To prevent the formation of skin on paint, fill containers 
completely and seal them tightly. The formation of skin may also be avoided by 
sealing a partially full container and turning it upside down. 
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Selecting and Cleaning Brushes-Good brushes of the correct size and con- 
struction are necessary for good work. A 355 fo 4-inch brush is usually the best 
size of brush for painting large surfaces. Brushes 2 to 21/z inches wide are suitable 
for small surfaces, while I- to I?&inch brushes are needed for narrow surfaces. 

A good paint brush is expensive. Bargain-priced paint brushes usually lack the 
qualities desired in a good paint brush. A good brush has a metal ferrule, ring, or 
cap, securing rhe bristles which are anchored in a tough material, such as rubber, to 
the handle. The metal ferrule should be nailed to the handle. 

The bristles should “roe-in,” forming a wedge shape. When the brush is 
pressed on a smooth surface, the edge of the brush should be even and sharp. 
Open the bristles and check the “heel” of the brush. Good brushes have two base 
plugs instead of one. Check the bristles. They should be springy. Pull on the bris- 
tles. They should not come out. Check whether or not the brush has a mixture of 
long and short bristles. It should have. Check individual bristles to determine 
whether or not the ends are split or frayed. They should be. 

Good brushes have hair bristles or nylon bristles. The hair bristles are 
superior for oil paints. They will take up more paint than nylon bristles. With latex 
paints, nylon bristles are satisfactory. 

The following procedure for cleaning brushes is recommended: 

1. Clean excess painr from the brush by wiping ic over the edge of the paint 
paddle. Avoid wiping it over rhe edge of the bucker, as this may cause 
paint IO run down the ourside of the bucket. 

2. Wipe any remaining excess paint from rhe brush with a cloth or piece of 
p=pCT. 
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Fig. 11.4. Attsr a brush has bean thoroughly cleaned, wrap it In heavy paper 8s 
illustratad lo ksep the bristles clean and wedge-shapad. Store the brush on a flat surface 
to keep the bristles in their propar ppottton. 

7 
;: 

Dip the brush into rhe paint about one-third the length of the bristles. 
Afrrr dipping, tap the brush genrly against the inside surface of rhe con- 
tainer IO remwe rhe excess paint. Avoid rubbing the bristles over rhe 
edge of the container. This causes paint to run down the outside of the 
container. 

4. First paint the edges of the trim. 
5. Do not redip the brush in rhe paint unril the paint in the brush has been 

used. 
6. Begin at rhe highest pcinc to be painted and work downward. 
7. Apply the paint with rhc grain, when painting wood. 
8. Brush out well ro prevent brush marks. Any paint which is accidentally 

dropped, soiling the surface below, should be removed with a clean cloth 
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Fig. 11.5. In painting, dip the brush In the paint about one-third the length 01 the 
bristles. 

wet nirh curpcncine for oil base paint and with water for a latex base 
pU”C. 

‘1. DO nor carry more than 1 co 2 quarts of paint ac a time. 

Rolling-Paint rollers are handy for applying paint. Rollers can be used with 
m;lst types of paint, but latex paints are more easily applied with rollers than some 
of the other types. 

Rollers with long handles are used to paint the exterior of buildings. A long- 
handled roller can be used to reach high points chat are difficult to reach with a 
brush. 

The speed of painting is greater with a roller than it is with a brush. Rollers 
are of two types: the fill type and the dip type. The fill type of roller is handy, but 
it is more difficult to clean. In using a roller, do not roll fast. If a roller is rolled 
fast, the paint film will not be even because bubbles will be produced. 

Spraying--Spray painting saves about two-thirds of the labor required to 
brush paint. The equipment for spray painting is considerably more expensive than 
the equipment for brush painting, but the saving in labor will pay for the equip- 
n~ent if there is much painting to be done. A spray gun, if used correciiy, will apply 
either a thin or a thick coar of paint more evenly than it can be applied with a 
brush. 
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The tools required for spray painting are: 

1. Spray gun. A spray gun may be of the suction type or of the pressure 
type. The pressure-rype gun is usually considered to be superior to the 
sucrion-rype gun. 

2. Material pressure tanks. 
3: Hose lines. 
4. Air compressor. 

In spray painting, the spray gun is held at right angles to the surface being 
painted. The dismnce to hold the gun from the surface depends on the type of 
paint being used. The distance most frequently used is from 8 to 10 inches. An 
operator of a spray gun should experiment to determine the hest distance to hold 
the gun when using different kinds of paint. 

In order to keep the gun at right angles to the surface being painted, the 
entire arm and body should he moved with the gun. Failure to move the entire arm 
and body with the sweep of the gun will cause the distance of the gun from the 
surface being painted to vary. 

Not holding a spray gun at a right angle and at the same distance from the 
surface being painted will produce “patchiness” and an uneven coat of paint. When 
the gun is held at an angle of less than 90 degrees, the surface neatest to the gun is 
flooded with paint and the surface far:hest from the gun is insufficiently coveted. 
The surface that i; flooded may sag or run. 

Failure to hold a spray gun at a 90-degree angle to a surface being painted is 
caused by a pivoting at the end of a sweep or by a twisting of the wrist. Holding a 
gun at an angle co the surface of less than 90 degrees also increases the paint mist 
in the air, which increases thr amount of paint used. A beginner may have diffi- 
culty keeping the gun the same distance from the surface when it is directly in 
front of the body as it is at the ends of the sweeps. 

Manufacturers have developed several different nozzles for use with the vari- 
ous kinds of paints. For best results the correct nozzle for the type of paint being 
used should be secured. Adjustment of the nozzle to produce a wide fan spray 
gives the best results when walls are being painted. A round cone spray is best for 
small articles. 

If the nozzle of a spray gun becomes clogged, a split or distorted spray is 
produced. To prevent this, clean the nozzle with the thinner recommended for the 
type of paint being used. A discarded toothbrush makes a good brush for cleaning 
nozzles. 

The trigger on most spray guns must be pulled back completely to release 
both air and paint. When the trigger is pulled back only part way, air alone is 
released. The air alone can he used to clean the surface to be painted. Pull the 
trigger back completely when ready to paint so that there will be a proper mixture 
of air and paint from the start. Release the trigger promptly at the end of a stroke 
to prevent oblique painting angles and to avoid the waste of paint. 

The pressure to use in spray painting depends on the type and kind of paint 
being used. When spray painting, regulate the pressure until a steady spray stream 
is produced. 
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Spray equipment needs to be cleaned thoroughly, carefully, and completely 
after it has been used, or it will not work the next time. For oil base paints, a 
thinner may he used to clean the equipment. A suction gun may be cleaned by 
pouring out the paint and partially filling the gun with the thinner. The thinner 
may also be forced around in the gun by closing with the fingers, simultaneously 
and repeatedly, the tip of the nozzle and one of the air intakes. 

If work is stopped for only a short time, the nozzle of the spray gun shocld be 
removed and cleaned. 

A spray gun should not be left immersed in thinner or water for long periods 
of time, because the thinner or water may be injurious to the gun. 

A spray gun is especially useful for painting farm machinery. The pressure of 
the spray forces the paint into parts of a machine that are almost impossible to 
paint with a brush. 

Avoiding Paint Failures 

Time to Paint-Many paint failures result because the paint was applied 
when the weather was too cold or too wet. For best results do not paint during 
wet, foggy weather. Also, do not paint too early in the spring or too late in the fall 
when the weather is cold, or cold and wet. The temperature should be 65 degrees 
or higher for painting. It is not advisable to paint surfaces while they are in the 
direct sunlight. Do nor apply~ a second coat of paint until the first coat is dry. Do 
not paint too early in the morning or too late in the day, when the surface being 
painted is moist with dew. 

Blistering and Crawling-When paint is applied to a surface containing 
moisture, it may blister. (See Fig. 11.6.) Blistering may also be caused by heat. The 

Fip. 11.6. The most ~emmee cause et blistering ie moisture, which cwnes through lbe 
wall In back 01 the paint lllm. Peeling nabwIly lollewe blistering. Blistering may be pre- 
vented by providing ventilation withln the walls er by lewering the humidity within the 
building. 
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sun will sometimes cause newly painted surfaces to blister. Crawling is the wrin- 
kling or “running and sagging” of the paint film soon after the paint is applied. It 
often occurs when paint is applied over glossy, greasy, or cold surfaces. (See Fig. 
11.7.) If oil base paint has a tendency to “crawl” when being applied, add 1 table- 
spoonful of ammonia per gallon of paint. 

Fig. H.7. ilunfiing and sagging may occur when the pain1 conl@ns too much Oil or 
when it is applied too thickly. Any condition which retards drying, such as painling in COOI 
weather or late in the evening, may cause this defecl. When painting is dons in the lale 
aliernoon or in cool weather, the addition 01 a SfIIall amount 01 turpentine in an oil bass 
paint will cause the paint to se1 more quickly. 

Preparing and Priming a New Surface-In preparing new wood surfaces 
for pain&g, it is important for the wood to he dry and clean. Ifgrease is present, it 
should be removed with a cleaning compound. Wood should not be painted when 
damp. If the wood has been exposed to rain, it should not be painted until it is 
thoroughly dry. Wood should he primed with a thin coat of paint. Otherwise, 
difficulty may be experienced with the paint cracking, peeling, or scaling. The 
following procedure for preparing and priming the surface of new wood is 
suggested: 

1. Clean, smooch, and prepare the surface. 
2. Apply the priming coat of p&r, brushing ir out well. 
3. Cover the knots and pitch rrreaks with shellac thinned with an equal 

amoum of denatured alcohol after the priming coar is dry. The shellac 
seals all pores and prewnrs pitch from coming through the paint. 

4. Purrg all holes and cracks after the surface is primed. 



Fig. 11.8. Alligatoring may result when a hard-drying coat of paint is applied over a 
soll undercoat. Alligatoring may also be an indication that inferior or slow-drying oils have 
been substituted for linseed oil. II a smooth finish is desired, the old paint must be re- 
moved from the alligatored surface before it is repainted. 
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Fig. 11.9. Wood expands and contracts with the changes in moisture content of the 
wood. Cracking is a delecl caused by the use al paints that contain pigments and oils that 
form bard. brittle paint films. Such paint canno! stretch and shrink with the expansion and 
Contraction of the wood, so the paint film breaks and allows water to get into the wood 
under the Paint. which causes scaling and flaking. 
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More paint is required for the priming coat than for the succeeding coats, 
because more paint is needed to fill the pores in the wood. 

Removing Old Paint-Old paint may be removed by either of the following 
methods: 

1. By using a liquid paint ternover, which is satisfactory, but rather expen- 
sive. 

2. By using a propane torch, a putty knife, and a scraper or sandpaper. 

Repainting-When repainting is done, the following procedure is recom- 
mended: 

1. If the old paint is nor badly checked, prepare the surface by dusting, 
washing, and sanding. 

2. If rhe paint is badly cracked, remove it before applying the new paint. All 
loose, scaling paint should be removed xvith a hand scraper, putry knife, 
or wire brush. 

3. Replace broken boards and repair all damaged woodwork. 
4. Do any reglazing necessary. 
5. Tighten all bolts or screws on hinges and other hardware. 
6. Scrape or brush all rust scales from metal surfaces, and prime rhem with a 

suitable rust-resistant paint. 
7. Sand or wash glossy surfaces with a solution of 1,‘~ pound sal soda to each 

gallon of water. 

Painting Metal 

Painting increases the life and improves the appearance of farm machinery, 
metal roofs, and other metal objects found on a farm ot in a nonfarm agricultural 
business. Special precautions must be taken in painting metal, however. A special 
rust-inhibiting primer coat is requited to stop rust. Ordinary paint will not inhibit 
the formation of rust. Rust-inhibiting paints of the following types must be used: 
(1) metallic zinc, (2) ted lead, (3) blue lead, ot (4) zinc chromate. 

Before a rust-inhibiting primer coat is applied to metal, all dirt, grease, and 
rust should be removed. A steam cleaning machine may be used for this job. If a 
steam cleaning machine is not available, the grease, dirt, and rust may be removed 
with a safe solvent sold by most oil companies. Do not use gasoline. A wire brush, 
a scraper, or sandpaper may be used to remove rust from metals that are rusted 
badly. 

When applying a rust-inhibiting primer coat to metal, be sure that the paint 
gets into all the cracks, crevices, and seams, and around the bolts, because these 
ate the places where rusting often starts. A rust-inhibiting metal paint may also be 
used as the primer coat for wooden parts of metal objects. If a finish coat is used, 
sprayinp i< often an easy method of application. 

Painting Galvanized Roofing 

Galvanized roofs rust after a few years but may be protected if painted prop- 
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erly. Painting experiments have shown that the best protection is achieved by 
painting with a first coat of rust-inhibiting paint and a second coat of aluminum 
paint prepared for use on metals. Equally good is a first coat of gray metallic zinc 
paint and a second coat of aluminum paint prepared for use on metals. 

The less rust on galvanized roofs before painting, the longer the paint job will 
last. Wire brushing a rusty roof does not seem to increase the life of a paint job. 

Wood Preservatives 

Wood preservatives are very popular. Preservatives such as pentachlorophenol 
(penta) protect wood from rot, fungi, and termites, and repel moisture. Wood 
preservatives are easy co apply axd are relatively cheap. They are often used to 
preserve fence posts, wooden runners on portable agricultural buildings, wagon 
box floors, and so forth. They are superior to paint for certain situations because 
there is no blistering, peeling, or cracking. 

They may be applied with a brush, or the wood being treated may be soaked 
in the preservative. Wood that has been pressure treated with a wood preservative 
is often available from lumber companies. Pressure treating of wood with a wood 
preservative is the best method of application, but it cannot be done on the job. 

Several types of wood preservatives are used. The two main types are (1) 
oil-soluble preservatives and (2) water-soluble preservatives. The oil-soluble pre- 
servatives are usually preferred by fanners and nonfarm agricultural workers, the 
most popular ones being penta, coal tat creosote, and copper naphthenate. Penta is 
a popular wood preservative because it does a good job of preserving wood, it 
does not “bleed” like creosote when painted, and it is easily obtained. 

Some types of wood preservatives are toxic and should not be used for feed 
troughs and so forth. Wood treated with creosote cannot be @xed later. Paint 
may be used on wood that has been treated with penta or copper naphthenate. 

Ladders 

Ladders have many uses on farms and in agricultural busines&s. One of the 
uses is in painting. In purchasing a, ladder, consider strength, durability, safety, and 
use as well as price. A metal ladder, for example, that lacks strength and is not 
sufficientI) rigid is not safe and is a poor buy at any price. in purchasing a ladder, 
look to see whether or not it has the sea1 of approval of the American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI) or the Underwriters Laboratories (IJL). 

Wood Ladders-Wood ladders are preferred by some because of their stur- 
dines. They often do not bend as much as metal or fiberglass ladders. However, 
they are heavier than metal ladders and are, therefore, often harder to handle. 
Wood ladders are durable and will last a long time if protected from moisture and 
sunlight. If left unprotected, they may be weakened by insects or by rot. They may 
also split or crack as a result of the action of the sun and rain. If weakened by any 
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of these actions, they may break and be unsafe. Wood ladders should not be 

painted, because the paint hides weaknesses that may be unsafe. 

Metal Ladders-Substanrial, safe metal ladders are otten more expensive to 
purchase than wood ladders. However, they will last longer than wood ladders. 
The aluminum and magnesium ladders have an advantage of being light in weight. 
Because of the safety factor, metal ladders should not be used around electrical 
cables. 

There are several types of ladders such as step ladders, p!&xm ladders, and 
extension ladders. 

rCO”lteey “,S. anera, seruccs Adminirfrafion~ 

Fig. 11.10. Parts ofa step ladder. 
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Fig. 11.11. Some of the uses of plallorm ladders. 

Extension Ladders-An extension ladder is a straight ladder that is adjustable 
in length. Its size is its extended length. (See Fig. 11.12.) 

An extension ladder should be equipped with positive stops to prevent it from 
being extended too far. A 36-foot extension ladder should have a 3-foot overlap 
when fully extended. A 48-foot ladder should have a 4-foot overlap, and a 60-foot 
ladder should have a 5-foot overlap. 

An extension ladder needs to be considerably longer than the height to be 
reached. For example, a 36-foot ladder is needed to reach a height of 29 feet. 

The feet of an extension ladder should have safety shoes to prevent slippage 
of the ladder at the bottom. 

In setting up an extension ladder, place the lower end against a solid object. 
Then grasp the uppermost rung with both hands, raise the top of the ladder, and 
move forward under the ladder, grasping each rung as you proceed, until the lad- 
der is upright. When you place the ladder against a wall, the bottom of the ladder 
should be one-fourth of its working length, not its total length, from the wall. 
Make certain that the ladder has a firm and level footing. 
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Step Ladders-A stop ladder is portable and self-supporting. but its length is 
not adjustable. A step ladder’s length is measured by the distance from the bottom 
to the top of the front side of the side raiIs. Step ladders are often used in painting 
and other low jobs where a self-supporting ladder is needed. 

The steps of a step !adder should be flat and parallel when opened, and the 
distance between steps should be no more than 12 inches. The stePs should be a 
minimum of 3% inches wide. (See Fig. 11.10.) 

Platform Ladders-The platform ladder is closely related to the step ladder 
and may often be used in agriculture. A platform ladder is easy to store, and two 
platform ladders may be used to form a low platform for painting and other work. 
(See Fig. 11.11.) 
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Fig. 11.12. Parts of an mIension ladder. 
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,call*Pry U.S. alera, SW 4-m Adminirtratio”, 

Flp. 11.13. Salnty wall @rips on top of a ladder. 

WRONG 
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,co”*e~y U.S. General Services Mminimtion, 

Fig. 11.15. The right way of gefling off a ladder onto a roof. 
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CHAPTER 12 

Glazing 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. How should glass be measured? 
2. How should glass be cut? 
3. How should a sash be prepared for glass? How should glass he fastened? 
4. Why is glazing compound used? 
5. How should glazing compound be applied? 

Importance of Glazing-Windows of agricultural buildings frequently be- 
come broken and should be repaired. Glazing does not require a great amount of 
skill or equiptnent. Following is the equipment needed: 

1. A smooth bench top 
2. A framing square or straightedge 
3. A glass cutter 
4. A wax pencil or piece of soap 
5. A putty knife 
6. A chisel for removing glazing compound 
7. 24 lead pencil and paper 
8. A pair of pliers 
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Glass may be purchased in single strength, which is l/12 to ‘/LU inch thick, or in 
double strength, which is ‘/I, to ‘IX inch thick. Single-strength glass is generally 
used in small panes, while double-strength glass is best for large windows or in any 
place where considerable strength is needed. Triple-strength glass is also available. 

Measvzing Glass-Glass must be handled carefully to avoid breakage. It is 
very important to measure glass carefully so that it will fit properly after it is cut. 
The following procedure for measuring glass is recommended: 

1. Lay out the desired me~surrmenrs on a piece of paper. 
2. Place the paper on a smooth surface and the glass to bt cu over the 

paper so that the I&s on the paper will show through. 
3. Lay the glass with the concave side uppermost. 
4. Mark the @ass ‘ia* to ‘/x inch smaller than the frame in which it is to be 

placed. Thus allows for small projections that may be on the edges of the 
frame. 

5. Mark the glass with a nzax pencil or a sharp piece of soap. 

Cutting Glass-Care must be exercised in cutting glass; overwise breakage 
will result. The follaving procedure is recommended: 

1. Wear safety glasses to protect eyes from glass chips or slivers. 
2. Clean the glass of all dirt and grease. 
3. Place the glass on a smooth surface or over several layers of newspaper. 
4. Srarr rutting at the far edge. 
5. Hold the curter perpendicular to the glass, with the notched side leading 

in the direction of travel. 

Fi2.12.2. Using a olasr colt~r. 

Flg.12.3. U&2 a dralgMsdge when ~~lllng ohs. 
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6. Press the cutter firmly and pull it along the straightedge coward you. One 
stroke acro~ is enough. NPW- go WPI (I rrvatcb the secmd time. This dam- 
ages the cutter and may cause rhe glass 10 break unevenly. 

7. Place the glass over the edge of the bench so the scratch is slightly pax 
rhe edge. Tip rhe projecting glass down slightly. Tap lightly directly 
under the scratch with the notched edge of the glass cutter. Srarr tapping 
at the center and work toward the edges. 

8. Remove irregularities on rhe CUE edges by chipping them off with the 
notches on the glass cutter. 

9. Smooth the edges of the glass by filing. 

Preparing a Sash and Fitting Glass-Glass is held in a sash by glazier’s 
points, which we triangular or diamond-shaped flanged pieces of galvanized metal. 
A sash should be prepared as follows before a glass is put into it: 

1. Remove the old glaring compound with a purty knife or chisel, being 
careful nor to chip away any of the wood of the sash. A propane torch 

Fig. 12.4. A propans torch may bo osod IO rofton tba old glazln# compwod. Ramwo 
all of Iho old glazlnp compwnd. Uas a pair of pllsn to ramovo Iho glazlsr’r polots. Than 
mmow lb0 broban #lass horn 210 sash. 

Fig. 12.5. Aftw the old glazing compound, glador’s paints, and #lass havn baea 
removed, and affsr the rabbst has bean smoothed, It Is usually adulsable 10 treat wooden 
framas with linsssd oil or a primer coat of paint to reduce thtl absorption of the ail from 
Iho #lazing Compound. 
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may be used to soften hardened glazing compound, if you are careful not 
to burn the wood frame. 

2. Remove old glazier’s points. 
3. Remove broken glass. 
4. Smooth both sides of the rabbet (the groove cut for the glass). 
5. Give the rabbet a priming coat of paint or linseed oil. 
6. Apply glazing compound to the tabber, and put the glass in place. 
7. Fasten the glass, using No. 1 or No. 2 glazier’s points. Place the glazier’s 

points 6 inches apart. Place point:s near the cornets. 
8. Drive glazier’s points with a I- or l%inch chisel. Hold the bevel of the 

chisel flat against the glass. A special tool for driving glazier’s points is 
available. 

Glazing Compound and Its Uses-Glazing compound seals the glass and the 
sash and makes a window weatherproof. It is also used for filling cracks, holes, and 
crevices in wood. It may be colored with either stain or paint to match the finish 
where it is used. Glazing compound, a chemically manufactured product, is rapidly 
replacing putty for glazing. 

Applying Glazing Compound-Glazing compound should not be applied to 
bare wood, because the wood absorbs the oil in the glazing compound, leaving it 
dry. The surface of the wood should be painted, oiled, or shellacked before the 
glazing compound is applied. In applying it to glass, the following procedure is 
suggested: 

1. Knead the glazing compound in the palm of the hand until it is soft and 
pliable. 

2. Roll the glazing compound into a long pencil-like toll, and lay it over the 
g!ass along the rabbet. 

3. Spread evenly and firmly with a putty knife, using sufficient glazing com- 
pound and smoothing a bevel from the glass to the top of the rabbet. 

4. Wipe excess glazing compound from the glass and the sash. 
5. Fill marred or damaged places in the rabbet with glazing compound. 
6. Paint the sash after the glazing compound is thoroughly dry. 

(co”llE3y “OCd,io”al AgliEYnUn s*rvim. “ni”*rsiw 01 IllInoisI 

Fip. 12.6. Aller applying a cost of llnrssd oil or primsr paint, apply a thin Iaym 01 
glazing compound lo the wood frame before inrsrtiq Iha new #lass. This thin layar of 
glazinp compound will seal and bed the #lass in Ihs frame. 
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diamond point driver 

(CO”mq “ocahons, Ag”C”I”m Service, ““iwrrity Of lllnoa, 

Fig 12.7. Allm the naw glass has bean placed in the frame, laden it wilh Iwo or 
lbroo glazier’s points per side. 

,CO”neSy “ocational Aplic”““,~ sewice. UniWrSity n Illinois) 

FI#. 12.8. Aflsr Ihe now glbss has been Installed, apply glazln# compound to the 
depth of tha frame. 



WELDING 

Student Abilities to Be Developed 

1. Ability .to appreciate the importance of arc, mig, tig, spot, and oxyacetylene 
welding. 

2. Ability to use the proper safety precautions in welding. 
3. Ability to select equipment for welding. 
4. Ability to handle welding equipment. 
5. Ability to perform the ordinary welding jobs on a farm and in a nonfarm ag- 

ricultural business. 
6. Ability to maintain welding equipment. 
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Welding with Electric Arc, Mig, 
Tig, and Spot Welders 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. What is electric arc welding? Mig welding? Tig welding? Spot welding? 
2. What safety precautions should be observed in the various methods of 

welding? 
3. What factors should be considered in selecting, installing, and maintaining 

arc welding equipment? 
4. What is an electrode, and what determines the correct size and type of 

electrode to use? 
5. How should parts be prepared for welding? 
6. What are the essentials of running a good bead? 
7. How should an electrode be weaved in welding? 
8. What is padding, and how is it done? 
9. What are the welding positions and the common kinds of joints and 

welds? 
10. What procedures should be followed in making the various kinds of 

welds? 
11. How can distortion be controlled? 
12. How is an electric arc welder used for cutting metal? 
13. What procedures are used in welding sheet metal, cast iron, and high- 

14. How may different metals be identified? 
15. What are the uses of a carbon arc torch? 
16. How is brazing done? 
17. How is hard facing done? 
18. How is tig welding done? 

ELECTRIC ARC WELDING 

Meaning of Arc Welding--Arc welding is a mehing tog&w of two pims of 

205 
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metai, OY a fusion process. The heat is obtained fwn an electric arc which ix formed 
between a base nzetal and an electrude. An electrode is shaped like a wire or rod and is 
held in an electrode holder, which is attached to an electric arc welder. When this 
electrode is properly brought into contact with the metal to be welded, an electric 
arc is formed. The heat of this arc, which is approximately 6,500 degrees 
Fahrenheit, fuses the metal being welded and melts the plearode or filler metal. 

Fig. 13.1. The welder transforms power horn Me line to groper wrent for the arc. 

Merallic Arc Welding-In metallic arc welding a metal electrode is used. 
This is the most common kind of arc welding done in agricultural mechanics. With 
the metallic arc it is possible to weld in any position, such as flat, horizontal, over- 
head, or vertical. Metallic arc welding often produces a weld which is stronger than 
the base metal. 

(co”lmy MI,q”mB Man”hNnnp co.. Mi”“eapOlis, 

Fig. 13.2. A diagrammatic shotch showing metallic arc welding. 

Carbon Arc Welding-The original arc welding process was done with a 
carbon arc. This process involves the use of a carbon electrode in a holder. The 
carbon electrode makes contact with the base metal to form an arc flame. A filler 
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Work lwctu/ 

FIP. 13.3. A dlagrammatlc sketch :howin(l cwbon arc walding. 

rod is melted in the arc flame and into the puddle formed in the metal with the 
flame. It is difficult to weld vertically or overhead with a carbon arc because of the 
large puddle of molten metal which is formed. The welds produced are usually not 
as strong as the base metal. 

Importance of Welding-The welder has become an important piece of 
equipment on farms and in nonfarm agricultural businesses throughout the United 
States. It is especially desirable for use in machinery maintenance. It may be used 
to rebuild surfaces that become warn and to weld broken parts. It can also be used 
in the construction of labor-saving equipment. 

Safety Precautions-The importance of safety precautions in electric arc 
welding cannw be overemphasized. Arc welding is not a dangerous job if the 
proper precautions are used. It is erpecialLy important, howwer, to protect properly the 
eyes, the skin, and the body. Protection from spattering m&en metal is also errential. In a 
school shop or other placer where several persons work at the ram time, NC welding should 
be done, as a protection to others, in a booth or behind a fireproof portable wet-n designed 
for that purpose. 6e sure to ure a shield at aM times. 

The following is a partial list of safety precautions: 

1. Do not strike an arc until your helmet is in place. Check to see that all 
observers are using the proper protective equipment. Never look at the 
arc with the naked eye. 

2. Make sure the helmet and lenses are in good condition. Be owe IO are the 
profier Imrer. Number 10 shade lenses are recommended. 

3. Wear gauntlet-type leather gloves while you are using a welder. 
4. Wear suitable clothing to protect all parts of the body from the rays of 

the arc and the spatter of hot metal. Keep shop clothes clean. Oil- 
soaked clothes are ignited easily. 

5. Wear trousers without cuffs. Sparks mav fall into the cuffs and burn the 
trousers. 

6. Keep the booth or screen closed to protect other workers from the arc 
rays. 

7. Wear safety glasses when you are chipping or grinding metal. 
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Fig. 13.4. The correct clothes and protective equipment such as a leather apron, 
leather gloves. and a helmet are essential for the safety of the weider. 
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used in arc welding: D.C. or direct current, and A.C. or alternating currenr. The 
following types of arc welders have been developed: 

1. D.C. welders, which operate with a direct-current generator which may 
be driven by a gas engine or an electric motor. 

2. A.C. welders, which operate with an alternaring-current generator driven ~’ .., 
by a gas engine or an electric moror. 

3. AL. rransformer-type arc welders. 

The D.C. welders and the A.C. transformer-type welders are rhe most popu- 
lar. Both types have their advantages. The A.C. transformer-type welders have no 
rotating or moving parts; consequently, they operate at a low cost, and their initial 
cost is usually less than the cost of the D.C.-type welders. Some inexperienced 
operators prefer a D.C. arc welder because they believe it is easier to strike an arc 
with this type of machine. Some prefer the engine-driven, direct-current, 
generator-type welders, because they can be used for either field or shop work. 

The A.C. transformer-type electric arc welders are popular because of their 
lower cost and because they are easy to use. 

Arc Welding Equipment and Supplies-The equipment illustrated in the 
figures in this chapter indicates the items usually ‘&cluded in an arc welding outfit. 
The following are other pieces of equipment and supplies that are needed: 

1. Welding booth or portable screen. 
i 2. Gloves, gauntler type, preferably of leather. 

!\; 3. Helmet and safety glasses. 
4. Machinist’s bench vise. 
5. Power grinder with a-inch to IO-inch wheel. 
6. Cold chisels and punches. 
7. Hammers, peening and chipping. 
8. Soapstone or chalk for marking. 
9. Wire brush. 

Installing an Arc Welder--Before attempting to install an arc welder, read 
the manual of instructions supplied with the welder carefully. 

The suggestions, procedures, and practices which should be followed in the 
installation of an arc welder are: 

1. Secure the services of a qualified electrician to supervise the work. 
2. See that the requirements of the Nadonal Safety Code and the National 

Electrical Code are met. 
3. Use No. 8 or heavier wire from the service entrance to the switch for a 

240~volt-ampere A.C. welder. 
4. Make sure that the wiring fo rhe welder is properly grounded. 
5. Locate an A.C. welder in a dry place so that the transformer unit will not 

come in contact with oil or moisture, which is injurious to the windings. 
Keep the welder at least 3 inches above the floor to provide for ventila- 
tion underneath it. 

6. Connect properly to the power system. An A.C. welder is built to oper- 
ate on alternating current only. Be sure that a 240-volt machine is con- 
nected to a power supply line with a voltage of 240. Be sure that the 
welder is connected to operate on the correct phase current, such as sin- 
gle phase or three phase. See instructions with the welder. 
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Selecting Electrodes-An electrode is a metal rod which is usually covered 
with a coatingof flux. See Figs. 13.2 and 13.5. The flux carries the slag from the 
metal to the top of the weld and keeps the ait from the weld until the metal cools. 
The slag can then be removed. 

EIertrode rize is measured by the diameter of the electrode. The ‘/a-inch eiec- 
trade is the size used most frequen:ly in agricultural mechanics. The %-inch, 
%-inch, and Vwinch electrodes are also used. The size of the electrode influ- 
ences the amperage or current required for welding. When welding mild steel, a 
3/1winch electrode requires an amperage range of 140 to 240. For a %-inch ek- 

trade an amperage range from 120 to 170 is required. For a ‘Is-inch electrode an 
amperage range from 70 to 120 is required, and for a %-inch electrode an amper- 
age of 30 to 80 is needed. 

The Marquette Manufacturing Company recommends the electrode diameters 
given in Table 13.1 for use with its A.C. Farm Welder. 
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Zdmtification ofe/ectr& is by a number code and a color code established by 
the American Welding Society (A.W.S.) and the American Society for Testing 
Materials (A.S.T.M.). A colored mark on an end and a side of each electrode is 
used. For example, the color code for the mild steel electrode frequently used in 
agricultural welding is brown, and the number code is E6013. To avoid confusion 
some manufacturers are now stamping the number code near the grip end of the 
electrode. See the electrode manufacturer’s literature for the code designations 
and the use of the electrodes available. 

Polarity is involved in classifying electrodes for direct current or D.C. welders, 
and it refers to the direction the current tlows. With alternating current or A.C. 
welders polarity is not involved. 

The direction of current or polarity may be changed on a D.C. welder. If the 
electrode is connected to the negative terminal of a welder and the ground to the 
positive terminal, it is called direct current straight polarity (DCSP), and an elec- 
trode with a flux for straight polarity works best. If the connections are reversed, it 
is called direct current reversed polarity (DCRP). The crater during welding has 
less depth with reversed polarity. An electrode for reversed polarity, therefore, 
usually is best for welding light materials and for welding materials which should 
not be overheated, such as cast iron. 

When selecting electrodes, keep the following in mind: 

I. The kind of metal to be welded. 
2. The kind of weld and the type of joint. 
3. The type of welding machine. 
4. The position of the welding: flat, horizontal, vertical, overhead. 
5. The thickness of the metal. 
6. The required strength of the weld. 
7. The speed of welding. 

Many parts on machinery and labor-saving devices used in agricultural ac- 
tivities are under considerable strain and in continual use wer a long period of 
time. Consequently, only the best electrodes for the job to be done should be 
used. 

Maintaining Arc Welding Equipment-The length of service of welding 
equipment is dependent on the care given to it. Care is also closely associated with 
the performance of a welder. The following suggestions are given for the c~ie of 
arc welding equipment: 

1. Keep the machine in a dry, well venrilaced place. 
2. Keep the machine at least 3 inches above the floor to permit proper 

ventilation under it. 
3. Keep the machine away from the welding sparks and the spattering of hot 

bits of metal. 
4. Keep the machine as free from dusr as possible by wiping ir off occasion- 

ally. 
5. Blow dusr from transformer coils frequently. 
6. Have the machine serviced occasionally, checking all working parts. 
7. Check the electrode holder frequently co see whether or not ir is worn or 

in need of repair. 
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Y. Check cables and cable plugs occasionally. 
9. Keep all supplies in a well protected cupboard or cabinet. 

Welding Operations 

Preparing Parts to Be Welded-It is very importnnr to prepare metals prop- 
erly before they ate welded. This results in stronger welds, a neater appearance, 
and less consumption of electrodes. Preparation of metals involves the cleaning, 

forming. and cutting of parts. 

The following suggestions for the preparation of metals to be welded are of- 
iered: 

2. Fit joints together before starting to weld. 
3. Bevel all materials over ‘is inch thick. 
i. Make a V-groove on both rhr top and bottom of chick pieces of metal. 
5. Srparare the parts to be uel&d about ‘/I,; inch co permit a satisfiacmr\ 

penetration of the weld. 
6. Place rhs work in LI position which will be the mosf comfortable for the 

weldrr. 

Fig. 13.6. A wire brush is an essenlial tool for removing the slag lmm a weld. 

Adjusting the Current-A wide range of current is necessary for the various 
sizes and types of electrodes and for the different kinds of metals and welds used. 

Consequently, arc welding machines are constructed so that the current may be 

adjusted. The manufacturer’s instructions for using the welder suggest the correct 
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current settings to we. These instructions should be followed. It is important to 
use the proper welding current in order to obtain a satisfactory weld. 

In using a D.C. welder, set it to the polarity suggested by the manufacturer of 
the electrode being used. The machine is set on straight polarity when the elec- 
trode is connected to the negative terminal and on rwrse pokrity when the elec- 
trode is connected to the positive terminal. An A.C. transformer type of arc weld- 
er does not have polarity. 

Striking an Arc-The foEowing procedure ior learning how to strike an arc 
is suggested: 

I. Select a piece of mild srerl plate. 
2. Clean the piece thoroughly and prepare for welding. 
3. Make good gr”und connections. 
4. Select a suitable &ctrode, knock “ff the tlun from rhr rip, and place ir 

in the elrcrrode holder. 
5. Wear proper clothing. including leather gloves. 
6. Inspect your helmet and place it “n your head. 
7. Turn on the machine and adjust the wrrent. 
8. Get in a comfortable position for welding, preferably seared direcrly in 

front of the practice plate. 
9. Put yourself Rf rzue. 

IO. Luwrr the helmet 1ud srrike the arc. 

There ate two methods used in striking an arc. They are known as the rr-wrrh- 

kg method and the tuppivg method. In the scratching method the electrode is moved 
at an angle across the plate, similar to striking a match. The electrode is struck on 
the metal and pulled forward with a sweeping motion to the starting po<nt of the 
weld. After the electrode touches the metal, it is raised slightly as it is drawn across 
the plate. In the tapping method the electrode is kept perpendicular to the work. 
It is lowered slowly and tapped lightly on the work. It is then moved up until there 
is a I/s-inch gap between it and the work. 

One of the difficulties often experienced in striking an arc is that the electrode 

may stick to the work. This is known as/wzitlg. When this happens, the electrode 
shoaId be freed immediately by bending or twisting ir back and forth and by pull- 
ing at the same time. If the electrode cannot be freed in this way, disengage the 
holder at once or stop the machine. Beginners should continue to practice striking 
arcs until they can do it successfully. 

,co”ltPsy HOban BromP16 company, 

Fig. 13.7. Two methods of striking an arc. The lapping method is illustraled on the 
IelI. and the scratzhing me!bod is illustrated on the right. 
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Correct Rate of Travel of Electrode-h is necessary to use the correct 
speed or rate of travel of the electrode in order to (1) secure a smooth, uniform 
bead of the proper width, (2) prevent the waste of materials, and (3) obtain a 
strong, neat-appearing weld. If the travel of the electrode is too fast, not enough 
metal will be used, the brad will be small, and a wea,k weld will result. If the travel 
of the electrode is too slow, there will be too much time consumed, and there will 
be an excessive use of welding metal, rewlting in a wide bead and excessive cost. 
(See Fig. 13.9.) 

Maintaining the Proper Length of Arc-The arc length is the distance be- 
tween the surface of the molten metal and the electrode. The length of arc to use 
varies with the welding heat, the size and type of electrode, and the material being 
welded. In general, the length of the arc should be approximately equal to the 
diameter of the electrode used. Since the recommended length of arc may vary 
between brands of electrodes, it is desirable to read the manufacturer’s recom- 
mendations which ate supplied with the electrodes. The arc should be slightly 
longer when you are welding with an A.C. machine than when you are using a 
direct current welder. 

I END VIEW SIDE VIEW 

Fi& 13.8. The angle 01 an electrode Ior downhand wnldlflg. 

In order for the correct arc length to be maintained, the tip of the electrode 
must be held at the proper distance from the work surface, and as the end of the 
electrode melts, it must be gradually and continuously lowered. Skill in maintain- 
ing the correct length of arc can only be developed by practice. The operator 
should continually keep the eyes focused on the work while welding and observe 
the appearance of the ax and the weld being produced. The sound of the welding 
machine is also an indication of the kind of arc being produced. That is, if the 
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7. Ckan thor”yhIy the layer of beads of all slag, oxide, or scale with a 
chisel. wire brush. or chipping hammer. (See Fig. 13.6.) 

8. Weld P second layer of beads across rhe first layer. 
9. Continue layering beads until the desired thickness is secured. 

drtined. Affgx from 
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Welding Positions-There are four general positions used in welding: (1)&r 
dow&md tddimg, (2) boaizantai u,eIding, (3) r~erticd welding, and (4) owhd weld- 
ir8g. See Fi& IS.14 for illustrations of these various posirions. Flat welding is the 
easiest. When welding in any of the other positions, some of the molten metal may 
drop to the floor because of the pull of gravity. The overhead weld is the most 
dif&ult. Ability to weld in all positions is importam, because some machinery 
parts may have to be welded in place on machines due to the inadvisability of 
removine; them. 

Common Kinds of Joints-The kind of joint to use on a particular job dr- 
pends on the nature of the work. There are five kinds of joints frequently used, 
mmeiy (II 6att. (2) tee. (3) hp. (4) edge, and (5) wrier. (See Fig. 13.15 and Chapter 
14 far illustrations, of these different joints.) It is important that these joints be 
properly prepared, including the fitting together of pieces, before starting to weld. 

Common Kinds of Welds-Welds are often idenrified by the type of joint 
used, such as butt welds, corner welds, and lap welds. They also may be classified 
as (1) gmw wlds and (2)fiIIet weldr. A groove weld cansists of one or mote beads 
deposited in a groove, such as in an open butt joint or in an outside corner joint. A 
fillet weld consists of one or more beads deposited in the angle between two QUI- 
faces, such as the angles provided by a Conner lap or tee joint. See Fig. 13. IS for 
iltustrarions of these types of welds. 

Single-Pass and Multiple-Pass Welds-In welding thin plate, one bead may 
be sufficient, but in welding heavier plate a number of beads are welded over one 
another. When only one bead is used in welding, it is called a single-par we/d. but 
when more than one bead is used, it is called a multiple-pun weId. 

Making a Butt Weld-After persons have learned how tc run beads on a flat 
surface, they should make butt welds. The following procedure is suggested for 
making such a weld: 

1. Prepare two pieces of steel plate approximately V~S; inch thick. 
2. Place on the table the prepared pieces so that they will be parallel to each 

other, leaving a space berween rhem slighrly larger than the diameter of 
the elecrrode. This is to provide for the contraction and expansion of rhc 
med. 

3. Tack weld the pieces together ar each end. 
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,~lielY moan Bmlhfil c4nvl”~l 

Fig. 13.14. Wetdinp ~osilions. 
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Making Fillet W&Is-The filler weld is one of the most common types of 
welds. The beginner should start making fillet welds by welding a flat lap joint. See 
Fig. 13.16 for an iilustrarion of rhe flat lap joint. The following procedure for fillet 
welding practice is suggesceed: 

1. Prepare two pieces of mild rtecl plarr abour >k inch thick. 
2. Place the piecer on rhe table, and lap one piece over rhe ocher piece. 
3. Tack weld in four &ws. IWO rack welds on each end ar the poinrs nrhere 

rhc pieces lap. Set Pig. 13.17 fix the locarions of rhc rack welds. 
4. lag a rrraighr bead in the groove of rhe joinr, making sure to ger gcod 

pnrfrarion of the metal. A relarivcly high amperage setting and a shun 
arc give a well shaped bead. 

5. Clean the first brad wirh a x&w. hnxh 
6. Lay a second bead along the ride of rhr tint bad. fusing half of it on cop 

of rhr firrr bead. 
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,CO”“W “Owl BlOlhOI Company, 

Fig. 13.18. SacidnS welds. 

SINGLEPASS MULTIPLE.PASS 

(CO”!w TM U”Wl” Emtic co., 

Fig. 13.20. SinSIs-pass and muilipie-pas welds. 
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Cutting Operations 

An arc welding electrode may be used for cutting meral. An electrode is espe- 
ci&y usefhi for cutting cast iron, for cutting in inaccessible places, and for cut@ 
small iobs. The use of an arc is usually considered to be the hesr method of cutring 
cast iron, because cast iron does not oxidize with hear. To be cut, cast iron must be 
mehed. An electric arc melts metal as a means of cutting it. 

The melting remperature of steel is approximarely 2,600 degrees. The heat of 
an electric arc is 6,500 degrees. Therefore, cutting mecal with an electrode is fast, 
but the cut is nor smooth. If a smooth cut is necessary. the edges may be ground 
after the cut is made. 

Mild steel-coared elecrrudes are used for cutting. For metal up to ‘in inch 
thick, select a “l:rr-inch electrode and use a 75 to 100 amperage range. For metal 
from ‘/N inch co ‘/,I inch thick, select a ‘/winch electrode and use a 125 to 140 
amperage range. For metals over ‘II inch thick, select a “/winch electrode and use 
a 140 for 180 amperage range. A general rule for curting is to use 30 per cenf more 
amperage than would be used for welding. 

Procedure--in cwringfla~ nreral which is thicker than the electrode. place the 
metal to be cut in a flat or horizontal position. Strike rhe arc where the cut is to be 
made, and allow the hear of rhe arc to form a crater of molten metal. Then move 
the electrode back and fwth CO fr?.-- ____ P.-P rhs- mr?!ren .zeca! hm the cm. -. .__. ,a, or Lwf. A 

pushing downward motion coupled with a quick upward motion helps co force the 
molten metal from the cut. Since arc cutting is done by melting the metal, the 
motion of the electrode and the position of the work should assist the molten 



Characteristics of Various Metals 

Chnractcristics of ~Merais-+~~ irw is curcrl iron, a rlirccr product from blast 
furnaces. Cdir ina is 3 proSucr of pig iron and contains a considerable amount of 
carbon. from X to ahcrur 4.3 per cent. and some impurities. It is very brittle and 
~anular in srrucwr~ and cannor he a~eldod in a forge tire. Cast iron is often used 
in thr manufxcure of t&m machinery. although thcrc is a rrcnd towanl rhe USC of 
srcel anJ orhcr tough mar&k iostcad of casr iron. 

K’rw&r ;IW is also a producr of pig iron but has had most c,f the carbon 
rc.mwcS. Wr~rughr iron is a rwo-comptmcnr mcral consisting of a high-purity iron 
and inm silicate. The lartcr is rcrmel I “slag” and is comprwd of several materials 
that decrease cr)rnGm. rhc carbon contcnr of high-quality wrought iron is usually 
around 11.02 or 0.03 per ccnr, while goocl wrought iron may conrain 0.08 or 0. IO 
per cenr carbon. The higher the carbon conrem, rhe lower the quality of the 
wrought iron. In wrought iron. the manganese content is usually below 0.06 per 
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cent. Phosphorus may be partly alloyed with the base metal and partly associated 
with the s!afi. the context ranging ftom 0.10 to 0.15 per cent. The usual silicon 
content is between 0.10 and 0.20 per cent. Ferrous silicate fibers confer a high 
degree of machinability. especially for threading operations. Sulfur is not desirable 
in wowht imn. 

Wroughr iron is used frequently in agricultural shops for machinery and 
equipment tepair and construction. It is easily benr when cold or hot, can be 
threaded and drilled, and is easy to weld. It has good tensile strength, will with- 
stand shock. and is not brittle. Wire, nails, bolts, nuts, chains, pipes, rods and bars, 
stmp iron, and other products ate made of wrought iron. 

Mild rtuel is often called soft steel. It is a product of pig iron and contains 
sbwut 0.10 to 0.50 per cent carbon. This type of steel is often used in agricultural 
mechanics because it is strong and is cheaper than wrought iron. It is a good metal 
to USC’ in making braces and ttusses for machinery used in agriculture. Bolts are 
frcquenrly made crf mild steel. 

hfy;r&nq .rtd is srronger and harder than mild steel and is used for plow 
beams. hew: braces. and other parts of farm machinery. Machinery steel is rolled 
into angle irons. channels. l-beams, and other shapes. It contains about 0.50 to 
0.60 per cent carbon. 

Tl,ol .rr& is made with various carbon conrents. A common carbon cantent is 
around I.0 per cent. It can be tempered to various degrees of hardness and is used 
for making chisels, punches. drills, wrenches, and ocher tools. 

S&t mu& is made of steel which is often galvanized. The approximate chick- 
ness of sheet steel used on farms and in nonfarm agricultural businesses varies 
from ‘Iw inch to ‘I.8 inch. 

identifying Metals by Spark Testing-‘Spark tests should be made on a 
high speed grinder, and the specimen should be held so that the sparks will be 
given off horiaonrally. For mosr accurate results, the sparks should be examined 
a@insr a dark background. preferably in a dark corner of rhe shop. 

“The color. shape, average Iengrh. and a&icy of the sparks are details which 
are characteristics of the material tested. Spark testing can be a very accurate 
method of identifying mrrals, but ir requires considerable practice and experience 
to become an expert.” Several commoo sparks are given in Fig. 13.23. If operarots 
learn the technique for idenrifying these metals readily, they will sooo be able to 
expand their experience to include other metals by observation and comparison 
wirh the sparks from known samples.* 

Welding Various Metals 

Welding She@e: Metal-The welding of sheet metal is difficult because it is 
easy to burn or warp the mera!. A special J-c---J* C -.- %.“..- *or welding s&it merai should 
be used. Do not use LIII electrode larger in diameter than the thickness of the sheer 
metal to be welded. Use a low amperage. If the type of welder available does nor 

‘Iniannarion nn rp.u wring cnunrry Linde Air Products Co. (adapred). 



pcrmir rhe use of Ion enough amperage. it may be possible to braze rhr sheer 
metd using a carbon arc rorch~ This process is described in a later section of this 
chapter. 

Move rke electrode as rapidly as possible, but nor so rapidly that the weld 
doer not pewtrvre. Rapid welding prevents rhc- sheer meral from burning through, 
and it prevcnrs excessive hearing which may cause warping. 

Use vise-grip pliers ro clamp joints close rogerher while they are being 
welded. A good fir of joints makes it possible to use a shorter arc. Tack weld to 
prevent excessive warping. 

Welding Mild Steel-The rechniques of welding mild srcel have been de- 
scribed in a previous section of this chapter. 

Welding Cast Iron-Casr iron is difficult to weld. Ir may be identified by the 
spark test, by its rough and pirrcd exterior appearance, and by its inrricate interior 
design. 

When casr iron is welded, it musr not be allowed to cool rapidly, 01 it will 
crack. This tendency to crack is caused by the high carbon contrnr of cast iron. 
The use of short beads, not over 2 inches long, will help prevent cracking, because 
the caz iron never becomes heated to a wry high rcmperature. The short beads 
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Welding High-Cathen Steel-High-carbon steel used in agricultural 
mhinery fir braces. beams, and other purposes is difticulr to weld because it 
c-hecks or ctacks easily. 

The ptmess wf weldin h&h-carbon steel is the same as the process used for 
mitd steel, but the i&t to be welded should be preheated to a blue color. Welds 
un hi&catban steel should be aIltmed to cucll slow’y and should be protected 
fmm &ftr. C&&k cding pnduces a brittle weld. ‘The preheating process de- 
c~cases the rare of cooling. A mild steel ekxtrode may be used if the steel is 
pe-he‘ucct. 

Carbon Arc Torch 

A carbon arc torch is used to provide heat for brazing, hard facing. and solder- 
ing. It is also used for heating metal to be bent or shaped. (Kg, mig, and 
cdryacetytene welders are also used for these purp+srs and are preferred, by some 
agricultural wwkws, over the carbon arc torch.) A carbon arc torch consists of two 
cathm IV&. The flow of current between these carbon rods produces a flame with 
a heat imens,ity of !I,000 d~~grees. 

Sire of Carbon Rods-The size uf carbon rods to use depends on the amount 
of heat required and the thickness and type of metal. For light metals up to ‘lru 
inch tkick. use VGnch carbons with an amperage range of 20 to 50. For metals 
from ‘Ire to ‘/z. inch thick, use “Itwinch carbons ..vith an amperage range of 30 to 
70. For mrtalr from ‘IUP to ‘/.I inch chick, use */‘/x-inch carbons with an amperage 
range ef 40, to 90. For metals over ‘/.a inch thick, use %-inch carbons with an 
amperage range of 75 to 140. These recommendations are for an A.C. welder. If a 
D..C welder is used, the carbon attached to the positive terminal should be one 
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size larger than the carbun attached to the negative terminal. If the carbon attached 
to the negative terminal is a& inch in diameter, the other carbon should be I/Z inch 
in diamater. The cease for the difference in size of carbon is that a D.C. welder 
produces two-thirds of its heat on the positive +ie. 

Attachilag and Adjustiag a Torch-The two cables on a carbon arc torch 
are attached directly to the welder. Either of the two cables may be attached to the 
ektnrde pmt. 

The carbon tips of the torch are adjusted to form a vee. When the torch is 
ckxed, the carbons should be about ‘/M inch apart. The carbons should rxrcnd 
approxunately 2 inches below their holders. 

Adjusting the Welder-Ad&t the amperage of the welder so chat sufficient 
heat wil# be produced when the fame is ‘/a inch from the metal. If the amperage is 
too low. the heating of the metal will be slow and the arc may be broken easily. If 
the amperage setting is too high, the coating of the carbons will be burned off. The 
amperage shuutd not Produce a cherry red color more rhaa 1% inches from the 
tips uf the carbons. 

Safety Pteeautiots-The uttraviolet rays of a carbon arc torch are more in- 
tense and cause burns more easily than the rays of a metallic arc. All parts of the 
body twtyI to be prorected adequately from the ultraviolet rays, and the hands 
nerd protection from the heat the torch produces. 

Starting the Arc-Start the carbon arc by adjusting the carbons toward each 
other.~ After the flame is established, move the carbons until they are approxi- 
mately “Its inch apart. 

Brazing 

Brazing is the joining of pieces of sheet metal with the metal from a bronze 
filler rod. which has a lower melting point than the pieces of metal being joined. 
The process is often need in repairing the sheet metal Parts of agricultural machin- 
ery. 

Brasing with a Carbon Arc Torch-A carbon arc torch may be used to 
supply the heat for brazing. 

Prrpure fhe mefal/or brazitzg by cleaning it thoroughly. Dirty, greasy, painted, 
or rusted surfaces prevent the flowing of the binding metal into the pores of the 
pieces to be joined. Sandpaper, a wire bruh. or a ?Jinder may be used to clean the 
metal. 

Hrar thr pieces of mefal to be joined until the bronze rod will melt when rubbed 
~CKOSS the metal. The bronze will run to the edges of the heated area if the metal is 
too hot, and balls of bronze will form if the metal is too cool. Preheating opens the 
pares of metals and allows the impurities to escape. 

Place the flux-coated bronze rod against the heated metal. The metal and flux 
will melt together and cover the heated portion of the base metal with a bronze 
~~atinp. This process is called tinning. Additional tiller rod is applied by heating 

_- 
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the area until the bronze deposited before begins to melt. If not enough heat is 
applied, the bronze being added wilt not form a bond with the bronze added be- 
fore, bur will form into balls. If the area is overheated, the color will be orange and 
the b,wnze applied before will burn and become pitted. 

Brltzing with a Single Carbon Rod--Brazing may also be done by using a 
s,iogk carbon rod for hearing instead of using a carbon arc torch. A flux-coarrd 
bronze rod ir used as the filler rod when a single csrhon rod is used for heating. 
The carbon, rod used for this type of brazing is “I:,? inch in diameter. This process 
of brazing has I’ :tny advanrages: 

The procedure to follow in brazing with a single carbon rod and a flux-coated 
bronze rod is not difficult. Many of the principles of welding discussed previously 
apply, such as cleaning the surface of the base metal and rack welding the pieces of 
metd. 

A short arc ‘/IS inch in length is used. Move the arc along the joint or crack 
being brazed, and feed the flux-coated bronze rod into the arc. Since the flux on 
the rod causes a srronger bond and stabilizes rhr arc, it helps to rotate the rod as it 
is fed into the arc. The arc should be on the filler rod at all times during the 
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brazing process instead of on the base metal. Use only enough amperage to melt 
the filier rwd. 

Hard Facing 

Hwd &wing is the process of applying an extremely hard metal to rhr surface 
of the pets of tools and machinery that wear away rapidly, or to the cutting edges 
of to& and machinery. Hard facing requires considerable skill. 

Eiecttodes of several types are available for hard facing. A powder may also be 
used. The different types of electrodes are designed to prevent the different types 
of wear KJ which tools and mxhinery parts are subjected. The three types of 
rlectr~&s used on fwms and in nonfarm agricultural businesses for hard facing are 
efecrrodes which deposit metal: 

Before hard facing, determine the type of wear, and then follow the electrode 
manufacturer’s su~stionr in selecting and applying the elecrrode. Use a carbon 
arc torch for hard facing thin me&, because a low hear is required. A powder 
instead of an rlectrode is usually used when a carbon arc torch is used for hearing 
the metal. 

Use a lower amperage setting for hard facing than for welding sheet msral, 
because deep penetration is not necessary. A current setting high enough to obtain 
a go&-appearing bead is sufficient. Use a wide weave when a large area is to be 
covered. A short arc about ‘IN inch in length is used. 

If a sharp edge is desired. hard face on only one side. Avoid an excessive 
deposir in spots, because it is difficulr to machine away. If a gear or 1 part needs to 
be built up, use a mild steel electrode. Then hard face over the built-up part. Mild 
~tcrl electrodrr are much cheaper than hard face electrodes. Hammering a hard 
face weld with a ball-peeen hammer will help to relieve stresses and thus prevent 
the weld from cracking. 

Shaping, Forming, and Bending Metals 

Hear for shaping, forming, and bending met& can be supplied with a carbon 
arc rwch. For the techniques of shaping, forming, and bending hot metal see Chap- 
ter 15. “Working Hot Meral.” 

Welding Pipe 

In agriculture, pipe is used for many purposes. It is used in the construction of 
many labor-saving devices. Welding of pipe does present the welder with some 
special problems because of rhe curved surfaces. 



If possible, do ;dl w&lin~ on pipe in a flat position. This may often bc ac- 
complishrd by rolling the pipe as it is \velded. 

The ~neral principles of making butt and fillet welds apply to the welding of 
pipe. In making an elf, a YO-degree i&r, with pipe, mark the pipe as shown in Fig, 
EL?-. W&l the iaim from the outside point to the inside caner or heel. Figure 
I.328 illustrates how the end of a pipe may be hammered for a simple welded 
assembly. 

If it is necessary to bind rhr pipe. a carbon arc torch may bc used as the 
source of hear as shown in Fig. 13.2~9. A smzll-diameter pipe may he filled with 
sand and bent bctv.vzen twv studs. With lqcr pipe, zpplv the torch on the inside 
of the pipe. in rhc ditcction of the bend. When the pipe becomes red. apply prcr- 
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swe and bend the pipe. The pipe will winkle as shown in Fii. 13.30. Continue to 
beat the inside of the pipe, in forward steps while bending, until the desired bend 
is abcaiined. The final product will look similar to the pipe shown in Fig. 13.30. 

METAL INERT GAS (MO) WELDING 

Mig welding is another mechad af welding rhat may be used instead of the 
metal arc welding with stick cleetrades, which was deserihed in the preceding por- 
tion of this chapter. In metal arc welding with a stick electrode, the weld process is 
protected from the atmosphere by the gas shield produced from the coating on the 
electrode. In the mig process, the electrode is surrounded or shielded by an inert 
gas. The wire is fed through the tip of a welding gun, and the inert gas also flows 
tbrougb the tip of the welding gun, shielding the weld. 

Why Use Mig Welding?-Mechanics in agriculture like to do mig welding 
because the welding process may be performed in all positions. The welding proc- 
ess usually produces no slag, or only a small amount of slag, which must be re- 
moved. It is often considered, easier, with less learning time required to develop 
proticirncy. The process produces a good-looking weld, and less smoke and fumes 
to a.ntvy the welder. Faster travel speed is possible in mig welding. This faster 
travel speed produces a narrower heat area in the base metal, which results in less 
distortion. 
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The quality ofthe weld is high, and metal may be welded from 20-gauge metal 
to metal t inch thick. 

The disadvantage of mig welding is the high cost of equipment. A mig welder 
often costs IO times as much as a metal arc welder. The initial cost, therefore, is 
tw high unless the quantity of welding to be done is considerable. 

Pmeedutes-For details regarding mig welding, consult the opemring instruc- 
tions ptouided by the manufacturer of the welder. Because of the high voltage 
inmived, &I safety precautions should be carefully observed. 

TUNGSTEN INERT GAS (TIG) WELDING 

In tig welding. a permaneot non-consumable electrode, made of a metal which 
is primarily tungsten, is used, and inert gas is flowed around the weld puddle to 
avoid contamination of the molten metal from the atmosphere. 

A tig welder may be used to weld aluminum, carbon steel, and srainiess steel. 
A combination A.C./D.C. tig welding machine with a control to adjust current is 
available. Various types and sizes of tungsten electrodes are manufiactured. The 
&ctrodr size selected should correspond to the amount of hear used. As the am- 
petage used is increased, the size of electrode used is increased. 

Welding Aluminum-Swircb the :ig welding machine to D.C. straight polar- 
ity and strike an arc on carbon or copper. Melt the end of the electrode and stop. 
This witI form a half-ball on the electrode. This half-ball will help keep the arc 
steady. The half-ball should be about the same diameter as the electrode. 

Use the high-frequency setting on the rig welder for aluminum. Use argon as 
the shielding gas, with a 15 cubic feet per hour (41) flow, for aluminum up to ‘!. 
inch. 

Before starting to weld, clean the aluminum. Alcohol or acetone may safely be 
used for cleaning aluminum. Practice is necessary to obtain a good bead. In tig 
welding the operator can control the heat, the torch, and the elecrrode. See a tig 
welding manual for details on making various types of welds when aluminum is the 
metal. 

Welding Carbon Steels-Set the tip welder for straight polarity, direct cur- 
rent. Sharpen the end of the electrode to a point. This helps the operator control 
the arc and the size of the bead. Use the high-frequency setting to start the weld, 
but do not use a continuous high-frequency setting. The carbon steel being welded 
should be cleaned with a safe solvent to remove any grease film. 

Considerable practice is required to obtain proticiency in obtaining good 
welds. Consult a rig welding manual for detailed instructions on making various tig 
welds when carbon steel is the metal. 

Welding Stainless Steel-A tig welder permits the welding of stainless steel. 
Set the tig welder on direct-current straight polarity. Use a low-amperage setting 
on the machine. Use argon as the inert gas, with a flow of 10 cfh. Sharpen the 
point of the electrode. Use a rod for stainless steel. Use a slow travel speed. Watch 
the color of the stainless steel weld to tell whether or not too much heat is being 
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FiQ. 13.31.A barrel shnd. which maheeslha Qllin~ 011 barrel easy. (Condrucled by 
Jo0 Rosanslial, IlhllS.) 

used. A good weld will hw~. :I light red colw or a mixture of light red and light 
purple. If the chr is a dark purple, tw much hut is being used. 

Use the high-frequency setting to start the weld, but do not use a continuous 
high-frequency setting. See a tig welding manual for details on making various 
welds on stainless steel. Practice will be necessary to obtain the skill required for 
welding stainless steel. 

SPOT WELDING 

In spot welding, the heat is produced electrically and the pressure is applied 
by copper electrodes. No additional metal is added. The weld or weld spot pro- 
duced is slightly larger rhan the size of the copper electrodes. 

In agriculture. spot welds are frequently used CO weld sheet metal parts on 
;?sricultural machines. such as sheet metal safety covers and shields. 

Why Use It?-,Spot welding is used because it is a fast method of welding 
light-gauge metals without objecrionablc distortion. It produces clean, uniform, 
and strung welds. It is an easy method of welding. a safe method of welding, and a 
reliahlr and accurate method of welding. It can be used for both repairing and 
consrrucring. 

Procedures-For derails regarding procedures of using a spot welder, consult 
rhc manufacrurer‘s insrrucricxwl manual. 



CHAPTER 14 

‘Welding by the Oxyacetylene Process’ 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

I. What is tnemt by aqwwylrne welding? 
2. Of what importance is c~xyacetylenr welding? 
3. What gases are required in oxyacrrylene welding, and what are their 

charxtrristics? 
4. What are the nunes of the parts of an oxyacetylene welding outlit? 
5. What prwrutioas should br followed in oxyacetylene welding? 
6. What procedure should be followed in preparing to weld? 
7. What factors should bc considered in selecting the wrldiog tip to use? 
8. What is meant by backfire! Flashback? How are they controlled? 
9. What procedure should be fo!lowed in lighting and adjusting a welding 

blowpipe? 
IO. How should a blowpipe be turned off? 
11. What welding materials are necessary? 
12. How should the pieces to be welded be prepared? 
13. What are the common types ofwrlds? Welded joints? Welding positiws? 
14. How should the blowpipe be held? 
15. What procedure should be fi~llowrd in making melt strips? 
16. What prucedurc should be fr~llowed in welding various metals! 
LB. What is meant by hard facing? 
18. What cutting equipment is necessary? 
I’). What procedure shou!d be followed in lighting and adjusting a cutting 

blowpipe? 
20. How is the flame of a cutting blowpipe extinguished? 
2 1. How is cutting done with an r~+~rtglene flame? 
22. How should oxy;lcetylene welding equipment be maintained? 
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INTRODUCTION 

Oxyatxtylene Weltiing-Oxyacetylene welding is a prwrss by which two 
piwer of metal rue ioined together. An oxy;lcetylenr flame is used to hear ro their 
meking paint the edges to be united, thus causing the edges to flow together. This 
is kncw~n as fusion welding It may be accomplished with or without the addition of 
a fitkr met& Me& from a welding rod. however, is usually added to the edges of 
the molten meraI to produce a weld of the required strength and size. Fusion 
welding is aku done with other pieces of welding equipment, such as spot welders 
and catben arc torches. 

16.l. 
--I 

Importance of Oxyacetylene Welding-Oxyacetglme welding has been 
used commercially for many years. It can be used in welding steel, malleable iron. 
cast iron, and many other metals. Only a relatively short time is required to train a 
farmer or a nonfarm agricultural worker to weld. Complex welding jobs, ofcourse, 
should be done by an rxprrr. 
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Gases Required in Oxyacetylene Welding-The [WC) gases used in oxy- 
acecykne welding are u.qp~ and a~eCyhre. 

clx,~gtn is a cofiorless and odorless gas which supports combustion and makes it 
pc>ssibIc for thinyo to burn. It is stored and transported in steel cylindc;s. Ir should 
DIG be spoken of as uir. A~xt,yh is a colorless gas with a characteristic odor. Ir is 
combusribfe. which means that it bums rapidly. Ir is stored in steel cylinders which 
ate pxked wirb a porous filler containing acetone, a liquid which acts like a sponge 
in absorbing acetylene gas. Consequently, the acetylene is dissolved in this liquid 
and rwuins in solution in the cylinder unril the valve is opened and rhe free 
acrrgtene is removed. 

Safety Precautions in Oxyacetylene Welding-There are a number of 
s&y precautions which should be followed in axyacecylene welding. Some of the 
more imporranr of these precautions are as follows: 

I. Avuirl droppin& ranks. Always wear gog& while you are welding. 
2. IJre a .mmhrd blowpipe, bccruse mixtures of acerylrne and oxygen, 

being explosive. should not be permirrvd except in approved appararus 
hnvin& sp.cialty designed mixing chambers. 

3. Avoid using acerylene or oxygen from a cylinder withour first arcaching 
a re@daror m control and regulate the pressure. 

4. Avoid rhe unnecessary release of free acetylene into the air, because 
acerylrnc is combustible. 

5. Prevrnr oil or grease from coming in contact with oxygen under prer- 
sure or with any of the equipment through which the oxygen passes. 

6. Wr~r gloves while you are welding. 
7. Keep clothes. bands. and gloves free of grease and oil. 
8. Weld in a well vrnrilated place. because clothing and other combusrible 

mareriaI will readily ignite and burn in an oxygen-saturated atmosphere. 
9. Avoid welding near combuscibk materials &mmable gases or liquids. 

wasm, rags. paper, paint, wooden flooring, or panicions). 
10. Avoid laying down a lighted blowpipe. 
I I. Do not rubrriture oxygen under pressure for compressed air. 
12. Keep oxygen and acetylene cylinders in upright pooirionr. 
13. Keep the cop of rhe acetylene cylinder free from tools and other articles 



i 

The importance of ptwenting oil or grease ftom coming in conmct with oxy- 
gen u&r pressure cannot be cwueremphasized. According to the Linda Air Prod- 
uccz Ga.. “When oxygen under pressure is imposed on readily combusrible maw 

riat such as .%I or ~HSS.~, parMt&rly in B confined space, the heats of compression 
and friction may cause the mare&t 10 bum. If such a fue starts in a confined space, 

as for exampte, inside a regulator, it may burn with sufficient speed m cause an 

expiusiwn.” The safety insrructians supplied Gh a welding ourtir should be carr- 

futly stndicut and tottowed. 

PREPARING TO WELD 

Using Oxyacetylene Equipment-The fbllowing method of hnndling 
oxytcer~lenr welding vquigmcnr is recommended by the Linde Air Products Co. 
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into a metal box, because this may damag,e the seat on the tips or batter the ends of 
the tips. 

Controlling Backtire-Occasionally, especially after you first light the blow- 
pipe, the oxyacetylene tl;une will suddenly go out with a Loud snap or pop. This is 
cakd a &&Se. It may be caused by any nf the following: 

I. lnrufticirnr acetylene or Oxygen presrure. 
2. A hsr welding he&. 
3. Dirt on the se:~ of rhc hrld u,hich fits inw tlw blowpipe. 
.~i. Twchin~ the. ttp of the blowpipe qqinst the work. 
5. Orrrhezring uf the blowpipe tip. When rhr tip becomes overhrared, 

which may be imlic~recl by a popping noise, cool it by dipping ir in wm~. 

The above causes should be carefully checked to contro!~ backfires. Always 
make sure that the correcr oxygen and acetylene pressures along with correct tip 
size are being used. 



Ic4”“ea” undd hi‘ PlOdyct~ eo., 

Fl#. 14.9. Alwap “a# a hictiOD li9MW to light a bl0wtti99. 
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If there is difficulty in getting the flame started, the pressure may be too high 
or there may be too much oxygen in the mixture. Both valves of the blowpipe 
shotid be closed and rradiustrd, and the blowpipe lighted again. If the flame burns 
some distance from the end of the blowpipe tip, there may be MO much acetylenr 
in the tnixture. In this case the acetylene valve of the blowpipe should be closed 
sti&tIy. In the citse of6ir&firir~,q. open the acetylene valve a little more and relight. 
In rbe case ofa&&br~k, the blowpipe and pressure should be shut off at once. 

Adjusting the Flame-There are three types of oxyacetylene welding flames: 
wutrrti. ox&&q, and urburizirrg. The neutral flanx is the flame usually used for 
welding. The oxidizing flame is caused by an excessive amount of oxygen which 
pt~duce~ a short white inner cone and a short envelope &une. A slightly oxidizing 
&me is used in the welding of bronze. in brazing operations, and in the welding of 
kx~r.~ The carburizing tlame is caused by an excessive amount of acetylene. It has a 
long bluish outer flame. It is so named because it adds carbon to the welding 
SW&~. It is used in some types of welding and in hard facing. 

The following procedure is usested for adjusting the flame: 

The flame may need to be adjusted from time to time while the blowpipe is 
being used. 

Turning Off the Flame Temporarily-It is desirable to close the acetylene 
valve first in turning off a flame. When the oxygen is closed tirst, a’backfire or 
tlashback may occur. leaving a sooty deposit in rhe blowpipe which may cause 
trouble later. 

The following procedure is suggested for turning off the blowpipe: 

I. Close rhr acetylene valve of rhr blowpipe. 
2. Close rhr oxygen valve of the blowpipe. 
3. Close rhe acerytene regulator cylinder valve. 
4. Close the oxygen regularor cytidrr valve. 





Rp. 14.11. Doriob the adioamsot ot a blowpips to a neolml Ilamo, tbras dlstlact 
Ham0 zones SW uiatkls. 

Fl#. 14.12. 7hs oldor 01 things Ihal need allenlleo when work is slopped lor more 
lkan IO minsfes. (1) Close Ike osy#en cylinder valve. (2) Open lha blowpipe on~en valve 
solil all vessoro oees dam to zoro. 13) Turn Iho osvoee rsouls(or Modwhsal ool oolil II is 
IWM. Ii) Close ihe blowpipe osyp&~valve. (5) I%se tti acatylone cylinder value. (6) 
Own lhe blowpipe acelvle110 ValW wlil all pressure gas8 to zero. (7) Tom the acatylans 
haadVkeel oat onlil it is loose. (8) Close Ihe blowpipe aealylsne MIvO. 
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clean, bright surfaces weld more easily than dirty or oxidized surfaces. All rust and 
scale should be carefully removed before welding, because such impurities have a 
tendency to weaken a weld. The edges of metals over VW inch should be cut to 
form a V, with approximately a 4Sdegree angle, to permit the complete fusion of 
the two pieces of metal. If the pieces are Ya inch or more in thickness, it is usually 
desirable to cut a V on both the top and bottom sides of the two pieces of metal 
being wetded. The pieces to be welded should be placed about ‘/w inch apart to 
provide for the expansion and contraction of the metals and to permit the weld to 
penetrate deeply, if possible, through to the bottom edges of the pieces of metal. 

Common Types of Welds-The two most common types of welds are the 
brrrt weid and thefiNe r&f. 

Types of welded joints frequently used are the butt joint, tee joint. comerjoint, 
iap j&r, and edge joint. 

The common welding positions are downhand, horizottta/, z~ertiral. and WC-- 
bwd. The downhand weId is used most frequently, and it is the easiest weld to 
make. See figures in Chapters 13 and 14 for illustrations of the welding positions, 
the types of welded joints, and the types of welds. 

Fig. 14.14. lwmt 1~44 II dttcrMln@.~olnlt~ bt woldtd. 

Holding the Blowpipe-The blowpipe is usually held like a hammer or fish- 
ing pole when the operator is welding while standing. ir is uruaily held like a pencil 
when the operator is welding while seated. See Figs. 14.15 nnd 14.16. However, it 
is desirable for the operator to hold the blowpipe in a comfortable way. If welding 
is done while the operator is sitting, the hose should pass over the back of the 
hand and resr on the floor in order to relieve the hand of much of the weight of 
the hose. 

The blowpipe position should be as follows: 

1. Hold rhr blowpipe 50 that the rip will be inclined ar a 45.degree angle to 
the surface IO be welded, as shown in Fig. 14.17. 

2. Hold the blowpipe so that rhe rip will point dire& along the line of the 
weld. 
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Fig., t4.17. 7Rs coneel pslUqo at a blawplpa and md whan the md Is Iowtmd. 

,cw”%sy Ll”d *r Pm”“6 co,, 

Fig. 14.14. 7lm blqb~i~a mqtion fmqusntly used. 

Making Melt Strips’-The first srrp in learning ro weld steel with an 
oxyacetylene welder is IO learn how to melt the base metnl and how LO control the 
mnlren puddie. A piece of Ggauge sheer sreel may be used for this purpose. The 
piece of steel should be placed with the edge which is farrhesr from the operator 

over an opening in the welding cable. If rhc table has a solid top, place the piece of 
metal on two other pieces of metal so an air space will bc formed below it. This 
prevenrs the heavy metal rap of rhr cable from conducting rhe welding heat away 
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from the steel. The hkwpipe should be moved wet the metal in a straight line, 
with a citcubu m&or;. melting the rurface to form paths of B uniform width. These 
paths ate d&&watt-d ~~~p~~$,lEu or ~wlt srrip,. A student should practice making melt 
strips be&e a;.rtemp&~ co weld. (See Fig. 14.10.) 

Fl$. 14.19. lblr Now otlbo blwplpe mollon ckowa Row 04 Il4m4 Is ltlltd 11tke 
tmm oe$o ol sm ClwrO. 

The following pwxdure for making n melt strip is su@ested: 

8. Avoid burnin; :1 hole through rhr rrecl when approaching the opposite 
edge of rhe I># “CC by flicking the tlamc away from the puddle. 

9. Turn off the ~xne when rhe melr scrip is completed, and examine the 
vcrk kforc gsG3g rhc *K,‘uss. 

Making a Bead- After a person has learned how to control the molten pud- 
dle by making melt strips, learning how to make a bead comes next. When molten 
mecal from a welding rod is added to the puddle as it progresses actas a piece of 
metal, it is called ma&q (I bead. This is not actually wetding, because the bead of 
weld metal is deposited on the surface of the steel and does not join two pieces of 
metal together. 

,:,, 
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X. Dip chr rod inro rhe puddle 1s rhc tl;mle smr~s upward, 4 ~c’movc’ ~hv 
rd irtm the piddle 1s rhc I&UIW IIIOWS NIX rL KU 4 tl~ p~ddk,. 

L). Ctmtinue ami& acf~ss the merid until the rccond tack weld is r~whc.d. 
R~rnrlc the rack wield inro the &ancin~ puddle. 

IO. Turn off the flame and examine rhe weld. 

A beginner should practice such welds until satisfactory skill is developed. 

Welding Casr Iron-Cast iron may be welded by either fusion welding or 

bronze-welding. Fusion welding is required when the color of the base metal and 
rhc weld meral must march. The vast majority of cast iron jobs, however, are 
bronze-welded. Many iron castings are made of malleable iron which require 
bronze-welding. 

The welding of cast iron, using the fusion method, is wry similar to welding 
steel except chat a cat iron filler rod and a special welding flux are used. A bcgin- 
ner should swc welding on thin pieces of E~SI iron. The following procedure is 
WgWSWd: 

I. Take wo pieces of ‘/winch tax iron; clean and bevel rhe edges fu form a V. 
2. Selecr rhe propa flux and a cast iron welding rod. 
3. Pur on goggles: light and adjusr rhc blowpipe. 
.i. Tack rhr ends of rhe cast iron pieces togerher. 
5. Begin 10 weld on the right-hand side. 
6. Hear rhr CLW iron IO irs melring temperarurc. 
7. Hex the end of rhe welding rod co a red hear, dip in flux. and inserc the 

end of the rod inro rhe mnlwn puddle of cast iron. 
8. Conrinue co weld. Follow rhe procedure suKestrd in welding sw~.I. mov- 

ing the blowpipe in a circular motion and rhe rod in an uy-and-down 
mu&n. Dip chr rod in flux from time m rime. 

Because the base metal musk be melted in fusion welding, large pieces of casf 

iron require prehearing. Since bronze-welding does nor require the melting of the 
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Bose mem!, it is generally preferred to fusion welding, especially in welding heavier 
pieces. Some machine puts can be repaired in place by bronze-welding but have ro 
he disnuntled for fusion welding. 

Bronz~Welding-Bmnze-welding has some advantages over fusion welding. 
Since bronze-welding does not require a melting heat, it can be done faster rhan 
fusion welding. thus swing time and gas. A “sweating temperarum” is required for 
D bronze weId. Bronze-weiding produces considerably less expansion and contrac- 
tion of p;ms than fusion welding. The base metal should be heated ro a bright 
salmon red c&r. The bronze rod should not remain in the inner cone of the 
flame, and the inner cone of the flame should not way in one spot on rhe mohen 
bronze because the intense hear will bum the bronze. The temperarure of the base 
metal shuuld be dighdy higher than the melring point of the bronze. 

A beginner should srarr bronze-welding with small pieces of casr iron or steel. 
The following procedure is sumesced: 

:. Apply m~xe bmnze rod, which has hecn dippal in flux, umil the mp of 
the V is rwched. 

Welding Nanferrous Metals-The oxyacerylcne process may be used ro 
weld white metal (zinc die cast), aluminum, copper, and brass. 

hlany truck parts, such as carbureror pars and door handles, are white metal. 
In welding white metal, it is usuaIly advisable ro prepare a “timbers dam” because 
nhire mrral is very weak when hot. 

Much agriculrural equipment, such as lawn mower castings, small engine parts, 
and power hand cools. is made of aluminum or has aluminum parts. Aluminum 
oxidizes rapidly in a mohen condirion, conducts heat readily, and expands consid- 
erably when heat is applied. Ir melrs ar approximately 1,200 degrees Fahrenheit. 
For aluminum, the tig welder is ordinarily used instead of the oxyacetylene outfit. 

Brass is an alloy of copper and metals such as zinc and tin which have lower 
melting points than copper. In welding, these lower melting metals will be burnt 
our if coo much hear is used. Brass being welded must be supporwd properly, or 
the heated area will collapse. The cone of rhe flame should be slightly above the 
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metai as it is brought to fusion heat level. A manganese bronze-welding rod is 
often used. 

Hard Facing-The process of applying a very hard coating to parts of 
maehines that wear away rapidly is called hard facing. Parts such as plow shares or 
cultivator shovels may & hard-faced with a special material to make them last 
iun&er. The process can be used on either new or old parts. Some of the hard- 
&caring materials are St&w, Stood& and Haystellite. It is claimed that such mate- 
riais wiU outlast steel from 2 to 25 times. Special braze torches are available for 
hard facing. 

CUlTlNG 

Cutting Equipment-For cutting metal, a cutting blowpipe is needed instead 
of a melding blowpipe. See Fig. 14.24. The tip of a cutting blowpipe has several 
small holes [outed around a larger hole in the center of the tip. The small holes 
permit an oxyacetylene mixture to pass through them, and they provide flames to 
preheat the metal before it is cut. The large hole in the middle of the tip supplies a 
jet of oxygen under high Tresswe that doer the actual cutting after the metal is 
preheated to a red heat. 

Lighting and Adjusting a Cutting Blowpipe-In lighting a cutting blow- 
pipe, follow the procedures recommended by the manufacturer. This is important 
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BLOWPIPE OXYGEN VALVE 
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3. Open the OX~&WI cylinder valve and set the oxygen re&~tor at the 
corrwc pressure for working. (This viii depend on the merd to he cut 
and the size of the cutting nozzle used.) 

4 R&w the rutting-oxy&en valve lever. 
‘5. Close the blowpipe preheat-oxygen valve. 
6. Check to see that the blowpipe acq4enr valve is closed. 
7. Open the acetylene cylinder valve and set the acrtylenr regulator at the 

wrrect Presrute fcr: welding. 
8. Put on &ws and goggles. 
9. %a the blowpipe prehrat-oxygrn valve slightly. 

10. Open the bluwpipe acrtyle~e valve !,2 turn. 
11. Snikr the friction lighter at the rip of the nozzle. 
II. Adiust to a neutral flame by turning the Preheat-oxygen valve m the 

required position. 
13. Depress the curting-crsygen valve lever and check to see that a neutral 

tkme is present. If ncwssary, adjust the preheat-oxygen valve until a 
neutral tlame is secured when the cutting.oxygen valve is open. 

If in using the cutting blowpipe a burkfire orf/u,chbmk occurs, it should be 
contmfted the in welding. See previous sections of this chapter on control- 
tin& flashbacks ,kfires. 

Extinguishing the Cutting Blowpipe Flame-The following procedure is 
suggested for extinguishing the flame of a cutting blowpipe if it will not be used 
for 20 minutes or more: 

I. Close the blowpipe ucrtylune rulvr. 
2. Close rhe bltwpipe preheat-oxygen wlve. 
3. Ckw v&es on rhe w.ygcn and acetylene cylinders. 
4. @en blowpipe valvcr to drain all accrylene and oxygen from the 

equipment. 
5. Close bcuh regularors hy turning the screws on them until they are 

IWSC. 
6. Close the blowpiw valvrs. Do nor close the valves too tightly. 

Cutting with an Oxyacetylene Flame-The cutting is done by the oxygen. 
When it strikes a prehezred metal surface, it causes the metal to burn or oxidize. 
The oxygen combines with the heated iron to form a molten metal and slag which 
bows ut is blown away. exposing more metal to the oxygen jet. 

A oarrowrw or kurf is formed as the cutting blowpipe is moved across a piece 
of metal, cutting as it goes. A beginner should start by cutting a piece of ordinary 
sted about !V? inch thick, because ordinary steel is easy to cut with an oxyacetylene 
cutting blowpipe. The recommendations of the manufacturer relative to the oxy- 
gen pressure in the regulator should be followed. A higher oxygen pressure is 
required for cutting than for welding, 

Cutting Steel-The following procedure is suggested for cutting ordinary 
5teeI: 

1. Prepare a piece of steel approximarriy ‘/z inch thick and 12 inches wide. 
Clean it rhoroughly. 

2. Make a chalk line or mark a line airh a cenrer punch about 1 inch from 
the edge of rite piece of srrrl. 

3. Place rhe piece of srcel on rhc welding table so that the mark clears the 
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MAINTAINING THE EQUIPMENT 

Efticient and long-lazing service can be obtained from welding and cutting 

equipment by keeping it in good condirion. Following are a few suggestions for 

accomplishing this: 

1. Keep equipmenr stored in a dry, well venrilared locarion. 
2. Keep connections properly tightened to prevent leaks. 
3. Remove leaking secrionr of hose and inrrrr a special welding hose 

splice, unless new hoe is necessary. A special welding hose splice is 
needed CO prevent chemical reacrionr. Do mt nre hzpe to repair hr. 

4. Ux propr wrenches for adjusting nuts. 
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Fig. 14.?.7. Glnnlnp Ihe preheat orlliaaa ol a blowpipe with a apaclal drill. 

5. Use pcking recommende~l by the manufacrurcr for repacking blowpipe 
wlvrs. 

IO. Use pn,per rip cleaners w clean orifices. 
I I. Fasren tilled oxygen snd acetylene cyiiders securely in place CO prevent 

them from falling over. 
12. Keep the hose proprrip hung up when not in use. 
13. Avoid using oil or grease, as oxyacerylrne equipment does not require 

lubrication. and oil and grease may ignire in the presence of oxygen 
under pressure. 

1.4. Prevenr oil and grease from coming in c~nmct with the equipmcnr. 
IS. Keco the serfs of valves clcnn so rhnr the. vdves will shur comdctclv. 



HOT AND COLD METAL WORK 

Student Abilltles to Be Developed 

1. Ability CO measure and cut stock properly. 
2. Ability to hold the stock while it is being heated. 
3. Ability to do the following jobs: squaring, drawing, upsetting, twisting, bend- 

iog, tempering, and welding. 
4. Ability to bend, cut, drill, punch, and rivet cold metal. 
5. Ability to cut threads on bolts and nuts. 



CHAPTER 15 

Working Hot Metal 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. What ate the types of hot metal equipment needed in a shop? 
2. Wtat is the best kind of anvil and anvil base? 
3. How shouid the equipment be attanged? 
4. What supplies ate necessaty for metal work? 
5. How should stock be held, and what kinds of tongs ate best? 
6. How is stock measured, heated, annealed, tempered, benr, twisted, cut, 

squared, drawn our, shottened, and punched? 

HOT METAL EQUIPMENT’ 

The average worker should be able to do simple hoc metal jobs such as the 
foIIowing: 

1. Measuring aad cutting 
2. Upserting and drawing 
3. Rending and twisring 
4. Tem@ng and weldin& 
5. Punching and drilling 
6. Threading and riveting 

If a farmer or nonfarm agricultural worker does a great amount of the above 
types of metal work, a forge will provide the most economical way of heating the 
iron or steel. 

Types of Forges-A pottable forge is the cheapest type of forge that can be 
obtained for a home shop. It can be easily moved. Many forges of this type, how- 
ever, ate light in weight and ate not well adapted for heavy iron work. Gas-fired 
forges are populat and ate preferred by many workers. 

CbimtteytIn order for a forge to work properly, it must have a good draft 

267 
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through the chimney. If possible, each forge should have a separate outlet for the 
smoke. unless an electrical blower is pmvided. 

Anvils and Bases-A IS&pound cast iron body, steel-faced anvil is satisfac- 
tory for a home shop. The anvil should be ofgood quality; otherwise, the steel face 
will crack and chip. 

Various typ.zs of anvil bases are used. Some agricultural mechanics use heavy 
chunks of wood; others use concrete bases. The latter is preferred by most farmers 
and nonfarm agricuhural workers because they are firmer, easier to keep in place, 
and neater in appearance. A 2-inch block of wood should be placed on top of a 

Ftg. 15.2. A bmsmsds smlt for t&M bhrksmtth ~013. 

2” Cushion Bloc 
of Wood 

Ft#. 15.3. Plans for SD asvll baa. 
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concrete base as a cushion i~r the anvil. There should be hooks for a square, a 
ha&e, and tongs an the side of the base. 

Other Equipment-In &ii&m to a good way of hearing metal, an anvil, and 
an anvil base, the folIowing equipment is necessary: 

IS. Assort&l wrenyhes 
16. Steel marking punch 
17. Workbench 
IS., Wnrer bucker 

Arranging Equipment-The equipment should be arranged for irs conven- 
ient use. Sufficient light is also essrnrial. If a forge is used for heating metal, it 
should be accessible from all sides and placed near one side of the shop. 

The anvil should be securely fastened to its base and placed about 3 feet from 
the forge. Ir should be placed in front of and near one corner of the forge, and set 
na a 45+grer ang!e cn rke fnrge ?I- . . . ._ +h *I- horn of the asvil facing rhe side of the 
shop where rhe forge is located. This position of an anvil is convenienr when you 
are rurning wirh a hoc piece of metal from the forge co the anvil. 

A power driii should be placed along a wall near the forge. A machinist’s vise 
should be placed on a workbench located along a wall near the forge. The mecal- 
working tools may be kept in a cabinet located above the metalworking bench or 
near rhe forge. 

Supplies for Metal Work-There are some supplies which every shop should 
have. The following are recommended: 
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HOT METAL WORK 

Holding the Stock-To work metal satisfactorily, hold the stock securely and 

propedy. This may be accomplished as follows: 

1. Select tangs which fn the work. The jaws should be parallel when 
cbmped on rhe stock. If necessary, hear the jaws CO n cherry red and 
bend chrm CO fir and hold the stock firmly. 

2. Keep the rongs cool by dipping them frequently in wawr. 
3. Be careful nor 10 bend the jaws or handles of rhr mngs. 

There ate seveml different kinds of tongs, but only a few are frequently used 
in t&txlrud mechanics. They ate as follows: 

1. i&r-jawed tongs with a lengthwise groove in the middle of each jaw fo 
help hold mawi& securely. 

2. Link ronys wirh P crosswise groove in rhe jaws which helps in holding 
tinks, rings, and similar materials. 

3. Bolt rongs with a curved opening in rhe jaws CO permit the holding of 
round or square marerials. 

The type of tongs to use depends upon the kind of work that is to be done. 

Measuring Stock-Measuring stock is very importanr. It may be done as 
follaws: 

1. .Mawre the required Iengh and mark wirh chalk. If the piece is 10 be 
heared. rhc mak mwc be made with a cmrer punch or a file because P 
‘,helk mark will burn off, 

2. If a bent piece of meral is ro be dup:icatcd, cake a lighrweighr piece of 
wire and follow rhc bends with the wire. Then remove the wire. 
swaighren it, and measure itr tom1 length. The wire should be placed near 
rhe canter of rhr piece being measured. 

3. The amoum of material required for making a ring is 3’17 times the 
diamerer of rhe iing plus ‘12 C!Y diamerer of the stock. 

4. In measuring a piece co be welded. add the lengrh needed for upsetting 
to rhc focal lengrlr needed. 

In construction work ir is best to secure a plan or a blueprint, if possible, 
which will indicate exact dimensions. 

Heating the Stock-Heating of stock may be done with oxyacetylene and 
carbon arc torches, or with a forge. A forge is the most economical way to heat 
large areas of metal. When the metal to be heated cannot be removed from a 
machine, or when the area to be heated is small, an oxyacetylene torch or a carbon 



arc torch has many advantages. One advantage is that a carbon arc and an 
oxyacetylene &tne are readily available. 

Care must he exercised in heating metal with a carbon arc or an oxyacetylene 
&me, hecause the heat is very intense. if too much heat is used, the metal may 
oxidize (buml, and che&ing af the metal may occur. The carbon arc torch or 
oxyacetyIene kkune should be moved over the entire area to be worked to prevent 
overheating in spots and to provide sufficient hear to last until the shaping opera- 

tion is cotnpteted. 

in a forge the folkwing heating procedure is recommended: 

1. Ttxir the stock in the fire in a horizontal position so that the surface of 
rhr metal in the fire will be heated uniformly. Ii a piece of metal is in- 
serted downward in a fire, the end of the piece will heat before the sur- 
f& next 10 it does. 

?. Look at rhr piece occnsionslly to determine whether or not it is hearing 
properI\;. 

When heating two pieces of material at the same time, as in welding, keep 

them placed in the fire so that both wiil heat to the same temperature. If one 

becomes hotrer than the other. move it to the outer portion of the tire until both 
pieces are the same temperature. 

Annealing-Annealing is the heating and very slww cuulina of metal. It sofr- 
ens metal and removes stresses. Previous trearmcnt of iron or steel may have lefr ir 
brittle, making annealing necessary. The reaction of iron and steel to different 
dlegrees of heat is as follows: 

I. A (o~rsc grlirl structure results from hearing iron or steel to a yellow or 

?. A tincr grain results when steel is rehcxd ro a cherry red color and 
~dl~~~wcd to cool rlou~ly. Through this process, known as annealing, steel 
developr roughness. srrm*h. and a uniform structure. 

To anneal iron and steel. ( 1) heat the stock slowly to a uniform red color and 
(21 bury rhe hrared stuck in air-slaked lime, pulverized charcoal, or wood ashes. 
Sirwe the air is shut gut, the stock cools very slowly. Do not remove rhc: .aeral 
until it is cold. 

Tempering-For satisfactory use, tool steel must be of the proper hardness 

and brirrlenrss. If it is too hard, it will chip; if it is not hard enough, it will bend. 
Worn and broken tools such as axes, wood chisels, and shears often need to be 
harJencd or tempered after they are repaired. Tempering may be done as follows: 

1. Hex rhc piece of mrral to a cherry red color. 
2. Holrf rhr piece verrically and Jip rhe end to be tempered into cold water. 

At the sxne time move the piece up and down in the warer in order to 
brinn its surface in contact with as much cold water as possible. thereby 
cooling it rapidly. The end will thus be cold and hardened. while rhe 
piece wili be hot ar sumr distance back from the end being tempered. 

3. Brighten immrdiare~g rhe surface of the part dipped into water with an 
cmrry cloth or a piece of undsrone. 

.1~ Warch the bright surface very closely. Colors will gradually move down 
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from the heated pot&m. First will be seen :I light SINW color, rhm a &uk 
stmw color, then a light htown color. f~rliowed hp a Ark bnwn cohw. 
When the &trk color has reached the cd of the piece, quickly plunge the 
&we to he tempered into cold waer. and the required temper will be 
secured Keep the tewpered porrion cool until rhr entire piece has 
cooled to a black color. Then rhr entire piece nuy be cwle~l t’urrher by 
being dipped in water. 

In tempering such items as lathe cutting toois and hammers, fellow the pre- 
ceding procedure, but plunge the part to be tempered in cold water Then the light 
swav coofor has moved down from the heated portion. For punches, dies, hacksaw 
blades, dtllls, taps, knives. and reamers, wait to plunge the part to be tempered 
into cold water until a dark straw color has moved down from the heated portion. 
For cold chisels, center punches, and river sets, wait until n purple color has moved 
down from the heated portion. For such items as screwdrivers. springs, gwrs. 
picks. and saws, wait until a blue color has moved down from the heated portion. 
Bwause of the variance in quality of steel in the items mentioned, the desired 
temper may wt be ob&ned by following the preceding directions. If this occuts. 
the process may be repeated, allowing the portion IO be tempered to cool more or 
less as previous experience indicates. 

Bending Stack-One of rhe important phases of metal work on a farm or in a 
nonCmn agricultuml business is the bending of murerials. Small pieces often may 
he bent cold, but some pieces should be heated before they arc bent. Eyes and 
rings zre ma& in the fn!lowing manner: 

I. The stock should be henrd until a &II chrrry red cc~lor is obr;tincd. 
2. t3axl the stuck to it right angle on an nnvil. 
3. When eyco are to bc mde. rehear end bend thl. cd of the stork over the 

point of the anvil horn. Strike the md with planting blows. 
4. When J ring is to br furmd. rrhear axl wnrinuc to bend rhc stock over 

rhc ilnvil horn until the end r~.~ches the point where the rigbr ;tnglc bc- 
gut. Reheat whrwwr n~ccsswy. 

9. In forming right antler. firrt upset the portion 1~1‘ the mad tu bu bent. 
Tho right-8nylc beds rhouhl have rh:trp wmcrs. 

6. li tl;lt stack h&s crlgwviic ut bucklvn <m rho C’UIYC, the snxk rhuuhl be 
hummad tlz~r un the anvil. 

Twisting Stock-It is often necessary CO twist terrain portions of a piece of 
stock. This may be done as follows: 

I. Mark the section of the stock to be rwisrcd with a centcr punch. 
2. Heat the sc.cCm CO bc rwisrd CO J uniiwm bright rcrl color. 
3. place ,fne en3 ;?f & jr<,,ck in . .I:=.. .A+ ..1-..... :. -,...----~I.. ” .*.* “. ./ L,a”,y II ,ccucz1y. 
4. Clzmp the other cd of the srock with LI vise-&rip wrench and twist. If 

some portion ,~a’thc stock twists UN) npdlg. wol it with a littlc water. 
5. Straighten the stuck with a wodcn m&t when the twist is complerd. 

Cutting Metal-l-for metal may be cm with a hot chisel, a hardie and a CUE 
ter, an oxyacetylene cutting torch, or zn e!rc::ic arc. 

HO~ rbirull and CNNCK:I are used for cutting hor pieces, which are generally large 
and heavy, as foiloas: 



When cutting a light piece of material, &en ir is aot necessary to use the 
WSFW. Mrretp pkr the stock over the h&e and deliver hammer blows directiy 
to the stock. 

Drawing-Out-When a piece of iron or steel is pounded so that it is longer 
and smaller in diameter, ir is said to be drawn out. This is accomplished as follows: 

3. Turn the stock while hammering so it will be hammered evrnlp on all 
rides. 
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4. Hammer the sxxk square, then gradually make it round by t&r changing 
it to an oaagon shape. Th+n round the corners of the ocragon. 

$. Finish the stock on the flat face of rhe anvil. 
6. Rehear the srwk as necessary. 

If the stock is IO be drawn out to a point, the end should first be made blunt 
and siightly enlqed. Otherwise the drawing-out may cause the stock to become 
toe amait just back of the point. To blunt and enlarge the end to be drawn to a 
p&t, ap& heat to :his end i;f :he p&e of stock and p!sce Ir qainst rhe edge of 
the S&I. Then hzzzer on the opposite end. The stock is now ready to be re- 
heated and hanunered to a point. 

If the stock is to be drawn out hurriedly, place the heated stock over the horn 
of the anvil, srrike a heavy blow, move slightly, then strike again. Conrinue this 
process as many times as necessary. The notches are then hammered out. 

Upsetting-When a piece of iron is too long or too small, it may be made 
sborrer r)r thicker by upsetting, as follows: 
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If the smek becomes COB large on the end. cool the end in water. Then place 
the piece vertically on the anvil and strike the unheated end; this will cause the 
piece toeniwge iust back of the end which has been heated. See sketches 4 and 5, 
Fig. 1%. 

if the stock is m be enlarged several inches fmm one end, heat the stork and 
cod dl of ir but the portion m be enlarged. 

Punebing X&s-Holes may be made in metal by punching, drilling, or cut- 
ting wiuirh oxyacetylene ar eiecttic arc welders. Drilling is usually the most satisfac- 
tory pmeedure co use in agricultural mechanics, but there may be times when it is 
necessary to make a hole with a punch. The procedure used to punch holes is as 
follows: 

I. hldrk rhe piece carefully with a tile or scrarch axvl and wirh a square by 
~rasi~~(: two fine lines at the point where rhr hole is to be made. 

2. Heat the truck to il bright red color and Iny it over rhr pritchel hole in 
the face of :be anvil. 

3. Drive il hole about wwthird to rhrw-fourths of the way through the 
ituck wirh ii p,inced punch. 

4. Turn the stock over and drive the punch rhrowh from the other side. 
Ths will p%&ca it smwth e&e on both sid,~- ‘. SJ ,,f :hs ;mck. !f Decesmrj, 
the pun& should be withdrawn and cooled occssionally to prevent the 
&“&win&! of rhr hole. 



CHAPTER 16 

Working Cold Metal 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

t. What; uperatiuns can be performed in working cold metal? 
2. How is stock marked, bent, cut. drille‘d. and punched in cold metal work? 
3. How are threads cut on bobs and nuts? 
4. What methods are used in rivering? 

It is pussible to work metal cold if the metal is of the right kind and size. If a 
metal stock permits. it is often more economical and convenient to work it cold. 
See Chapter 13 for a discussion of different kinds of metals, rheir uses, their 
cbanctetistics, and their identitication. 

Marking Metal-Metal often needs to be marked for wring. welding, bend- 
ing, and drilling. Marks for holes to be drilled are made with a center punch. Lines 
on metal are made with a scriber, which is a sharp-pointed tool. A sharp prick 
punch may aIso be used for marking metal. 

Bending-Light pieces of metal can often be bent cold. A vise is used in 
bending metal rada and bars. If a heavy piece of strap iran is to be benr cold, clamp 
it in a machinist’s or blacksmith’s vise af adequate size. Slip B piece of pipe over 
the stmp iron to provide leverage. The bend can also be made by hammering afrer 
the piece of strap iron has been clamped in the vise. 

A sharp bend in a piece of strap iron can be made by clamping it in a vise 
against a piece of round stock. Then hammer or pull the piece of strap iron around 
the piece of round stock. A large bend can be made in a piece of strap iron by 
placing it between rhe jaws of a vise, but do not clamp the jaws against the piece of 
scrap jr*. stip rbe piece CiQl&.rr bectv~e~ the ia*5 of r’m y&? ps jr ij bp*& -ibis 
process will produce a large gradual bend. 

Cutting-Cold meted may be cu with a hacksaw, a bolt cutter, or a cold 
chisek 

A hu&zu: is used as follows: 

1. Fasten the blade into rhe hackwx frame sirh the reerh painring away 
from chr handle of rhr saw. Make sure rhar rhe blade is fasrened securely 
IO char ir Hi!: nor twisr anrf break. 
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Ftg. 16.2. 606 Ca6m. 

3. PIace rhe cw portion of the stock over the edp,e of the anvil and break ir 
off. 

See also Chapter 4 for a discussion of how to use cold chisels. 

FilingSmaIl amounts of metal may be removed where needed with a file. 
See Chapter 4 for a discussion of the correct use of a file and a discussion of filing 
techniques. 

Center Punching-Hales to be drilled may be marked with a center punch. 
Accurate driIling is not possible when holes to be drilled ate not marked ade- 
quate& with a center punch. 

Before using a center punch, mark the location of a hole with a scriber. Use 
two crossed lines, to mark the location for the point of the center punch. Place the 
point at the intersection of the crossed lines and give the punch a light blow with a 
hammer. Inspect the mark made to determine whether or not it is located in the 
right pface. If it is, give the punch two or three heavy blows to deepen the mark. If 
the center punch mark is not in the tight place, hammer out the mark with a 
ball-peen hammer and start over. 

Drilling-Hales may be made in metal with a drill bit. Drilling may be done 
wirh a hand drill, D portable power drill. ot a drill press. 

The procedure for using a drill press is as follows: 

I. Mark the location of rhr: hole with a cenw punch. 
2. Pixr rhe stock on a wuoden block on the drill stand. 
3. Fed rhr drill bir down to rhe cenw Of rhe mark and star drilling. 
4. Raise rhe bit ro dewmine whether or not the hole is starred in the 

proper place. 
5. Re-mark the Iocarion of rhe hole if the hole is nor starred in rhe correcr 

iocacion. 
6. Starr rbr drill. using the automatic feed. Pur ? small amount of oil on the 

drill bir. abour 2 10 3 inches above the work. 
7. Clamp the stock securrly 10 prevenr ir from spinning: as ihe bit itics 

through rhe merat and inlo Ihe wood. 

See also Chapter 4 for a discussion of the use of hand drills, portable power 
drills, and drilf presses. 

Punching Holes-For a discussion of the use of punches for punching holes 
in sheet met& see Chapter 4. 
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Tapping and Threading-A common metalworking job in agricultural 
mechanics is the cutting of threads on bolts and nuts. Taps and dies are used for 
thread cutting. A tap is used for cutting the threads in riots,, and a die is used for 
cutting the threads on bolts. Care must be used in selecting the proper size of taps 
and dies for the job to be dooe. There are three classifications of threads- 
National coarse, National fine, and National special. Taps and dies have their sizes 
and classifications stamped on them. Bolts and rods should have the same diameter 
as the die size used to cut threads on them. Tap drills are usually stamped with 
their size or number on the shank. Sometimes smaller drills are too small to stamp, 
and their sizes can he determined with a steel stand or a gauge plate. Table 16.1 
lists the tap drill sizes for bolt threads. 

Table 16.1~TImads per Inch and lap Drill 6lz13slor 606 Thnads 

Nallonll Coml N8Nonal Fins 

64 53 ii I 53 

2 56 50 64 3 ,4x 47 56 :t 
.‘i -i0 43 4x 42 P/d 
5 40 3x 44 37 (‘/“I) 
6 32 36 ,40 33 
H 3* 20 t6 2’) ..~ 

24 
24 
20 
18 
16 
14 

ii 
28 
28 
24 
24 
20 

FIB. 16.3. Boil and screw thmdinp dlsdocks. adjudsblr split dies. taps, and lap 
wrotwJws. 
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Threading Bolts 
1. Place the roJ in r perpendicular pvsicion in a vise and clamp secu~ty. 
2. Pile offany pn+crions on rhe 4 of the rod or bolt. slightly tapering ir. 
3. S&w the propx size of die. 
(1. Phce the Jir squarely on the rod or bolt and apply pressure evenly as the 

die is tumetf. 
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5. Apply oil so &at the die will run ia oil while cutting. 
6. Move the die bslk and forth so the chips of metai will fall out. 
7. Remove the die br turning it counterclockwise after the required number 

of threads ate made. 
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SHEET METAL WORK 

Student Abilltleo to Be Developed 

I. Ability to appreciate the importance of sheer metal work on the farm and in 
nonfarm agricultural businesses. 

2. Ability to cut, bend, and fasten sheet metal. 
3,. Ability to operate an LP gas torch and to tin coppers. 
4., Ability to solder. 
5. Ability to construct or repair sheer metal projects. 



CHAPTER 17 

Cutting, Bending, and Fastening 
Sheet Metal 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

USES AND IMPORTANCE OF SHEET METAL 

Sheet metal is usrd in agricultnrr in many ways, such as for: 

The use of sheet mrtal increases the speed of manufxturc of many machines 
used in agriculture. 

Ability to cut, bend, and fasten sheet metal is important because a farmer or a 
nonfarm agricultural worker frrquenrly nerds to replace or repair a guard or 
another part of a machine made of sheet metal. 

CUTTING AND PUNCHING 

Before sheet metal is cut, it should be marked. IMarking may be done with any 
sharp-pointed tool such as an awl. 
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Sheer metal is cut with a (1) hacksaw. (2) cold chisel. (3) metal snip, (4) double 
cutting shear, or tSb bench shear. It may also be cut with welding equipment. 
oxyaceryIe”e or eIectric. 

The metal snip is probably the cc101 most frequently used in cutting sheet 
metal. A metal snip works like a pair of scissors. It is used to cut thin and soft 
metal of 20 gauge or Iess. Metal snips are of two types, straight snip and scroll 
snip. The scroll snip is used to cut curves. Aviation snips have compound leverage 
action, thus delivering more cutting power. 

A double cutting shear has three blades. It is used for jobs such as cutriag 
sheer meif pipes tfor rxampir. furnace pipes aid garrring pipes). 

A bench shear is a large shear, 2 to 4 few long. It is designed XI cut hravier- 
gage rhea meral, 22 10 16 gauge. When it is used, one handle is fastened in a 
vise. The other is moved up and down to cut rhe metal as it is moved forward into 
the shear. 

In using metal snips, place the metal as far back as possible in the snip. Cut 
almost 10 the rip of rhe snips, and then mow rhr snips forward. Not taking a full 
cut each time avoids nicks. To stay on a marked line in cutting, place the upper 
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blade over the line. Bend the two pieces of sheet metal apart slightly during the 
cutting process to prevent the snips from binding. 

Cold chisels are aften used to cut heavy sheet metal. The metal is clamped in a 
vise and is, sheared with a cold chisel. The chisel is held so that the vise jzw and the 
chisel act as a pair of s,hears. In cutting a hole in sheet metal, use a narrow chisel so 
that the cut will follow the line closely. 

Fw a discussion of the procedures to follow in using a hacksaw to cut sheet 
metal, consult Chapter 4, “Selecting and Using Hand and Power Tools.” For a 
discussion of cutting metal with an oxyacetylene welder or an electric arc welder, 
consult Chapters 13 and 14. 

A punch is often used to punch holes in sheet metal. Either a solid or hollow 
punch may be used. The metal should be placed on a solid block of wad for 

Ug. 17.a. Aduhm mollmd ofhnhpsknl mltrl. 
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F@. 17.4. Cnt~kid. boh In sbnl malal wltl~ a cold chlul. 00 sum to war sablF 
OIPII. 

BENDING SHEET METAL 

Sheet metal is bent in consttucring new sheet metal patts for machines, in 
constructing sheet metal equipment, and in patching or repairing the sheet metal 
parts of machines. Often in these operations it is necessary to bend sheet metal to: 

1. make a henr to stiffen the edge of the metal and to remove the sharp 
edges. ot 

2. form a MCZII~ to join two pieces of metal and to make square corners. 

A simple hem is made by folding over an edge of a piece of sheet metal. If a 
stronger hem is desired, the edge may be folded over twice, This is called adouble 
hem. Several types of anvils are used in bending metal. They are called stakes. The 
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harchet stake is used for making simple and double hems. A bench plate is needed 
for hotding the stakes when they are used. The folds may also be made over the 
edge of a bench, an anvil, an iron bat, or a piece of hard wood if a hatchet stake is 
not available. 

A wire hem may be made by folding the metal over a wire. In making this 
type of hem, fust make a round bend or fold on a round tinner’s stake. Place a 
wire in the fold and tap the metal around the wire with a setting hammer. A tinner 
wodd use a bat folding machine to make the round bend, but it is not practical to 
have the larger pieces of tinners’ equipment on farms and in most nonfarm agricul- 
rufa1 businesses. 

A simpieswa is made by hooking twa simple hems together and locking them 
with a hand seamer. This type of seam is often called a lock joint. If a hand seamer 
is not available, the hems may be hammered rogether with a waoden mallet. 

FASTENING SHEET METAL 

Sheet metal is fastened with hook joints, special screws, and rivets, and by 
wetding and so!dering. Soldering processes are described in the following chapter. 
Welding of sheet metal is described in Chapters I? and 14. 

S&-rupping scretu may be used to fasten sheet metal together. A lap joint is 
used, aF.d a small hole is made with a punch or sharp-pointed tool. The hole should 
be smaller than the screws to be used. The screws cut threads in the sheet metal as 
they are screwed into the metal with a screwdriver. Screws are used to fasten 
lighr-gauge metals. They are often used for fastening sheet metal when the pieces 
may need to be taken apart later. If a very tight joint is desired, some other 
method of fastening should be used. such as riveting or welding. 
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Riwh ate often used to fasten sheet metal, because riveting is easy to do and 
few toots ate necessary. A rivet can be used to punch its own hole if it is placed on 
a s&id abject such as an anvil. The metal is driven cmto the rivet. A rivet set is 
often used in riveting heavy sheet metal. A rivet set may be homemade by taking a 
bat of steel and drilling a hole in it. An oval should also be drilled into the bar for 
use in fotmittg tound heads on the civets. If a rivet set is not available, the holes 
may he punched ot driiled. 

In hammering a rivet, use a medium-weight hammer. Do not hammer tc~o 
hard of too long. If straight blows ate not used, the rivet may be bent. If this 
happens, it is necessaty to use a new rivet. 

Holes in utensils and agateware can often be filled with rivets when the sur- 
rounding metal is of a quality to warrant the procedure. When copper rivets are 
used for thep&hing of h&s, the following procedure is recommended: 

1. Round ou the hole to be riveted with the tang of a tile. 
2. Clean the surface around the hole in preparation for soldering. Grease 

may be removed with a cleaning solvent. 
3. Insert a soft copper rivet that tits very snugly in the hole. and clip ir to 

the correct 1.x&. 
4. Drive the river in solidly and, with a burr (xwher) placed on the point 

side,, hammer rhe river firmly in place. 
5. Solder over the rivet to smooth and finish the job. 



CHAPTER 18 

Soldering 

TYPICAL PflOBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

I. What is soldering? 
2. What is flux,, and how is it used? 
3. How should heat be provided? 
4. How should soldering irons be tinned? 
5. What other equipment is necessary for soldering? 
6. How should solder be applied? 
7. How shautd a small hole be soldered? A large hole? 
8. What is meant by sweating a patch, and how is it accomplished? 
3. What materials other than sheet metal may need soldering? 

10. How may each of these materials be soldered? 

INTRODUCTION 

Soldering is the process of uniting two pieces of metal by means of a metal 
alloy having a lower melting point than the metals to be jsined. Solder is usually 
termed “half and half’ or “58-50,” meaning half tin and half lead. Solder may be 
secure i in a base or wire form. The latter may be solid, acid core, or rosin core. 

SELECTING AND USING SOLDERING EQUIPMENT 

Flux and Its &e-Flux is a substance used to destroy the oxide (the com- 
pound of oxygen and the basic elements in the metal) in the piece to be soldered 
and to clean the surface to be tinned. Flux helps solder to srick to the metal. There 
are many soldering fluxes which may be used, but zinc chloride is the best flux for 
most soldering jobs on farms and ir: nonfarm agricultural businesses. Zinc chloride 
will work on most metals. The folkwing shows the common fluxes, listed after the 
metab for which they are recommended: 

Tin (newj . Rosin 
Galvanized iron Hydrochloric (muriatic) acid, zinc chloride 
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Black iron . . . . . _. . . . . . . . . Powdered sal ammoniac 
Copper and brass . . . . . . . . . . . Clean mechanically, sal ammoniac 
Lead . . . . . . . . . . . . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Tallow. zinc chloride 
Ektrie wiring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Special fluxes 
Sheer metal mofs . . . . . . . Hydrochloric (muriatic? acid, zinc chloride 
Zinc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dilute muriatic acid or commercial paste 
Copper tubing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Commercial pasre 

Heat for Soldering-Heat for soldering can be secured in various ways: 

I. A propane torch is a very convenient heat for soldering. 
2. Electrically heated soldering irons are sarisfacrory. 
3. A gas furnace may be used. 
4. An electric welder may be used. 
5. An oxyacetylene welding outfit may be used. 

Propane Torch-The proopane torch is a convenient source of heat for solder- 
ing (Fig. 18.2). It provides sufficient heat for most soft soldering jobs. The pro- 
pane torch is convenient to move because of its small size and light weight. The 
heat is immediarely available without a prolonged warm-up. There arc no ubjec- 
tianable odors from the flame. A propane torch is easy to operate and may be used 
outdoors ar indoors. No carbon, soot, and smoke are produced, and a propane 
rorch will operate in the wind. 

In lighting a propane torch, light a match and let it burn until a full flame is 
produced. Then fully open the valve on the torch. Hold the match to the burner as 
shown in Fig. 13.3. After the torch is lit, adjust the valve until the desired flame is 
obtained. Allow the torch to warm up before operating it in an inverted position. 

Nonelectric Soldering irons-Soldering irons are made of copper, and con- 
sequently are called soldering coppers. They are used for melting and appiying the 
solder. Coppers are usually sold in pairs, because it is often necessary to have one 
heating while the other one is being used. A 2- or 3-pound pair of coppers is the 
best size for most soldering jobs. Smaller sizes are more convenient, however, for 
SOIII~ jobs. The smalLsize coppers do not hold heat for a very long time. 

Electric Soldering Irons-Electric soldering irons are available in IOO-, 200-, 
and 350~watt sizes. The IOO-watt e!ectric soldering iron is recommended for elec- 



trical work and for most home soldering. The 200-watt iron is recommended for 
heavy work. The 350~watr irwx is recommended for very heavy, rugged work. 
Various size tips are available for electric soldering irons. An electric solderizg 
iron should be equipped with a thermosratk control. An iron with a thermostatic 
control may lx left on without becoming toa hot for soldering. 

Electric Soldering Gun-The gun produces an intense heat at the point of 
application to the metal being soldered. The soldering g,u:un is well adapted to the 
soldering of small parts or to the confinement of heat a.“plication to a small area. It 
may be used when there is a ffzaxz hazard. Frequently it may be used when the 
part to be soldered is inaccessible for a soldering iron. 
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Tinning-A soldering iron must be timted before it will pick up and run 
solder properly. Tinning is the coating of the four faces of a soldering iron with 
solder. It is done as follows: 

1. Heat to a cherry red color. rhen file each face until ir is smooth and 
bright. If a &ace is pitted, carefully hammer it unril ir is smooth. 
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Retinning-Aftee a soldering iron has been tinned, it is not necessary to file 
the surface of the faces every time retinning is necessary. Retinning is done as 
hdhwo: 

1. Melt some solder into rl prucrve or twlkw place chiseled into a brick. 
9. Hwt the soldering iron, ami dip it into a zinc chloride flux solution or 

ruh the four faces on a sal ammoniac block. 
3. Rub the ripoithr soldering iron back and forth through rhc solder in the 

brak. Thrr brick helps to polish the irun. 

Each time before beg&ming to solder, examine the soldering irons to see 
whether or not they are clean and properly tinned. 

Essential Wdering Equipment-The most frequently used soldering 
ewiprnem is as fo1iow.s: knife for scraping, emery cloth for smoothing and finish- 
ing, 4 ammoniac for keeping the soldering iron in good condition, cotta waste, 
pliers, file, rivet set. tin snips, tinner’s hammers, soldering iron, solder, flux, hol- 
lowed brick, brush for applying flux, and propane torch. 

SOLDERlNG 

Importance of Proper Prepararion of Pieces for Soldering-Much of the 
SUEC~SS of soldering depends upon the preparation of the pieces to be soldered. 
Duty or rusty pieces cannot be soldered successfully; neither can pieces which do 
not fit together. AIt pieces should be fitted together closely and cleaned well be- 
fore soldering is attempted. The proper flux must be selected and applied. 

Essentials for Good Results in Soldering-To obtain good results, provide 
the folkwing: 
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Cleaning Metal for Soldering-The surface of any metal to be soldered 
shedd be cteaned until bright. This may be done by scraping, filing, grinding, or 
s+adpape&g. New metal may be cleaned by using emery cIoth or sandpaper. Old 
metat may be cteaned as follows: 

Mutiatic Acid as a Cleaner of Metal-Muriatic acid is often used in clean- 
ing meral tkirr is rusty, but it should be removed with water before the solder is 
applied. to stop its action on the meral. Removal of the acid should precede the 
application of the flux. or the metal may rust under tile solder. After the muriatic 
acid is applied, rke rust should be removed with a wire brush or with sandpaper. 

Applying Flux-Flux should be applied after the metal is cleaned and just 
before soldering to help the solder stick. It may be applied with a small swab. A 
bvttte containing an acid flux should be kept corked with a glass stopper when not 
in use. 

Correct Hear Essential-Ability to determine when a soldering capper or a 
soldering iron is heated sufficiently can be acquired only through experience. A 
beginner can tell best by applying the soldering iron ro solder. If the solder melts 
readily and sticks, the correct heat has probably been reached. Soldering irons 
twst be hot; otherwise, it is impossible to run and apply rhe solder properly. 
Insufficient hear often reduces the durability of a soldered joint. However, too 

much heat should be avoided, or the solder will be burned. 

Applying Solder-The first essential in applying solder is m hear the metal 
to rke smelting point of the solder with a &an, hot, well tinned soldering iron. 
Students often use an excessive amount of wider, which produces an unattractive 
piece of work. Solder should be applied as follows: 

1. Hear the soldering iron and dip it in flux. 
1. Place it againsr rhr solder, causing a Ii& solder IO stick co it. 
3. Apply the poinr IO the parts 10 be soldered. The pnior only should be 

used; otherwire, WJ much solder will be applied. 
4. Altow sufficient time for hearing the metal as the solder is applied. In 

some cares, rhr bar of solder may be held against the soldering iron, 
which causer it to melt and run down co the metal being soldered. (Care 
mw be taken nor ro use an excessive amount of solder.) 
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Sweating on a Fatch-Sometimes holes in merat are repaired by swearing on 
a parch. The prueedcre is as fo!lows: 

1. Cut a patch sii&tly larger than the hole to Le soldered. 
2. (Ifem the patch on one side. 
3. Trim all ragged edges from the hole. 
4. Apply suimhtr fl*ux to the surface around the hole and to the clean side 

2. Piik up a smaif amount of solder on the end of the soldering iron and 
aPply a thin coat of solder around the hole and to the clean side of the 
patch. 

6. Place the tinned side of the patch over the hole. 
7. Hold rhe patch f4y in place and apply heat to the patch. Heat it unril 

rhe soldier under the ptch has melted. 
8. Move the soldering iron around the patch until heat has been :,pplied to 

the entire patch. 
‘I. Nofd the patch in position uotit the solder is cool. 

tO. Apply solder around the edges of rhr patch. 

Soldering Ho!es-!Soldering holes in metal is more difficult than merely sol- 
dering two, sutfaces together, but with a lirtle experience satisfactory results can be 
wbrakwd. Use the folkwing procedure in soldering small holes: 

t. Cleln the surfa~r around the hole thoroughly with sandpaper. 
2. Apply the propr tlux. 
3. Pi<:k up a small amount of solder on the end of the soldering iron. 
.‘r. Appty a coat of solder around the hole. 
5. Be sum to bring the rem~raturr of the metal to the tempcmture of the 

mrltrd solder. 
6. Movr the soldering iron uound rhe hole, thus filling the hoi: with sol- 

der. 
7. Polish off the exress solder after it has cooled. 
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8. Peen Rivet Over Outside 

/ 
Outside Surface 

So/der, 1 

SaNer SaNer Rivef Rivef -. 

C. Solder Amund and Over 
Bath Ends of Rivet 

Soldering Various Metafs 

There are several metals which farmers or workers in nonfarm agricultural 
businesses may need to solder. These metals are as follows: 

1. Tin 
2. Galvanized iron 
3. Copper 
,4. Cast iron 
5. Enamelware 
6. Zinc 
7. Lead pipe 

SoIdering Tin-Follow the rechniques in preceding paragraphs relating to 
soldering all metals. The tbllowing generalized steps are recommended: 



Soldering Copper-The following procedure is recommended: 

1. Clean rhr rurfacr thoroughly. 
2. Apply pxvdrred sal ammoniac or commerciai paw. 
3. Apply wider. covering rhe surface frst with a thin !aser of solder. 

Soldering Cast Iron-Use the same procedure as given for enamelware. 
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Soldering Enamelware-Praceed as foiiows: 

1. Remove enamel around the hole 
2. Ckan the surface rhoroughly. 
3. Apply zinc chloride flux. 
4. Apply solder. 

Soldering Zinc-Use the following procedure: 

2. Apply diluted muriaric acid. 
3. Apply solder, covering rhe surface with a thin layer first. 
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ROPE AND LEATHER WORK 

Student Abilities to Be Developed 

1. Ability to select the kinds and sizes of ropes suitable for the particular needs of 
farms, nonfarm agricultural businesses, and other businesses associated with the 
care and utilization of plants and atimals. 

2. AbiIity to handle and care for rope so as to get the maximum service from it. 
3. Ability to fish the end of a rope. 
4. Ability to make and to use the knots, hitches, and slings that are most helpful in 

working with plants and animals and their products. 
5. Ability to splice a rope. 
6. Ability to make a rape halter. 
7. Ability to use a block and tackle. 
8. Abiliry to splice and repair learher. 
9. Abiliry to clean and oil leather. 



CHAPTER 19 

Selecting and Using Rope 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

i. Whar are the materials used in making rope? 
2 How is rope made? 
3. Huw is rope sold, and what are the more common sizes? 
4. How do you determine the proper size of rope ro use? 
5. What are the precaurions ro observe in the care of rope? 
6. What i,s the advantage of using pulleys, blocks, and cackle? 
7. Why is a knowledge of the proper methods of whipping and tying ropes 

iIl?pO~SX? 
8. Whar are the principal parrs of a knot? What is a hitch? 
0. What are some of the essentials of a good knot or hitch? 

10,. What knors and hitches are used in working with plants and animals and 
their products? 

Il. How are they made? 
t.2 Whar are the essentials of a good splice? 
t 3. What are the sreps involved in making rope splices? 
L4. Whar are the common splices? How are they made and used? 
15. How may broken strands in ropes be repaired? 
16. What rypes of rope halters are frequently used, and how are they made? 
17. How are slings made? 

SELECTING AND CARING FOR ROPE 

The Use of Rope in Agriculture-Rope is an essential part of the equip- 
ment of mosr farms and nonfarm agricultural businesses. Many kinds and sizes of 
rope are in constant use in agricultural activities. Like any other piece of equip- 
ment, the efticiency and economy of rope depend upon suitability as to size and 
qualiry for rhe purpose for which it is ro be used. Knowledge of the important 
factors involved in the selection, care, and use of rope, and skill in using and 
repairing rope are important in many jobs relating to plants and animals and their 
products. 
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Rope Materials-Many kinds of fibers may be used for ropes. Cotton makes 
a soft, pliabIe rope, often used for small ropes such as clotheslines and window 
cords. Other materials nsed are hemp, flax, jute, and similar fibers, plus synthetic 
fibers such as nyIon. Steel cables are in common use on heavy hoisting machinery. 
The two most important and most frequently used materials for the ropes used in 
agriculture have been manila and sisal. 

in recent years synthetic fiber ropes have been used with increasing fre- 
quency, espcciahp for certain purposes. Synthetic fiber ropes are usually stronger 
than nartmd fiber ropes. Nylon or dacron rope is especially useful in wet condi- 
tions. It will nor rot or mildew, and ir does nor absorb water. It is often used for 
lariats, towlines, and starter ropes. Oils, solvents, and alkalies do nor damage nylon 
rope. Dacron rope resists damage from hear, insects, and acids. Glass fiber rope 
resists damage from higlr temperatures, and polyethylene rope floats in water. 

Rope is also made from sreel wires wound on a core made of fiber or small 
wire. Wire rope exceeds all orher types of rope in strength. it is often used as a 
part of agricultural machinery. 

Xorrilj rope is made from the fibers of the abac& plant, which is a native plant 
of the Philippine Islands. The plant grows from 15 to 20 feet rail with stems and 
Iraves resembling a banana plant. The stalks have many thread-like fibers like the 
strings in celery. Afrer the pulpy part of the sralk has been scraped away, these 
long fibers, are given a special treatment and then twisted into yarns and made into 
rope. Manila rope is usually considered co be better than sisal rope, being softer, 
more pliable, and srronger. However, it is usually more expensive. 

Sis& xopv is made of the fibers from the long, pointed leaves of a cactus-like 
pktnt which is extensively grown for this purpose in Mexico, especially in the 
Yucatan. Most “binder twine” is made of sisal. 

There are many grades and qualities of rope manufaciured from both manila 
and sisal fibers which sell at varying prices and which may be expected co give 
varying degrees of service. 

Construction of Roe-Ry unraveling the end of a rope, it is possible co see 
how it is constructed. The fibers, after being oiled and specially prepared, have 
been twisred togerher loosely wirh a clockwise twist co form yarns similar to binder 
ovine. A number of yarns are then rwisted together with a counterclockw;se twist 
co form ~lrunds. Three or four of these strands are then twisted together in a 
dockwise direction to form a rope. This rwisring holds the fibers together and 
gives the rope strength. Since each twist is in an opposite direction, the rope does 
not untwist or unravel when it is used. A very hard-twisted rope is heavy and stiff. 
It may have a tendency to kink, and it is difficult to splice and handle. Most of the 
rope used in agriculture is composed of three strands put together with a clockwise 
twist. It is called “hauser-laid” rope. A “shroud-laid” rope contains four strands. A 
core or strand runs through the middle of it. 

Weight and Strength of Rope-Rope is sold by weight. Tables 19.1 and 
19.2 have been prepared to show facts regarding rope weights and strengths. 



TabIn lS.S-Sale W@tkinS SlrrmSth ol New Fiber Rope’ 
-- 

WarbIn@ Btna@th (Pound,P 

C&Y& 
nlbtm Fmw SynlhUb Fiber 

fbcrrl Mmib sbm nvl~ DOMEn Polywlylme sarn 

vi ma 150 400 390 300 I50 
I,1 440 350 780 745 600 300 
“B 880 700 L.?LO 1.355 1,100 620 
G, LO80 865 2.000 1.870 1,600 800 
:/ ,LI t.540 t.230 2,700 2,520 2.120 t.140 
L MOO t ,440 3,600 3.220 2,800 1,600 

‘Taken from Rep m h km. Fnrmeri Bdlerin No. 2130. Unired Scsw Depmncnr of Ayirulrur~. 
‘Acrual braking slrm”.qth, UC II IWl 5 lilml the !i#urcr given. 

A general rule for computing the approximate breaking strength of manila 
rope is 0.5 foiEows: 

Square the diameter in inch. 
Mtdript) the product by 7,200. 

For example, the breaking strength in pounds of a l/-inch rope could be esti- 
mated in this way: G$ x %& x 7,200 = 450 Ibs. breaking strength. The safe load 
may be found by dividing the breaking strength by 7, thus: 450 t 7 = 64 lbs. 

Defecting Rope-h selecting rope which will be under heavy strain, such as 
lifting hay, use a large safety factor. That is, if the load to be lifted is 500 pounds, a 
rope should have a breaking strength of at least 7 times that weight, or 3,500 
pounds. For hard, continued use, the best grades of rope are the most economical. 
For a halter rope a loosely laid soft rope is desirable because it is flexible, pliable, 
and easy to handle. 
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Care of Fiber Rope-Natural fiber rope such as manila rope should be kept 
in a rwslmably dry place. If it becomes wet in use, it should be dried in the sun 
hefore it is &fed and put away. The fibers will weaken and loosen if stored wet in 
a dunp piace or if subiected to a great deal of wetting and drying. 

Rope should be co&d to the right, the direction in which the strands are laid. 
When a long wpe or bale is uncoiled, it should be uncoiled in a counterclockwise 
dirt&on tiom the inside of the coil. starting with the end that was laid down first. 
Uncoiling rope in a counterclockwise direction from the inside of the coil prevents 
kinking and sna&g. Binder twine will also twist and snarl if uncoiled from the 
outs& of the ball. 

If a wpt‘ has a tendency to twist and kink, it can be straightened out by 
fastening it to the back of a tractor and draming it over a grassy field. 

An escepriotully hard and stiff natural fiber rope can be made more pliable 
and vdsirr tu handle by boiling it in water for I5 to 30 minutes, rhen stretching it 
out to dry rhwoughly. This process decreases the strength of the rope consid- 
rmbly. however. 

inside wear on a rope may be detectec! by twisting it open with the hand and 
noting thr “rope dust” ami finely broken pieces of fiber that EQ(L be shaken out of 
it. Note the condition of the yarns and strands, even though the outside of the 
rope may stem IC be in good condition. 

USING AND HANDLING ROPE 

The knots and hitches now gewraily recommended for use in a.qriculture are 
the result of generations of experience in the handling of ropes. Many knots and 
hitches were developed by the seafarers on the old sailing ships where ropes were 
such an importanc part of a ship’s gear, and necessity required that ropes be han- 
dled with the grwtesr possible speed, efficiency, and safety. To develop skill in the 
use of ropes and in making the particular type of knor or hitch which is most 
suitable for a particular use requires close observation and agreat deal of practice. 

Elements of a Knot-The names of the basic parts or elements of knots, 
hitches, and bends are I 1) the round turn, (2) the loop or open bight, and (3) the 
closed loop or true bight. (See Fig. 19.1.~’ These terms are used in describing 
knots anJ should be learned. 

A hitch is a temporary knot used to fasten a rope around a timber, pipe, or 
post in such a manner that it wili hold securely and can be easily unfastened. 

Essentials of a Good Knot or Hitch-Three requirements of a good knot or 
hitch are as follows: 

I. Rapilfiry with which ir can be rid. 
1. Ability to h&J &I when pullrll tight. 
3. Rrdiness u,irh which it can be untied. 

‘bforr of rhe illurtr~rionr ured in this chaprer arc furnirhed through rhe c<>urces\~ of Iowa Scare 
Univcrsirp. Amer. 
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Fig. 18.1. Elements of knota: Isfl-wnd Urn. mlddle-blghl. and right-long. 

Two fundamental principles which must be kept in mind by a student have 
been given as folio\\~s: 

“The principle of a knot is that no two parts which move in the same dirrc- 
tion, if the rope were to slip, should lie along side of and touch each other. 

“A knot or hitch must be so devised that the tight part of the rope must bear 
on the free end in such 3 manner as to pinch and hold it, in a knot against another 
tight part of the rope, or in a hitch against the object to which the rope is at- 
tached.“’ 

The eqtbpment needeilfbr rope work is a knife for cutting the rope and a largz 
nail or a marlinspike for sqxwxing the strands. A martinspike approximately 4 
inches long and Xi inch in diameter, tapering to a blunt point at one end, may be 
whittled from a piece of wood. (See Fig. 19.2.) 

Knots and Other Means of Finishing 
the End of a Rope 

Unless the end of a rope is properly secured, it will soon unravel and become 
frayed. An ordinary knot in the end of a cope may be used to prevent unraveling 
and fraying, but a knot is inconvenient when the rope is to be passed through a 
pulley or ring. An ordinary wrap of the end of a rope with a cord soon loosens and 
wears wt. A wrap with wire or metal, especially on a halter tie, may result in a bad 
cut or tear if the rope is accidrntally jerked through the hand. A small amount of 
time spent in securing rope ends by one of the methods explained in the following 
paragraphs is well worthwhile. 

Relaying Loose Ends-If the rope has become untwisted and raveled, the 
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strands shwld be retwisted and carefully laid into their proper place again. Hold 
the rope with the teft hand iust below the point where the unrwrling begins. (See 
Fig. k9.l.r Take we of the Iwse stratuls in the right hand, twist it tightly together 
again with a right-hand twist. and iay it across the other strands from left to r&&t, 
h&ding it in place with the left thumb. Do the same with each of the other strands 
in succession, twisting them tightly and placing them in their original positions. 
A~wrauc the teft hand along the rope, holding: the stmnds securely in place to prevent 
their untwisting. Continue twisting each strand in order, laying each in position a 
Ii& at a time until the end of the rope has been t&id. Fasten the end securely by 
whipping or sume other suit&e method. 

-.- 

p-&-Y 

-7-l :---- -r 
L-m..- 

CI- I” 
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SIDE VIEW END VtEW 

MARLINSPIKE FOR 34” TO 1“ ROPE 

SIDE VIEW END VIEW 

MARLINSF’IKE FOR % TO 94 ROPE 

MATERIALS- MAPLE. OAK OR HICKORY 
A QENERAL RULE . TO FOLIDW FOR WE OF 

MARLINSPIKE IS TO HAVE THE LAWEST 
METER ABOUT THAT OF THE ROPE. 

Fig. 19.2. Sb&hss ol a matllnsplks. 

Fig. 19.3. Rslsyiu+g slmndr. 
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Whipping-Whipping a rope end with a cord is the most satisfactory method 
for securing the ends of ropes to be passed through pulleys and for securing the 
ends of halter ropes. If properly made, the whipping wil1 last the life of the rope, 
wiIl hold the end secweIy. and will not increase the diameter of the rope. The 
felioting pmcedute should be followed in whipping the end of a rope (see Figs. 
19.4 aad lg.5 for iliustmtions of the process): 

1. Select a strong medium-weight cord about 3 feet long. 
2. Lay one end of the cd along the rope in such a manner that the cord 

extends about 3 inches beyond the end of the rope id. 
3. Ike the orher end of the cord along the fmt, but pointing in the oppo- 

site direction 16,. the main part of the cord forming a large loop (~1. 
4. H&l aith the left had, as indicated in Fig. 19.4. 
5. T&e the loop in the right hand and begin to wrap the rope over both 

curds. Wrap t$thtly anti neatly for 1 to 2 iwhes. 
6. lhw ends Y itnd 6 right. pulling the ten aiedrr of the loop under the 

ur‘lp. 
7. Cut off the CYIJS close to the wrup. The finished end should appeat as 

ahuwn in Fig. 19.7. 

Fig. 19.5. Wltlpplng Anlrbsd. 

Overhand Knot-Used frequently. the overhand knot is simple to make. It 
may lx used temporarily to keep a rope from unraveling. The overhand knot also 
is the basis for many other types of knots. (See Fig. 19.6.) 

Figure-Eight Knot-This knot is used to form a kno: on the end of a rope. It 
UUY be uSed temporarily to prevent unraveling, but its chief use is to serve a~ a 
convenient knob handhold or to prevent ropes from pulling through pulleys or 
holes. Form the figure-eight knot as follows (see Fig. 19.7): 



Fip. 19.6. In wetband Lnot. 

FI9. 19.8. A wall lumk. 



End of Crown Splice-The spliced crown is one of the best ways fo finish a 
ropz end when a slight enlargemenr is not objectionable. It takes a little longer 10 
finish than the more sinplr knots, but when carefully made it is neat, smooth, and 
~ermanrnt. Ft is rsPeciai!y good for finishing a halter rope. It consists of a crcnvn 
knot with the ends spliced into the rope. (See Fig. 19. i I.) 

Make a tightly drawn ~wuw &wof as shown in Fig. 19.9. Then weave the loose 
ends as f0liows: 

1.~ Pass scramI I w the right over the srrand nearers~ to ir on rhc main row 
2nd under rhe nrxx arand, pulling ir lhrounh rightly in a diagonal direc- 
rim. dmorr ar right angles m rhe twist ni the strands. 



2. Handle strands 2 and 3 in the same manner, passing over :he main 
smndr oext m them and under the followi;~g strands. 

3. Cnminue with each strand in turn until all have been spliced in, over one 
strand and under the next for three or four times. A marlinspike may be 
used to raise the strands. 

4. Smuarh the CNWII by mUing it under the foot and by removing the loose 
ends. The finished end should have the appearance of the splice in Fig. 
19.1 I. 

F&. ld.11. An ml w cm 8~Ik8. 

Knots Used for Tying Two Ropes Together 

Ir is often necessary to tie rhe ends of two ropes or cords together to obtain a 
rope or card of a greater lenmh. Such a knot should (1) be easy to tie, (2) hold 
securely without slipping, and (3) untie readily. 

Square Knot4ne of rhe most frequently used and best knots for tying 
tapes together is the ~qllare &not, which is sometimes called the wef knot. (See Fig. 
I9.12.4 

1. First tie the ends togerber with a simple right-hand form ot the overhand 
knot. 

2. Then cmss srranda in from ofb. and tie a left-hand overhand knot. Draw 
right. 



Notice that in the squate knot both pans of the same end lie together in 
Leaving the imps. This is the chief distinction between it and the grmny .&?of, 
whiih, ahhough often used, is a vety inferior knot and has little value because it 
siips easily and is hard to untie. The granny knot is illustrated (Fig. 19.13) to show 
the difference between it and the square knot for which it is often mistaken. 

Sucgeoa”s Knot-This is a modified form of the square knot. The difference 
lies ia giuiw the fw overhand knot two turns instead of one as in tying rhe 
overhand knot. (See Fig. t9.14.) This extta twist keeps the knot from slipping 
uGIe the second overhand knot is being tied. Note that the ends come out of the 
I~aps doubted back cm themselves as in the square knor. The knot is especially 

for tying cords and twine when they ate to be drawn tightly about something. 
ft is used in rut&al opetations. 

Fq. 10.~11. A wqml*s haor. 

Carrick Bend-This, knot is well wired for tying heavy ropes together. It will 
withstand heavy strain and will untie easily. It is also used as a fancy knot in braids. 

t. Throw a leap in the end of one rope with the end y under the standing 
part of rhs rope G. Hold with the left hand. (See Fig. 19. IS.) 

2 Pass the end of rhr rope 6 under the loop x. over the standing part at CJ, 
and under the end y. 



Knots and Hitches tor Fastening Animals, Forming Loops, 
and lying a Rope to Rings, Hooks, and Poles 

Slip Knot-The dip knot is frequently used. It forms B loop char will slip 
tight sound an object. However, it often does nor hold securely and is hard to 
untie. 

Manger Knot-This knot is familiar to all persons who have tied animals CO 
mkngers. It is similar to a slip knot, but may be untied easily; hence, it is more 
wtisfilrtury for tying halter ropes. 

Bowline Knot-This is. a knor that has a great many practical uses. It forms a 
Iwbp that will nut slip or draw tight. It is easily untied. It may be made by several 
d&rent methods. 

Beginneis Method-&nvline (Fig. 1’). 16): 

Fig. 19.19. A 909imtar’s bowlIn knot. 

Cat’s Paw-The cat’s paw provides a good method of fastening a rope to a 
hwk. 

Half Hitch-The half hitch is used for temporarily fastening a rope CO a 
timber or to a pipe. It holds~well while it has a steady poll against it. After the end 
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,com5y “Dow” m* AlllP” co,, 

q.19.17.9 Cat's #SW. 

has ksxx passed mumd rhe object, ir is given a rum about the standing rope and 
then it Es placed under itself, which binds the end against the object when a pull is 
exemxit. (See Fig. 19.48.) 

Timber Hitch-The timber hitch is a moditiaxion of the half hitch .A holds 
m~ee searely. The end is given one or two wraps back on itself, insread of being 
sEmplp tucked under as in the half hitch. (See Fig. 19.18.) 

Ftg. 19.19. tkll and tlmbw hitches. 

Timber Hitch and Half Hitch-When a straight end pull is necessary for 
lifting or dragging long pipes and poles, a combination of the timber hitch and rbe 
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half hitch as shown in F&J. 19.18 is much safer than either used alone. Make the 
half hitch tint. then pass the end of the rope back and form rhe timber birch. 

Clove Hit&-This is one of the most useful hitches for fastening tent ropes 
and wy apes to s&es or poles. When properly tied, it will not slip, but may be 
untied readily. Two methods of tying a clove hitch ace often used: 

Adjusting the Length of a Rope 

Sheepshank-It may be desirable at rimes to remove the slack in a rope or to 
shorten ir without untying rhe ends. The sheepshank is the most satisfactory 
method of doing this. 

I. Make two k~opr which are long enough to remove the slack (Fig. 19.21). 
Hold rhr loops wirh rhe left hand. 

2. Make a half hitch, wirh rhc right hand, in the rope near one end of rhe 
imp and slip ir OVCI rhr end of the loop. 

3. Make another half hitch over the arhcr end of rhe loop. This complerer 
rhe hitch. 

The hitch may be fastened permanently by passing the ends of the rope 
through rhe loops. (See Fig. 19.21.) 



Fia. 12.21. A sksopskank. 

SplZcing Rope 

The ability to repair hrokrn strands or to splice a broken rope often saves 
time ml money. A hruken rope,, for example. may delay an entire work crew and 
rausr cons~iderablr monetary loss if no one is present ,who can make a smooth, 
smmg sptice tttar wiIt rtin through pulleys. Such a splice is not difficult to make. 
But it does require &SC attention to the principles involved, patience in doing the 
Jetaited steps carefully, and practice or drill until skill has been developed. 

Essentials of a Good Splice-A good splice must be strong. It must carry the 
same load as my other part of the rope; hence, it will weaken the rope TV the 
extent of the weakness of the splice. It must be durable and wear as well as the rest 
of the rope. If a splice begins to fray and loosen, it should be cut apart and a new 
rptice made. It must not greatly increase the diameter of the rope or it will not pass 
readily through pulleys. 

Steps in Rope Splicing-There are three main steps involved in making a 
splice: 

I. Unlaying the strands of the ends CO be ioined. 
2. Fiwing there ends together with rhr strands inrrrlocking. 
3. Relaying and weaving the ends of rhr strands into rope. 

Short Splice-The short splice is used to join two ropes when it is not neces- 
sary for the rope to pass through a pulley. The splice is nor as smooth as the long 
splice, but it is strong and satisfactory for straight pulling or lifting. (See Fig. 
19.22.) 

1. Unlay the ends to be joined about seven or right hlms. 
2. Bring the two ends tighrly together agzinsr the twisted parts so rhar the 

strands are interlocking. char is. each wand separated bg a strand from 
rhr opposite end. Note chat rhe strands of opposite ends lie in pairs. 
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Fl9.19.99. A ~hhofi CpllCe. 

3. Tic one of the pairs of opposite strands together with a right-h& over- 
hand knot. Be sure you tie the right pnir so the knot will lie smooth with 
the strands~ following their original twist. 

,:i. Tie the other pairs of strimds in similar fashion. Draw 111 knurs tightly and 
securely so chat the twisted parts of the rope are joined firmly. 

S. Tuck or wewe the strands back into the rope 1s directed for the crown 
spliic (Fig. I‘). L L ). Each strand is woven in diagonnlly to the Icfr, p&sing 
over the main rope strand next to it, under the second strand, over the 
third. and so on. Give each srrand one tuck at n rime, twisting and work- 
ing the strands to secure a smooch, even job. Each strand should be 
tucked under at leasr IWO or more times, dcpcndin(: upon the weight to 
be carried by the rqe. 

6. Remove the excess length of the strands. leaviq ends about IQ inch long. 
Roll rhe splice under a shoe or block of wood to make it smoorhrr. A 
nentcr finish may be given by thinning out a part of each of rhc strands, 
by capering rhe strands towards rhcir ems. and by giving them several 
cxtri, tucks. 

Long Splice-The long splice is the most satisfactory method of joining rope 
er& when the rope will have to pass through a pulle+. It is B strong, durable splice 
and increases the diameter of the rope only slightly. It will, however, shorten the 
rope from 3 CO 8 feet. (See Fig. 19.23.) 

1. Unlay rhe wands of each end about 15 rums. A l-inch rope should be 
unlaid about 3 feet. 

2. Place the cwwo ends together as directed for rhe short splice, so chat the 
strands are inrcrlocking and alternate. 

3. Tie rwo of the pairs of srrands tojgerhrr wirh overhand knots, as in the 
short splice, to hold ends securely while splicing rhe orher pairs of 
strands. Draw knots tightly, joining rhe twisted parts of rhe rope securely 
and firmly. 

4. Unlay carefully one of rhe untied strands. a rum at a rime, and in irs place 
lay rhr corresponding wand from rhr orher end of the rope. Lay rhis 
strand carefully. twisting ir tightly and laying it in place snu& and se- 
curely as though ir were a part of rhe original rope. Conrinue until within 
6 to 8 inches of the md of rhe r&id srrand. Tie with an overhand knot. 
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flp. 19.23. A la9 wllcr. 

5. Turn the rope end for end. and untie one of rhe other pairs of srrandr. 
Prwecd tu airh the first pair of strands bur in an opporirr direction. 
unlaying one rrrand nnd relaying: rhc ocher srrand in its place. Tie with an 
rrvcrhd knot when near the end of the rrlaid struad. The splice now has 
rhe strands rird in three p!accs along rhe cope. (See Fig. l‘L23.t 

6. Draw all knots srcurc4y, and tuck the ends of rhc srrands into the rope as 
cuplained for the CWW~ splice and rhe short splice. Each wand end 
should be parsed diagonally to the left over the srrand nexr to ir, and 
under and OVCP the following strands, parsing under wands ar least twice. 

- Remove rhr excess length of the ends and smooth rhr splice by rolling ir 
under a shoe or with a block of wood. 

Repairing a Broken Strand-If a strand is broken or badly frayed, it should 
be repaired by removing a portion of it and by laying a new piece in its place. (See 
Fig. 19.24.) 

I. Unlay chr ends of the strand as far a necessary. 
2. Lay in irr place, as described for rhr long splice, a new or sound srrand of 

similar size and of sufficienr Imgrh. 
3. Tic strand ends with overhand knots, and tuck them over and under the 

main rope srrands. 
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FIB. 19.24. Mm0lap t bmkaa dnnd. 

Loop Splice-The loop splice consists of a smaU permanent loop in any part 
ofa rope through which another rope or a part of the same rope may pass. Its chief 
use is in the construction of a rope halter. (See Fig. 19.25.) 

1. Raise two wands in the rope where the loop is to be made. 
2. Pass the long end Y. which will be the lead rope of the balrer, through the 

opening under the raised strands. It is important that the rope r? cross 
tmder the two wands at right angles to the direction in which they are 
laid, (the dotted line indicates rhe inpmper Air~rrion for passing the rope 
under the srrdnds.) Draw the loop co the desired sire. 

3. Raise two strands in the long part of the rope rl as indicated. 
4. Pass the short end of the rope rhroqgh this opening. 
5. Wiork the ropes closely together. completing the loop splice as shown in 

Fig, 19.25. 

FIB. 19.25. A Imp *lice. 

Eye Splice or Side Splice-This splice is used for making a permanent loop 
or eye in the end of a rope, or for splicing a rope, at right angles, into another 
rope. It is used in making a rope halter. It provides an excellent means of attaching 
a lead rope to a halter ring, or for attaching a rope to the ring of a pulley block. 
The procedure for making an eye or side splice is as follows (see Fig. 19.26): 

1. Unlay the rope end &our five turns. 
2. Bend rhr rope end back on the main part of the rope co form a loop of 
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the desired size. The two outer strands should straddle the rope. the 
center strand lyiog on top of the rope. 

3. Raise a strand in rhe main rope and pass rhe middle loose strand under it 
in a direction opposite to the twist of the main rope. 

4. Weave this strand into the main mpe, passing it eve- rhe strand next to it, 
under the second strand, and so on. 

5. Tuck in the other two strands in the same mannerl Make sure that each 
loose strand passes over and under but one strand at a time. and that each 
bore strand is separated by main rope strands. 

6. ~he~.nished eye splice should have the appearance of the splice in ?ii. 

Flp. 19.28. AC .yc IpllCO. 

Making Rope Halters 

Anyone who works with livestock will often find that :he ability to make a 
rope halter is worthwhile. Such a halter is easily made and very serviceable for 
both horses and cattle. Halters for cattle are ordinarily made of S/s-inch rope, but 
for large animals, horses and bulls, the rope should be L/ or % inch in diameter. A 
baker for a medium-sized animal will require about 12 to 14 feet of rope, allowing 
6 feet for a lead. A halter may be made so that it is adjustable or nonadjustable. 
Each kind has certain advantages. 

Nonadjustable Halter-Since this type of halter when completed cannot be 
adjusted to heads of different sizes, it is necessary to measure the animal’s head in 
order to determine the length of rope needed for the head and nose piece. An 
advantage of this type of halter is that it will not loosen and slip down over the 
nose or head. Following is the procedure for making a single loop halter: 

1. Determine the necessary length of nose piece and head piece by measur- 
ing the animal’s head. 

2. Make a small loop splice (see Fig. 19.25) toward the end of the rope, 
leaving the short end long enough to form the nose piece. 

3. Measure, from rhe loop splice, the proper length for the head piece. 



I . 4. Fasten the end of the nose piece into the side of the standing mpe with 
side splice (we Fii 19.26). making the head piece the correct size. 

B 

5. Pass the lead end of the rape through the kmp splice. making the iaw 
gicue. 

6. Finish the end of the lead rape with a crown splice. (See Fii. 19. II.) 



,cwnery “awe” and Aniron co., 

Fig. 19.29. A olins Usad IO hOId a barn.. 

c I 
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fertilizer, and cement. A row about three times as long as the distance around the 
bag sh”ufd be used. 

Folkxving is the procedure for making a bag sling: 

3. Lift h&h ends of Iwp up and around the bag. Pass one loop through the 
other loop, and we the hook as shown in Fii. 19.30. 

Fl#. 1939. A beg Uln& 

Pulleys, Blocks, and Tackle 

If a rap mu.% do SII~IIU~UO work through a pulley. care shauld be taken char 
the pulley is of the EQWCC diameter. See Table 19.1 for rhe recommended pulley 
size for roper of various sizes. A pulley which is too small for the size of rope 
being used forces the rope to bend at too sharp an angle, which causes undue wear 
and strain on its fibers. 

Greatly increased power for moving, lifting, or lowering heavy objects is se- 
cured by rhe use of a tackle, which is an arrangement of pulley blocks, hooks, and 
ropes. A block is a case or frame into which one or more pulley wheels or sheaves 
are fasrened. A block is equipped with a hook or ring for fastening it to a support 
or to the object to be moved. Blocks are designated as single, two-, or three-fold, 
depending upon the r?umber of y~!leys iii each block. Fig. 19.31 shows B two- 
pulley or double block. The block attached to the moving object is called thefaN 
block, and the ocher block is called thefixed block. The end of the rope to which 
the power is applied is called the&U rope. 

A tackle will increase the lifting power applied co the fall rope by approxi- 
mately as many times as the rope passes to and from the fall block. For example, if 
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Wiie rope is fastened with clips, sockets. and splices. Special tools are needed 
for socket and splice fastenings. The usual way of fastening wire rope is with U- or 
L-shaped dips. Wire rope thimbles are used when forming rye loops. Three clips 
are needed fu,r fastening wire rope from VIG to % inch in diameter. Two clips are 
suff&nt for smaller wire ropes. Since wire rope stretches, clips may need to be 
tightened txxasional!y. Wire rape needs to be lubricated with an oil or a grease 
rw3mmended hy its mlmuf~cctucer. 



CHAPTER 20 

Repairing and Preserving Leather 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

Lather Repair and Care-Leather work was very important when farms 
were worked ufiah horses. Now most farmers do not use horses for power, but the 
number of harws for pleasure is increasing rapidly in both rural and urban areas. 
Also, there arc pieces of leather equipment such ns lea-her cattle halters and 
bather belts that may need to be repaired. This chapter describes the procedures 
used io stitching ;md riveting leather which are applicable to nearly all types of 
Leather work. 

Equipment Needed-The equipment necess:try for making ordinary leather 
mph is nor cxrcnsivc or expcnrivc. 

A clunp is ~e&d to hold the work for sewin:{. This can be made at home or 
in the rchwl shop. A vise may also be needed. 

Sewing is done on heavy leather such as harness leather with No. 10 linen 
shoe thread. The thread may be waxed by hand. A waxing pad is made by melting 
wax and placing it on a piece of soft leather or canvas, which can be held in the 
hand and rubbed along the threal, giving it an even coating of WZIX. Special needles 
for tcathcr work are used. H&s in the leather for the needles are made with an 
awl. A pnrcnted sewing awl using prepared thread is sometimes employed. It is 
more convenient to use, but the stitching is not usually as durable as when it is 
done by hand. 

A small riveting outfir can be used to good advantage. Different types of rivets 
are used. Rivering is discussed in greater detail in later pages in this chapter. 

The following equipment and supplies will probably be sufficient for nmst 
repair jobs: 

329 
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I b&t of No. 10 linen shoe thread 
1. b&t of shoemaker’s black wax 
I bail uf kzsv22 
2 awl hmdtrs 
3 twc&ch awEs 
I pqer of nsom~ leaher needler 
I pair of dividers 
I fwr-tuhe revolving leather punch 
1 riveter amI rivers 
I knife 
Necessary r@r parts such as leaher straps. snaps. buckles, and rings 

Prqxuiag Thread for Sewing-An important step in leather repair is the 
preparation of the sewing thread or “waxed end,” as it is often called. A “waxed 
enrf” consists of three or more linen threads waxed tightly together to form one 
strong, uniform, durable thread with a sewing needle attached to each end. The 
foEowing steps in making a “waxed end” should be carefully observed: 

rlluawn ti .ruir& trr#:rh ?f rhrrrrd far rut&g. The length needed for a 
particdar piece of wrk can be estimated only after practice. A thread 5 
to 6 feet in trngth is about as long as can be handled conveniently. Do 
nor cu or break the thread. 
+rrrr rbu thaw&. The thrwd should not be cut or broken off squarely, but 
it should be untwisted and the tibers torn off to make a long, tapering 
end. To do this, lay the thread across the right thigh, grasping the thread 
tightly with the thumb ad fingers of the left hand. With the palm of the 
right hand roll *he thread against the thigh in such a way that the fibers 
become loose and uorwisrrd at that point. When completely untwisted. 
the thread may be pulled apart. making ends that are long, tapered, and 
suitable for waxing together. Repeat this procedure until three or four 
threads of the same length have been torn off. Three threads are usually 
sufficient for light work. For heavy pieces, five or six threads should be 
used in making a waxed end. 
Plurr rbr rhrr& ro,&er. The torn threads should be of the same length 
bur .vhould be placed together unevenly: that is. one end of the first 
thread should extend about an inch or so beyond the end of the second, 
and the third should extend beyond the second, ro that when twisted 
together the combined endr will be long and will taper to a tine point 
which can be threaded into the needle readily. 
ty%rx ~hr OUL~. Place the middle of the assembled threads over P hook, 
holrliny both ends together with the left hand. Holding the waxed pad in 
the ri&r hand, draw each of the tapering ends through the pad until each 
is slightly coated and sealed together with the wax. 
Twirt und u;?x rhe r/mad,. With the ends still in the left hand, twist each 
end by rolling on rhe thigh with the palm of the righr hand to twist the 
assembkd threads together uniformly. Move rhe thread back and forth 
on the hook to equalize the twist. Keep the thread drawn fairly tight to 
prevent warling. Do not release the ends, or rhe twisr will be last. Apply 
the wax by pinching rhe thread between the folds of the wax pad and 
rubbing the pad briskly up and down the thread. The friction m&s the 
wax and Jisrriburer it evenly into the thread. Work all parts of the thread 
co gcr ir smooth and uniform. The thread when finished should be round, 
bard, and black. After sufticienc wax has been applied, the thread may be 
smooched by drawing it between rhe thumb and fcrefinger of the right 
hand. To give the thread a hard finish, making it slip through the leather 
more readily, rub it with beeswax. Do nor get beeswax on the ends of the 
thread, or rhr needles cannot be fastened securely. 
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6. Tbrwd rbu RP&S. If the ends of the original threads have been properly 
tom, pkd. and waxed, the waxed ends should be tony and finely fii- 
pmed %a that they may readily be threaded through the eyes of rhr sew- 
ing needim. Draw the tine end of the thread through the eye for at tear 
2 inches. Double the end back atong the thread and bold it with the left 
hand. With the thumb and forefinger of the right hand. twist the needle 
so that the short end of the thread wraps irsctf closely ;uound the rhrerd. 
The end rhautd w&c down into rbe wax so as to m&t: a smooth, round 
wrap that witt hold securely and is no larger than the main part of the 
thread. Attach a needtr co the ocher end of the thread in the same man- 
ner; the &read is now ready to be used for stitching. 

Making a Srided Spke-The mast satisfactory method of splicing a strap 
is by stite’bing with a waxed thread. A stitched splice is srronger rhan one made 
wich rivets and is smoother and neater in appearance. More time, however, is 
required to make it. 

t. Pmpm tbu vn& LO 6r ~pkd. The ends to be sewed should he tapyud 2 to 4 
inches. For most of this dismnca they should be “skived” or shaved off 
CO P tong brueled edge so that when lapped togaher the sewed ends will 
tit together rmourhly. Ski&g may be done with P sharp knife or with a 
block ptanc. and should be done on the rough or flesh side of rhe way. 
Square rhe strap ends and rrim off the sharp corners. 

2. Math gui& iirrrr for dt&iog. Place the beveled ends together. lapping 
them sufficienrly. Make sure that the smooth or hair side of each scrap is 
uppermost. As P guide to keep rhe stitches straight. mark s straight tine 
about 44 inch from earb edge of rhe top strap. A pair of dividers is very 
useful fa marking leather for sewing. Set rhr points about 1% inch e,nrr. 
Guide ane point against the edge of rhe swap. applying pressure so that 
rhr ocher point makes B crew or mark. Do not cur the lenther. The 
splice may be held in place temporarily with small racks while it is being 
marked and sewed. 

4. SW fhr I@@, Thr sewing should start ar the middle of the splice. foltaw 
iap the creased guide line tuward the enda of the top strap. Puss the 
needlea through rho holes made with the awl. Krep rhc awl handle at 
ryht arrgtw to rhc face of the swag when it is pushed through thr tearher. 
The long side of rhr awl blade should be slanted away from you. curring 
acrms the guide creaw ar about a 45-degree angle. (Fig. 20.1) 

CREASE WITH DETAIL OF MANNER 

snmi TIES DOWW~/-~ 
END OF STRAP 
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Cleaning Leather-Use the following procedure to clean leather: 

Oiling Leather-A good grade of oil far leather should be used. It may be 
applied while the leather is still wet so the oil will penetrate the leather as the 
water evaporares. Use a sponge or rag, rubbing the oil into the leather. Allow the 
oil to dry overnight. If it is necessary to soften the leather, put on another coat. 
Warm oil may be used. Wipe off the surplus with burlap. 



Agricultural Power 
and Machinery 



AGRICULTURAL POWER 
FUNDAMENTALS 

Student Abilities to Be Developed 

1. Ability to appreciate the importance of engines used in agriculture. 
2. Ability to classify engines, and to know the principal parts and the principles 

involved in the running of engines. 
3. Ability to trace the gasoline engine cycle and to understand the difference 

between a four-stroke and a two-stroke cycle engine. 
4. Ability co locate minor gasoline engine troubles and remedy them. 
5. Ability to use various tests to diagnose gasoline engine difficulties. 
6. Ability to select, service, and maintain gasoline engines. 
7. Ability to clean and adjust a carburetor. 
8. Ability to maintain ignition sysrems. 
9. Ability ro test, service, and maintain electrical systems. 

IO. Ability to replace distriburor points. 
11. Ability to lubricate a gasoline engine. 
12. Abiiity to time a gasoline engine. 
13. Ability to clean and grind valves. 
14. Ability to adjust tappers. 
IS. Ability to fit piston rings and wrist pins and to adjust beatings. 
16. Abilit!. to service, adjust, and maintain hydraulic systems. 
17. Ability to select and maintain tractors. 



CHAPTER 21 

Understanding the Fundamental 
Principles of Engines 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. What is an external combustion engine? 
2. What is an internal combustion engine! 
3. What are the principal parts of an internal combustion engine? 
4. What principles are involved in the operation of engines? 
5. What is meant b,y a gasoline engine cycle? 
6. Wh;tt is the diffwace between a four-stroke and a two-stroke cycle en- 

gine? 
7. How does a diesel engine operate? 
8. How should a diesel engine be maintained? 
9. What fuels ax used to operate internal combustion engines? 

IO. What is meant by compression ratio? 

INTRODUCTION 

Importance of Pawer Units-Since 1900, internal combusrion engines have 
steadily increased in number and in importance, The work on farms and in non- 
farm agricuftural businesses demands the application of power. The power of 
internal combustion engines relieves agricultural workers of much physical exer- 
tian, but their use requires skill. The successful and economical use of internal 
combusrion engines in agriculture requires an understanding of their operation and 
care. An average agricultural worker should not attempt to do all the repair work 
on engines, because there are many repair jobs which require a skilled mechanic. 
There ace many maintenance jobs, however, which an agricultural worker with a 
Iirrle training and practical experience shouid be able to do. Some of these ate as 
f0110ws: 

I. Cleaning and adjusting the carburetor 
2. Cleaning and adjusting spark plugs 
3. Adiwring the riming 
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Jobs such as overhauling transmissions and differenrials should not be at- 
tempted by the average agricultural worker; hence, they are not discussed in this 
bouk. Hi& scboo1 students should not expect co become skilled mechanics from 
a study of internal combos&n engines in an agricultural mechanics course, but 
they shotid Iearn how to &vice, maintain, and adjust internal combustion en- 
&ES. 

External Comb&on Engines-Some engines, such as steam engines, burn 
them fuel outside the cylinder of the engine in a fire box beneath a boiler conrain- 
ing water. Engines of this type are known as external combustion engines. The 
pistun within the cylinder is driven by the expansion of steam. 

Internat &mbuaion Engines-h engines such as gasoline engines, the fuel 
w&n mixed with air in the proper propurrions is drawn into the engine cylinder, 
compressed,, and i&red. This type of engine is known as an internal comb&on 
en&w. When the fuel burns, the gases expand very .mpidly, producing a high 
pressure ag&w the piston. 

Principal Parts of an Inreroal Combusion Engine-Every engine must 
have certain pans in order to operate. The principal parts are 2s follows: 

1. Cjfindrt-The pan of rhr engine where rhe combustion rakes place. The 
numkr of cylinders in an engine will vary from one to eight or more. 

2. Pi.rrwr-A cylinder plunger which works within a cylinder. Each piston 
conrains rings which tic righrly against the inside of the cylinder walls. 
thus preventing air from leaking past the piston. 

3. Connr<!;ng rwi-A rod which connects a piston with the crankshaft, rhe 
cd briqq fastened to the piston by means of a wrist pin. 

4. Cwrbh&-A central crank=.haped shaft re which all rhe connecting 
rtnls iice fwrnsd. 

WORKING PRINCIPLES OF INTERNAL 
COMBUSTION ENGINES 

lnrernal combustion engines are mechanical devices which can transform cer- 
tain fuels such as gasoline and oil into work. The fuel. which is in gaseous form 
when it enters the cylinders of an engine, is changed into an explosive mixture 
when united wirh rhe proper proportion of air. This explosive mixture is com- 
pressed and ignited in a cylinder, and the explosion forces the piston downward. 

Gasoline Engine Cycle-A cycle of any kind is a series of events starring at a 
given point, going rhrough a definite order of procedure, and returning to the 
same point. A four-stroke cycle gasoline engine (see Fig. 21.1) has a series of four 
events or strokes which must be completed with the cycle, namely: 
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Fig. 21.1 I IoYt-sItah aanplas. 

OR the irt:ildr rcruhu, the exhaust valve remains closed and the intake valve 
opens.. As the piston moves downward, a mixture of fuel nnd air is drawn into the 
cyhder. 

As the piston moves back toward the head or top of the cylinder, the ~or~prus- 
si#n it& begins. The intake and exhaust valves are both closed and the fuel mix- 
ture is compressed, which raises its temperature, thus making it more explosive. At 
the end of this stroke the crank has made one complete revolution. 

The furl mixture, after being compressed, is ignited by a spark from a spark 
plug. The explosion of this fuel mixture drives the piston down on what is called 
thr~w~wtr&. Both valves are closed on this stroke. 

The cylinder is ROW full of burned gas which is released by the exhaust valve, 
which opens as the piston returns to the top or head of the cylinder on rhee.&ztc.rt 
s&r. The piston is driven as far as it will go into rhe cylinder by the momentum 
of the flywheel. thus forcing out all the burned gas. The crank makes two complete 
revolutions during the proxess of these four strokes. A new cycle is now ready to 
begin. These four strokes are often compared to the loading, compressing, firing, 
and cteaning of a cannon. 

Four-Stroke and Two-Stroke Cycle Engines-Most gasoline engines are of 
the four-stroke cycle type, also known as the Otto cycle. In this type of engine the 
piston makes all four strokq as mentioned in the previous paragraphs. A two- 
stroke cycle engine completes its cycle in two strokes, or one revolution of the 
crankshaft. As the piston moves upward, a vacuum is formed in the airtight crank- 
case, and fuel and air are sucked into the crankcase through a valve. 

While this fuel mixture is being obtained, the mixture obtained previously is 
compressed in the upper part of the cylinder. When the compression stroke is 
nearly completed, the mixture is ignited and the explosion drives the piston 
downward. When the downward or power stroke is nearly completed, the exhaust 
pott opens and permits the bumed gas to escape. 
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DIESEL ENGINES 

Diesel engines ace becoming more pc~pular on farms and in noni%rm agricul- 
rumI businesses. They are avaitsble as two-stroke cycle and &lur-stroke cycle en- 
&es. A true diesel engine does not operate with spark ignition. There are some 
eng&s called diesels, however. that are spark-ignition fuel injection engines. 
Compression pressura in engines of this type may be the sane as they are ir. 
enginw with carburetors, but they are usually somewhat higher. 

The main difference between the Diesel cycle and the Otto cycle (the corn- 
man four-stroke cy&E is in the method of mixing the fuel and air, and igniting the 
charge for the power stroke. In the Diesel cycle a he1 injector squirts the fuel 
charge into the cylinder after the air has been compressed. The compression pres- 
sure is very high and heats the air hot enough to ignite the fuel injected into it. 
The burning mixture expands. furnishing the power stroke. The Otto cycle draws 
the mixed fuel and air into the cylinder, then compresses the mixture for P spark 
i.@tiun. The Otto cycle “ignition event” is replaced by the “fuel injection event” 
in the Diesel cycle. A diesel engine does not have a carburetor or spark plugs, but 
it has a fuel pump and a fuel injector. the latter measuring the correct amount of 
fuel for injection at the right time. 

A two-stroke cycle diesel engine completes its cycle of operations in one rwo- 
tutiotl of the cmnkshaft. There is only n compression stroke and P power stroke, 
but in between or during these events the intake of fuel end the exhaust of gases 
are acwmplisherl. There is a power stroke every revolution; thus a two-cycle diesel 
can pn,duce about twiw the power of a four-cycle engine of the sane size and 
appruximatrly the same weight. 
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Maincenaoee of Diesel Eagines-Diesel engine repair should not be at- 
tempted without special training, The adiustments and repairs that can be made 
without special tools and insuumenrs will usually be explained to the operator or 
~3 be discussed in the instruction book sent with the engine. 

The following fuels are frequently used: 

t. G&J&W is the fuel used most frequently, especially in automobiles. A 
god, clean, high-grade gasoline should be used. 

2. Litp&dperru(rrrnr gur, commonly called “LP gas” or “bottled gas,” is usw 
atip composed of propane and butane. Several manufacturers build trac- 
tors drsigwd to burn LP gas. Also, several manufacturers have con- 
versiun units fix instaltlinp LP-burnins equipment on standard makes of 
rtacturs. Special storw tnnks and handling equipment are necessary for 
LP fuel. Gencmlly it is necessary to obtain LP fuel for apprw’nately 
two-thirds the price of gasoline to recover the extra cost of the equip- 
ment and to make the USC of the fuel economical. 

3., Diri~!&l is similar to kerosene. but impurities such as gums have been 
removed. It also his other special charxtrristics. 

Some tractor engines are designed to use more than one grade of fuel. There 
is. hawever, a tendency for manufacturers to build engines that will perform best 
on only one grade o,f furl. The manufacturer’s recommendation should be followed 
in the setecrion of the fue1 for a tractor. 

Meaning of Compression Ratio-High-octane fuels are used in high- 
compression engines. The compression ratio of an engine is the ratio of the totai 
volume within the cylinder (piston displacement volume plus head clearance vol- 
urne), to the head clearance vohtme. Increasing the compression ratio increases the 
preswre within the cylinder at the end of the compression stroke. Thus, campres- 
aiun ratio exprersea the compression of the fuel charge. Far example, a compres- 
sion ratio af 6: I rneane that the piston at the top of its stroke has squeezed the 
cements of the cylinder into P space only one-sixth the size of the cylinder when 
the piston was at botrom dead center. The compression rarie of an engine should 
not be increased uofesr the manufacturer recommends it, because the rest of the 
engine must be built strong enough to withstand the increased power and stresses 
developed. 



CHAPTER 22 

Operating and Lubricating Engines 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

I. What causes gasoline engine troubles? 
2. What are some common gasoline engine troubles? 
5 What should be done when a gasoline engine Joes not operate properly? 
4. What tests shoutd be used in diagnosing gasoline engine difficulties, and 

what do these tests tell you? How are these tests made? 
5. How important is proper lubrication? 
6. What are the various methods of lubricating internal combustion engines? 
7. What is proper lubrication? 
8. How often shoutd the oil in a crankcase be changed? 
9. How may the quality of a lubricant be maintained? 

OPERATING ENGINES 

Some Causes of Gasoline Engine Traubles-There are numerous causes af 
@soline engine troubles. but the most common ones can ordinarily be traced to 
onr m more of the following: 

Any of the above may interfere with the starting or the running of an et&e. 

Gasoline Engine Troubles-An engine, in broad terms, needs thres things 
to make it run, namely, furl, compression, and spark. Engine troubles, therefore, 
may be classified and listed with their possible causes a: follows: 

1. Engine will nor rtarr. 
a Empty fuel tank 
b. Poor quality of fuel 
c. Foreign material in fuel tank or feeJ Pip& 
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Wmt tu DO When PII Engine Does Not Operate Properly-If an engine 
Will not Starr., the following procedure is xcommended: 

1. The fuel tnnk should be examined ra set whether or nor a fuel supply is 
prewnr: if a supply of fuel is n~~silable, rhr furl line should be examined 
to see whether or nor the fkcl is rraching the carburetor. If rhe fuel 
cenrainr wte~, it may freazr. rhus prwesrin.g the fuel from entering rhc 
cdxmror. Dirt 01 other fo&n mnrcrisls may also be present in the fuel 
line. 

2. If rhc proper mixture of furl is reaching rhe cylinders. the iRnirian should 
bc checked 10 determine whether (IF nut rherr is a loose or broken con- 
txctiw dnd alsu whether or nar them is a spark. Ir may be that rhr spark 
plug puinrr arc improperly set ur rkz: rhe plugs are dirty. Likewise, the 
disrrikutot pwintr may be badly pitte& <)I improperly set. 

4. Aiwr thxse lremr sre check&, if rhc engine fails to start, fhe riming of 
the spxk should be checked. f&w&g rhr instructions of rhc manufac- 
wrw. The spark muac ~(cur at the proper rime to ignire the fuel mixture. 

4. The compression should br checked. as the fuel mixture must be com- 
prrsred brfore ir is ignited. Some m&unics check for the compression 
tkr when a nmt~r fails co srarc. 

A wnprrs.ril/rr KII is ofcen helpful in diagnosing engine troub!es. A compres- 
sion rester costs only a few dollars, may be purchased at any automobile supply 
score or large mail-order company, and i* 4uively easy to use. 

A compression test may be used co dttermine such difficulties as the follow- 
ing: 



1. Poor sdiurtment of carburetor 
2. Faulty operation of furl pump 
3. Faulty operation of valves 

a. Sricking 
b. Burned and warped 
E. Tappet adiuament 
d. Weak valve springs 
e. Worn valve guides 
f. Leaking 

4. Worn cylinders or rings 

A wcwm gauge test may also be used to determine when an engine is timed 
properly and when the carburetor is adjusted correctly. 

The procedure for making a vacuum test is as follows: 

1. Arrach the vacuum tester to the incake manifold. Often engines have a 
plug in the manifold which may be removed. A pipe nipple is placed in 
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A eumpression test should be made before ao engine rune-up is attempted 
becauw if the compression of an engine is faulty, it is impossible to tune the 
engine prep&y. Fzdry compression wiU result in the loss of power and the use of 
an excessive amount of fuel. A compress:>n test will help determine the need for 
M engine wethaul. 

The procrdu.~ for making B compression test is as follows: 

1. Operatr engine until normal running temperature is obtained. 
2. Shut &engine. 
3. Remove spark ptugs. 
4. Open throttle. 
5. Place nozzle of compression tester in spark plug hole in number one 

cylinder. 
6. Use starter to turn engine several revolutions. 
7. Record pressure obtained an pressure gauge of compression tester. 
8. Test other cylinders in same way. 
9. Ohtaiin normal cylinder pressure for engine being tested from operator’s 

mnnwl or from dealer. 
to. Interpret test. 

if the pressure obtained for a cylinder is 10 or more pounds below the normal 
cyknder pressure of the engine, rhe cause should he determined and corrected. 
Qftrn the cause of the difficulty may be derermined by placing a teaspoonful of oil 
in the cylinders and wpeating the test. If the difficulty is the excessive wear of rhe 
cytinders or ritlgs, the oil may seal the leaks and cause the pressure to rise consid- 
erably. If the oil does nor cause rhe cylinder pressure to rise, the valves may be 
faulty. A cracked cylinder head may be indicated if bubbles appear at the top of 
the radiator. Whatever the cause of the loss of compression, the dif!iculty should 
be corrected before an engine tune-up is attempred. 

A wuutn reef is often helpful in the run&up of an engine. The cost of a 
vacuum tester is not great, and one may be purchased from any auromobiie supply 
store or from a large mail-order company. 

A vacuum test may be used to determine such difficulties as the following: 
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the hole for the plug, and the vacuum hose is anached to the pipe nipple. 
If I)O pray is found to atrach the vacuum kose to the intake manifold, see 
the de&r ding the engine. 

if the vacuum gauge reading is steady and between 18 and 21 when the engine 
is operaring at a Fast idle and between IS and 16 when operating at its rated load 
speed, the engjne is in good condition and is runed properly. If the gauge drops 
approximarety four points inrermineatly, check rhe valves. This type of vacuum 
reading may be caused by burned or sticking valves or by insufficient clearance of 
rapp@ts. If the vacwm gauge reading is tow, check for leaking valves. If the valves 
are nor teaking, check the adiuscmenr of the carburetor. If the gauge reading is low 
after the carburetor has been adiuned. the low reading may be caused by worn 
cytinders or rings. 

If the vacuum gauge needle vibrates when the throttle is opened, the valve 
springs are weak. ff the needle of the vacuum gauge vibrates at low speeds, but is 
steady at hii speeds, the valve g,uides are worn. 

Diagnosing Diesel Engine Troubles-If a diesel engine is hard to srart, the 
EOUSB of the difficulty may be one or more of the following: 

1. tnsufficienr fuel 
2. Incorrect timing 
3. Cold air temperarmes 
4. Compression low5 
5. Dirty nozzles 
6. Low bgrrery 
7. lncsrreer valve clearance 
8. Our of rime fuel injection pump 
9.. Pdry fuel rrnnsfer pump 

I@. Faulty fuet iniecrion pump 

If a diesal engine overhears, the operator should check to determine whether 
or not the overhearing is caused by one or more of the following difficulties: 

t. R.P.M. too tow under heavy load 
2. Ctogged radiator 
3. Inadequate liquid in cooling system 
4. Stipping fan belt 
5. Collapsed radiator hose 
6. Stuck thermostat 
7. Broken expeller vanes in waer pump 
8. Overloaded engine 
3. Diluted lubricating oil 

If the operarion of a dies& engine is irregular, suspect one or more of the 
foIlowing causes: 



1. Out of time fuel injection pump 
2. Low fuel pressure 
3. Low operating trmperatute 
4. Faulty fuel nouler 
5. Improper searing of valves 
6. Uneven mmptession prersure 
7. Binding governor control linkage 

If a diesel eogine knocks, the operator should check the following possible 
ct”tses: 

I. Incomcr timing 
2. PIugged or leaking air cell 
3. Too slow engine R.P.M. 
il., tmpropx t-d 
5. Overloaded engine 

If the exhaust smoke of a diesel is excessive, rhe cause may be one or more of 
the following: 

If a diesel engine develops a loss of power, check the following possible 
causes: 

1. Rescrirrions in furl line 
2. Clogatd fuel lilcers 
3. Defective rransfer pump 
4. Air in fuel line 
5. Clogged air clesnrr 
6. Loss of compression 
7. Faulty injection pump rimin 
H. Sticking valves 
9. Faulty norrles 

LO. Tao slow high-idle R.P.M. 
I I. Incorrect valve clearance 

The operator of a diesel engine should not attempt co make adjustments to 
the fuel system of a diesel unless he or she is a skilled diesel mechanic. An 
operator can make simple adjustmenrs ro correct rhe difficulties mentioned when a 
diesel engine soarts hard, knocks, smokes excessively, operates irregalarty, loses 
power, or becomes overheated. The operator’s manual for the diesel engine should 
be consulted for instructions regarding the simple adjustments char can be made. 

One adjustmenr should be made at a time. If rhe adjustment made does not 
improve the operation of the diesel engine, a rerurn co the original setting should 
be actempred before another adjustment is made. 
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SERVICING AND LUBRICATING ENGINES 

Perk&al checkups to maintain an engine in good operating condition should 
be systemutically provided. 

The foliowing units of an engine should be periodically cleaned, inspested, 
repaired. or serviced: 

1. The fuucl system. such as the fuel sromge ad hadling equipment, fuel 
ranks. lines. screens. settling bwvi, carbureror anJ manifo!J, ad fuel 
PWP. 

2. The air supply equipment, such as rhe air intake pipe, air cleaner or filter. 
cleaner hose and connections, anJ pre-cleaner bowl. 

3. The ignirion systeem, such as the magneto or generator, baoery. coils, 
Jistriburor, switches. merer. wires. spark plugs. anJ self-srarrer. 

4. The lubricating system, such as the oil filter. oil pump anJ screen. pres- 
sure gwgc. uil i& pipes. crankcase breather, and crankcase tiller screen 
d cap. 

lmpoc~ance of Proper Lubrication-The successful operation and con- 
rinued use of an internal combustion engine depend co a large degree upon its 
proper lubricarion. The best oil is none coo good for an engine. While good lubri- 
cants cost riigbtly more, they are cheaper in the long run. An internal combustion 
engine char is krpr properly lubricated will require less repair than an engine which 
is given birtle accention or an engine which is lubricared with inferior lubricants. A 
new engine espccialty nccda to be kept well lubricated wirh rhc proper lubricitnrs. 

Types of &ng,ine Lubrication Systems-A lubricarion sysrem supplies oil to 
rhe f&wing placer: 

I. Main bearing 
2. Cunnecring rod bearings 
3. Wrist pins 
4. Pistons anJ piston rings 
5. Camshaft bearings 
6. Timing gears 
7. Cams and valve liicers 
8. Cylinder walls 
9. All ocher working pans 

There are several types of lubrication systems used: 

1. SpLw4 Syrrem-This is rhr simplex of the lubricarion systems. The oil in 
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Fig, 22.1. A slmglltied scbamallc &wing showing an oil grrrsum system. The oil Is 
~CICMI. OS bdkd8d I8 lhr dnviq, by a gumg 10 tkr critical g&Us lo MS sngbm. such IS 
lb0 cfdmhcll8fd COCC~CU~~ ad brerings. the glcI0~. tnd Be vaiws. The gmls OI the 
c8sino ncl t8colcl8g cl1 under prccctfrc cblcln II lhratgh a “s#ah” system. 
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3. Prevent leakage between the piston and the cylinder wall 
4. Permit all puts to work fwely. 
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To meet these requitemenrs, the oil must be of the proper grade and quality. 
If the piston rings are nor properly sealed by the oil. there will be a loss of com- 
pression, hence a 100~s of power. Oil will also leak by the piston rings, working into 
the combustion chamber. and produce carbon deposits on the valves, spark plugs, 
and cylinder head and walls. If the oil is too thin, it will not lubricate sufficiently. If 
it is tuo thick, it wilI not &xv freely. Improper lubrication is often indicated by 
overheating, which produces a metallic knock in an engine. 

It is besr to follow the recommendations of the manufacturer as to the grade 
af lubricant tc2 use. 

Changing Crankcase Oil-It is difficult to suggest any definite frequency for 
removing old oil and refilling the crankcase with fresh oil, as this depends on a 
number of facrors. Some of these factors are as follows: 

t. The quality anJ graJe of oil. It is only reasonable to expccr an oil of high 
quality anJ of the proper grade to outuw~r ‘tn inferior oil of the improper 
&Trade. 

2. The amount of continuous running of the engine. An engine, especially 
an wtomobile engine, when run continuously uses less oil. if run at rhc 
CO~KCI sped. than when it is run with frequent stops anJ starts. 

3. The anwunt of starring nnJ stopping in cold weather. An engine that is 
start4 anJ stoppeJ frequently in the winter will sown have the oil very 
much JiluteJ with gasoline. The choking of an engine aJJs gasoline to 
the oil. 

4. The swed at which the er.sine is run. When an engine is run rapillly. 
much hear is, generated. which burns rhe oil. 

5. The time of year. Crankcase oil orJinari!y should be changed more often 
in winter because of the necessary choking and because of rhe condensa- 
tion of moisture on the cylinder walls and in the crankcase. 

6. The cooling and ipnirion system. A cool-running engine uses less oil than 
orw which hrromer werhrarcrl. 

The oil in a crankcase should be changed whenever it loses its body and film- 
forming ability. The oil should be maintained at the proper level at all times. 

Factots in Maintaining the Quality of a Lubricant-All of the factors men- 
tioned in the previous section should be considered in maintaining the quality of 
oil in an engine. Also see that the carburetor is properly set to avoid rich mixtures. 
Do not use the choke excew.ely, and keep the engine in proper running condi- 
tion. 

Oil C/as&cation and Weights-Ability to flow, or viscosity, through an 
opening of a standard size at certain temperatures is used to classify oils used in 
engines. Viscosity at various temperatures indicates an oil’s body, which is one of 
the very important properties of an oil. 

A viscosity test is used to determine the grade of an oil. The Society of Au- 
tomotive Engineers (SAE) classifies oil into grades based on standardized viscosity 
testing These SAE grades are designated by numbers, such as SAE 10 and SAE 
20. 
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Fip. 22.2. Check the oil level in the crankcase and in the hydraulic sVslem at freWen1 
inlmals. (Lelt) Crankcase oil lwel dipstick. (Right) Hydraulic oil level dipstick. 



CHAPTER 23 

Maintaining and Adjusting Internal 
Combustion Engines 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

L. What is the function of a carburetor? 
2. What are the ptincip&l parts of a carbureror? 
2. What me same types of carburetors? 
4. How should carburetors~ be clezaned and adiusted? 
7. How should the air cleaner, sedimenr bowl. fuel lines, and thermostar be 

clraned, serviced. and maintained? 
6. What is the purpose of an intake manifold? 
7. What methods are used in cooling internal combustion engines? 
8. What is the funcrion of an ignition system? 
9. Whar are some types of ignition systems? 

10~. Huw should the spar!< plugs be set? 
11. What are the steps iti replacing distributor points? 
L2. How s,hould the electrical system be rested, serviced, and maintained? 
13. Why is it essential to have the valves properly timed? 
LCr. How is an en&w timed? 
14,, How are mppers adjusrrd? 
16. Why is v&e grinding importanti 
17. How should the carbon be cleaned from an engine, and why is irs removal 

necessary? 
!8. What is rhe function of piston rings? 
I9. How may h&y piston rings be detected? 

’ 20. How should old piston rings be removed? 
21. How should piston rings be installed? 
22. What are wrist pins, and how are they installed? 

FUEL AND CARBURETION SYSTEM 

Functioning of a Carburetor-The carbureror is one of the most essential 
parts of a gasoline engine. Some of its functions are: 
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2. To mix rhr proper amounc of air and fuel for efficient combustion. 
3. To cuntml the proper mixture of explosive fuel for various speeds of the 

engine. 
3. To driivrc the fuel mixrum to the cylinders. 

Many carburetors an the marker today ace very efficient and dependable when 
properly installed and adjusted. 

Principal Parts of a Carburetor-Carburetors vary a great deal in their con- 
strucrian, but there are a few principal parts which are more or less common to all 
of them. Some RF these are as follows: 

1. A 60~1 where a constant level of fuel is mainrained. 
2. Afloat which keeps the proper amoun: of fuel in the bowl by shutting off 

rhe supply after it reaches a certain level in the bowl and by pecmicring 
mwe furl to enter as it is needed. 

3. /u~i which permit air oc fuel co c*mec the carburetor. There arc urually 
IWO jets. one h)r hi8h speed and une for tow speed. 

,4. A wrfrrri tube which is a pact of the air cube. It causes a vacuum ace nd 
the jet oc no&. resulring in 3 better fuel mixrure. 

5. A nrrrl[u t&r nshich regulates the amounr of either fuel oc air. 
6. A ~~hoir wlro u-hich is used to increase for a short period of rime the 

mount of f&t in the fuel and air vapor. The choke valve is located in the 
air intake opceing of a carburetor. Closing the valve increases the VZXUU~I 
on the fuel ien and increases the amount of fuel oc rhe richness of the 
fuet.air mixture. 

-. A brrtrcyf?) oc rhrottle M/IV which regulares the flow of vaporized fuel 
guins co the engine. 

Atmospheric pressure pushes air into the engine when a vacuum is created by the 
pistons. At the same time, fuel from, the carburetor bowl enters the carburetor as a 
fine spray. This fine spray or mist mixes with the air, forming a fuel mixture for 
combustion within the cylinders. 

Typ@~ of Carburetors-While there are a number of types of carburetors, 
three are ooly a few which are frequently used. Some automobiles, trucks, and 
tractors require special types of carburetors. Special types of carburetors are also 
drsi~ned for special furls such as propane and alcohol. 
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The float-feed type of carburetor is often used. Located in the bowl is a float 
which keeps the fuel at a constant level at all times. Fuel pumps are often used 
with this type of carburetor. There are a number of different types of float-feed 
corbumtors available. 

Fig. 23.2. Aa culomclte.Iypc nrburllot with I” ad)urtlbl@ tdllng dwlr. (1) iii1 la 
bh. (2) cwbcmbt CkoLI, (3) wM to oIt@na. (4) bull8tlly thmfll0. (5) 8lr WWI WV 
m m jet. (6) tdliag nocdlo nice. (7) float nlvr culott and *at. (8) lwl 
cwom. (8) (tat. (10) ccndonr.ttmc cptnlng rupplvbg gas. (11) mnln 14t kedr, (12) 
cmpoocottog mlt.(lB~ Id&q tub4 or (4t,fl4)~mpcnuUng let, (15) mlln twli41, (111) 
wabttltmbe. Ilw arbttrclw tn." M tb4 coufc.olconddtnbt4 tiWn4lrwbl4. A PWW 
~,~~1sl~udr(clr~vmorrnryp(ltnu~2to~ptll~ncwmw4~(utllw4tch 

Cleaning and Adiusting Carburerors- A carburetor cannot give efticienr 
service unless it is kept clean and properly adjusted. It is best to leave the car- 
buretor alone as long as the engine is working properly. If it becomes necessary to 
&an the carburetor, it should be removed, carefully taken apart, and washed with 
a safe solvent. If possible, air should be forced through the jets and other sn~*ll 
openings. Install new gaskets. Rebuilding kits are available which contain new gas- 
kets and the parts that normally need to be replaced. Carefully reassemble and 
then reinstall the carburetor. 

In adjusting a carburetor, use the following procedure: 

1. Follow the directions supplied by the msnufacrucec of the engine 
2. Adjust the carburetor while rhe engine is cunning and is warm. 
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3. Turn the adiustment on the r&wetor until the engine almost srops run- 
ning, then open the adjustment until the engine runs smoothly-. If there is 
more than one adiustmenr, each will have to be adjusted. If thy. engine 
seems to hqx, it is getting too much es: that is, the mixrurr IS wo rich. If 
the engine sputters. it is getting too much aiir; that is. the mixruri is too 
&IL After the carburetor is set fi>r the proper mixture, set rhe idle speed 
o~rew co re&wIate the idling s&x4 of the engine. 

Common Carburetor Troubles-There are relatively few causes of car- 
buretor troubles. Din or other foreign m&zrial in a carburetor may plug the jets 
and prohibit them from functioning properly. If the engine spits, sputters, almost 
stops, and then starts again, there may be dirt in the carburetor. The float may 
stick and cause the carburetor to overflow. Improper adjustmenr of the carburetor, 
and worn, warped, or bent parts are causes of trouble. 

The Purpose of an Intake Manifold-After the fuel is properly mixed in a 
carburetor. it must be delivered to rhe cylinders. This is done through an intake 
manifold which aids in the vaporization of the fuel mixture. Vaporization is har- 
tened by the exhaust gas from the engine, which heats the manifold. Manufacturers 
have spent considerable money to develop manifolds which will aid in the vapori- 
zation of the fuel mixture before it enters the cylinders of the engine. 

FueL injecrion Systems for Diesels-The fuel injection sysrem and the corn- 
b,ustion system are designed to be carefully coordinated. The combusrion system 
receives rhe fuel as it is sprayed into the combusion chamber, completes the dis- 
persion of the fuel by air turbulence, and thus influences the ignition of the fuel. 

The fuel lniection systems in diesel engines employ plunger-type pumps in 
which clearances range from 0.001 to 0.0003 inch. The individual pump sy~em 
has a separate pump for each cylinder which meters ac the right rime a quantity of 
fuel ar high pressure, generally from 1,000 to 3,000 pounds per square inch, to 
each cylinder. The fuel distributor system has a single pump which meters the 
required quantiry of furl through a distributor to rhe appropriate injector for each 
cylinder. The mewing pump operates ar moderate pressures of abour 50 co 100 
pounds per square inch. 

The pump delivery is varied to suit the requirements of rhe engine by two 
merhods. One is by the porr by-pass method in which excess fuel escapes through 
a port uncovered by a plunger. The other method is by the variable stroke pump 
which admits fuel through a spring-loaded valve, the fuel delivery being varied by 
increasing or decreasing the length of the plunger stroke. 

In this brief discussion, it is apparenr that the fuel iniection event in a diesel 
engine must be rimed to occur before rhe end of the compression srroke. The 
means used to inject rhe fuel in a diesel engine replaces the ignition impulse mech- 
anisms in aa Otto cycle engine. 

Air Cleaner-An engine requires lots of clean air to operate properly. A 
dirty air cleaner will not supply the clean air required. Dirt clqaned from the air by 
an air cleaner may be deposited in an air cleaner cup or in a paper element filter. If 
the air cleaner cup system is used, the cup must be cleaned periodically. If the air 



gleaner is the paper element rype, replace the element when it qrs dirty. The air 
lines from the air cleaner to the carbureror should be checkwi periodically for 
leaks. 

Sedimenr Bowl and Fuel Lines-Periodic cleaning of rhc sedimenr bowl is 
not very difticuh, bur ir is imporrant for the continuing rroubk-free operation of 
an enginr. When cleaning the sedimenr bowl. firsr shut off the v&es from the fuel 
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tank. Second. Ioosen the not under the bowl and swing the bai! to one side. Re- 
move the bowl with a twisting motion, and clean the bowl with a sate solvent. 
While the bowl is off, check the flow of the fuel from the fuel tank. If the fuel is 
dii or does not fiow fteeiy, clean the fuel line. When the bowl is replaced, check 
the gaskets and check for leaks. 

The tank caP should also be cleaned periodicaily and especially when the fuel 
does not flow fteeIy to the sediment bowl. The vent on the cap may become 
clogged. A tank cap may be cleaned by washing it in ~a clean solvent and blowing 
out rhe vent with compressed air. 

PetiodicaUy the fuel Lines should be cleaned and inspected. The fuel line con- 
nerfed to the carburetor should be removed, and the screen in the fitting at the 
carburetor should be cleaned with a safe solvent. If the screen is gummy, use a 
commercial gum cleaner. The tlow of fuel should be checked wirh the fuel line 

---Jam nut 

- - Gasket 

---Screen 
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diwmntxxed tnd the screen removd If the tlow is sluggish, clean or replace the 
line. Aiways chwk lines for leaks. 

COOLING SYSTEM 

An internd combustion engine must hew a caoling system, because the burn- 
ing of the fuel mixture produces much heat. If the cylinders were not cooled in 
sane way. the engine would be destroyed. There are two common methods of 
caoling engines: 

I. Liyuhi cQ”&,g. This is the most common method in use at the prrsrnr 
time. The cylinders nnd cylinder heal are surrounded by jxkets which 
zrc kept tilled with a tiquid which ckwlaws through them and through a 
diaarr. The liquid is coded as it circulares through the radiawr. 

2. Air Cdiug. Thts merhd has, been used IO a limited exrenr. *‘hen used. 
the cytindwr ue provided with ribs or tins co incrcxw their radiating 
st~&cc. A fin is uwd to hrce dir owr the ribs or tias. This m~chd ‘of 
rdiny is, nws1 &criue 00 .+m;dl ~nyiacs. 

Mrdern liquid-w&d rrac’~us usually have a forced circulation system. A 
pump is used to force rhe coolant through the sysrrtn rapidly. A pressure cap is 
&en wed tan the radiator to raise the boiling point of the liquid in the circulation 
system. A pressure cap chat increases the pressure in the system by 6 to 7 pounds 
per yture inch abwe atmospheric pressure will increase the boiling point of wa- 
tw, for exampte. fwm 2 L2 co 230 degrees Fahrenheit. A 6- to ?-pound pressure 
cap has, a valve that opens tu prevent the pressure in the circulation sysrem from 
increasing more than 6 to 7 pounds above armosphrric pressure. 

If a liquid-cooling system is used, a commercial coolant. instead Of all water, 
should be used in the radiator so char excessive deposits will not result and hinder 
rhe oiw%arion of the cooling sysrem. Thermostats are provided on cooling systems 
m cunrrol the remperarure of the liquid. Engines chat burn gasoline are usually 
opraned at remperatuwr of LG5 c~ 185 degrees Fahrenheit. 

If an engine overhears, check the thermostat. Also. if an engine hears slowly, 
ckeck the thermostat. A faulty thermosrat should be replaced with a new one of 
the came tempernturc range. 

in checking a rhrrmosrat, tirsr clean it with a solution of warm water and 
washing soda. Insprcr for wear, lime deposits, and corrosion. The operation of a 
thermostat may be checked in a bucker. Fill the bucker with water and place a 
rherxmmerer in the water. Immerse the thermosrat in the bucker and heat the 
wawr. Observe the remperaturc- at which the thermosrat closes. Cool the water and 
observe the temperature ar which rhe thermostat opens. 

Another frequent cause of overheating of an engine is a clogged radiator and 
cooling sysrem resulting from lime deposits. Often it is necessary to have a clogged 
radiator cleaned by a radiator servicing shop, but accasiona!.Iy a radiator may be 
unplugg4 by rhe use of a flushing compound. There are many commercial flush- 
ing compounds on the market, but a homemade compound may be developed by 
mixing 3 pounds of washing soda with 7 gallons of warer. 
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If a* tVlpine bevtUlWs overheWed :md is getting some flow of coolunt, idle it 
for it shwt period uf time before stvppinp it. Idling of an engine that is overheated 
often &XVS the pistons to cool enough to prevent serious damage. 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

The electrical system t?)r a modern tractor usually iwolves a battery, lights, a 
sratter. it geaeratw or an alternator, f&es, an ammeter, and wiring. The battery 
supplies the clrctrical current for the ignition system. 

Srtvicing and Testing the L3attery-The battery is of prime imporrancc in 
the successful functinning of the electrical and ignition systems and should be serv- 
iced frequently. 

The Ievel of the liquid OF electrolyte in a battwy should be maintained at the 
top of the rings in the cells of thr battery. See Fig. 23.X. If distilled water is used to 
maintain the Ievrl of the electn~lyte in a battery. the life of the battery will be 
longw. If the battery requites an excessive amount of water during normal usage, 
the trouble is probably due to overcharging of the battery. 

The charge of a battery may be determined with n battery hydrometer. A 
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hydrometer is a floating instrument which is used to measure the specific gravity or 
smngth of liquids. 

A battery hydrometer is an inexpensive instrumenr and may be purchased 
from firms handling auwmotive equipment. Tractor operaton should own a hy- 
drometer for testing the charge of batteries. See Fig. 23.8, showing the use of a 
battery hydrometer. The charge of a battery is good if the hydrometer reading is 
between L.250 and 1.295 at 80 degrees Fahrenheit. The charge of a battery is poor 
if the hydrometer reading is below 1.225 at 80 degrees Fahrenheit. The tempera- 
ture of the etectrolyte or liquid in a battery influences the readings obtained with a 
hydrometer. If the battery is very cold or hot, a correction factor of 0.004 should 
be used for each IO degrees of temperature below or above 80 degrees. If any cell 
in a battery gives a hydrometer reading of 0.025 below the others, that cell is 
pmbably bad. 

The ability of a battery or a cell in a battery to be charged is tested with a 
volt;lfe tester. The cost of a hiah-discharge voltage tester is slight, and it may be 
purchased from stores handling automotive equipment. it usually consists of a 
uoltmerer, two sharp contact points or prods, and a resistance connection. 

In using this, type of voltage tester, press the two sharp contact points against 
the terminals of a cell for approximately 15 seconds. If the battery is chargeable, 
the voltmerrr should give a steady reading of 1.7 to 1.9. lf the readings for the 

Fig. 23.9. How lcmgcmbws Ialimcac battery al6cirncy. 
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cells wry more than 0.2 volt, or if the voltmeter reading drops during the rest, the 
battery is in pr condition. 

Battery termin& may corrode, or the battery may become swzked with acid. 
E’hen this occurs, wash the termin& and battery with a soda solution. Use IL 
round soda to a quart of water. When the washing has been completed, inspect the 
hdes in the vent caps. These hdeo should be kept open. 

In servicing batteries, inspect the chunps. If the inside of the clamps or rermi- 
I& is corroded, the eIecrrical charge will not be transmitted to the electrical sys- 
tem. If corroded, scrape off corrosion on clamps and terminals. Also check for 
frayed insulation on cables and for loose connections. 

Batteries placed for storage during the off-season should be ft&y charged. 
They shoutd be stored in a cool place. It is a mistake to store a battery in a heated 
building or a warm basement. 

Checking the Ammeter-An ammeter is supposed to indicate the rate of 
charge r!: discharge of the battery. If the ammeter shows a discharge when no 
electrical current is being used, check for a short circuit in rhe wiring, which may 
be caused by frayed or worn wires. If the ammeter does not indicate a positive 
charge when it should, check for the following: 

I. Broken connections or wires. 
2. Faulty .qetwraror or dternaror. Inspect the brushes. If rhcy are worn, they 

shuuid he rcpkd tf the commutator or htushes art’ dirty, clean them 
with grade tlO snndpaprr. Do not use emery cloth. Ser Chapter 39 f<)r 
infwmatiun on replacing brushes and ctenning rhc commut~ror. 

3. t%UdufC~ smnletec. 

Checking the Light Circuit-lf the light circuit fails, check the fuse. If the 
fuse is burned our, check the wiring for short circuits. If the fuse is not burned out, 
check the wiring for broken connections and for broken wires. Also. check the 
light b&s to, determine whether or not they are burned our. 

Servicing the Starter-A starter is a motor powered by the battery. Periodic 
checks, should be made of a starter’s brushes and commutator. See Chapter 39 for 
information on servicing and cleaning electrical motors. 

If a starter fails to operate, check for rhe following difficulties: 

1. Loox or corroded battery connections. 
2. Diharged battery. Use a battery hydrometer to determine rhe charge of 

:he battery. 
3. Loose connections or broken wires between the battery and the starter. 
4. Faulty starter witch. Check whether the switch is making contact when it 

is turned on. 
5. Faulty starter. See Chapter 39 for information on motor difficulties. 

Servicing the Generator-The brushes and the commutator of a generator 
should be inspected periodically. When the brushes and commutator get dirty, use 
grade 00 sandpaper and hold it against the commutator with the engine running. 
See Chapter 39 for information on servicing brushes and cotimutators. 

A generator is provided with a cutout relay, which is usually mounted on top 
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of the generator, to close the g.enerator circuit and protect the generator. If the 
cutout relay puints do not close, the ammeter will register zeta If the cutout relay 
paints do not opa. the ammeter wit1 show o “discharge.” If the cutout relay does 
not work property, remove the generator and have it serviced by an authorized 
mechanic. 

IGNITION SYSTEM 

An ebxtric spark must be provided in a cylinder to ignite the fuel mixture. 
This is the function of the ignition system. This spark must be of sufficient inten- 
sicy not only to ignite the fuel mixture, but also to ignite it at the correct time. A 
gwxl i&ion ~ystetn which functions properly is very importsnt. 

&tttq f.pitiant S.yrturm. This system involves the use of a battery, a high- 
tension coil, a witch, an ammeter, a distributor. wires, and spark plugs. 

A battery ignition system is shown in Fig. 23.10. The cur~~‘nt goes from the 
battery through the breaker points and the coil, through the engine, and then back 
ttx the battery. This, circuit is known ns the primary circuit and is essentially a 
luw-tensitm circuit. As the breaker points statt and stop the cw~ent, the waves of 
cutrent cross the secondary coil, creating a high-pressure current called the sec- 
rmd;rry or high-tension cuttent. This high-tension current is often in excess of that 
required to jump across the spark plug gap. A condenser takes cue of the excess 
current or pressure and serves as a cushion of the system. 

Mugnuta iptition Sy~ew~. The operating principles involved in this system ate 
the same as those involved in the battery system. The magneto generates a high- 

-_-_----- 
CIRCtT lMWJUSH ENSINE 

&Primary %ndinq (Low Tansbn) 
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tension curtent simiku to the current provided by the battery and coil system. The 
magneto unit contains primary and secondary coils, breaker points, B condenser, 
*and a disttibutor. The diagram of the arrangement of a high-tension magneto sys- 
tem is shown in Fig. 23.11. 

Spark Plugs-Plug points should be set a uniform distance apart, about the 
thickness of a wore dime or a scant ‘/XL inch apart. See Fig. 23.13 for an illustration 
of the method of measuring the gap with a round-wire gauge. Adjust the gap by 
moving the outside electrode up or down. Plugs should also be cleaned occasion- 
&y., The outside point of a spark plug should be somewhat U-shaped, so that any 
condensation of moisture on the point wil,l run to the bottom of th? U rather than 
collect in thegap between the points and short the plug. Testing machines are now 
availab,lc for testing plugs to see whether or not they are satisfactory. 

Spark plugs are made for different heat ranges. In general, spark plugs should 
opcrace cool enough to give them a long life and hot enough to prevent the exces- 
sive formation of oil and soot. Constant fouling with sooty carbon indicates a need 
for a hotter plug. while blistered or cracked insulators and the rapid wearing of the 
elrcttodes indicate a need for a cooler plug. 

Distributor Points-A weak, irregular spark will decrease materially the efti- 
ciency of operation of an engine. Dirty or pitted points are often the cause of a 
weak or irregular spark. If the points are dirty or pitted, ic is usually best to replace 
them. Observe rhr folluwing steps in replacing points: 

1. Mark the location uf rhr rowr on rhr disrribucor cap. 
2. Remove the Jirrribumr. Do not operate the engine with rhe sw.rter or 

crank while the Itirrribuux is off. 
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4. Ad&t the paint ~pap. Turn the disttibutor sb& until the atm is on the 
hi& paint of the am and rhea adjust the gap. When the arm is on the 
highest paint of the cam. the points ate at theit widen position. Use a 
fetter @qe,e to detetmine the &up. See the opetatois manual for the gap 
sp&$ied. If rbe gap is not correct. loosen rbe screws holdi% the fued ot 
mtionary puinr. and mm the cam until the conect gap is obtained. 
Tiihtea the screws and recheck the gap. 

3. GItpJe the ‘“an with a high.temparac~ gease. 
6. Replate the totot. 
7. Turn the totw to the mark placed on the distributor cap when the totot 

n-48 removptt. 
8. Put the distributor back on the engine. 

Diiibutor Timing-An en&~ must have the spark introduced into the 
eplinders at the right time to operate comectly and efftciently. The timing of the 
disetibuter determines when the spark is supplied. In timing a distributor, observe 
the fdtowing ptwedutes: 

2. Determine when the number one piston is on top dead center of its 
tumpressiran s:%&r by removing the spark plug. Place your thumb over 
the spark pIur. hole and frcl for the pressure produced by the compter- 
rion aruke. 

3. De,erminc the pusition of the piston on the compression stroke by 
a&&ng, the marks on the flywheel with the inspection opening provided 
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by the manuf~cturtr. Conoult rhe oprtatois manual fur instructions on 
fin&q the iasprctiun opening provided by the mmufacturer. 

4. Turn the distributor in the direction opposite to the direction the totot 
tums. Turn the disrributur ils far as possible in this direction. 

5. Remwe the wire from the cementer ut’the distributor. 
6. H&l this riw near the btor-k of the engine. 
:. Turn cm the ignition key. 
8. Turn the discriburur fwwacd slowly until P spark is obraiced. 
9. Tiicen rbe nut tucking the distributor in place. 

IO. Fasten at riming liht w the number one spark plug. 
L t. Dirrw the light at the inspt%riun uwniny for observing rhe timing 

marks un the &wheel. If the engine is rimed correcrly, the timing light 
w~iil ittutninatr the riming marks on the flywheel. 
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Paper Valve Timing Essential-An engine must be timed properly if it is 
to perform properly. If an engine is timed coo fast, ir may miss, run too rapidly, 
knock, overheat. or not idle properly. If an engine is timed too slow, it will not 
hawe the proper pickup and will be slug&h. The valve timing of an engine should 
be checked occasionally to determine whether the engine is working efficienrly. 

Principles-Before an engine CPII be rimed, one cylinder must be on top 
dead cenrrr. that is,, the piston must be in the cylinder as far as ir will go so char 
when pressure is applied to rhc top of the piston ir will not move downward. When 
a piston is in this position. ir is known as top dead cenrer (TDC). When a pisron is 
&mm out of the cylinder as far as possible, ir is on bottom dead center (BDC). 



Most engines are marked se that the operator can tell when the engine is on dead 
center. 

In overhauling an engine, the operator should note whether or not the gears 
are marked showing when the timing is correct. If they are not, they should be 
marked with a center punch before being removed. This will aid in putting them 
together in the correct position. 

Ordinariily. it is best to check rhe valve timing when the piston is at the end of 
r&z exhaust stroke. When timing a multiple-cylinder engine, turn the crankshaft 
uadf the exhaust valve closes and the inrake valve is just ready to open. Then put 
the timing gears in place. An engine is timed by first getting it on dead center in 
respecr to one cylinder. Usually this can be determined by observing the valve 
action or by inserting a small rod through the spark plug hole onto the top of the 
piston. The timing is then checked through the distributor box. Observe the firing 
order of the engine-chat is, the cylinder order, for example, 1-2-4-3-i” which 
the spark is TV occur. 

The intake vahe begins to open when the crankshaft has rotated about IO 
degrees past TDC. and it remains open until the crankshaft has rotated about 30 
degrees past BDC. The range of operation of rhe intake valve is about 200 de- 
grees. The compression cycle starts abour 30 degrees after and ends on TDC at the 
end of the first revolution of the crankshaft. Compression is rhus developed during 
about I50 degrees of a revolution of the crankshafr. 

lgnirion occurs at TDC. after compression, and rhr power stroke carries 
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thtough until the ctank is about 45 degrees ahead of BDC, when the exhaust valve 
watts to open. The pcawer sttoke is therefore effective for about 135 degrees of a 
two&on of the cmnkshaft. The tlywheel and any counterbalances “smooth out” 
the cr&shaf% tocation and “catty over” the power of the engine until the next 
power ilW+k. 

The erbaust v&e opens about 45 de&tees ahead of BDC and remains open 
u&l &our 5 degrees pm TDC, or for about 230 degrees. This completes the 
seamI tevuturion of the crankshaft, and the four-stroke cycle is complete. 

ADJUSTING TAPPETS 

The pnhper adjustment of the valve tappet clearances is essential to efficient 
engicw petf&mance. Fatmets and nonfarm agricultural workers operating engines 
rhuttkt understand the principles of valve riming, bur should not attempt to change 
the timing of the valves of ensines except as the timing is adjusred in the process 
~fpn~pcr tappet adjustment. Tappers that ate adjusted with excessive clearance are 
nvisy. Excessive clearance also, changes the valve timing slightly. which may reduce 
the efficiency of the engine. 

Tappets with inadequate clearance will not close tightly. This may produce 
werhraring, v&e warping, and loss of power. 

lo adiusting valve tappet clearances, proceed in the following manner: 

F16.33.21. Adrtsll6drl6w6l swkaad Wva androckar-am! cI6aranc6 adimtmsnl. 
(1) Valve 66rln6. (2)valw slam. (3)valw clunn~. (4)nclPr amt. (5)mckwarm ad- 
iwlkq bolt. (6) and (7) lock nutr, (6) balland-aackel joint. (0) prh md. (10) oil kola. 
(11) wnwabRbw6z6 kwkln6,(12) rwkaran andskafl. 
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5. lnasn the hxk nut and turn the adiusting screw with a screwdriver until 
the desited cleataace is obtined. 

6. Rem the pttxedute an the other cylinders. 

VALVE GRINDING 

ImportanceAn e@ne will not have the proper compression unless the 
valves fit perfectly. If the valves do not fit properly in their seats. compression will 
leak by them. The exhaust v&es o&n become burned, pitted, or warped and will 
have to be refaced and ground. If badIy warped, they should be replaced. The 
inrjke valves. while not ordinariIy damaged badly, should be ground at the same 
time the exhaust vaIves are ground. 

Essential Tools and Supplies for Valve Grinding-Special equipment has 
been developed for use in refacing and reseating valves. This type of equipment is 
expensive, and its use requiter considerable skill. Consequenily, it is not usually 
avaiiab4e in school agricultural mechanics shops and in farm or agricultural business 
shops. The vaIves may be removed for checking or for refacing or grinding at a 
commercial garage. The fallowing is, a partial list of equipment and supplies which 
wi4l be needed for the removal of valves. 

vwg 

VALVS 
SPRING 

TAFFST 
RUSHING 
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Removing Carbon- Carbon should be cleaned from an engine when the 
valves are removed. All carbon should be removed from the cylinder had, valves. 
and pistons. A putty knife and a wire brush are vrrg satisfactory tools to use in 
performing this job. 
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FolIowing are a few of the troubles which are caused by carbon deposits: 

Clubon deposits reduce the eficiency of an engine and may indirectly cause 
numrm~s other dit&ulties. 

FllTfNG AND ADJUSTING PISTON RINGS 
AND PISTON PINS 

Function of Piston Rings-Piston rings are used to form a gas-tight fit be- 
KWCR the piston and the cylinder. They prevent gas leakage and the loss of an 
excessive amounr of oil. They ills0 aid in giving good compression to an engine. 

Detecting Faulty Pistor? Rings--Some of the ways faulty pirrnn riogs msy 
be detecfed am? as folkSvs: 

Removing Old Rings-Before new rings can be installed, the old rings must 
be removed., This may be done by breaking rhe rings or by slipping three or four 
strips of metal or old hacksaw blades, which have had the teeth filed off, under the 
rings., These strips permit the rings to be lifted out of the grooves in rhe piston. 
After the piston rings have been removed all carbon depasirs should be removed 
frum the pmves in fhe pistonrl _ 4 screwdriver rhe same six as the giooves or a 
piece of broken piston ring may be used to remove the carbon. 
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lnstdiing Piston Rings-Piston rings are construcrcd so that they will ex- 
pand against the cylinder walls; consequently, when they are not in the cylinders 
they are Iar&$r in diameter than when they are compressed wirhin the cyiinder 
w&s. Piston rings are split on one side to permit them to spring within the cylin- 
der waIIs. When installing rings, by sure to select rings which are of the correct size 
for the cylinders. This mity be determined by inserting the rings in the cylinders. A 
ring should touch aI edges of a cylinder wall. While a ring shoold come in contact 
with the cylinder waI1. it should have sutXcient space between the split ends to 
dhv fur espwtsion. If it does not, the ends may be Sled slightly. Use the engine 
m;inu&turer~s recommendations for ring gap cleararxe. It is usually 0.002 inch 
clearance per inch of cylinder diameter. The rings should come in contact with the 
sides of the grwurs in the pistons, but they should move freely. If they are too 
tight, they may be made slightly smaller with an emery cloth. The rings should he 
put in &ice by &ding, them down over strips of metal. After the rings are in place, 
thc~ pistons should be oiled and placed in the cylinder. The rings may be com- 
pressed with a compressor made for that purpose. 

InswIling Piston Pins-The pins which fasten the pistons to the connucring 
rods are called piston pins, or wrisr pins. These pins are fitted in bushings, which 
prevent excessive wear. Loose wrist pins are easily derecred by a definite knock 
when the engine is idling. Slightly loose pins do litt!e damage, but it is wry annoy- 
ing to tbu opwator to hear a knock of this kind in an engine. The bushings are 
ordinarily put in rhe piston u&r pressure, and the pins are made to fit snugly in 
the bushings. 

SMALL ENGINES 

Small gawlinr engines are frrqurnrly used in farming and in related agricul- 
rural businesses. They are used on chain saws. weed cutters and mawers. air com- 
pressors, water pumps, and garden traxors Small gasoline engines may be either 
four-cycle or twrcycle engines. t&e Chapter 2 I fix a discussion of the principles 
of operation of twwyclc and four-cycle engines.) Two-cycle engines may be built 
so char chcy are smaller in size and lighter in weight than four-cycle engines. They 
are often used, rherrforc, as a source of power where size and light weight are 
importam, s~h as for 2 chain saw. 

Principles of Operation--The principles of operation of small engines are 
the same ;IS for larger engines. These principles are presented in Chapter 21. “Un- 
dcrwanding rhe Fundamental Principles of Engines.” See Chapter 22, “Operating 
md Lubricating Engines,” for the principles r&ring to these two activities. FOC the 
principles of the carburization system, the cooling system, and the electrical SYS- 
rem, see earlier sections in this chapter, “Mainraining and Adjusting Internal Com- 
bustion Engines.” The principles of overhauling engines are also discussed in this 
chapter. 

Small engines may be water-cooled or air-cooled. However, most small en- 
gines are air-cooled. The cylinder and the cylinder head often h-e ridges or fins. 
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These ridges or fins increase the area exposed to the air, which promotes cooling. 
The ridges or fins also provide strength, which permits the walls of the cylinder 
and cylinder head to be thinner. They also promote cooling. 

The cyIinder and cylinder head of air-cooled engines must be kept clean to 

prevent overheating. Dirt and grease on the cylinder and cylinder head will quickly 
decrease the cooling capacity of the engine. 

Work Procedures-When working on engines, either small or large, follow 
certain essential work procedures. The following is a list of those procedures: 

1. Before work is scarred, secure the manuals, booklets, and information 
supplied by the manufacturer for the engine. 

L. Before work is started. secure the cools co do rhr job, to rhe extent 
possible. Certain specialized tools are needed for small engine work. 
They ate: 
a. flywheel holder 
h. recoil mechanism wrench 
c. tlywheel puller 
d. wlve ring comyressor 
e. piston ring expander 
f. thickness gauger 
g. micr0metrr 
h. telescoping gauges 
i. torque wrench 
i. cylinder ridge reamer 
k. valve grinder 
I. valve facer 
tn. point tile 
n. miscellaneous tools-box-end wrenches, Allen wrenches, diagonal 

cutting ptiers, needle nose pliers. screwdrivers. center punch, pin 
punch, hammer, open-end wrenches 

3. Secure, also before work is started, rhe following miscellaneous items: 
a clean wiping clorhs 
b. tlar pan for cleaning solvent 
c. safe cleaning solvenr--tror gasoline or carbon tetrachloride 
d. small brush for cleaning parts 
c. trays or small cans for storing parts 
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f. clean twxkii surface 
8. safety containers for WIine removed fmm engine and for adding 

to engine 
h. oil stonge container 

4. Befixe swing uwk on en&e, clean exterior of en&e. 
5. P&x all h&s, smds. and xrepls removed in a container and label each 

item. 

1. Ux eemer punch to mark parts to h&p in their reassembly. This is 
@speeiaMy important for pacts that can be reversed. Before marking 
psm, look for assembly marks that may have been provided by the 
lnamfacnuer. 

8. Drain gasdine from eegjne before work is started. 
9. Drain oil fmm era&ease and air cieaner. 

IQ. setecr c*rrect cool for job. 
tE. Be careful to return pans to original location when reassembling. 
12. Consult manuals provided by manufacmurer for correct disassembly and 

assembly pmc&ues. 
13. Use open&r manual for adjustment and tolerance specifications. 
14. clean all parts as they are removed. 
8%. I-w out aEE parts removed on work surface in “exploded fashion.” 
t6. Imate riming marks on crankshafr, camshaft gear. and magneto gear. 
17. Sketch parts before and during disassembiy if difficulty is anricipated in 

rrurembty. 
IS. Coat mavabk pasts with light oil before reassembly. 

Trouble Shooting and Tune-Up-Often the major difficulty with a small 
en&e is troubie in starting. When a small engine is difficult to 5tart or will not 
start+ the compression, the carburetion, and rhe ignition should be checked. Firsr, 
check the compression. Turn the flywheel quickly and note whether or not it re- 
Sc>E& z ;:.e <GZD ,j-’ _ I zse sroke. If the fiywhee! reoo:unds, :.fe compression 
rho&i he s&i&m for starting the engine. If ic does nor rebound, remove the 
sp&* plug and place a tablespoon of oil in the cylinder. The piston should be in a 
vertical position when the oil is placed in rhe cylinder. This will prevenr the oil 
from getting an the valves. Replace the spark plug and again turn the flywheel 
quick&. If the flywheel rebounds, ir probably indicares that the piston, cylinder, or 
rim& are worn., The oil has produced a remporaxy seal. Give rhe oil rime to drain 
CO the crankcase. Check rhe compression again. If the flywheel does not rebound 
after a quick turn. the engine needs to be overhauled. 

If the oil added through the spark plug hole does not increase the compres- 
rian of the engine, 5u5pecc leaking or stuck valves. An overhaul or valve grinding 
job is indicated. 

If the compression is satisfactory, check the carburetion. First, check whether 
or not the gatoiine rank conrains gas. In fact, when an engine does not start, this 
should be the fur check to make. Many small engines have a gravity-fed &el 
syrtem. If the rank contains fuel, check the fuel line. First, loosen the fuel line at 
the carburetor to determine whether or not fuel runs out. !f it does, empty and 
clean cbe sedimenr bowl. assuming the engine has a sediment bowl. Be sure to 
&an the screen in the sediment bowl. Check the vent hole in the cap for the rank 
and snake certain it is open. 
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For a suction carburetor, remove the fuel line and check for stoppages. Clean 
the foot dve. Fill the line full of fuel and check whether or not the foot valve is 
working prcqxdy. 

Next. chtu-k the needle valve settings for the carburetor. See the opemtois 
manual. After chasing the valve, open it rhe number of turns recommended in the 
opemtois matut& If a manual is not available, experiment by opening the main 
valve It,,f; mm and the idling valve 34 turn. 

When an engjne does not start. it may be due to tlooding. If flooding is the 
cause of the failure to start, remove the spark plug and wipe it dry. Then turn the 
engine over sewcal times with the spark plug removed to eliminate thZ excess fuel. 
Repl;rre the pIug and attempt to start the eng;ne. 

Fhxxding of a small engine may be caused by excessive choking or by a dirty. 
phggd zur ckzner. If the air cleaner is the cause of flooding, clean it. If, after the 
c:asbutetion and the compres@on are checked. the engine does not start, rhe twu- 
blr may indicate that the carburetor needs to he completely ovrrhsnled. 

In addition to checking the compression and the curhurrrion, check the igni- 
tion w-hen the engine does not start. 

First, check rbe condition of the spark plug. Put in a new spark plug if the 
electrodes on the <>tJ plug are fouled, corroded, or burned. Check the spark by 
laying the connrcted plug on top of the engine head and turning the engine over. 
The breaker points arc probably the cause of rhe difficulty if the spark is missing. 
i-regular, or weak. 

Consult rhc opemtor’s manual for locating or getting to the breaker points and 
for directions on setting them. The breaker points are often behind the flywheel, 
which means that the flywheel must be removed to .wt the breaker points. 

Clean the breaker points and make certain they are free from oil. Set the 
breaker points gap so that the points close completely and so that they open to the 
gap specitird in the operator’s manual. After the preceding suggested checking. the 
engine should start. If it does not, a complete overhaul of the ignition system may 
be needed. 

After a” cq:inr is starred. following trouble shooting or an overhaul. II final 
rune-up of tkc carhurcrion is orcdrd. Let the engine warm up, rhcw adjust the 
idle-speed valve. See she opcraor’s manwl for recommended idling speed. Adjust 
the idling ndiustment screw until the engine runs at the desired speed. Then, run 
the engine at full speed and adjust the main fuei v&e. First. turn the ~crrw back 
until the engine fakers and then turn it forward until the engine runs smoothly. 
Also adiust it under load. 

Overhaul--Major overhaul of a small engine is &en mow costly than the 
purchase of a new engine. If a major overhaul is undertaken, first consult the 
operator’s manual and also review Chapters 2 I, 22, and this chapter. 



TRUCKS AND TRACTORS 

Student Abilities to Be Developed 

L., Ability to select trucks and ttactots which will best meet individual needs on 
farms and in nonfarm agricultural businesses. 

2. Ability to ~1: trucks and ttactots properly. 
3. Ability to lubricate trucks and tractors correctly. 
4. Ability to recognize common truck and ttactot troubles. 
5. Ability to perform the ordinary truck and tractor repair jobs. 
6. Ability to maintain trucks and tractors. 



CHAPTER 24 

Selecting, Operating, and 
Maintaining Trucks 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

I. What &KYO~ should be considered in selecting a truck? 
2. What factors should be considered in loading ~1 truck? 
3,. How can the life of tires be increased? 
4. How should a truck be driven? 
5. How often should s truck be lubricated? 
6. What precautions are necessary in the <are and maintenance of a truck? 
T How should a truck be housed? : . 

Selecting a Truck-Some of the factors to consider in selecting a truck for 
agricultural FWpOSW are as follows: 

t. The purpose fc,r which the truck is to he used. 
2. The size ~ml type of rruck which will best m~‘ct farm or nonfarm wicul- 

turd burinesr needs. 

Carefully consider all of these factors before securing a truck. 

Proper Maintenance Essential-The pt~perpr~~~nfi~~ nlairr&rranre of a truck 
will help to prevent many breakdowns which may be costly and result in a consid- 
erable loss of time. It is desirable to maintain a truck in a way that will eliminate, 
insofar as pussiblr, the nerd for repairs. This can be accomplished through such 
activities as: 

I. Lubricaring the truck at frequent intervals aith the correct grade of lubri- 
cant. 

2. Checking essential parts at regular intervals. 
3. Driving carefully and at rhe proper speed. 
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4. &ding ptoprty. 
5. caring for the ceoliw system and ignition system properly. 
6. Keepi% the tires properly inflated. 
7. Pmecting the truck from the weather vhrn it is not in use 

Laarling the Truck-When loading a truck, distribute the weight properly 
( 1: I to prevenr excessive weighr on certain working parts such as springs and axles, 
(2); tc~ hetp prevent accidents, and (3) to avoid undue wear on certain tires. The 
overloading of a truck is false economy and an unwise procedure. The maximum 
load should nut be greater than that recommended by the company which built the 
truck. 

Caring for the Tires-The life of the tires and the amount of use obtained 
from them is influenced by the care given them. ~The following precautions should 
he taken: 

1. Keep the tires property inflated according to the recommendations of the 
manufacturer. 

2. Keep the wheels in alignment. 
3. Rotate the tires everv 2.000 w 3.000 miles. With a rear-wheel drive, the 

tires on the right sidd oi the truck often wear faster than those on the left 
ride, and the rear tires often wear &srer than the front tires. 

4. Drive at a reasonable speed. Increasing the speed of a truck increases the 
loss of rubber. 

5. Have damaged cites repaired at once. 
6. Keep the truck protected from the weather when it is not in use. 

Driving a Truck-The careful driving of a truck is an important part of its 
preventive maintenance. The following precautions should be taken: 

1. Ler the engine become warm bcf&r starring to drive. 
2. Drive at a reawr;able and safe speed. This will depend on the load, roads. 

weather. and condition of the truck. Avoid driving at an excessive speed. 
3. Have all lights operating with the proper size hulbr when driving at night. 
4. Drive at a safe speed around curves and corners. 
3. Avoid overpulling while in high gear; change gears. 
6. Avoid starting or stopping quickly. 
9. Make sure the brakes, windshield wipers, and horn operate prop&. 

Lubricating the Truck-A little grease and oil, if correctly applied at the 
proper time, can save many costly repair bills. The following parts should be iibri- 
cated: 

Engine-Keep the oil in rhc crankcase ar the proper level as shown on 
the dipstick. It is a good practice recheck the oil each rime gasoline is put in 
the rank. Use agrade of oil with specifications as recommended by the man- 
ufacturer. 

Gtneram md Srarrhg Mo!w-Use engine oil SAE No. LO. two to four 
drops. 

Seering Knuckle-Use pressure gun grew. 
Srerrirq Cnnmtionr-Urr prerrurr gun grease. 
Cfutrh Pedgf Lin+hge-Use engine oil SAE No. 30. 
Pedsd Arm Ihb Bearing-Use engine oil SAE No. 20. 
Pm&g Brake Linkagr-Use engine oil SAE NO. 20. 
Cf~~trb Relwr Shafr-Use engine oil SAE No. 20. 
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&her Pwxnutisns in Preventive Maintenance-Some other essrnrials in 
preventiw mainrenance are: 

t. Keep clean distilled wawr above the ptnres of rhe battery af all rimes. 
Check ofctt,. 

2. Keep connections to barrciy clean and tigkr. 
). Keep brakes properly lined and adjusted. 
/,. Keep fluid in rhe master cylinder ac rke proper level for hydraulic 

brakes. 
5. Check alcemmrr. 
6. If rruck has CI gene&wx. check vatrage regularor. gewxaror. and amme- 

WI mcarionstly to see whether or nor they we working prq~~.rly. A 
f&y Iraflc re~utoa,r may ause rhe gmrraror fo bum out or ovc’r- 
cka... :’ :RC’ bvrrcty. 

3. Cteann eke iuet fiticr rrccwionaity. 
8. Keep the air cleaner &a~. 
3. Protect rhe finish of rhe rrrrck. 

NJ. Paint when needed. Thoroughly clean all rusted areas before painring. 

Essentials of Correct Performance-There are a number of essential items 
which affect efficient performance of a truck used for agriculrurat purposes. They 
may be grouped under five headings: (1) Carburetion, (2) Ignition. (3) Compres- 
sion, t4) Fuel System, and (51 Miscellaneous. 

Carburetion-Efticiem vaporization of fuel is necessary to give smoorh and 
economical performance. See Chapter 23 for information on carburecion. 

Ignition-A hoc spark ar the right instant is especially important. See Chapter 
23 for information on ignition., 
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Compr@ssien-The lower rhe speeds at which trucks are driven, the more 
evident the faults in compression become. At high speeds, loss of compression 
rhrouBh fat&y valves, i&fitting pistons and rings, and scored cylinder bores is re- 
duced to a minimum because of rhe speed ar which rhe pistons travel. For efficienr 
and economicat opewion ac low speeds, compression should not vary more than 
10 pounds among cylinders. If it does, sreps should be taken to bring it up to 
normal in all the cylinders. 

Fuel System-The fuel system presents no problems peculiar fo low-speed 
opera&n, bur for smooth, economical performance, there musf be no interference 
with the steady flow of gasoline fo the carbureror bowl. The causes of faulry fuel 
ditriburion are: 

1. Fuel pump strainer screen clo.a&. 
2. Fuuet pump sc&ment chamber dirty or leaking. 
3. Putt pump diapkrqqm, value, or shaft teaks. 
4. Fuel pump pressure wo high or un~ tow. 
7. Tank or tint leakage. 
5. Clog& busotine tines. 
1. Pwr grade of gasoline. 

Miscellaneous-The following should nor be overlooked in any service to 
make a truck give txak performance. 

I. Tires-pressure twi low. 
?., Ctutch slipPage. 
3. Inrerfermce with free rolling of vehicle. 
,4. From wheel misalignmenr-excessive roe-in or -WI. 

Housing a Truck-It is important ro keep a truck protected from the 
wearher when it is not in use. Various rypes of housing facilities may be provided, 
such as a garage for an auto, a truck, and a tractor; a building for a shop, a truck, 
and a WKK~C; or an implement shed in which there may be space for a shop, a 
truck. a tractor, and other farm machinery. 



CHAPTER 25 

Selecting, Operating, and 
Maintaining Tractors 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. What factors should be considered in selecting a tractor? 
2. What should a farmer, or a tractor operator in a nonfarm agricultural busi- 

ness. know about the care and repair of tractors? 
3. How should a tractor be maintained? 
4 Haw should the hydraulic system be serviced, adjusted, and maintained? 
I. How shoutd tractors be prepared for storage? 
6. What procedirres should be used in starting tractors, that have been in stor- 

age! 

SELECTING TRACTORS 

Selecting a Tractor as a Power Plant-A tractor shauld be selected only 
after the advanrages and disadvantages of the different types available are consid- 
ered. Original cost, adaptability, soil conditions, work to he done, annual use, 
economy, and timeliness of operations are factors to consider in selecting a tractor. 
The ability of an operator to operate, maintain, and adjust the tractor selected is 
also important. 

MAINTAINING TRACTORS 

Propex Care Important-The proper care and preventive maintenance of a 
tractor are very imporant so that tield delays are reduced to a minimum. A trcztor 
hwPd be maintained and open&d IO that the need for repair is reduced to # minimum. 
Repairs are expensive, and there may be long delays in getting the desired parts 
and in getting them installed. Prawztiw maintenance is the best insurance against 
breakdowns, costly repairs, aud trouble. 

What a Tractor Operator Should Do-A tractor operator should have the 
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abiIity to operate, adjust, and maintain the tractor. The operator should have the 
knowledge and skiil necessary for doing unspecialized tractor repair jobs. The 
more speciaLed jobs such as reboring cylinders, building up worn parts, and 
overhauling the transmission or differential jhould in most instances be done by a 
specialized mechanic or under the supervision of a mechanic. The repair work a 
tracror operator should do should depend on the person’s ability to perform the 
Eob and on the time and facilities available. 

Engine-&e most tractor service work includes the engine, the repair and 
adiwtment information given in the chapters on engines is applicable. 

Clutch-A clutch permSts the gradual application. of power from the engine to 
the load. It permits t,he disengagement of the engine from the drive mechanisms 
for starting, for shifting of gears, and for idling. A clutch is a disk mechanism 
operating on a friction basis. 

Check the clutch periodically. The clutch linkage wears with use and may 
need adjustment. The clutch pedal should have “free travel,” the distance the pedal 
can be depressed before the clutch begins to disengage. See the operator’s manual 
for the amount of “free travel” of the clutch pedal recommended and for the 
method of adjusting the linkage. Lack of clearance or “free travel” of the clutch 
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pedal mny cause a loss of power and overheating, and may result in a necessary 
early replacement of the clutch facing. 

Transmission-IJsuaIIy when a tractor’s transmission needs repairing, special 
equipment is needed, and someone familiar with this work should do the job or 
assist with it. F&wing are some chcyks on the trnnsmission that can be made by 
the npemtor of il tractor: 

1. Ckk t&r oil leaks pw the shafts, twuding from the housing. If leaks 
lue p~scnt. the oil rw&ers. packing. or lr~skrts need righrrninl: ur IL’- 
j&&g. 

2. Check the pk$y in the se;irs hy ix-king up each nilr wheel and rocking the 
wheels back zmd forth. Un&r wczu will be in&cared by excessive play. If 
the p&y sums excessive. hwr rhr &tars examined by a mwbzmic. 

3. Chtxk rhr play or wear in rhe axle be;uing by lifting each wheel up and 
&WI with il bar, and hy pushing and pulling rach wheel sidewise. Too 
much wcxr In rhr axle bcwinps 41 result in oil k&age. However, the oil 
r-tainer gkmrl~ should also he cxlmined. hwxuse they alone mly be rhc 
cwsv of the Ir?kagc (rl oil. 

,4. (.hcck rrilr whwl bmkvs ior ww ;uxl i&r tbc adiusmmver w&d. High- 
sped cr~~wrs sbwld hive their br;lkcs ;&Jiusted cwcnly. :mJ their bmkcs 
shdd nm gmb. 

Diffetentid and Final Drive-The differential Gains years that permit the 
inside wheel of a tutning tractor to trwrl sloaw and the outside wheel to travel 
biter. The find drive gears, consisr of the gears that drive the wheels, Usually the 
differential and final drive gews are located in the same housing and we lubricated 
With the smc 1uhric;bnt. 

The operator’s manual for many tractors recommmds char the differcnrial and 
find drive be drained and refilled after each 1,200 hours of use. Check the 
operator’s manual for recommrndations regarding frequency of oil change and 
type of lubricant to use. 

Power Take-Off-The pwver take-off on a tractor is powered directly from 
the engine and may be used to operate machines. The power rake-off is usually 
~ntro!led by ZI srpwxr disk cltxch which is k)perared hydraulically. Thus, the mo- 
tion of the tractor dues not influence the sprrd of the power rake-off shaft, and the 
starting or stopping of the powrr take-off shaft dots not influence the speed of the 
cm tar. 

Tractor operators ofteu become cntanglcd in power take-off shafts. Always 
stop the shaft before dismounting from a tractor. Always keep the power take-off 
shaft covered with a shield. 

The clutch for a power take-off should not be slipped in attempts to free 
pktgged equipment. Slippage will damage the clutch. 

Consulr rhr operator’s manual for instructions on the operating and servicing 
of the power take-off. 

Steering Mechanism--Many tractors have power steering. If the steering is 
of the hydrusraric type, there is no .necbanical connection between the steering 
wheel and the front axle. In the hydrostatic sgsrem there is a fluid rather than 
mechanical linkage. 
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Power steering is pan of the hydraulic system of the tractor. Consult the 
opemtois manual on the operating and servicing of hydraulic systems when the 
tractor has power steering. 

If the steering mechanism has a mechanicai linkage, the linkage should be 
Eubrieated periodically following recommendations of the operator’s marwal. 
Periodic checks should he made for excessive wear in the steering linkSage. Co~;:Jt 
the upetatuis manual for insttucrions an adiusrment of steering linkage. 

Brakes-Tractors are often equipped with power brakes that are hydraulically 
operated. The brake mechanism needs to be checked periodically. The pedals 
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because ody a small Loss of air will cause a large decrease in pressure. After check- 
ing tire i&arion. reptace the uaIve cap to keep dirt out of the valve; din may cause 
the dw to teak. 

Wbm a tractor operates with a tilt, such as in plowing, the air pressure in the 
tire toward the tilt needs to be increased. usually by abour 4 pounds. If a tractor is 
opented on rbe side of a bill, back and forth, the pressure of the tires on both 
sides of the tractor should be increased. 

Periodic Service-Many manufacturers and oil companies furnish service 
cards or check-up records which make it easy to keep a record of when certain 
items uf rnainrena~~~ were done, when they should be done again, or how often 
they shnuId be done. Following is a useful type of periodic check-up chart: 

10 Hour Check-Up’ 

120 Hour Check-Up 

PART WHAT TO CHECK WHAT TO DO 

Wzttcr Pamp, For leaks Tighten or replace 
packing. 

and Laks Quarts used If high. check sea- 
sonal grade of oil, 
bearinar. oistons, -. . 
and rings. 

Oil Filter. Sludge,. Clean or replace. 
Tires _. _. _. Curs. wear, pressure.. Repair cuts, check 

alignment. 
B~rtcry Warcr Fill to proper level 

with distilled 
water. 

Transmission Level . Fill co proper level. 
Final Drive _. Level Fill to proper level. 
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24Q-200 Hour Check-Up 

PART WHAT TO CHECK WHAT TO DO 

Compression . . . . . . . Uoiformiry in all 
cylinders... _. ___. If unewn or low. 

check valves. rines. 
or cylinders. 

Spark Plugs . . . . . Condition and gap Clean and ret 
&XUKe. 

Radkuor . . Coolant and air 
circulation . . Flush system and 

clean fins. 
Breaker Poiocs . . . Condition and 

clearance Smooth and set 

l&ion Cabie _. Condition.. If rotted, replace. 
Front Wheel Bearings Lubrication. Clean and repack. 
ValveTappets . . . . . . . . . . . ..CIearancr............ Adjust. 
Carburaor _. Dii in fuel strainer Clean. 
Air Cleaner . _. _. Clogged screen _. Remove cleaner and 

wash. 

Keep a daily record of hours of tractor use. E&t guess at check-up intervals. 

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 

Modern tractors are equipped with a hydraulic control unit to raise and lower 
implements and to control their depth ot height. 

Remote control hydraulic units ate used to control implements hitched to or 
ttaiktxg the tractor. A remote control unit consists of a cylinder piston and hose, 
and is attached to the trailing implement. The fluid is conducted under pressure to 
the remote conttoI unit by hoses, from the rtactot’s hydraulic system. 

Operating Principles-Air confined in a closed space may be compressed. 
Liquids contined in a closed space such as a hydraulic cylinder ate not compressed 
in an appreciably smaller space when pressure is applied. 

A pressure applied to the surface of a liquid will be transmitred undiminished 
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Flp. 25.8. A ahsmatlc IIIu~~~~II~I showlnp how a hydraulic system opsratss whl)n 
Ws umtml mechanism is In the nsulral posItion. 

Figure 25.9 shows schematically the action of the hydraulic system when the 
control lever is moved forud. hlovcmrnr of the conm~l lever forward opens a 
new passageway for the oil rhar lea& co the piston. Movement of the control lever, 
as shown in Fig 25. LO, closes rhc passageway shown in Fig. 25.9 and opens a new 
passageway for rhe oil that leads CO the opposite end of rhe piston. Thus, the piston 
moves under the oil pressure in the opposite direction. The piston therefore can 
be used 10 raise or lower an implement. 
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9.25.10. A sf.hsmaIfc llluslmtion shwlnp how a hydraulic system works when ths 
wnlml mechanism is moved to the rear. 
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Care und Maintenunce-A hydraulic control unit consists of B pump, a sys- 
tem of valvrs, B master cylinder. and hose connections. A high-gr& oil is the lluid 
usd moot frequenriy in hydraulic control units. 

The oil used in a hydmulic system should be of a type that does not foam. The 
oil uses! shwtd also not be highly influenced by tempwature changes. In other 
words, it should not become excessively heavy in cold weather or very thin in hot 
wtd1cr. 

In m&nt&ing~~ hydraulic system. exercise care to prevent the entrance of dirt 
intu thr system. A small amount of dirt in a hydraulic system will prevent it from 
operdting properly. 

The intemd adjustments for a hpdrauli: system are usually made at the fac- 
tory. and no further adjustments should be attempted by the fracfor operator. The 
adiustmenrs which may be made by the tractor operator are described in the 
opwxw’s manunl. The hydraulic unit on a trxwr, for exam@, is often equipped 
with r: wnrro! v&e on the pump which may be adjusted. This valve controls the 
Uow c&f the hydraulic fluid intu the cylinder. The speed of action of the hydraulic 
unit is thus changed by adjusting this contrt)l valve. See your operator’s manual for 
inlizm;ttion on the types of adjustmrnts possible for the hydraulic unit on your 
tm<tor. 

In servicing, II hydraulic system, check the oil level. If n hydraulic system fails 
ro ~~pware. check the oil level and check for broken connections. If the pump 

rakes an abnormnl amount of noise, check for oil bubbles in the system, for IOOS~ 

connections. or for a broken line. When servicing a tractor, always check for oil 
leaks in the hydraulic system. In attaching hoses or remote control units, be careful 
to avok! getting dirt into the hydraulic system. 

Diagnosing DifficuIties-Two primary types of difficulties may be encoun- 
teret! in the operation of a hydraulic system: failure to raise or lower an implement 
and werhrating. 

If the hydraulic system fails to raise or lower an implemrnt, the difficulty may 
bc caused by insufficient oil in the uil rwcrvoir. Check the oil Icvcl, and add oil to 
the rerervuir if low. The difticulty may be caused by USC of oil oth~‘r rhan the type 
specified for the hydrnulic syswm. If this is the cause, drain the system and refill 
with the type speciticd. The difficulty mzay also be caused by the engine’s being run 
too slowly. Operate the engine at full govcmor controlled speed, and check 
whether or nor this is the cause of the difficulty. 

The failure of the hydraulic system to raise or lower an implement may also 
result because the load exceeds the capacity of the hydraulic system. Try reducing 
the load. 

If the failure of rhr hydraulic system is not due to any of these situations, 
check for faulty operation of the valves, linkages, or pump. See the dealer of the 
tractor for repairs needed. 

Overheating of a hydraulic sysrem may be caused by ;!) a low oil level, (2) the 
use of the wrong type of oil, (3) an excessive load, or (4) the operation of the 
engine at too low a speed. 
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There are on farms. am! in some nonfarm agriculture! husinessrs, many 
gascafinr en&es that may not be used for considerable periods of time. The life of 
engines Left unused t?w cunsiderahle periods of time is materially reduced if they 
are not prepared properly for inactive duty and if they are not correctly placed 
back in service. Manufacturers &ire complete information on storing engines and 
starting engiws that have been in storage. It takes only a few minutes’ time to t&e 
care of an engine properly. Sometimes batteries are removed, but if they are not, 
the engine shot.dJ be scarred occasionally and run until the battery is charged. 
Removed batteries shwld he stored on a rack or bench (not directly on concrete) 
in a cooE, dry place where the temperature remains above freezing. Check batteries 
at Ieat once a month for water level and specitic gravity, and keep them charged 
to ihur i.250. 

,~h_ Fill the cmnkcssr to the proper oil level with preservative lubricaring oil 
ad qwnte rhr engine for rhe unlcnJeJ gasoline run (see item 2 above). 

5. Srxt shwly pouring a small stream of flushing oil into the carburetor 
inrake x chc wmplrtion of the unleaJcJ gasoline run and while the 
cnginc is running at a &sr iJle tabour half speed). GraJually increase the 
m~uum until ~~pproximarely I pint of oil has been used. If rhe last part 
oi rhc oil is poured in rapirlly. rhe engine asill stall or stop. Shut off the 
innilion swirch 

-. Rernw~ 4~~ rapper cover anJ spray or coat springs, tappers, and valve 
srems u,irh prascrvarive lubricating oil while you are turning rhe engine. 

8. Sal all openings such as breather pipe, air cleaner intake opening. and 
eshtiusr pipe with moisture-proof rape or plugs. 

‘9. Do not &curb the engine unril it is needed for regular duty. 
Iii. If the engine has barrery ignition, remove the battery and store it in a 

cool, dry place above freezing temperarurr and not directly on concrete. 
I I. When rhe engine is neeJed again, replace the battery, unrape the open- 

ings. remove the spark plugs, and turn the engine over a few times to 
blow cxccss oil from rhr combusrion chamber. Replace spark plugs and 
scare rhe engine. 

The preservative I~~bricating oil can be used for operating the engine until oil 
needs to be added; rhea drain it out and refill with crankcase oil. 
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Died Engines-In preparing diesel engines fLr storage, check with your 
&&r or m;mufacturer. 

Other makers of &sets recummm~I pouring a small quanrity of oil through 
the injrctiun valve openings rwxy monrh, then turning the engine a few furns 
evety week 10 &tribute the oil. The engine should be ser in the start position, or 
rhe compression of the oif into the small space might damage the engine. 

Gum witI form in fuel tanks, lines. and the carburrror when an engine is nor 
used. It CM be Jisrdvrrl with acvronr or a SO-50 mixrurc of alcohol and bend 



3. Ability co align shafts properly. 
4. Ability to select the proper types and sizes of pulleys. 
5. Abiiiry to use and maintain chains and sprockets properly. 
6. Ability to use and maintain gears, and understand how they work. 
7. Ability to use and maintain clutches. 

TRANSMISSION OF POWER 

Student Ablilties to Be Developed 

1. Ability to appreciare the importance of rhe proper care and use of belts in 
agriculture. 

2. Abilirv to use and mainrain belts to obtain the maximum service from them. 



CHAPTER 26 

Transmitting Power by Belts, Chains, 
Gears, and Clutches 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. To what extent are belts used on farms and in nonfarm agricultural busi- 
nesses? 

2. Why is a knowledge of belts of value to an agricultural worker? 
3. What points should be taken into consideration in selecting a belt for ag- 

ricuhurai use? 
4., What types of belts are frequently used? 
5. What caee and maintenance should he given to chains and sprockets? 
6. What types of gears are used on agricultural machinery? 
7. Why are gears used on agricultural machinery? 
8. Why are clutches used? ’ 
9. How should gears be maintained? Clutches? 

Power may be transmitted in various ways such as by shafts, pistons, clutches, 
gears, chains, and belts. An attempt will nor be made in this chapter to discuss all 
means af Power transmission. Some of the fundamentals, however, regarding the 
rrsnsmissintl of power by belts, chains, gears, and clutches will be covered. 

Belts 

Use of Belts-Belts are used to transmit power or motion from one pulley to 
another or, in other words, to connect two machines, thus causing them to work 
together. Directly connected shafts and gear wheels are often used to accomplish 
the same results. Belt-driven machines and mechanisms of one kind or another are 
found where electric motors or gasoline engines are available to furnish the motive 
power. 

The principal problems involved in the use of belts are (1) determining the 
proper sizes of pulleys necessary to drive machinery or mechanisms at their rec- 
ommended speeds and (2) connecting these pulleys properly by means of shafts 
and belts. Like many other jobs in agriculture involving mechanics, the installation 
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of a power plan: is not extremely di&cult, but it requires considerable knowledge 
of the principles involved and careful attention to the details of construction. 

Sizes and Speeds of Pulleys-The speed at which a shaft revolves and the 
spcvd at which a machine is driven by belts are regulated by the size of the pulleys 
used. It is obvious that rwo pullryr of the same size which are connected by a belt 
wil! revolve ar the same speed if there ia no slippage. If one of the pulleys is only 
one-h&f the diamxer of the other, it will make two revolutions while the larger 
pulley wrns but once. That is, it will run at twice the speed of the larger pulley. If 
the larger pulley, an S-inch puIley, makes 200 R.P.M. (revolutions per minute), the 
sm&zr pulley, a 4inch pulley, will run at 400 R.P.M. 

The diametw af one p&y n&&d by its speed is equal to the diameter of the 
u&r p&y multiplied by it$ rpeed. 

From this fact it is easy to calculate the sizes of pulleys needed to obtain the speed 
ar which various machines should be driven. 

I. Suppose the driver pulley is 4 inches in diameter and runs at 200 R.P.M. 
The driven pulley is 8 inches in diameter. What will he irs speed? 

4 x 200 = 8 x (? R.P.M.) 
RULE: Multiply the diameter of the driver pulley by its R.P.M. Divide by 

the diameter of rhe driven pulley ro find rhe R.P.M. of rhe driven 
pulley. 

- = 100. the R.P.M. of rhe driven pulley. 
.4 * 200 

8 

2. Suppose the driver pulley on a shaft is 4 inches in diameter and runs ar 
250 R.P.M. The driven pulley on a machine must be operated ar 100 
R.P.M. What size of driven pulley will be required? 

,t X 250 = (i Dia.) x 100. 
RLXE: hfultiply rht diamerer of the driver pulley by its R.P.M. Divide by 

the R.P.M. of rhe driven pulley ro find rhe diamerer of the driven 
pulley. 
4 x 250 
rcr;- = IO. the diameter (in inches) of the driven pulley. 

3. Supww a machine with a IO-inch pulley murr be driven ar 75 R.P.M. 
The line shafr has a speed of I50 R.P.M. What size pulley must be used 
on rhe shaft? 

(? Dia.) x 150 = 10 x 75. 
RULE: Mulripiy rhe diameter of the driven pulley by irs R.P.M. Divide 

by the R.P.M. of the driver pulley ro find rhe diameter of the driver 
pulley. 

- = 5. the diamerer (in inches) of the driver pulley. 
IO x 75 

150 

Alignment of Shafts and Pulleys-All pulleys on engines, shafts, and driven 
machines must be in line. Excessive slippage, wear, and vibration may result if they 
are not in line. The shafts of ail connected pulleys must be parallel, so that the 
belts will run at a 90-degree angle to them. 

Selecting Belts for Use in Agriculrure-Belts are of several types, and of 
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many grader and qualities, which makes the problem of selecting rhe most satisfac- 
tory and most economical belt for a given purpose very difficult. Belts purchased 
from a reliable de&r are genera& dependable and bear the manufacturer’s 
guarantee. When given complete information about the iob to be done, the dealer 
or manufacturer ciao be of @eat service in selecting the most suitable belt. When a 
belt is to be selected, information on the following points is needed:’ 

4. Number of revoIutions per minure made by one of them. Srae which 
orhe. 

5. Dixance between pulley centers 
6. Posirion of drive, vertical or horizontal 
7. Lucarion of tighr side of belt, cop or underneath 
8. Conditions of operadon such 7s dampness, fumes, flying grit, changes 

frum light to heavy !uads, high speed over small pulleys, quarter rwisr of 
belr, and use oi !Jlrrs. mule pukys, and stepped or flanged pulleys 

V-Belts 

V-beit drives for equipment are efficient, flexible, dependable, easy to install, 
and compact. They are used for electric motor drives; for tractor power drives of 
feed grinders, siio tillers., wood saws, irrigation pumps, and other belt-driven 
machines; and for power transmission drives on many farm machines such as mow- 
ers, combines, choppers, and blowers. The V-belt is often used as a clutch on 
garden tractors and on self-propelled machines such as combines and corn pickers. 

Toe V-belt drive is becoming so common chat ic is possible to obtain the belts 
and sheaves in most implement and supply stores. Manufacturers of V-belts are in 
a position to recommend the type of pulley sheave and the belt cross section best 
adapted for a certain purpose, and they should be consulted regarding their rec- 
ommendations before sheaves and V-belts are purchased. 

Types of V-Belt Drives-There are tive standard sizes of agricultural V-belts 
which are specified by their cross section measurements. The width of the belt is 
the width of the outer section, and the thickness is the depth of the section. The 
five srandard sizes are termed HA, HB, HC, HD, and HE. In addition, rhere are 
V-b&s designed for light loads, and these are commonly designated as sizes No. 1, 
No., 2, and No. 3. 

There are four standard sizes of agricultural double V-belts, HAA, HBB, 
HCC, and HDD. 

Agricultural adjustable-speed belts are available in four standard sizes desig- 
nated as HJ, HK, HL, and HM. The cross sections of these belts are measured in 
the same way as the cross sections of standard V-belts. 

In a V-V drive both pulleys are grooved. This is the type of V-belt drive used 
most frequently on agricultural machinery. 
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Fig. 26.2. V-belt sheaves. adaplers. and flanges used lo equip lractors and machim 
with V-bell drives. 



Sekrting V-Belt Drives-Before xkting it V-belt for a drive, ir is neces- 
siq to dewrmine rhe &&owing: 

There are minimum pulley diameters which may be used successfully with 
V-Larks of certain cmss se&xx. The power transmitted by a V-belt rlrcreases as 
the arc ofcuatasc of the belt with the pulky decreases below 180 degrees. 

The maximum power transmitted by belts of different cross sections depends 
rnpan the v&city of the belt and upon its arc of contacf with the sheaves. Table 
26. I tists the approximate maximum horsepower transmitted by V-b&s >f various 
cross section sizes ar the speeds indicated, assuming a ISO-degree arc of contact. 

Table PB.l-Appmximats Maxlmum tlorsspower Transmtllad 
by V-Bells of Various Cross Soc1Ions~ 

R.P.M. Of 
FaIlar Stmtt 

+.6W 

0tamaar cf 
Small Shssvs 

(Inehcs) 

5 

Mcxlmom 
Hcncpowcr 
lmnrmtttad 
by v4mt 

i* 
1.5 

13.4 
24.1 
41.5 

Designing a V-Belt Drive-In designing a V-belt drive, you will find the 
t%owiny srrps CO be helpful: 

1. Drtermine rhv speed r:xiu of rhr power unit CO rhe driven mxhinr hy 
JiviJing the R.P.M. 01’ rhe f~rccr unit by rhc R.P.M. of the rilowrr unit. 
Rx cx~tnpk. if a I.?50 R.P.M. ekcrric muror is CO Jrivc a shop tool ac 
I.000 R.P.M.. then I.?50 + 1,000 = 1.75, which is the speed ratio. The 
first “SperJ Ratio” column in Table 26.3 applies in this case. 

2. FinJ the corrrcrrJ horsrpower by multiplying rhe rarrrl horsepower of 
rhe mowr by a facror rrlrctrJ from Table 26.3. To use the cable, locate a 
machine simkr to yours. then rraJ across to rhe column which applies fo 
your speeJ racio. For example. if B motor having a ktor of 1.6 is rateJ at 
‘lr H.P.. then 1.6 x 0.5 = 0.8, rhr corrected horsepower. 

j. FinJ rhe V-h& cross section in Table 26.2, using a horsepower value char 
is rqud to or slighrl!: larger than the corrected horsepower obrained in 
rhc compurarion ru~esreJ in swp 2. In the example cited. rhr~ 1,750 
R.P.M. motor has the smaller pulley. The horsepower raring of 0.09 is 
found in rtrr column hcalled by the ‘I:” x ‘/,,;” size of V-belt. 

Care of V-B&s-V-belts are very serviceable, but this fact should not lead to 
abuse in their use and care. Pul!eys that are too small cause b&s to flex WG much, 



Table 26.2-Horsepour: Trantmisslon Rallnps tor Sin6le V-Bell Strands wllh a 160-De6ree Arc 
d Conlact oo Recommended Sheave Diamelers~ 

0.30 
0.37 
0.40 
0.45 
0.4X 
0.50 
0.55 
0.57 
0.60 
0.63 
0.65 
0.67 

HO 

0.25 
0.45 
0.60 
0.x0 
0.90 
1.00 
1.20 
I.50 
I .60 
1.70 
1.75 
I .x0 
I.90 
2.20 
2.26 
2.25 

0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
1l.R 
0.9 
I.0 
I.1 
I.2 
1.4 
1.4 
1.5 
1.6 

0.3 
0.7 
I.0 
1.3 
I.6 
1.9 
2.2 
2.4 
2.6 
2.9 
3.1 
j.2 
3.4 
3.5 

1.4 
2.7 
4.0 
5.2 
6.3 
7.3 
8.1 
R.7 
9.1 
9.4 

3.5 
6.H 
9.9 

12.4 
14.4 
15.6 
153 

x.4 
IS.8 
21.5 
24.6 
24.x 



Table 26.3-Facfm for iiomxfed Homepower* 

Sotad Ratlo 

which will eventualIy crack them. Dust does not harm most V-belts, and they can 
opemte in moist conditions withow being harmed. 

Rubbing against sharp surfaces or objects may cause considerable damage to a 
V-belt, however. A V-belt should not be temoved from its sheaves without teleas- 
ing its tension. because the edges of the flanges may damage the belt. 

When V-belts ate not in use, they should not be left exposed to the sun for 
extended periods of time, but should be removed and hung in a cool, dark place. 
They may ntso be shielded from the elements without being removed from 
machines. 

Belt dressing should not be used on V-belts to prevent them from slipping. 
Clean V-belts with n cIoth. Oil and grease should not be allowed to come in con- 
wt with the belts and the sheaves. 

In ad&ring the tension of V-belts, permit a little slack or bow to be present 
in the slack side of the belt. Pulsating loads require a tighter belt than smooth- 
running toads. Also, the belts for short drives will have to be tighter than the belts 
for long drives. Small electric motors ate often hinged at the end toward the driven 
macbinr. letting the weight of the motor furnish the correct tension for the belt. 
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CHAINS AND SPROCKET WHEELS 

Chains and sprockets are used to transmit power on many machines used in 
agriculture. They provide a positive method of power transmission. Unlike belts, 
there is no possible slippage. Most chains can be installed or removed easily, and 
most will withstand or absorb slight shocks. 

Types of Chains-T.hree types of chains are frequently used: 

1. Roller chain 
2. Pinde chain 
3. Hook-link or derachable link chain 

The most economical type of chain to purchase is the hook-link chain. It may 
be used to transmit power if the sprocket wheels operate at a relaively low speed 
and if little strain is put on the chain. The hook-link chain is not nearly as strong as 
a roller chain or a pintle chain. 

Links may be removed from a hook-link chain by kinking the chain. Each link 
has a slot on the hook end. When the chain is kinked sharply, the bar end of the 
link may be driven out of the slot on the hook end of the adjoining link. 

A hook-link chain should be run with the hook end forward and with the slot 
to the outside if the drive sprocket is large and the driven sprocket small. Running 
the chain this way will help prevent wear on the chain and on the sprockets. if the 
drive sprocket is small and the driven sprocket is large, the hook-link chain should 
be run with the bar end forward. 

Roller chains are strong and are used for heavy-duty work. The links of a 
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r&r chain have parallel sides. These parallel sides are connected by a pin, and 
around the pin is a roller. (See Fig. 26.4.) 

A pintle chain looks similar to a roller chain, but the sides of the links are not 
paraliel. Pintle chains are used for heavy-duty work and slow speeds. 

Care of Chains-The tension of chains should be checked periodically. 
Chains are provided with idler sprockets or tightener rollers as shown in Fig. 26.6. 
Chains shesld be tightened so that they will remain on the sprockets. If chains are 
too tight, an excessive load is placed on the shafts. See the owner’s manual for the 
machine for specific instructions for tightening the chains on the machine being 
operated. 
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Chains should be cleaned periodically and lubricated frequently. When chains 
are being operated where the soil is sandy or gritty, it may be advisable not to 
lubricate to prevent the oil and sand from becoming mixed and forming an abra- 
sive compound. 

The drive sprocket and the driven sprocket must be kept in alignment, as 
shown in Fii. 26.7. The drive sprocket and the driven sprocket may be aligned by 
moving them on their shafts. Idler sprockets may usually be aligned by removing 
or adding washers behind their hubs. 

Sprockets should be checked for wear. A worn or damaged sprocket will wear 
out a chain much faster than normal. 

In storing machines with chains, remove the chains and soak them in a safe 
solvent. Scrub chains with a stiff brush, if necessary. Then dry the chains and 
replace them on the machines. The final step is to lubricate the chains. Use a 
grease or heavy oil if the machine is to be stored for a considerable period of time. 
Use a light oil if the machine is to be stored for only a short period of time. 
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GEARS 

Gears of vatious types are frequently useJ to transmit powet on agticultural 
machinery. Geats ptwide paitiue transmission uf power without slippage. In ad&- 
tion to b&g used as n means of power transmission, gears ate also used to reduce 
or to inctease the speed of various parts of machines. 

I 

Types of Gears-A geat is n wheel with projections called teeth. A geat is 
kened to n shaft. Either the shaft Jr&s the geat ot the geat drives the shaft. 

Gears are cIassifieJ as follows: 

The spur geat is B simple type of gear. Its teeth are straight across and parallel 
to the sh&t to which the gear is attached. Spur gears ate useJ frequently on ag- 
riculturat machinets., 

I 
A heiical gear is similar to a spur gear, except the teeth are cut at an angle. 

fig. 26.9. Hellcal gears. 
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The teeth of the gea? that meshes with a helical gear must also be cut at the same 
angie. A helical gear operates more quietly than a spur gear. 

A herringbone gear may be thought of as two helical gears fastened together 
with the angle of teeth on each gear being cut in the opposite direction. 

Spx bwei g.ears are used when the power transmission must turn a corner. 
The teeth on a spur bevel gear are cut on the cotnet at edge of the gear wheel, as 
shown in Fig. 26.1 I. 

Spiral bevel gears are similar to spur bevel gears, but the teeth are curved as 
well as beveled, and cut on the edge of the gear wheel. 

A worm thread gear is shown in Fig. 26.13. It is used when there is a large 
difference in the speed of the drive and driven parts of the machine. 

Gears are used to decrease speed and increase power, at to increase speed and 
decrease power. For example, if an engine powers a shaft on which a small gear is 
fastened, the power of the engine to drive another shaft will be increased if the 
small gear meshes with a larger gear. Thus it may be possible for an engine to drive 
another shaft which% could not drive if connected directly. 

lfadrivegear has 10 teerhand thedrivengear has40 teeth, theratiois4 to l.The 
drive gear will make 4 revolutions to each revolution of the driven gear, and the 
torque or twisting p~~rr will be multiplied by 4. 
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Rg. 26.12. Spial bevel Seats. 

If the engine has ample power, and grumx operating sprcd is desired for a 
machine, the size of the drive gear is increased and the size of the driven gear is 
decreased. 

Care of Gears-Gears nerd to receive proper lubrication. Often gears oper- 
ate in oil. See the owner’s instrxrional manual for the weight and type of oil to 
use. Ifgears operate in the open, t&y must be lubricated frequently. 

CLUTCHES 

A clutch is a means of power transmission found on tractors and other 
machines used in agriculture. A clutch is often used to connect or disconnect 
gtadualty a machine from its source of poa~er. For example, on a tractor the clutch 
is used to disconnect gradually the engine from the mechanism that drives the rear 
wheels. 
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Types-The primary types of clutches may be classified as (1) positive action 
and (2) friction. Friction clutches are used on tractors. A friction clutch consists of 
a driving plate and a driven plate. The plates are held together by spring tension or 
by an over-center mechanism. With a spring tension clutch, a foot pedal is used to 
disengage the clutch or release the spring tension so that the driven plate and the 
driving plate ate allowed to separate. The driving plate of the clutch on a tractor is 
attached to the flywheel of the engine. 

Positive clutches are used on machines that do not usually have their own 
source of power, such as planters, grain drills, and other machines operated at slow 
speeds. A positive clutch consists of two parts that have jaws that lock together. 

Some machines have safety clrrtrbes that permit slippage or disengagement 
when the machines become overloaded or strike an obstruction. These clutches 
disengage under severe load and prevent damage or breakage of machine parts. A 
safety clutch consists of two plates with notches. These notches are held together 
by spring tension. Safety clutches do not slip under normal loads. 

Fig. 26.14. A arass sacllaa drawlng al a mulipls disk-type friction clutch far a Ifastor. 

Care of Clutches-A clutch needs lubrication, but where the lubrication is to 
be applied and how much are important considerations. Care must be exercised 
not to overlubricate the clutch on a tractor. The plates of safety clutches should 
not be lubricated. The operator’s manual should be consulted regarding the care of 
the clutches on a machine. 

After each 250 hours of use of a tractor, the “free movement” between the 
clutch-release levers and the release bearing should be checked. The “free travel” 
or “free movement” is reduced by the wear on the clutch facing. Lack of adequate 
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“f&e movement” or clearance produces ioss of power and overheating. If the con- 
dition is not cootretted, it will necessitate the early replacement of rhe ciutch facing. 
See the operator’s manual for instructions on the pmcedwe for checking “free 
movement’” between the telease levers and the release bearing. 

. 



FIELD MACHINERY 

Student Abilities to Se Developed 

1. Ability to, appreciate the importance of field machinery. 
2. AbiIiry to select suitable field machinery. 
3. Ability to maintain field machinery. 
4. AbiIity to adjust field machinery. 
5. Ability to select suitable tools and equipment for adjusting and repairing field 

machinery. 
6. Ability to vrform field machinery repair jobs. 



CHAPTER 27 

Selecting Field Machinery 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. What equipment is included in the teem “farm machinery”? 
1. How does modern farm machinery compare with the farm machinery of 

the pasr? 
3. What factors should be considered in selecting machinery? 

Equipment Included in Farm Machinery-A machine is a device that gives 
a mechanical advantage, facilitating the doing of work; thus the term “farm 
machinery” includes the mechanical equipment of tield and farmsread, from water 
pumps to tractors. In general, “farm machinery” includes the main items of field 
machinery. As used in this section it refers to seeding, tillage, and harvesting 
equipment such as plows, harrows, drills, cultivators, and harvesters. 

History of Agricultural Machinery-Agriculture, defined broadly and not 
limited to farming, involves the use of more machinery and power than any other 
enterprise. In recent years extensive use has been made of machinery to replace 
human labor. It was nor until 1850 char the use of machinery in agriculture was of 
much consequence. Many machines were invented before this dare, bur their in- 
troduction was slow until rheir worrb was proven. 

Abaur 1870 the adopr::m of agricultural machinery became more rapid. This 
was due mainly to the fact rhar machines were perfected so that they would work 
satisfactorily. In addition, mechanical power became available at this rime, which 
widened the scope of usefulness of farm machinery. Also, the movement onto 
“western” farms increased the farming area. 

In more recenr years, farm machines have been improved in quality and use- 
fulness, and their adoption by farmers has been rapid. The modern farmer seeks 
ways and means of lightening burdens and desires machines to Itssen labor re- 
quirements. 

Early and Present-Day Machinery-Some of the early types of machines 
were crude devices. Many of :hrm have been improved, and so their appearance is 
entireIg different at the present rime. This is particularly true of tractors. 

The general appearance of man)’ machines, such as plows, for example, has 
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not changed much in the past 20 or 30 years except for size. However, the appear- 
ance or the quality of individual parts or mechanisms on these machines may have 
been changed considerably. For example, a modem plow beam may appear to have 
the same bends in it as the plow beam of an earlier implement, but the iron ot 
steel used may be entirely different. Farm machinery, like all other commodities, 
has been improved in usefulness and quality. 

Quality of Field Machinery-Desi.qners of field machinery have tried to de- 
sign machinery adaprable to a wide variety of siruarions, and the success of their 
efforts has resulted in a greater use of field machinery. The quality has also been 
improved as indicated by its having: 

I. More durability measured in greater units of service. 
2. Greater wear rerirrance resulting in reduced replacement. adjustment, 

and condirioning of pans. 
3. More freedom from clogging, hearing. breakage, and servicing. 
4. Greater efficiency in power requirements and in the performance of 

duty; a greater degree of effectiveness and a larger capacity for each 
machine. 

5. Greater safety, and more comfort and ease in operation. 

Life of Farm Machinery-There is great variation in the service life of farm 
machinery. !n determining the life of farm machinery, the owner must consider 
each situation. One owner may use a machine for 20 years, while a neighbor may 
use the same type of machine for only 3 years. The days used per yeat and the 
acres covered are often thought to directly influence machinery life, but studies 
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have shown &at these are not always the most imporrnnt factors. The cate, repair, 
and diustment of machinery, discussed in later chapters, contribute the most to 
ltmg machinery life. In recent years, chanting farming practices have caused certain 
machines to become obsolete before they ate worn out. Obsolescence thus be- 
comes an incteasingiy important factor in the life of fatm machinery. 

The f&wing fwts &ate to the cost of service of farm machinery: 

Fig. Zl.4. A camblns. 
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Sclertin~ Field Machinery-In the production of crops, labor, power, and 
machinery accumt appnx&xttely tirr two-thi& c)f the cost of pro~luction. It is, 
therefott, important that proper thought be given to the selection, operation, care, 
a& repair of all ma&inery used in prolluction. 

Rg. 27.5. A dltk gtqared la ltan8g0rl IO anolhtr lacatlcs. 

Fig. 27.7. A hastot and so,” glanlsr. 
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In selecrinp field machinery, consider the foIlws%~: 

1. The sv&hilicy of repairs is important because delays due co waiting for 
repairs are undesirable. 

2. Thr ~twral design of CI machine is imporranr. A machine should be sim- 
ptu, durable, and capable of performing its duty io optimum fashion. The 
work quality and the finish of n tnachine should be good. 

5. The adaprahiliry to the work musr be considered in order to obtain 
mxhinery that will function in a certain locality. 

4. Ease of oprrwion is desirable. However, a machine which is easy to oper- 
ate may not dways do the best work. 

5. Reliabtiiq of the manufacrurer and the dealer in srandiog behind their 
product is a desirable feature and should he considered. 

6. The co% of the machine should he considered. not so much from a com- 
pwxire make standpoint as from a use srandpoinr. Srandard machines of 
qualiry are usu$ly wry close in comparative price. The cost of a machine 
compared to wh~c ir will do is the important item to consider. 



Using and Maintaining 
Field Machinery 

CHAPTER 28 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. Why is a study of field machinery importanr? 
2. How should machinery be lubricated? 
3. How should field machinery be operated? 
‘r. Ac what time of year should retvair work be clone? 
5. Whrn shoutd a new mxhinr be porchnsed? 
6. What twts and equipnlcnt are necessary for machinery repair? 
7. How may machines be disassembled and inspected? 
8. What system should be followed in repairing and replacing broken parts? 
9. How should machinery be assembled and adjusred? 

IO. What precautions should br observed in painring machinery? 
1 t. How shrx~ld machinery be stored? 

lmporcanco of Care md Mainrenance of Machinery-The expression. 
“Goctd rquipmrnr maker a good agricutrur;ll worker berrer,” applies (0 uwt 
machinery 8s well $4 ro new machinery. Good cquipmenc does nor stay good un- 
Iess it is given proper care. Adrquare and rimcty adjusrmenr, repair, lubricarion, 
and prorection from the weather dcrermine the life of a machine. Approximately 
75 per crnr of the breakdowns of machinery in the field are caused by neglecting 
these four items of proper care. Such breakdowns are costly in loss of time and 
tars of crop. The cost of production on farms is increased by improper machinery 
management. Practically all farm operations require the use of machinery. and it 
shout3 be kepr in shape for accomplishing the maximum for rhe time it is used. 

Prumrirc &zi~~craurxt shoukl be given first consideration in the use of field 
machinery in order CO reduce ro a minimum rhe chances for breakage, cosriy Rijti: 
bills, and loss of time. A farmer should keep machinery repaired, property ad- 
justed, and lubricated with rhe proper lubricants. Atl moving pars should be kept 
working freely, thus reducing rhc- chances for wear or breakage. 

Machinery Lubrication-It is impananr ro s&cc rhe proper lubricant for 
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the different pwts of machines. Consideration must be given the function each part 
hiss f0 perfM%n. 

Lubrication musSt be effective. Oil poured “at” a part does little good. Lubri- 
cants must r~nracr the moving parts of machines. 

1. Secure a tuhrication &WI, if possible. for the machine to be lubricated 
aMi fottow its dkctions. A general rule is thar at1 moving parrs thar move 
in contact with orher parrs require tubricarion ar rhr paint of contacf. A 
tohtirant should mr be placed on parts where ir wilt collect dirr or& or 
rhe parts wit1 wear faster tha.1 they wilt wirhout lubricarion. 

2. Inspect the cylinder uit and transmission grease, and till or change accord- 
ing to the directions of the manufacrurer of rhe machine. 

3. Use rhe proper equipment co lubricate the machines. If rhe machines 
have rpeciat finings, lubrication equipment for these special fiaingr musf 
he used. 

4. Inspect bur du nor motesr or desrroy the seal of parts of machines opera- 
ing in a “seated fur life” lubriarion sysrem. 

5. Cunsutr rhe opera&r manual for tubricarion inarrucrionr for rhe machine 
and for rhe towion of the parrs 10 be lubricated. Check whether or nor 
the machine has P bank or crnrra1 lubrication system. 

The Operation of Field Machinery-The proper use of field machinery de- 
creases operating cysts. Operarors of machinery should develop an attirude of 
yreserwrian in their use of machinery, and not an a&rude of seeing how much the 
machines can stand before breaking down. Often when machinery is misused, 



breakage does not occur at the time, but serious strains are developed which di- 
reedy ause breakdowns later. A tractor is often overloaded with no immediare 
netice of injury. When later it breaks, the operator instead of the tractor should be 
Manled. 

ihair& all machines will woik smoothly when operated properly. For good 
pe&mmce it is necessary co see that machines are correctly adjusted for the 
work, that they ‘we properly lubricated. and that they are in good mechanical con- 
&h. 

Whea Repairing Should Be DoneMosr field breakdowns can be avoided 
by the systematic checking and repairing of field machinery during the slack sea- 
sons., Machinery inspcrion, repair, and adjustment should be considered necessary 
i&s to be performed in slack seasons. Systematic repair of machinery often re- 
duces the cost of repairs. 

When to Purchase New Machinery-The problem is usually whether to 
repair or replace a machine. If the machine under consideration is nor obsolete, if 
the cost of repairs will be nominal, and if rhe machine can be expected to do 
fi~-cla~s work, then it should be repaired. If the machine cannot be depended 
upon after repairing and if capital is available for a new one, a new machine should 
be abrained. esprcially if there is any danger of a breakdown ar a critical time. If 
capital is nor available, or if it can be made available only by paying excessive 
hnchg charges, or by unwisely mortgaging the future, then ir is better to repair 
the old machine, even though other factors indirare rhar it would be better to 
obtain a new one. 

Tools and Equipment-Good tools and equipment are necessary for repair- 
ing field machinery. The extent of repair jobs performed on a farm is governed by 
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The Eolkrwing pn~cedurus are imporrant in the identification of machinery 
pdfF*:, 

1. Clean rhr machine so that all numbers on pans can be seen readily. 
2. Obrnin pare ~~aralogues and instruction books for the machine. 
3. Remove rempowily any parts char cannot be idenriIied otherwise. This 

procedure is rarely necessary. 
4. Name rhr various main or unit parts of the machine. You will at least 

have to name approximarely the parts before you can find them in a 
caralogw. 

DiaauemhlinR and Inspecting Machines-The following procedure is 
ru~wtrd when you are disaarcmblin~ and inspecting a machine: 

I. Place rhr machine on a level and clean place. where small paw will not 
lx fort if dropped. 

2. Look over the assembly of the machine and observe the placement of 
pans so char it can be reassembled. 

3. Remove nttrs carefully. Use wrenches char tit. Badly rusted nuts should 
be loosened with a perterraring solvent, by rapping, or by using heat. 

4. Clean all rusry pans with a wire brush and then oil the parts with a good 
machine oil. Wash greasy parts with a safe cleaning solvent. Clean the 
whole machine. 

5. Inspea all pars for wear and breaks, and make notations of their condi- 
rim. 

6. Mark all pans chat migbr be confused with ocher parts in assembling the 
machine. Tag, file, or punch parrs as a means of identification. Parts 
scored for a rime before replacing should be oiled and placed in boxes. or 
temporarily replaced on the machine. 

7. Liir dl necessary repairs and parts. 







CHAPTER 29 

Adjusting and Repairing 
Field Machinery 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. How should row planters be adjusted and repaired? 
2. How should grain drills be adjusted and repaired? 
3. How should plows be adjusted and repaired? 
4. Ho~w should disk, spring-tooth, and spice-roorh harrows be adjusted and 

repaired? 
5. How should cultivators be adjusted and repaired? 
6. How should mowers be adjusted and repaired? 
7. How should forage harvesters be adjusted and repaired? 
8. How should balers be adjusted and repaired? 
0. How should combines be adjusted and repaired? 

IO. How should corn heads be adjusted and repaired? 
Il. How should sprayers be adjusted and repaired? 

INTRODUCTION 

The adjustment and repair of only the more important field machines are 
discussed in this chapter. The suggestions given do nor attempt to include all the 
minor details involved in the adjustment and repair of these machines. Insufficient 
space is available in a mechanics in agriculture book which covers the entire field 
of agricultural mechanics, as rhis book does, to include a derailed discussion of all 
machines used in production agriculture. The abilities developed in adjusting and 
repairing the more importanr and complex machines included should make it pas- 
siblr, however, for a person to learn, with rhe help of rhe operator’s manuals, how 
IO adjust and repair ocher machines used on farms and in nonfarm agricultural 
businesses. 
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ROW PLANTERS 

Types-Row planters may be classified as ( 1) trailing, (2) rear-taounred, and 
(31 front-mounted. A classiftcariun can also be made on the way the pra-tter places 
the seed. There are drill planters. hill-drop planters, and check-row planters. Hill- 
drop and check-row planters have been used much less in recent years. 

Drilling-A planter that is drilling seeds drops the seeds in a row a certain 
distance apart. This distance may be varied, for example, from 2.5 inches to 17.5 
inches. With seeds 6.5 inches apart and with a row spacing of 40 inches, the plsnr- 
ing rare would be 2~4r?CCr plants per acre. Consulr :he operator’s manual for the 
planter for instruc:mns on how to adiusc it to obtain varying planting raw. 

Hill-DroPPing-A planter ser to hill-drop will collect rhr seeds and drop rwa 
or more seeds at regular inrervals. The number of seeds dropped per hill depends 
on how the planter is adjusted. Consult the operator’s manua! for instructions for 
changing the hill spacings and the number of seeds per hill. 

Checking-A planter equipped to check will drop the seeds in squares, which 
permirs culcivarion with rows and across rows. 

Parts of a Planter-Row-crop planters have the fo!lowing parts: 

I. Frame. 



4. Mercring &vice for seed. The devices for metering rhe rare of seeding 
are of three primary rgpcs. They are reed places, finger ptckup devices, 
and air devices. Src Figs. 29.2. 29.4. and 29.7 for illusrrations of these 
devices. 

5. Mechanism fr,r placemenr of seal. Some planrers have a gravity-drop 
m&anism. :a or?rr iii %I ,*,11 K’rnL, p~cIIIIIEI ,a JFFJ p:3cemi-lii~. ,,I&- .._,.^. ~_ _.,~ :_:_- : -_.- 
machinery companies have developrd poww-drop mechanisms such as 
reed ~onvegor heir drop, rorary valvr Jrop, chain drop, anJ air drop. 
See Fig, 29.8 for illusrrarion of a mrary valve mechanism and Fig. 29.9 
for illustration of a &in-Jrop mechanism. 
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0 DliECTlON 
OF TRAVEL 

FAN 
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE 
LOWER THAN AIR PRESSURE 
INSIDE DRUM 

,c.%“aY Dear 1 cm~rn”. TechniB, Semrar. Moline. III., 

Fb. 29.5. A wbway view of an air #rwwn sard metering dwlw. ahowlnp how air 
vwwn ImNs fh8 wad in pbw lwlde he and drum w a pbnbr. 
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I 
1 

SEED SEED - 

Fig. 66.6. A culaway claw of an air prb%surs reed malarlng d8vlca, rhowlw Iha sand 
culoll and nlww mechanism 01 a plantar. 
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I I)IRECTION 

>SEED 

Fin. 29.6. A power-drop seed placsmsn! mschanlam 01 a plantsr. urlnp a mlary 
WIW. 

Prefield Preparation-Several prefield adjustments may be made on a 
planter. The following are recommended: 

I. Cheek rhr parrr of chL. planter. Inrpecr fnr worn sprockets. gears, and 
chains. lnrpecr the hoppers. Check for weakened springs. The power 
train should be checked. 

2. Atrzh the planrer. See the upearor‘s manual. 
3. Level rhr planter. See rhr oprranx’s manual for instructions regarding 

this procedure. 
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‘(. A\ljusr the s,nce 4 rows. Thr rpacr bcrwecn rows may be ~~tjustcd on 
miny t~lamers. Consulr rhe q,craror’s muwd for yroceduro. 

5. Adjurr rhc lengrh of the ww marker. 
6. S&cc rhe planti,lg population and adjust the ylanrer ro obtain this rare. 

Consulr rhe oprrator’s manual for insrrucrions on adiusrnxnrs necessary 
IO obtain a specitied rate. The raw of planring may be influenced by 
speed of rravrl and by tire inflation. 

7. Calibrare-ihe planter on “trial runs.” 

In pretie!d adjustments, set the planter ro plant ar the desired rate, and then 
provide a trial run to determine whether or not the planter is adjusted correctly. In 
the trial run raise the planter and “plant” 100 feet on top of the ground. Then 
check the drops to determine whether or not the distance between seeds is car- 
rect, and whether or not the rate of seeding is correct. If the rate of seeding is 
incorrect, make adjustments. The scattering of the seed may be caused by cxces- 
sive planting spzds. Consult the operator’s manual for the best operating speed. 

Field Adjustments-The speed of forward movement may affect the planting 
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mte and the accuracy of setd drops. in caiihmting a planter on “trial runs,” the rate 
of tmuel should be the same as it will bc in the &id. 

1: ch&s bw.& or climb, the-y may not be running straight, or they may be too 
tight at wo Loose. A chain may be tightened OF loosened by adjusting the chain 
idler. if a chain is not running straight. realign the sprockets. 

Check the seed hoppers to determine whether or not they are all using the 
same amount of seed. If nor, the setting of the drive gears may br different, or the 
ok of &es. if the pl;tnter has plates. may not be the same in the various hoppers. 

The depth of planting needs to be checked. Depth of planting adjustments are 
often needed. Consult the oprratuis manual for procedures for adjustment of 
planting depth. Abvays calibmte the seeding rate in the field. Remember that 
navel speed may affect seeding rate. Therefore, it is essential to know travel speed. 
Travel speed is affected by: 

GRANULAR ROW APPLICATORS 

Calibrating-Granular application of chemicals for weed and insect control 
may be made at any time. However, granular applicators often are attached to 
planters. These nlanrer-attztched applicators usually apply the chemicals in a bald 
over the seed. Calibration of these applicators is important because inadequate 
application may not produce the results desired. Too heavy an application is costly, 
and it may damage the crop being produced. 

The rate of application is determined by ( I) metering oritices, (2) speed of the 
agitator, t3t ground speed of the applicator, (41 nature am! size of the granules, (5) 
roughness of the field, and (6) humidity and temperature. 

in setting applicators, read the chemical label to determine the percentage of 
active ingredients and the recommendal raw of application of active ingredients, 
such as 1,~ pound of active ingredirnrs per acre. Consult the operator’s manual to 



Founds applied 
Actedge covered 

lfahe r&Fe rrf app~icatiun ix not wect, make certain that the speed of travel of the 
appkaror qrws with ?he rwommended speed of travel. Vary& the speed of 
tmwf can make F~menrhuS di@erences in the rate of application. Most applicators 
use II awsring agit;rFor. The action of the agitator varies with the ground speed of 
the applicatrx. An increase of ground speed of the applicator of 1 mile per hour 
may dnnbtc rhcb rate of apptication. 

Tu check ground speed, determine the seconds it takes to travel 176 feet. If it 
F&X 6kh secmds~. ahe grad speed is 2 miles per hour. If it cakes 30 seconds, the 
g~wmrl speed is ,4 miles per hour, and so forth. If the amount of application is 
incwrrecr when rhe ground s,peed is correct, change the orifice setting proporrional 
co the increw or decrease in rare desired, and continue to field test until the 
desired amounr is being applied. 

Frcquenr checks of the amount of application are desired so that the 
applicator is motivated to drive aF the speed recommended, and so that minor 
adiustmrnra can be made to compensate for the degree of raughness of the field 
ad tar humidity and tcmprarure cbnnges. 

GRAIN DRILLS 

A grain drill is made to seed successfully many different seeds of various sizes. 
shaper. and nrigbts. It therefore has various adjustments which make it possible to 
plam these differenr seeds accurately. Grain drilis have two types of drill feed 
mechanisms: 

A&wring the Internal Double-Run Drill-The mechanism for regulating 
the rate of seeding of an internal double-run drill consists of a feed wheel and a 
feed gate. tSce Fig. 29.11.) The feed wheel has a deep side and a shallow side. On 
the deep side of the feed wheel, the xrrations are of greater deprh than they are 



LIfl the str;lltlnv Silk. The wheel GUI be aJjusteJ so that either side may be used to 
reyhe the t'h d the seed. The wheel is adjusted for the use of the deep side 
wtwn Iargr or bulky SC& such JS om we hcing drilled. Ir is also used when large 
quantities ~hf secJ arc to 1~~ sown. The rh&w side is used for such seeds as whear 
(jr aifalf& 

The side trf rhc- &AI wheel uwrl is an adiustment thst CM be made to regulars 
tlw amtsm sec~Ic.J. but tw Mom importanr ways ofregularing the amount of seed 
WWFT are ch~. ~Jirrstmcnt 4.d the cp~l of the feed wheel and the adjustment of the 
w&l gmz,. 

Ttw sp~eJ 14 the icd wheel is adjusted by changing the gear rario in the gear 
bux. Xf~st g~:car bows have - to 11.) gear ratios. The size of the driving sprockets 
may Jlscr br changed. When this is done. a new set of feed wheel speeds is pro- 
vi&d. 

The p&&n of the seed gates in the feed wheel is as important as the speed 
~ji rfig wheel in dcrcrmining the amount of seed sown. There are two to four 
p<>ssible posiriws fcrr the seed gate on rhr shallow side of the feed wheel, and two 
IO fwr possible positions fix ihe srcJ gate on the deep side of the feed wheel, the 
rrumber depending cm rhc make of rhe drill. The seed gates are located at the 
bottom of rhc seed cup. tSec Fig. 3. I I.1 For uniform seeding all gear boxes and 
seect gaccs mux he set rhr same. The manufacturer’s instructions should be con- 
sulteJ fvr the recommcn&d sexing for rhe various rates of seeding of the different 
kin& of seed sown with a JriII. 



t%@., Z&11. A doleRod slow of I doublerun feed mrhwltm ahowing (lop) am ad)ud- 
0bl0 eel0 laddo tbr bed cup fog rc@ulolia@ Or Un a4 the feed o$tnlnp. and (bc4fom) a 
iWb Im oa fbo molt ddo ol lho feed mochm~Iam Iof rc@ulalln@ Iho qwnuty fstd @at& 

Adjurting FLured Force Feed Drills-The fluted force feed mechanism for 
regulaciag the rare of seeding consists of a seed cup containing a fluted roll, a feed 
CWO~~, and a feed gate. When the feed roll turns, ir forces the seed over the feed 
gne and into the seed tube which delivers the seed to the soil. 

The amount of seed sown is regulared by the feed roll in the teed cup. A lever 



En ad&EiW! to the adiustmcnt on the tluted feed roll, some drills can alw be 
&u~srd by changing the speed of the &cd ro:l. which is done by chmtying the 
sped of its drive shaft. The gate in the ~4 <up is the adjustmcnf prwi&d fox 

handling the various sizes and shapes of seeds wo’n. The gates ELII be set in several 
positions. The closrJ or uppermost settings of the #ates are used for small. heavy 
se& such as wheat. The lower or more open positions ate used for bulky, light 
seeds such as OHS. For uniform seeding all seed gates must be set the same. 

GIibrafing the Seeding Mechanism-Tc) begin the calibration of a grain 
drill. first partially ~14s~. each seed gate; then pwr some grain into tht scud lwx. 
Block up the drill atid place a canvas under the drill to catch the grain. Be sure that 
the canvas is under alJ the seed tubes. Lay a board m&r the drill to protect the 
canvas when the furrow o~z+zners are lowered to their operating position. 

If, for example, oats are to be sown at 12 pecks per acre, to check the calibra- 
tion. set the drill according to thz manufacrurer’s directions to seed this amount. 
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The followi@ pnxedure is suggested for cleaning the seeding mechanism: 

3. Oyea the tixd regulator and opera each feed gore. 
4. t)wx the furrow oprners snd put the drill in gear. 
I. Twa a drive whd tu run ~ht wed chrn@ the feed mechanism. 
6 &usb mV fWtkkli& d IX for&n ma&al imo the seed mechanism 

toremoveirfromthfseedbox. 
7. Clean the f&d .qtes and surrounding surfaces rhoroughly hy brushing 

WiFh a CIearlillg sdvent. 
8. Clean the fertilizer awachme~~ co eliminate the hardening 3f old fer- 

tilizer and m help preuent the corrosion of the mechanism. 

MOLDBOARD PLOWS 

The moldboard plow is one of the most common farm implements, and with 
proper care and maintenance it will last for many years. Like other implemenrs, it 
sbouki be kept properly lubricated and adiusted for eft%ient use. AC the close of P 
day-s mark, the plow meldboards and &ares, rhe couhrrs, and the jointers should 
hnr a bgbt coat of oil applied to them to protect their surfaces from rust. At the 
&se af the season tky should be covered with a thin coat of mate. The plow 
sbouk4 rben be placed in a suitable shed and housed until needed. 

Plowing diffiulties are usually caused by the improper adjustment of the 
plow. Mow operators can do an excellent job of plowing if their plows are adjusted 

PMF-k. 

J 

n I 

Adiuning Hitches-Plows will work best if they are hitched as nearly as 
possible to thekienter of d&t. The method of locating the line of draft of a plow 
i illustrated in Fig. 29.17. When plows are hitched so that they are pulled, to the 



lkmemhet in hitching a tractor that the centec of pull is midway between the 
rear wheels. 

In adiusting the hitch of a tractor plow, do tk following: 

I. Locarc the plow IO that rhe frunr hortam will be cutting a full furrow. 
2. K.oarr the plow into plowing position. 
3. Block up the land wheel to a distance equal to the depth at which the 

?. Adjurr rhe plow $0 char weight of the plow is OD rhe points of the plow- 

‘?. Drrermioe rhr cenw of CI~’ and line of draft of the plow. Gee Fig. 
79.17.1 The cenwr of draft is a paint approximately on the line where the 
maid~bmrd and share jcin. 

6. Derermior the cmrer of pull of the muter. 
7. Srrecch a card from the cenrer of rhe draft of the plow to the center of 

puil of the tracror. With a fixed drawbar. the plow should be hitched CO 



If the p!ow goes too deep as hitched, rhe difficulty may be rhar the verrical 
PEiusFmenF of the birch is inccatrect; see srep 8 in the procedure for adjusting the 
l&h. Awther indication of an incuccecr vertical bitch is the front end of the plow 
Gdmg hi&. Aa incorrect hitch may cause a tractor to steer hard, or it may cause 
the :pat wheek of the tractor to slip because of a lack of traction. 

Adjusting the Furrow Wheel-A furrow wheel is designed to support the 
veighr of the rear pan of a plow. After rhc hitch is adjusted and while Fhe plow 
and ~racwr are btocked up on the tloor, adjusr the furrow wheel so that the he61 or 
tmdside of the plow borroms is L” ro X, inch from the floor. The furrow wh661 
shoutd &so be adiusred against Fhe furrow wall so that the heel or landside of the 
ptow botroms is L/i to “, inch from the furrow wall. The tire on rh6 furrow wheel 
must be kept infiated properly to maintain this adjusrmem. 

Adjusting Coultets and Jointers-Adjust coulrers so that the hubs of the 
coukers are directly above the points of the plowshares. If the plow does not 
WFeFtate properly in hard ground, srrring the hubs of the cookers approximately 
3 inches back of the points of the plowshares may help, 

The coulterr should also be set high enough so that Fhe plowshares are curring 
about 2 inches deeper than the coulrers. bur rhe coulters should never be set to 



peaem-am deeper than 4 inches. The cnukets oh&d be ser ‘la to s/1 inch away 
fmu the landside of the pkxv b42ttoms. 

Set ~mintecs as near as passibk tcz the cookers. ALlaw abour ‘IrGnch clearance 
ken a j&ttr &rind a cwuker. Adjust the iuinter sa that it will penetmie the soil 
L&out 2 faubes. 

Pf the hw u&I crumbles, the coutter may be set too close to the plow 
bowow. If the coverage of trash is not adequate,, the coultets and jointers may be 
set two hi& 

f%&m oa plows shvnuld be kept sharp. Cookers may be sharpened with a 
h+mch ginder. Remove each ccdcer from the pluw and adjust rhe bearing so char 
t&z c&ter wiU turn easily. When grinding a cotdter, hold it against the grinding 
w&eel so tbw the co&et wiP turn as it is sharpened. The turning of the coulter 
a&ds the overheating of the cutting edge and makes the sharpening process 
easier,, 

A$&ting Meunted Plows-To g,et a maunred plow ro plow at the correct 
depsh, cbe &f&p connections mut be adj,usted so that they are loose while plow- 
ing‘ The side draft may be decreased by narrowing the width of the wheels of the 
uactoras much as possible while maintaining a safe width. The heel of the landside 
af rke buctum should run tu the bottom of the furrow. This may be accomplished 
by a&sting rhe vertical hitch. It should also be adjusted so that the plow runs 
kzvel. Remembet., KhJe depth of plowing is conttolled by the hitch. 

Mounted plows have an adjustment far tilting the plow. Locare this adjust- 
ment by consulting the oprardi’s manual. and adjust so rhar the wing of the share 
is about !/2 inch higher than the landside of the bottom. This tilting decreases side 
dnfr and helps to keep the plow in the ground. 

Repairing-Some of the parts of a plow to be checked for wear and breakage 
be&we storing are: 
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Goutter bearings can usuaiiy be tightened with the bolt u. the cuulter fork. 
The cones may have to br ground to permit this tightening. The axle shaft of a 
plow may bectamr worn. If it does, it can be repaired b,r padding with a weld, or 
the ade may be ~&aced. Wheet bushings in wheel hubs may have tu be replaced. 

if the beam is sprun& it usuaily requires ( 1) special equipment to correct the 
di&uky, or L? the repiacemmt ut’ the beam. 

The pk>wshares should be ~h~arpenrd or replaced with new unes hcfvu the 
beginning of the phoning season. 

HARROWS 

Harrows are used to prepare seedbeds. There are three principal types: 

1. The disk harrow 
2. The sprirtg:rcwrh harrow 
3. The spike.roorh harrcru, 

Disk Harrow-It is, important to keep a disk harrow sharp. A disk harrow 
may be sharpened without being taken apart if speual disk-sharpening equipment 
is avaikabie. such as a flexible shaft grinder. If only a stationary power grinder is 
available, the intliuidual disks must be remold. Do this by unscrewing the nut 
f&m the end of the arbor holr and then remcwing in succession the disks and 
~po&. The disks, should be ground on the convex or outer side. Be careful nut to 
overheat the disks &ile grinding them, or their temper will be destroyed. After 
they are sharpened. the disks and spovls should be put back in the order in which 
they came off. The arbor bolt should be tightened and locked in place. If the arbor 
bolt is benr, you may straighten it on an anvil without heating it. 

The bearings shoutd be cleaned and tested for wear. Test excessive wear by 



p&ing a disk, adjacent co a bearing, on a two-by-four and checking for movement 
in the he&n@. If excessive wear is susp~~ed. turn the disk over on its back and 
remove &ring caps FW inspect the wear. Replace the bearings if worn excessiveiy 
or if bmken. Spooks do 06&F wear as rapidly as bearings, but rhey do need co be 
rephtced ~xcasi~nally. AU bearings and spoots should be cleaned thomughly before 
Fk disk is reassemhitd 

Scrapers frrvptrrnrty need to be adiusted and repaired. Worn scrapers may 
wed to bx &aced. but bent scrapers can often be straighte~~ed. After the scrap 

ers are repaired, they shotdd be adiusted so that they are about 1 inch from rhe 
nutet edges of the disks. 

AIE b&s in a disk shotid be checked to determine whether or not they are 
rig&t. Levers, bitches, and braces shotrid also be checked to determine whether or 
not they are in good working condition. All lubricating devices should be checked 
10 determine whether or not they are working properly. 

,cou”e.s” nuv MlnYM”nns co., 

Fl3 33.23. A dltk skwld be ~sPI SkSQ. 

Spring-Toorh Harrow-A spring-rooth harrow is a simple tool. It is often 
used to control weeds with a widespreading roar system. The teeth need to be 
kept sharp. They should be ground on their back side. The points not only will 
become dull bur wil1 wear round. Points may be restored by grinding. In grinding 
do ROF dluw the teeth to heat above a cherry red color. Plunge the teeth in water 
ro prevent overheating. Some teeth may need to be restored co their original shape 
by a blacksmith. 

After the teeth have been repaired and sharpened, they should be adjusted. ~ 
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A spring-ccxxh harr(nv is subjecrcd CO considerable strain anJ vihrarion. The 
frame ufthr barnw should hr checked CO determine whether or not it is bent. The 
frame and draft bars may be srraighrrned on an anvil. Examine the bolt holes and 
rhr runners for wear. Worn bolt holes should be reamed and larger hotrs inserted. 
A worn rumtr may be repaired by welding a new piece to it. Breaks in the frame 
may also be repaired by welding. 

Spike-Twth Harrow-Tooth bars and frames ~fspike-tooth harrows may be 
srraightrned un an anvit. The from of the spiked teeth should be sharp. They may 
&en be turned SO that a sharp edge will he forwarJ. If ir is ON possible CO turn a 
sharp edge furward, the rooth should be removed and ground or forged sharp. 

When a tooth is worn so short chat it cannot he set SO that it will run as deep 
as rlir other teeth, ir shoutd he replacrJ. All teeth should be adjusted SO char they 



_ ROW-CROP CULTlVATORS 

SIO. 29.25. Corrod and imwmcl shovel and swasp rellin~r. To adjust. IOOSWI the 
ad@Uing boll in he ahoW or sweep slewa (50). 



MOWERS 

A mwwr prcscnrs morr of rhc problems found in general machinery owrhaul- 
ing. It is ~mr of rhc mosr imporranr im,plemcnts on nearly every farm, and being a 
machine with f&x-moving paw,, it is subject IO rapid wear. A mower appears ro he 
a simple machine, bur there are many adjustments char arc not understood and 
cunsrqurntly never made. The ports of a mower are accessible. and. almost wirh- 
WI excrptir~n. every parr subject ro wear can be replaced. When properly :cpaired 
and &wed, a mowr can be kept as long as the major framework is sound. Much 
of rhc cost of a mower is in the curwr bar and sickle. which are readily accessible 
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fa,r nqairhg. Many mowers that have been discarded can be repaired and made 
z%mGea& fat a retrttivety smdl sum of money. 

MOWER DIFFICULTIES 

Gzmmoo WOW~F dif&ulties are heavy draft, side draft, broken guards, broken 
k&w% us~wwed stmks, and uneven cur&g. The causes of these difficulties are 
many., w& as 1% of cutter bar: tack of register of knives, worn ledger or wear 
p&tes, guards &rat being al&t&~ dutt knives, sprung knife bar, worn knife bar 
kd, s&r&d w0.m pitma& 

MOWER CUTTER BAR ADJUSTMENTS 
AND REPAIR 

&a&--lmprowr lead in the cutter bar I% the cause of many mawer difficul- 
tie+ The outer end of a cutter bar should l&i or be set ahead of the inner end of 
&jr ctmer bar. 

Ln determining the amount of lead a cutter bar has, place the hitch in itr 
qwating p&&m. The outer cad of the curter bar is then pulled back as far as it 
will go. A cord may then be fastened to the flywheel end of the pitman and placed 
akxzg, the pirvann to the o,uter oboe. Be sure ro keep the string parallel to the 
pittm. T&z amount of lead is rbe distance the cord is from rhe back edge of the 
kslife at the outer end of the cutter bar. 
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J/&“TO Ps2” CLEARANCE 

Cutting depends upon a shear cut bctwcen the knife section and the ledger 
plare. To obtain this shear cut, it may be neccrsary to mrwr the guards up or down. 
The knife holders may have to bc raised so that the knife will not bind while the 
alignmenr of the guards ir bri:ng checked. Before the guards are moved up or 
down by hammrriog, tighten the guard bolts. The &wards are then struck with a 
hammer at their thickest part in front of the k&l-r plate. A good procedure is to 
pound all the high guards down Ersr and then pound up all the Ion guards. Re- 



FL@. 29.3i. TR@ wnsd and Um huorrwl way for mow knlver to Ill and O~trate In 
lb0 wads. 
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Fl& 306.X& A IWOWO~ nprlr block. Hole "A" Is uaad tot rlvtllng Ike wrkl pin IO the 
lt@~&. "B" kdkaltalh~ halos fff lhe guard plate rlvtlh~g posl"C." 3" III~OPIIVUIM 
Ibe ntauat guard. '"E" k Ihe anvll lot I) cambIn@ ot blnkr guatd. T" lndklln Iha 
t~~~~~bkhafd~~d rlwllng p0sk.W' I8 a grW~lOflb6 knlk back. 'o" Indlc~l~~th~ 
halcU~mugh whkh 8h@arcd rlvek am drkwi. Wbm wcllons are chetr:d, the bnlk bacb 
task anodge "I." The gfowar “J" akadylh6 knlk. "K"k the rk~la~luced In COmpkl. 
kg lhr jpb Of rlwll~. 



Piunan Pin-Gatnine the picl for wear. To replace it, remove the flywheel 
irnd cmnksh& ftwn the ma&w. Pt%e the flywheel on an anvil and srrike the pin 
wkh ia; kavy hmmer or skdgq to break the pin. The stub in the flywheel can then 
be &iiuetl auf and a new pin rivetwi in place. 

The cutret bat uf pitmaniess drive mowers may be operated above or below a 
h~tiwxuai pwsiriun. Fitmaniess drive mowers operate with Irss vibtarion and at 
much higher sperds than pitman mowers. See Fig. 20.36 for directions for derer- 
mining, the kd trf a pirmanless drive mower. Consulr the operntor’s manual for 
icwtwriosrr un maintaining the byat box containing counterbalance wheels. 

FORAGE HARVESTERS 

A for;lge harvester simplifies the harvesting of forage, If is used ro cur or pick 
up, &up, amI: blor hay orgrw silage inro a wagon. With a row-crop artachment, it 
is, uwd tu cur and chop coup and other row crops. 

The curting herd arwhment on a forage harvester operates in a mannec simi- 
I;tr~ to then curter bzu and reel <on a combine. The pickup attachment operates in the 
same mannrt as a combinr’s pickup attachment for windrowed grain. The row-crop 
attackmcnt operates in a manner similar to a combine corn head. 

The chopping mechanism of a forage harvester has revolving blades rhat work 
against stationary blades oc bars. 

Maintaining and Adjusting-The revolving knives and the stationary bare 

i:n h( fupage h~wcsr~r nerd w be kept sharp. Some fot~e harvesters have sharprn- 
irtp amc-bmcnts rhar may bc purchased which permit the sharpening of rhe blades 
without removing them from the machine. If P sharpening attachment is nor avaii- 
aBe. remove the revolving blades and sharpen them on a grinder. The stationary 
bars may also be removed and reshaped on a grinder, ot the blades may be turned 
over and reversed su that a new, sharp edge is presented for the revolving blades 
to work against. 

The clearance berween the revolving blades and the sraci-nary bars should be 
checked frequently. Consult the operator’s manual for the machine for the correct 
clearance between the revolving blades and the stationary bars and for the method 
of arlj,usring for clrannce. 

Most of the drives for cutting, pickup. feeding. and chopping on a forage 
harvester ate protected with slip clutches. These slip clutches should be checked 
occarionalty to, determins whether or not they ate working correcrly. Check the 
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operator’s manuat for the locattion of these slip clutches. A slip clutch is adjusted 
by Iomening the springs cm the clutch until it slips under a normal load. The 
springs are then tightened iust enough to prevent the slipping of the clutch. 

In maintaining a forape harvester do the following: 

I. Use the c~permxis manual tix insrrucriuns regardiny lubrication. 
2. Check the machine for loose nuts and pans, and for warn and missing 

parts. 
3. Check the oil level of the main pear box, and if low, fill with the correct 

#r&e of oil. Use the uper~tor’s manual for specific instructions. 
4. Check belts ad chains &r wear and for proper tension. 
F., Check air pressure in tires. 
6. Check vherher safety shirlds are in place. 
7. Check the blower for bent and broken fan blades and for burnt-out bear- 

ings. 

Handling Operation Difftcutries-If difficulties are encountered in cutting 
or pickup mechanism, see the mower and combine sections in this chapter for 
information regarding these problems. 

tfdifficulttes are encountered in the chopping mechanism, do the following: 

1. Check the knives and shear bars for sharpness, clearance. and lubrication 
if the chopping mechanism pulls bard. 

2. Check whether rhe fan blades are bent, broken, or out of balance if the 
blowrr becomer noisy. Also check the bear@ in the blower. 

3,. Check the sperd of the blower and the number of paddies on the wheel if 
the blower clqq. 

BALERS 

Paling hay makes it easier to handle, and the storage space needed is reduced. 
B&d hay weighs I2 to 14 pounds per cubic foot, while loose hay weighs only 4 to 

5 pounds per cubic foot. 
Several different types of balers are used on farms. Some balers make a round 

hair, while urhcrr make a rectangular bale. Some rectangular balers tie the bales 
with wire, while other balers use twine. 

Different kinds and makes of balers vary in the way they are adjusted and 
maintained. The operator’s manual for a baler should be consulted for information 
regrding adjustments. The following paragraphs will indicate the adiustment and 
maintenance procedures that are common for many balers. 

Adjusting the Pickup and Feeder Mechanism-Belts and chains are used 
to power the pickup and feeder mechanism of a baler. In adjusting and maintaining 
the pickup and feeder mechanism of a baler, do the following: 

1. Check all L&r to determine whether OI nor they have the correct ten- 
sion. A belt should nor slip, but care must be taken to avoid getting it too 
tight. A belt rhac is too tight may damage the bearings on the shafts. If 
too loose, it will slip and “burn” or wear out too rapidly. A V-b& should 
have ?‘$ inch to 1 inch of slack on the slack ride oi the belt. 

A belt may be tightened bg adjusting the belt tightener provided on 



the machine. See the wperatois manual For detailed instructions on tight- 
ening the belts on your baler. 

2. @xct belts to determine whether or nrat the sheaves. or grcrcrved 
pubieys, are in atiiament. If the sheaves for a belt are not aligntxl, the belt 
PriEi roil or twist. tf any b&s are twisted. check the alignment of the 
~heawts. If the digtunent af the sheaves is comet, the twisting is proba- 
My the result of iosuFftzienr belt tension. 

3. Remove gwase ftom belts hy wiping the b&s with a cloth dampened 
wkh a de sdwlt. 

4. esCaa aM b&s at the md of the w-011 by washing them with soap and 
water. When removily belts. lowen the belt tightener. Do not pry the 
b&s at-f the sheaves. 

3. Easpevt drains ix tension. If the chains, sprockets, and bearings are 
shw&tg excrssivr fear, the chains are probably too tight and should be 
loosened bp the metbud provided b,y the manufacturer. See your 
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In a&t&g and maintaininC: the bale-forming mechanism af a baler producing 
muad bale+ do the fOMOti~ 

2. Esamim hah. to determine their dmsity. The density of round bales is 
&en coarr&ed by a brake mechanism on a tension wk. See the 
tzperat&s manual &ar inrcrucrions un adiustiny the brake mechanism. 

3. Check the diameter of the lx&s. being produced. The diameter is 
&m&d by a&wing the uip mechaainism. !%e yuur operator’s manual for 
idourmariua on adiwing the diameter of the bales. 

4. Ea.spccr the mesh of the gears. lmptoper meshing may cause several dif- 
h&es. The opera&s mand provides instructions fix adiusring the 
mesbiag of gears. 

AlAAlal6AAAlE FaAImAAW CSMKEAASAW 

Adiuscittg. the Tying Mechanism-Some balers use twine to tie the bales, 
while, others we wire. The adiustmenr and mainrenance of wire-rying and twine- 
tying b&err wilt be presenred sepdrdrely. 

En a&wring end meiatainin~ the wire-tying, mechanism af a baler, do the fob 
k%&q:, 

t. Check the riming uf the twister pinions. Cuarulr your operator’s manual 
for information on rbe riming of the rwiwr pinions. 

2. Check rbe timing of the ejector shaft, 
3. Insjxct the wire-rying mechanism for wear. The wire-tying mechanirm 

camm be adiusced properly if the parts are worn WI. 
4. Iaspect the alignmenr uf the twister pinions. twister guards, and gripper 

yoke. 
I. Rerermine whether or nor wire-guide rollers are rotating freely. If nor, 

they may need co be replaced because of ewcerrive wear. If they are nor 
warn am, use a safe s&em to free them. 

6. Chc<k needle clearance. *>, 

7. Inspect rhc wire-shear plungera to determine whether ar nor they are 
functioning properly. If not. the difficulty may afren be correcccd by 
flushing rbem with a safe rolvent. If this doer nor eliminate the difficulty, 
it may be necrrsacy co replace the springs, the shear plungers. or both. 

8,. Examine the place bebind rhe twister pinions for grwver cut by the wire. 
These gmover may be removed with a tile. 



Uye the opemtor’$, manual to locate the parts mcntionrd in the preceding 
stepa ALso. use the operarois, manual for detailed instructions for making the 
&&ustmeRtr nerdrd. 

COMBINES 

A combine is a machine which cuts a crop, removes the seed from the head or 
pod, separacrs the seed from the sralk, and cleans rhe seed. The improper adjust- 
ment or lack of repair of a combine may cost a farmer great losses of seed. The loss 
oC t8 m20 wheat seeds, IO ro 12 oat kern&, or 4 to 5 soybeans per square foot 
rqweseetr a loss of I bushel nn acre. Loss of seed can result from failure of rhe 
rutti,ng mechanism to cut all the gmin. failure of the threshing mechanism to re- 
move the seed from the head or i~,d, and failwe of the separeting mechanism to 
sqwratr the seed. Seed may also be lust by cracking in the threshing process or by 
blowing away in the cleaning process. 

Adjusting the Cutting and Feeding Mechanism-Lasses of grain. may be 
caused, by the cutter bar’s being set too high. A cutter bar should cut no more of 
the stern rhan necessary, but it should be low enough to obtain all the seed kernels. 

Losses may be the result of the shattering of the seed kernels from the pad or 
head. Shattering is often caused by a rapidly moving rd. The speed of a reel may 
be reduced by changing the size of the sprcxkets operating the reel. 

A cutter bar may also shatter grain. If it does, it needs to be repaired. There 
are probably broken sections or guards. 

Cutter bar losses may result from the grain’s nor being placed on the platform 
.w that it can be conveyed to the threshing mechanism. This difficulty may often be 
diinaced by moving the reel back from the cutter bar and closer to it. Leather 



pieces may be attacked to the red to brush the cutter bar. The speed of the curter 
bar may also have to be increased. 

Adjusring the Threshing Mechanism-The cylinder of a conventional 
cwmbine removes the seed kernels. (See Fig. 29.41.1 A cylinder can cause losses by 
failing to remove rhr grain OF by cracking the grain. Cylinder losses may be meas- 
ured by catching the material that leaves the back of the machine. If the lass in 
untbfeshed heads is about I per cent of the yield, adjustments arc needed. The 
operator’s manual should be consulred to derermine the recommended R.P.M. far 
the machine, A tachometer is used to measure the R.P.M. The operator’s manual 
wilt indicate the points where the R.P.M. of the machine should be measured. 

The discancr between the cylinder and the concaves (see Fig. 29.43) may have 
to be decreased. If the clearancr is decreased too much, the straw will be broken 
excessively and the rack and chaffer loss will be increased. See the opera&s man- 
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ual for a combine for instructions on incrc-Jsing rhr speed of rhe cylinder OF de- 
creasing the disrance berwcn the cylinder and rhe concaves. 

Adjusting the Separating Mecban,ism-Grain is scpratetl from the straw ar 
rbe cox~aves anal the straw rack. The rack loss may be measured by catching the 
srraw as ic leaves rta srraw rack and measuring rhc kern& of grain found in rhc 
straw. Tk rack loss should not be over OA per cent. If rhr loss is excessive, it may 
be caused by the rack speed’s bring, roe high or roe low. The power rake-off speed 
shdd be checked to drrermine whether OF not it is operating ai the ipeed iec- T 
urnmended in the opzrarc~r’s manual. Qwrloading may Faust rack losses. The FaiS- 





tlw owninh$ of the bwer sieves. See the operator’s manual for instrueticxts for 
m ake adirstmentr because they will vary with different types of combines. 

Repairing the Gsttiag and Feeding Mechanism-The procedures for re- 
p&r&g the cutter bar on a combine are simiiar to the procedures for repairing a 
tnmmr eutuer hr. The instructions in this section should therefore be consulted. 

In repairing the fed@ mechanism, check for the fulkwing: 

8. Wan &ins Et is better to cq&cace a worn chain before the season than it 
is tu bavr a lxmakdawn white combing. 

2. Warn spmcke:*r. Spruckers with teeth rhac are painted or “hooked” should 
be replwd. 

3. Tcml canvas md hmkea or toosr Sims. 
4. l.uaseb*ilriags. 
3.. &SC or bmkcrkra augw. Snmerimes a hem auger can be scraightmed. 



5 Determine whether chains. aprockerr. or b&s driviny the cylinder are 
worn or broken. Replacr if rhcy are. 

4. Retermine akerber or nor concaw teeth are straight. If they arc bent. 
they can usually be srraighrened. If they are worn thin or IO a point. 
replace them. If louse. tighten. Examine the ~oncwe bars for breaks. 

4. C,heck space between cylinder teeth and concave teeth. The q~crator’s 
manual s,h+ruld be consulred for the EQI~KC spacing. An adjustment 
mrchanism of some typr is usually provided for ac!jusring rhc space be- 
mmxn rhc ccmcaves. 

6. Examine bearings for war. Check for end play in the cylinder shah. If 
preamr. fdiow manufacrurer’r instructions far removing the play. 

3. Remove the roller chain and clean ir with a safe solvent. A r&r chain 
bar a removable link which makes rhe removal af the chain an easy task. 

I?. Check open link chains tn be sure they are traveling in the correct direc- 
tion. 

When the cylinder teeth are replaced, the balance of the cylinder may be 
disturbed hecause the new teeth are heavier than the worn teeth. A scattering of 
NW teeth will not usually throw a cylinder out of balance. 

Repairing the Separating Mechanism--Examine the separaring mechanism 
far the f&awing: 

1. E?n>kcn and wocn racks. Remove racks CO repair them. 
2. Worn check flaps. 
3. l~xse rivers and nuts. A periodic chuok is needed becausr rivers and nuts 

on a rack work loose due tn rhr movement and vibration of this part of 
rhr machine. 

Repairing the Cleaning Mechanism-The cleaning mechanism should he 
examined for the following evidences of need for repairs: 



CORN HEADS FOR COMBINES 
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between m@@iq vu% is adjustabk, and rhe cwrect distance beween the rolls 
varies with the eendiricm of the crop such as dryness, size of stalk, and toughness 
of stalk. Lf &e stalks are dry, frozen. or Par&s* the spacing wilt have to be wider 
Ph when the .9&s are to* tdt s&L The currex serting is a trial-and-rtmr field 
~~~MBI+SX. The adjustment mechanism tLr snapping r&is on some machines is 
bcaerd as the kmet end of the r&err. Usualiy the rollers shouki be spaced Y’ m 
“12 itKit apam if the soap&g r&Is bc~otne clo@d easily, there may be several 
~awes. Cbg&tg wily be cawzd by the crushing of scaiks, and the pulling of stalks 
from the wund. IP may aLso be czaused by worn snapping rolls, the high speed of 
the dImEI+ Of Ehtt dryness uf the cCxn. 

If Fbe Saks are b&g c~rushed. widen the distance between the snapping rofls. 
Pfthe stalks are beiig p&d frum the ground, increase rhe speed of the snapping 
ro;EEs. If seaC: snapping r&s are worn smooth, weld beads on the roHs or replace the 
UC& Lf the e~rw is very dry, add tugs co rhe rolls. If none of rhese adjusrments is 
nex~.M vbe spe%d of rhe r&s may be roe great and may need ro be reduced. 

Excessive abeBed cwn mrry be lefr on rhe ground because of rhe improper 
adi&sm~ear rafthe snapping rotk~. Excessive speed of snapping rolls ot an excessive 
nut&et uf Lugs (~tl the 4s may cause shelled corn ro be Iefr on the ground. 
lwpnapr adiustmenr of the rolls may also cause a clogging of the husking rolls. 
The speed of srwpging rotts may be changed on some machines without changing 
he sped of the trrher piuts of the machine. Consult the operaror’s manual for 
insm~crkms un how ro change the speed of the rolls. 

EXM'LE:;OKEtWELS 
PER VI so. n. 

Ear Corn toss--Ear corn loss is caused by careless driving and by nor tilting 
the corn bead forward enough. Keep the snours of a corn head ro the ground ro 
get under rhe stalks that are down. 

Repairing a Corn Head-When gathering chains become worn so rhar they 
are kwse and when the rake-up in rhe adjusrablc sprocket has been used, the 



chains &add be replaced. They may be shortened by removing finks only when it 
is possible to twnwe the zame number caF1ink.s from the chains operating opposite 
each otbw othetix the chains will be thtown out of time. Smooth-snapping rels 
my be auawbend by MidinK: beads OR them. 

Chains ami sprwkets on the ccam head should be examined for wear. A chain 
&o&d capemte with tbr open side uf the hook to the outside and with the hook 
cds uf the tinks towml the direction the chain is moving. 

Spmckets rhae are ax in iine should be aligned. 
l&wnine beuiogs, and tighten or replace loose bearings. Repair sheet metal 

pams by rivetiny, pacchin~r, or w&ing. 

Method of oiling 
STEEL chain. 

Open side of tinkcp. 

RCM.LER cbrti 

SPRAYERS 

Twu types of sprayers are found on farms and in nonfarm agricultural busi- 
RCWS: high-prwaure sprayers and low-prewtrc sprayers. The high-pressure 
sprayers are used for specialized jabs and are often found on large commercial 
farms. 

The law-pressure sprayers haye a mire universe: use and may be obtained at a 
rtzxw&le cost. Law-pressure sprayers are used fur (1) insect control, (2) chemical 
areed znd brush controf, (3) disease control, and (4) home orchard and vegetable 
apraying 
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Selecting a Bump-The pump is the most important part of a sprayer. There 
are four main types of pumps in use. They ate gear, centrifugal, piston. and 
pluageer. A gear pump is preferred by many sprayer operators because it needs no 
priming and develops higher pressures at lower speeds. When a gear pump is used, 
a ptessure regulator and by-pass base are necessary to prevent pressure damage 
when ~oarics are cut off while the pump is operating. 

S&axing D %nk-=The type of tank needed depends on the type of spray 
~latesiak that will be used. If corrosive chemicals are ro be used, a noncorrosive 
tank is required, A special copper-bearing steel rank i: whiten used for corrosive 
cbemicab. A stainless steel tank is required for applying liquid fertilizers. 
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A tank should be equipped with preens to keep out of the nozaies mare&Is 
tkar nri&c dog them. A scteeu is needed at the opening where the rank is filled. 
Another scteen is need@c( at the opening that Lads from the tank ro the pump. 
Additiunul sxree~s we alsta needed in the nobles and elsewhete in the sysrem. 

A tank should be equipped so rbar rhe material in the tank is a&aced while 
the spryrr is in opetarion. This is essential when suspension-rype sprays ace being 
used. A mechanical a&rarer is needed for some sprays. ,Mosr spray marerials are 
&rad mfticienrly when Q gear pump and a by-pass hose ate used. The by-pass 
hose terwns the umrs4 spray mate&i to the tank and thus provides sufficient 
&rdtian. 

!3&xting Hoses and Fittings-Neoprene hose is needed for sprays contain- 
ing ok Rubber hose may be used if rke spray material does nor contain oil. OiI 
dereriurates rubber rapidly. The hose needs ro be of adequare size. For cow 
sprayers the base should be .$(a inch, 

Bm.s ftrrings me best berausc rhey ate cormsion-resisranr and gaskets are nor 
rw%e$m. 

Setecving a Pressure Regulator-A ptessute tegukaror is needed because 
ditletwt spray k&s require varying pressures. A ptessute regularor consists of a 
pressure gauge.. presswe cunrtoi vatves. and curoff ualves. * 

Wetring a Buom and NoaaLs-A boom is needed rhar is srrong enough ro 
v&wand its bei08 regutared as ro bei@hr. It s,houtd be hinged to facilirare rtans- 
pntrirtg, if ir is made for spraying more than rwo tows. It should also be equipped 
wick safety hinges, to prewar damage if rhe end of rhe boom hirs an objecr. 

The tips af mosr nozzles are replaceable so char different orifices may be ob- 
rained by ckangilug rhc rips of rhe no~aales. Nasales ate available char produce a 
ccme spray partem or a fan-shaped pattern. 

The cone-type noarfe is usually preferred for cantrolling insecrs, and the fan- 
rype ncmrle is usudly preferred f&r weed control. 

Adiustting the Noades and Room-The boom may be adjusted in height to 
I:WWB~ “rlrtd drift” of rbe spray material. The cluser the boom is ro rhe ground, 
the Irss oppanunity for “wind drifr.” The nuaale spacing on a boom should permit 
the tocar@ of :z rroaaIr over the center of each tow. Also, openings should be 
provided so that nor& drops may be arrached for spraying the sides of row plants. 
The amounr of spray applied is adjusred by rhe size of nozzle used and by rhe 
paessurr used. 

CalEbrating a Sprayer-It is important ro know the amount of spray marerial 
bein& applied. The application of too much chemical for weed conrrd nor only 
may waste spray material but may damage the crop. 

In c&bracing a sprayer, follow these steps: 

1. Measure the usable widrh of the ~prav boom. 
2. Dir& the number of square ferr ira an acre 1,43,5(,01 by the usable 

vi&h of rbe boom. The figure obrainrd will be the r.umbrr of feet the 
sptayer Imw trawi to spray an acre. 
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3. Check ?k qssatian of ?he sprayer to determine whether or nor all 
tT6wdes we “psdtkkg pmperty. 

4. F&J rhe tmk tirh waret. 
5. Mark the wdrer &et in the rank. 
6. &t the rracrark thmrk for the rpeed rwammended by rhe nozzle 

nruanhrer. 
7. Set the spr.qet t-w the recommended pressuw. 
K F&mare the sprayer rhe disrance tequid ro spray a half acre (half the 

dismace fwad in srep 2). 
9. Measure the amount of water necessary to fill the rank to rhe level it 

was whe8l rhe reFs smrred. 
t@. F&m tke amaw d spray being used per acre. For empleh if 1 gallon 

wad wd m spray t acre. the spray rare is 2 gallons an acre. 
b 1.. Arfiw the race of spray by increasin& or decreasing the speed of the 

nactwr. by cbmgiay the size af the nozzle rips, or by changing rhe prer- 
wte. 

12.. Contime the tars and adjustments until the correct rate of application 
is ubraid. 

Maintaining B Sprayer-Nwdes must be kepr clean. A small piece of wood 
may be uscul ro unclog a ttozaIe. Ir is nst advisable to use a wite for this job, 
because the wire may enlarge rhe owning, which would increase the tare of appli- 
C&m‘ 

Bet&e c&brat@ a sprayer. c&k rhe noaales to derermine whether or net all 
nf them ate discharging the same amounr of spray marerial. Measure the discharge 
from ail the no&es for a period of rwu or rhtevz minutes. The discharge of all rhe 
w&es shot&l be approximately equal. If a difference is found, some of rhe noz- 
zles tips may haves rIt be repIaced. No&e tips weat wirh use. and it is usually 
oecessaty ro replace rbe tips, every rwo or three spraying seasons. 

Whea a spraying job is finished, clean the sprayer. This is impotranr because 
the chemkals used in spraying ofren are corrosive. The residues may also be in- 
jurious ta rhe next crap sprayed, and it is easier ro remove residues immediarely 
after a sptaying job rhan it is afrer rhe residues have dried. A sprayer should be 
raken apart fix a rhotough cleaning. The nosales and brass fittings should be stored 
in ait 10 prevent corrosion when they are not in use. 



PART IV 

Agricultural Buildings 
and Conveniences 



AGRICULTURAL BUILDINGS 

Student Abltltler to Be Devoloped 

E. Ability to make suitable working drawings or sketches befote scatting to con- 
smct at repair B buiidiq 

2. AK&y ro sebzcx suitaMe materials. 
3. Ah&y rw evaluate diEerent parts, of canstru&m and choose the one chat will 

best mee in&idual needs. 
4. Ab&ry to reeogniae desirable construcrion practices and ro select rhe ones 

which w&H bear meet a particular siruarion. 
5., Ability IQ lay our a foundation. 
6:. Abilirp ra do the ordinary construction jobs in agriculrure. 
7. Ability ro do the ordinary agricutrural building repair jobs. 



CHAPTER30 

Constructing and Repairing 
Agricultural Buildings 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

II. Whar phning should be dare before consIrucrion or repair work is be- 
gun?’ 

2. What are same building, materials oftefl used in agriculrural buildings on 
fama and in rmafarm agricutcumi businesses,? 

4., Wiw are s63rne uf the desirable types of flours ro use in agriculrural build- 
ia& 

4. Wbar are some desirable pm&es in rhe cunstructirm of buildings! 
% Wnw may rafters be cut? 
6.. WhaF principles of construction should be followed in the erection of 

p& frame buildings? Clear-span buildings? 
7., %?haF procedure should h followed in rhe laying our of a faundacion for a 

buikdiflg? 
8. When SbOuld~ p~yweod be used? 
9, #CM may broken UC rmed timbers in a building be replaced! 

bO. #char may buildings be made rat-proof? 
I I. What principles sk~~uld be observed in rhe roofing of agricultural build- 

ings? 
t2. How sh~u!d ftiundarions be repaired? 
13. Why shwuId paint and preservatives be used? 

PLANNING 

Preliminary Planning Essential--B&xc the conscrucriun of a building is 
begun, cw~nsiderable planning should be donr. Thr fallowing sreps in planning are 
suggested: 









,,,, 



Figure 3&O iIlwcraws a desiahle type of ftaming for nonbeating pattitiotS. 
Figure 30-10 illustrates a desk&e method of ftaming doots end windows. 

R&em-1~ is important that roofs have the proper pitch. Rafters should alao 
fit pmpetty. The fm pait of rafters should be cut and put in place to see whether 
of (I0I they fit before t@ other rakers we cut Rat+ cuttity ia dbcu.5te~ in Chnp- 
m IO” 

Raliew mus he straw emmgb to suppott the toof, tbe weight of snow, and 
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the ptessm of the wind. Rafters should not usually be placed farther apart than 24 
in&es. The sheathing may sag if a wider spacing is used. 

The cwttect sire of rafters depends un their spacing, rheir length, and the kind 
of wwxi us&. The width of a rafter does not influence the rafter’s strength as 
muck as its depth does. If the weight comes from the top down, a 4 by 4, for 
exampIe. is twice ds strong as a 2 by 4, while a 2 by 8 is four times as strong as a 
z by 4 and twice as strwg as a 4 hy 4. If you figured the board feet in a 4 by 4 and 
a 2 by 8 of the same length. you would find that the board feet are equal. 

Tab&r $0. E gives, for New York conditions and f& native New York-grown 
hmher, the sizes of rafters needed for vario,us ~WLC of rafters. The run of a rafter is 
eqllaE tla one-half of the span. The span is the distance from the outside ledge of 
one wall plate to the outside edge uf the opposite wall plate. 

Pole Frame Buildings-P& frame buildings are gaining in popularity be- 
caus,e &the progtws being made in treating poles with preservatives to prolong 
their life. Mole &ame buitdings are easy to construct and relatively cheap to build. 
SWII buiklings rhminirte the necessity of foundarions and ground leveling. The 
amwmt of reinfking and bracing, is decreased. and the time required to build a 
pole ftxme b~uiWin~: is, less than the rime required for other types of construction. 
Pole ftame buildings are usually limited to cme story, however. 

Wan); pkns for pole frame buildings are available. A good plan suited to your 
tterds, shwld be obtained before construction is srartcd. la constructing a pole 
frame kuikl~irlgS, observe the following, building principles: 

I. Sckcr the strai&mst poles for the i&r wmcrs vf the building. 
1. Ser poles a minimum &prh of 5 iw. Use I~ucl tu plumb holes. 
3. Nai,t drers co p&s. Do nor notch p&s. 
-1. barr p&r Irn&wisc ofrhc building not over It kc qx~rt 01 less than 

Lo. i&r apart. 
5,. tisc interior ~tiJra or worl-trusserI Arts when rhc wiJrh of rhc building 

is, more rhm 2.4 kc. 

Study Figs, IO. 1 1 through 30. I4 for information rrparditg the methods used 
in connstrustirrg, p& frame buildinyr. Examine some well constructed pole frame 
bbsikiim~~ for COfl~lFUCtiOCt ideas. 
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NAIL ALL ALONG 

PLYWOOO GUSSET 

Fl&33.13.Admwlap rbolrlbl33lr "‘@ olknce bnms onIAslnInlwpolet otpols- 
m boltdfops. Nom also how ho Iasldo mad Nn OutsIda plates an atlaclwd 10 lhs 
lotuNor ulo*r. 

Char-Span Buildings-A clear-span building withour inside posts or beams 
tws many advanrages over a building with interior beams or posts. The use of 
wood-trussed, rafters makes clear-span buildings possible without increasing the 
costs excessively. Wood-trussed rafters with a spacing of 4 feet may be used for 
buitiixgs wirh a clear span of 24 to 40 fee:. See Fig. 30.14 for an illuscratian of a 
wwd-trussed rafter for a building wirh a 36-foot width. 

Before building a clear-span building with wood-trussed rafters, secure a good 
set of plans. In constructing rhr wood-trussed rafters. bolt or gusset plate the 



KKUSS~S and use both glue and nails for added strength. A jig may be USIA for 
cutlstructing the trusses. 

Using Plywood 

ptywwd is being widely used in agricultural construction. It is used in farm 
buildin& such as machlnery~ sheds,, livestwk buildings, and crop storage buildings. 
P&wxxd has weway strength, and it has high impAct strength. It has good resist- 
ance a.g&twt splitting and <tacking. It is also B builrlittg material with high rigidity, 
rbich is why it is often used as a bracing mate&I in agricultural mnrtruction. 

Plywood is durable. Plywoc~J for exterior use is bonded with a waterproof 
&e that is resistant to acids that result from manure and urine. Plywood is eco- 
t~umica! because it can be instatI;d at low cost. The skill required in installing 
plywwd is minimal. PIywwd has good insulation properties. It is effective in 
keeping agricultural buildings warm in the winter and cool in the summer, if used 
fix exterior or interior paneling. 

Plywtwd is readily available from lumber dealers in sheer. 4 feet by 8 feet. 
The skeets UC ttuc and square. They suck and store easily. They arc easily used 
for fmming 

Pfywwd is easy to work. It is easy to saw, plane, drill, chisel, and nail. 
Plywood does not split easily when nailed, and ir holds nails well. It may be 
paisted ot stained easily. Cracking and weathering of ihr surface of plywood may 
be retarded by the application of paint on the edges as well as on the surface. 
P&wood is cross-iaminated. This cros&ninatian reduces contraction and cxpan- 
sion. due to changes in weather conditions, to a minimum amount. 

Tyl;jpa-There are various types and grades of plywood. Make certain that the 
type and grade being purchased is suitable for its intended USC. Plywood is made 
from many different types of wood. The type of wood desired should also be 
considered when plywood is purchased. 



ROOFING 

Fazm buildings are usually roofed with galvanized steel sheets or with asphalt 
ctltnptzricilm shingles. fhc routing material srkc~rd should be of a rygr char will 
fast a re~ativcty lung period of time. 

Gillvanizrd Steel Sheets-Galvanized sceel sheets are frequently used as a 
rding ma&al for agricultural buildings. They b&SK Q tang time and are cary to 
insrdk 

‘fhe weight and thickness of steel sheet used ntost frequently is 2R-gauge. 
S~i~mc farmers and not&arm agrictdtural businesspersons prefer 26=gauge sheets. 
%eets~ heavier tbao 26gauge arc KOXP tbirk to nail, and sheets lighter tha,n 28-gauge 
are nimsy. Some people believe that the thickness and weight of the sheets deter- 
mine how Iung they will last. This may nut be correct because WiK is a major 
enemy of galvanized roofing, and the thickness of the zinc cc.ating and nor the 
tbicktt&~ of the &w-r &Ktmnliilr~ the rust-free life of the sheets. 

ER buying galvanized roofin& check ths: thickness of the zinc coating. SKed 
sherta with a 2-ounce coating of zinc are usually the best buy. even thaugh the 
original cwf is higher than the cost of sheets with a thinner coating of zinc. 

Wbea indling galvanized sheets, first instdt the nailing girts, I- by G-inch 
scriPs nailed across the rafters. The galvaoiwd sheers are nailed to these girts. One- 
by Z-inch fdler strips nailed to the rafters between the girts arc also advisable. 
Galvanized roofing may be installed over wooden shingles without the use of girts, 



The expzmsican :md ctmtraction ofgalvan~zrd sheets make necessary the use of 
n&s with spe%d w&, such ils Icad, on the heads and with screw-type shanks. 
Whm ins&tiny dweKin& first detrrmine the direction of the prevailing winds. If it 
ix frw~~ the southwest nnwrd tbr northesr. surf insralling the sheets on a north- 
south brailding un the south end of tile building. The wind will then blow over the 
laps inst& of under them. 

Fip.M.16.Tha WI afrfripro(aabsdawicldng asealing wmpwndbeWaanPa 
olool ohoolo till prowl I00bo#. 01 Ihe Iopo. 
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Nail the sheers just off the crown of the corrugations. Galvanized nails should 
be used. The nails are usually S~BXX~ 5 inches apart on the end laps, and 6 to 8 
inches apart oan the side laps. Befoe installing g&utiaed roofing, read the installa- 
t&n direc&ns provided by the manufactuter of the galvanized sheets. 

G&at&x& toofs need to be kept in good repair or they will deteriorate 
rapid&. G&xt&ed she~cs may need to b tenaiM. If a nail is rusty or loose, pull 
it WI a4 use a WV nail. The new t&l should be driven at a new angle so that it 
&iii&t l&d. When the sheeting &omes rusty, it should be repainted with a rust- 
inhibiting paint. See Chapter 11 for information on painting. 

Asphalt ShingIes-A tight sheathing deck is required for asphalt shingles. 
tnsrull an asphah-wuratrd buyer of roofer’s felr IO the sheathing first. The layers of 
roofer’s felt should be lapped. An eaves flashing strip should be used, and rhe first 
course of shingles should be insralled at the eaves. The installation of asphalt shin- 
&es is not difficult. Follow the directions of the manufacturer when installing as- 
phalt shin&es. 

Flashing-Flashing must be insralled in the valleys between roof surfaces that 
inKerseCf and also where the roof meets vertical surfaces. Flashing is necessary to 
make a roof watertight. Flashing consists of SKPips of metal or other material. The 
flashing strips are placed in the valley under the roofing material and are fastened 
to the roofing mareriat by plastic cement to form a watertight valley. Rashing 
where a roof meets, a vertical sirrface shotdd exrend under the roofing material and 
up the side of the vertical surface. Plastic cement or other means should be used to 
form a watenighr joint between a tlashing and a vertical surface. See Fig. 30.19 for 
tlashing installation in a valley. 



REPAIRING AND PROTECTING BUILDINGS 

Replacing Broken or Rotted Parts of Buildings-k is ofren necessary co 
replace certain parts of wood buildings which have rotred away or been broken. 
Such parts should be given immediate attention, and the proper repairs should be 
made before further damage to the building results. Several practical procedures 
for repairing buildings ate illustrated in this chapter. 



Another frequent foundation failure is the splitring of the foundation at the 
ccmlers at. the bui&p, Whm tlris I‘& . LUCS, iack the founJ:uion and wall k xk inro 
&CC and pcnur a sb&r of ctancrere at the comer to hold rhc fixmdation in place. 

Chasionalfy failures result from the erosion of the earth from beneath the 
foundation. When this WXUTS, iack the foundation and wnll back into place. Then 
pxr a co~~crete &ring undrrne&th the foundation. Replace the earth that has 
enKits,! away ad take sreps to pfwenr future erosion. 

Bracing-Agricultural buildings that sag or get out of plumb may often be 
repaired by rhe insrallarion of addirinnal braces. The tirrt step is the straightening 
of rhe building with jacks unril the . ‘Is are plumb. Then install additional braces 
as needed. Nail the braces to the rafters, joists. and studding. 

Rat-Proofing Buildings-h some areas. rats afe a serious pest on farms and 
ii; ox&m agricutrural businesses. In these areas, precautions should be taken to 
keep rats out of the buildings. In new buildings, rat-proofing shouid be done at rhe 
rime of construction. In old buildings which are not properly protecred, some 
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sIdo s wifhoaf bmcrng. &acing insldothebuilding. 
,coum$y wnr coat LYmwman'L Isrwlapn, 

F@ WZ4. Natim ha tha ad4lUaaal bracaa ara aallad 10 lba nflara, Idata, and 
mm. 

method of keeping the rats out should be used, such as those shown in Figs. 30.25 
and 30.26. 

Termite-Proofing BrAdings-If construction procedures are correct, ag 
riculrural buildings will be protected from damage by termites. Proper consrruc- 
tion is the cheapest control for cermires. No wood should be in concar with the 
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sail. Termites must have moisture and woody tissue fo live. The swecr of mois- 
ture is usudby the sc~ik If they canmx g’t to the soil. rhey cannot live in the wood 
and destmy it. AIk wwd in an agriculrur& building should he isolated from the soil 
so &at trrmites canmx get ta it without building their shelter tubes in the open 
whew ehey cap\ be detected and destrOyed. Metal termite shields should be in- 
w&d berwwn the fuun&tiun walls and the superstructure of the building. 

Using Pilint nnd Preacrvstives-All wood plrrts of buildings should be 
p&mrd to pmtwt the wwd and, w keep it attractive. Farmers and nonfarm agticul- 
cud bwinesspemms should take pride in keeping their buildings repaired and 
p&ted. Wed derrriorues rapidly when not painted. It is important to have a 
knu&dge of paints and how to apply them. Proper use of this knowledge should 
be made in selecting paint of go4 quality and in applying it properly. Painting is 
rlkcuswd in Chapter L 1. 

Any wood such as, tloors, ycrsts, oc runnccs which &>mes in ~omact with the 
soia skoutd be property preserved. Preservative materials may be applied CO posts 
oc tunners by the brush method. or they fnay be dipped in a tank containing a 
ptes,ewa&w suiurion. Ploards used in floors, such as in hog feeders, which may be 
in &se ~t~mcact wirh the soil shouid be painted with a wood preservative. with B 
brush being used PO apply it. In painting ton~wed and grooved boards, ir is well to 
p&t rhe tongue and gn~wrd portion of the boards before nailing rhe bwnrds in 
place. 

Few a discus&m of [he types of wood preservntives used in agriculture, SW 
Chap~rers, I I and $6. Posts and lumber tread commercially with preservatives are 
auailabk from Lumber dealers. 



CONCRETE WORK 

Student Abllttler to Be Developed 

1. Ability to appreciate the vakes of concrete as a practical building material for 
many agricultural buildings. 

2. Ability to select cement, sand, and gravel suitable for conerete jobs. 
5. Ability to estimacr the quantities of cement and aggregate, or ready-mix, 

4. AbiIiry to build forms for concrete. 
5., Ability to mix, pour, finish, and cure concrete. 
6.. Ability to use concrete blocks in constructing a&cultural buildings. 



CHAPTER 31 

Understanding Concrete Technology 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

L., Wat is, the practical importance of ctmcrete on farms and in nonfarm 
agriixdtumI businesses? 

2. Why is ~~m=rete so extensirely used? 
5. Why is a kncnvledge of the prqxr use of concrete important! 
4. What are the qualities of good concrete? 
5. What are the ingredients of concrete? What is cement! Aggregate? 
6, Where can materials for concrete be secured? 
7. What precautions should be observed in selecting the ingredients of con- 

crete? 
8. What equipment is necessary for mixing and using concrete? 
9. What are the advantages of being able to estimate the proper amounts 

and proportions of materials required for concrete johs? 
tO., What are the characteristics of a good mixture of concrete? 
l 1. What is, meant by a 124 mixture? 
1.2. What constitutes a “workable” mixture? 
Lf. Why is the amount of water used especially important? 
14. Wbar are some recommended mixtures? 
15. Harv may the quantities of materials needed for a given job be estimated? 
16. Why is the proper mixing of concrete important! 
t 7. How should concrete be placed in forms? 
1% How should new concrete be finished? 
19. How should concrete be cured? 
20. What forms are necessary for concrete work? When may forms be re- 

moved? 
21. How should concrete be reinforced? 
22. When and how should ready-mixed concrete be used? 

USES AND COMPOSITION OF CONCRETE 

Agricultural Uses of Concrete-Concrete has become an extensively used 
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mat&aI in the constructian of agricultural buildings and semi-permanent equip- 
ment. Some of the mote common uses of concrete on farms are as follows: 

Pence pm.tr earagcs Manure pits 
Watering cfw& Nilk houses SFUCCQ walls 
Fe&m troughs Well curbs and Feeding floors 
Fwndatians and piatforms Building blocks 

W&J Septic tanks Tile 
F&2ms Porches Culverts 
L)riuewayr Flower boxes and 
WaIks pots 

Some of the reasons why concrete is widely used are:’ . 

1. tt is adapta& and serviceable in a great variety of situations. 
2., It is permanent when pmperly made. 
3., It is sanitary and easily cleaned. 
4. It is mare nearly fireproof than other building materials. 
5. It is rodent-proof. 
6. It can be used for almost any pupae when properly reinforced. 
7. It may he made attractive and decorative. 
8. It is economical in installation and in maintenance. 

Cancrete will have these desirabte qualities only when it is properly made and 
handledd. Examples of undesirable concrete work--cracking, crumbling, heaving, 
excessive wearing, sagging out of alignment-are common in all localities. Work of 
this rype is costly, unsightly, unserviceable, and, for the most part, unnecessary. 
Standard approved practices in selecting and apponioning materials, and in mixing, 
pouring, and curing concrete have been developed, by practical and experimental 
methods which, if learned and carefully followed, will produce successful results. 

What Concrete Is-Concrete is an artificial stone. It is composed of a mix- 
ture afcement, sand, gravel or broken stone, and water, which, when put together 
in proper proportions, soon “sets” or hardens into a mass of “homemade” stone. 
The cement and water form a binder which holds the sand and gravel or rock, 
commonly spoken of as aggregates, together. The quality, strength, and durability 
of concrete depend upon: 

1. The quality and amount of cement used. 
2. The kind, sire. and amount of aggregate used. 
3. Tbe amcmnt of clean water used. 
4. The way the ingredients are mixed and placed. 
5. The proper curing of the mixture after ir is placed. 

Cement-Cement is a manufactured product. It consists primarily of a mix- 
Nre of a suitable kind of limestone and clay or shale, which is ground and then 
heated unti1 it melts together into a sort of clinker. The clinker is then finely 
ground, forming the grayish powder known as cement. When mixed with water, it 
undergoes a chemical change and “sets” permanently. Cement is ordinarily pur- 

‘Fred D. Craaskw~ md E. W. Lhrmnn, Pwr Msr~~irr. Peoria, Illiniois: The Manual Arts Pree, 
p. 111. 
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chzxsed in paper bags, each containing i cubic foot and weighing 94 pounds. 
Smndwd brat& are tested. and, when used properly, good results are guaranteed. 
Cement shwld be storetl and kept in 8 dry place. Bags of cement plied directly 
cm the gtwmd my absorb tncaisture from the ground, which may cause the cawnt 
to bxc’ame lumpy. If lumps in cement cannot be crushed easily with the hand the 
cement ?‘Il0& not be used. 

Atr-mrwimd CY~YF~E is a special type of cement. it is used to make air- 
entrained ~an~rete, whick contains biilions of wry small air bubbles. The air- 
entraina cement has the ability, which ordinary cement does not have, to provide 
for air entrainment in hardened concrete. Air-entrained wncrete is superior to 
urdittary concrete when the amcrete is subjected to freezing and thawing actioo 
and to the action of salt. Air-entrained concrete will not scale as badly as ordinary 
wacrete when subiected to de-icing chemicals. Air-entrained concrete is more 
warenight than w~~crete without entrained air. The air in air-entrained concrete 
prow&s rc=servoirs that relieve the pressure on the concrete during freezing and 
CbiW:i”g.~ 

A1;Kreaates-This, is the name given to the materials usrd to give bulk and 
body to c~~ncmxe. They are commonly spoken of as ‘%e aggre:xes” and “course 
a~egates.” 

F&r qqrc~rrfr is drfiraed ils material whi.‘h wiii iwis through a !~<&inch mesh 
screen., Sand or crushed stow screenings are usually used as the fine ag&regate. 

Cwrtr q,tpgrlrr is any suitable mat&al, such as gravel, pebbles. or crushed 
wckt ranging in size from I,,,$ inch up. The maximum six of coarse aggregate that 
should be used depends upon the thickness of the aaxrcte being made. In thin 
slabs or walls the largest pieces of aggregate should not exceed one-third the 
thickness of the section of concrete being placed. 

All aggregars should be clan and hard, and i: :‘: from dust, loam, clay, or 
wstable matter. Foreign material keeps the cement from adhering to the aggrc- 
gate particles, and thus weakens the concrete and makes it more porous. Sand 
paticIer shouhf be extremely hard, tlinty. and sharp. They should range in size 
frum very fine p&&s, to those which will just pass thn,ugh a %-inch mesh 
screen. Pebbles or crushed stone used as coarse aggregte should be tough, fairly 
hwd, and free from impurities. Stone containing a considerable quantity of soft, 
flar, or elongated pieces, such as shale or soft sandstone, shouid not be used. 

Water-Water used in mixing concrete should be clean, and free from oil, 
alkali, and acid. The amount to be used should be measured accurately in order to 
secure a concrete mixture of uniform consistency. 

Equipmenc Needed for Concrete Work--Elaborate equipment is nor 
needed for mixing and laying concrete, &though for rff%rnt work certain simple 
co& are essential. They are: 

1.. Warer aml pail for handling water anll washing mr~ls. 
2. Square-pointed shovels for turning and mining. 
3. Tamper for compacring concrc~c’ or foundation baser. 
4. Steel pan wheelbarrow for moving aaregarcs and concrew mixtures. 



5. Mixing box or platform if concrete is mixed by hand for small jobs. 
6. Stmighcedgr for leveling concrete. 
7. Wmd float and crowel far finishing c~ncrew. 

Quantlttes end Proportion8 for Concrete Mixturor 

Guessing is poor economy in handling cotwere@. Without a great deal of ex- 
perience with concrete, persons who guess at the quantities of cement, sand, and 
gravel needed for concrete jobs are likely co have a surplus of some of the ingce- 
diencs, which cannot then be used economically. On the other hand, a shortage of 
one or more ingredients results in delays in finishing or i.r a poor job. A concrete 
jab shocdd be planned and estimated according co standard procedures, so chat the 
necessary quantities of materials can be provided with foresight and economy. 

The maceriais in concrete should be measured accurately and mixed according 
co recommended specifications and procedures, which are the resulr of extensive 
research and practical experience. To disregard recommended mixtures and proce- 
dures or co be careless in their application may result in excessive costs in addition 
to an inferior, unsacisfacrory product. 

Far small iobs mixed by hand, a bottomless box with handles, made co hold 
exactly 1 cubic foot when placed on a mixing platform; may be used’as a measuring 
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p!$!! 
Concrete Float 

Brick Trowel 

Concrete Finishing Trowel 
WNnay “oalml &emM &Mcr Lkwfvly 64 IaM4,, 

Fl& 31.1. mla sad * ssllems wall. 





Sip. 31.2. lastinp worbability at mires with a trowel. Top-a harsh midurs that doss 
net wnfaio enough cement and sand mortar to fill spacer bstwaen the warse aptlrarspale. 
Its we pmducsr a poraur, rough wncT6tq. Middlea mixture that Coqtains the WR0Ct 
ammmt t?t cement. sand. and wame aggragatc. 0oitom-a mix Ihat cqdalns too much 
sand. Such a mix rsquirar mom wnent and may be pomqs. 
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ND. 31.3. Ylewe thoulop ctiff, mrdlum, md wet mlnluree ol coeefete. A etitt mldun 
(tool we be used tar Ilet eurhces web ee bernyard pevemeett and woke. A medlum mlr 
ImIddle) I, eutteble tw pleoemottl In form% A wet mlr (bottom) lo 8ulteblo tot tbln eeetlont 
bwdlv retntomed wltb ateel berc or welded meeh. 

sand, ad pebbles and rhr amounts of water to be added for each sack of cement 
for xvrral types of concrete construction on farms.” 

Watertight Concrete-Watertight c~ncretr is made with a rich mixrure such 
as the l:l:I%~ or the l:l?&I mixtures given in Table 31.1. When a watertight 
cuncrete is desired, it is important not to use more water than is recommended for 
the mixture. A slaw curing period is also essential. The concrete should be kept 
moist for ar least seven days. The USC of air-entrained cement will also produce a 
more wdtercight concrere. 

Determining Quantities of Materials for a Concrete Job-Tables 31.1, 
3!2, 31.3, and 3 I.‘t, giving quantities of cemenr and aggregates required for a 
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I lo ba watmllgkl or tubleclrd lo mode 
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Table 21.2-l%& el Waler la Add lu Ealchaa Usin2 
*Ic, %, %. u %P Sack et Camentl 

Flolc of fdlalo~ W&or lo Add 

/ Wal Sand / Duna Sand / On Sand 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Opllla waler ptr sack ol comont 

lakle 3t.3-Pu~nllll~r oi Cemenl (C.), Fine Aggregate (F.A.), 
and Ceane Aggragale (CA.) Requlmd lo M@ke 
1 Cuklc Yard 04 Comgaol Mwlar or ConcraW 

OuWllor MquhdforlCub!r.Vard 
01 compllcl uorlar or cmcrolo 



hkle31.4-ktalaflalr llaqulredlwlW Square Fealal Sutface 
terVa@~SThickneesesal Concrete* 

s ‘--- 

a 
6,000 

q, 5,000 

.g 
r4000 
a' 

d 

Fig. 31.4. TbS llf0~I01 dllftrent qwnlltlas OI water 0” the clrE~I@lk Of COflU8l~: 

‘Henry Giase. “A Practical Course in Concrete.” Pa~IIand Cement Association. Chicago. 
0. 19. 





Whether concrete is purchased ready-mid or is mixed on the joh should be 

dctttrmined by (1): the quantity needed for the iub and (2) the time and labor 

aultilntale. 

Whert la&ring ready-mixed cancrete, the purchaser should give the following 

i&tmmiun to the gwrson taking the order: 

See T&k 31.5 fur information regarding the type of concrete to order for 

various conditiuns. 

In determining the quantity of ready-mixed concrete to order, do as follows: 

PI-acing Concrete-A concrete mixture should be placed in the forms as soon 

as possible. far it will begin to “set” within 30 to 45 minutes after the water has 



hem ad&J. Piace the concrete in even layers ah*xut 6 inches deep. Tamp and 

spade the concrete mixture thoroughly so that it will settle together into a dense. 

did mass without air pockets or unfilled spaces around the qgregates, in the 

a~taws uf the forms. or awunri the r&for&~ tnaterids. A spade or thin board 

may be used to work the mixture ;Wilinst the sides of the forms; however, a pow- 

ered uibmttx is available for this task. Such a vibrator can usually be rented from a 

td tet& rstabtishment. Tamping and spading force the larger pieces of wregate 

into the roncrete, Ieavitly: a smooth. dense su&ce of fine materials on the face of 

the vxzk. A str&hted&~ and level should be used to level the top face of concrete 

fams. 

Fig. 31.6. A lamps. Tampleg ntwly placed conciata toreas Ihs latga apgrsgatar 
below fko wfaa and btlags mattar to the sinface fw flaIrRIng. 
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Striking Off-After concrete is placed for flat work, it is “struck oft’* This 
refers to the leveling and compacting of the surface with a straight-edged board, 
ustmiiy a two-by-four. This “strike-&” board is drawn across the surface of the 
concrete at a slight an&e with a “seesaw” motion. The excess concrete is pushed 
ahead uaf the “strike-oP board, and the huger wegates are worked downward 
into the concrete. The surface, after being “struck off’ one or more times, should 
be smooth. 

Finishing the Surfare-A wczoden float is recommended for smoothing the 
surfaces ofconcrete that are exposed to the weather and to wearing actions such as 
walking and the movement of machinery. A metal trowel brings a thin film of 
cement to the top, making a very smooth surface. This film of cement does not 
wear as we11 as a cement and sand mixture, and it is slippery when wet. 

Curing Concrete-Cmcrete hardens because a chemical “setting” process 
takes ptace when water is added to the cement. It has been emphasized previously 
tbar the qua&tp uf concrete depends. to a great extent, upon the proportions of 
cement and water used. If newty laid concrete is exposed to the sun and wind, the 
moisture in the mixture wilt evaporate, and rhe concrete will dry without setting 
pmxperly. Excess, evaporation can be prevenred by covering the concrete with can- 
vas, b,urtap, srt-aw, earth, or other materials which can be kept damp for a week or 
II> days a&r the concrete is poured. Special precaurions to prevent the excessive 
Itrss uf moisture are especiaIly rtecessary during hot. dry weather when evaporation 
takes ptace very mpidEy. 

Fig. 31.7. CmWa~as mafsl suing It%rwns tba sltmgth al mssrele. 

Handling, Concrete in Cold Weather--Freezing is injurious to fresh con- 
crete. Concrete work, can be done in cold weather, however, if simple precautions 
are taken to prorect the new coticrete against severe freezing until it has hardened. 
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During cdd weather many smaIIer iobs such as making blocks, posts, and troughs 
can be done indcrots and the finished ptducts stotd inside for a few days. A~fire- 
gates should afsu be stud inside during cold weather to m&e sute that they are 
free frum frost. 

In very c&t weather, the wmzr and wepates used should be heated before 
they are mixed so that the mixture will have a temperature of about 80 degrees 
F&renheit. New concrete shuuitl be covered with building paper and straw or 
manwe to a depth of 10 to I2 inches to retain in it as much heat as possible until it 
has hardened. If newly ytaced concrete can be kept at a temperature of 55 to 60 
degrees Fahrenheit for two to three days, it will usually set satisfactorily. When the 
temperature goes lower than 50 degrees, setting proceeds slowly and ceases en- 
tirely at the freezing point. A chemical is also avaiIabie which can be added to the 
mixture. The chemical will help the concrete cure properly in cold weather. 

Forms for Concrete-Forms are necessary to mold and hold new concrete in 
shape unti1 it has set. The ft,rms for concrete must be strong and rigid in order to 
prevent sagging. bulging,, and spreading. For a smooth finish. they should be made 
of welt dressed. tonh&, and grooved lumber. Good forms are essential for good 
concrete wwk, but for ordinary construction work, anyone with P fair degree of 
skit1 in carpentry should be able to conswuct satisfactory forms. Shnrp corners and 
angles should be avoided. By using strips of sheet metal to round off corners, you 
wiif get a neater and stronger piece of concrete. 

Forms may be removed easily without the concrete’s sticking to them if they 
are greased on the inside wirh crude oil or old crankcase oil before they are used. 
All pieces of concrete should be removed from forms before they we used again. 

Removing Forms-When new concrete has hardened sufficiently so that it 
wit1 not be damaged in the process, the forms may be removed. Ordinarily during 
warm weather, two or three days should be sufficient for forms co remain in place 
for walIs and small objects. In cold weather, the forms should remain in place 
about twice as long. In determining when to remove forms, the weather, the tem- 
perawe. and the nature of the work must be taken into consideration. In no case 
s,huuld tkc forms be removed until, by careful examination, it has been determined 
tkat the concrete has thoroughly set and that there is no danger of irs breaking 
apart or becoming damaged. 

Reinforcing Concrete-Concrete is a material, like stone, chat will support 
great loads placed directly upon it. However, concrete is used where there are 
forces that tend to bend or pull it apart. Reinforcing is necessary to increase its 
power to resist these forces. The coefficients of expansion and contraction of con- 
crete and sfd are practically identical, which makes steel reinforcing practical for 
concrete construction. Reinforcing concrete will usually increase the cost about 10 
fa 15 per cmt, but it will make the concrete last much longer. 

The reinforcement material most frequently used is steel mesh or bars. This 
material should be free from rust, scale, grease, or ocher coatings that tend to 
reduce the bond between the concrete and the steel. Reinforcing bars should be 
bent cold, and the bends should not be sharp. All reinforcements should be pro- 
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teeted by P minimum covering of 3/9 inch of concrete. At laps, the ends of the 
teinfotcing materials should’extend past each other a distance 48 times rhe diamet- 
ers of the materials; e.g.. Ypinch rods should be lapped 24 inches. The two pieces 
shouid be tied securely rqther in at least two places. No. 18 annealed (soft) wire 
is ustt&y used for tying. 

Most plans for concrete construction in agriculture give the size, spacing, and 
placement of the reinforcement which should be used. When it is necessary to 
determine these% it is recommended that an experienced engineer be consulted. 
Iafotmation on the construction and the reinforcing of simple concrete projects is 
given with the plans presented in the following chapter. 



CHAPTER 32 

Using Concrete Blocks and Concrete 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. What are the precautions that should be observed in laying a concrete 
block wall? 

2. How are plates fastened to a concrete block wall? 
3. What procedures should be followed in waterproofing a concrete block 

Wall? 
4. What mixture is most suitable for small blocks and stepping stones? 
I. Why is the preparation of the base important in making sidewalks, drive- 

ways, or floorsi 
6. What is meant by “one-course construction”? 
7. Why should driveways and floors be placed in sections? 
8. What precautions should be taken in using earth forms for retaining 

watls? 
9. How is concrete placed in wall forms to secure a smooth face? 

LO. Why is ir necessary to pour corner and gate posts in the place where they 
are to be used? 

CONCRETE BLOCKS 

Buildings properly constructed with concrete blocks are fireproof, durable, 
and strong Blocks are made from various materials such as cinders, limestone, or 
stag The quality of concrete blocks depends to a considerable extent on the ratio 
of the cement to the aggregate. Only good-quality concrete blocks should be used. 
Unsound blocks, and blocks that chip and pulverize easily, should not be used. 

Laying a Wall-The first prerequisite of a concrete block building is a good 
concrete foundation. See Chapter 30 for laying out a foundation, and see Chapter 
31 far information on using concrete for foundations. 

Start the laying of concrete blocks at the corners of the foundation. Use 
blocks with one flat end for the corners. Spread the mortar the full width of the 
corner blocks. The mortar used for average walls should be made with one part 
cement and two or three parts of mortar sand, or one part cement and one part of 

529 
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by&ad time plus four ro six parts caf mcdrtar sand. A mix may aiscx be purchased 
which requires w&y the addition laf war for making the mortar. 

The comers are buik up three car four blocks UC cwrses high. A cwrse is one 
layer of Mwks. tn Euying all courses &et the first course, place the mwtw only on 
the nwxtar strips ar face shells caf the blacks. 

A kd is us& tu keep the ccxw~~ and the wall straight w plumb. After the 
first verse of blocks, the bkxks are lapped half. See Fig. 32.1 and n~fr how the 
ctmwr btwks are pktced so that the blocks will be lapped half. 

When the two ccamen: of a wall have been placed, a string is stretched br- 
tween the comers. The string is srretched at the top of the course to be laid and is 
wed tu EweI and dign the cuurse uf blucks. 

Adequate murmr should be used on the mortar strips of the blocks for the 
hurieuntal aad vertical joints. When placing blocks, cap them with the trowel CO get 
them Eevd ad straight. Use a mason’s level CO check whether or not the blocks are 
being plawd trvel ad ptumb. 

The morrru squeezed out between the joinrs should be removed wirh a 
trwxe~. Bae sure that rhr htrrizontd joints are rrraighr and level. After the murrar 
has become stiff between the verricd and horizonral jninrs, use a rounded or 



V-shqwd iwinting twt to compress and smooth the mortar between the joints. 
The use of a jointing: too1 in.prwes the appearancce of a concrete masonry job and 
t3lak the ioinrs waterright. 

C&n it is neceswry ro inrtall doors or windows in a concrete block wall. A 
ctmmtm prwedfure is to brace the windaws or doors in place and build the wall 
a&nst them. Precast pieces cf concrete ate usually used for the door and window 
s&. The lit&. a; bean bri&inre the distance over the top of a window or door, 

Fasxoning Plates-When the top course of blocks is in place, obtain some 
newspapers and pIace them in the core of the blocks at the proposed locations of 
the anchor baits for the plates. The newspaper will hold the mormr in place in the 
cores of the blocks until it becomes hard. The anchor bolts are imbedded in the 
marrar which is placed in the block cores. Anchor bolts should he long enough to 
extend through two courses of blocks, through the plate, plus 1 inch above the 
plate. Usually !&inch by 14inch bolts are used. The anchor bolts are usually 

.I ,_ 
placed about 4 teec aparr and are placed in the mortar, head dawn. 

Warerprwfing Concrete Block Walls-Often concrete block walls are used 
for &ments. Concrete block basemenr walls can be waterproofed by the applica- 
tion of a r&able commercial waterproofing compound to the outside of the wall. 
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The watcrgwafing eompamd should extend from the ground line to the outside 
edg of the fsaing at the bottom of the wall. The compound should be coated 
titb one or two cams of asphair. A drain tile placed at the edge of the footing 
preside added ptotwtion. 



Surface Bo&ng-Swface bonding is a technique of erecting concrete block 
w&s witbwt us& mwmr. The w&s, are constructed wirh concrete blocks without 
rnuanw~ aad the w&s wz then coated with a thin layer of a cement-glass fiber 
&awe. This provides ~1 su&e bonding of the concrete blocks. The advantages of 
this type ofcuncrete biock wal1 construction are as follows: 

The surface bonding mixture dries quickly and should be mixed in small quan- 
ti&r., F&r uw plasterer, prepare 25 pounds of rhe mixture in each batch. In pre- 
paring r batch., mix all ingredients together except calcium chloride. Mix the 
c&ium chkhride with t gallon of water and alid slowly to rhe mixture of other 

R@. 32.7.6bdR~ o WIWIC bWb nil rithmt mWt% tW mhC@ bWIShI6. 
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U6.aLI.swcUr olrstadu6.mal6fln6,66n~blockm6H. 

iagred~nt+ N& thomughty. ghen add additional wnrer to bring to correct consir- 
tcncy for trow&ioj~, The mixture should be as thin as possible for trowel handling. 
h thin mixture wili bind better than a stiff mixture. Usually about 1!4 gali~n~ of 
wacct is aeedcd for a 2bpwnd batch. 

Before plastering the wails. spray rhem with water until they are thoroughly 
wet. Apply the surf&-e bonding mixture wirh a trowel from a plasrerer’s hawk. The 
Ming coat should be ‘/HI inch, chick. Trowel jusr enough co bond the mixrure to 
the comecee Mock. Excessive troweling weakens the bond. Do not attempt to get 
wm rmwurh by beavg pmsurc on the trowel or by roe much troweling. 

“The surface boeding mixture should be applied when the temperature is be- 
tweet 443 at& W degrees Fahrenheit. A 2%pound batch of the mixture will cover 
443 to so s$u*c feet. 

The surface bondiflg mixcure may also be applied with stucco spraying equip 
memM. When this method is used, the coating should be troweled to obtain better 
bondin& 

Afier ehe mixture is applied, ir should be.allowed fo set. If should rhen be 
kepr damp fo,r two days to help it cure properly. 

USING CONCRETE 

Estiite, as nearly as possible, the amounr of concrere needed. Make simple 
dr&f?g5 for rbe frrEm5 Se&.,-. e4r.4 r;,,,,< & fSf.35 ~c&ip*g :e :ke *k.$:&,-~ 
made, aad fdfmu rhr &crrionr given in rhe previous chapters for mixing or purchas- 
Eng ready-mix and for reinforcing, placing, and curing the concrete. 
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CONCRETE OBJECTS 

Stepping Stones 

L Use it t:2:3 mixture. Use damp. well compacted sand or clay for forms. 
2. Pour the concrete into shailow deprarians of the desired shape and size. 
3. Make the top flush with the form. and finish with a roughened surface. 
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t . use P 2:p:2 mixture. 

4. Tamp, smooth. and round rhr outside edger with an “edger.” 
S. Rwvaur the form after 3,6 m 48 hours. and cure for IO days. sprinkling 

da@. 

skiing and Watering Troughs-Concrete rroughs for watering hogs and 
pwduy are easy to &an, will stand weathering and rough usage, and are not easily 
upset. 

I. Use a 1:2:3, mixture and wrer as indicared in Table 31.1. 
2. Use 2-inch material for rhe forms. 
3. Oil the inside surfaces of the forms. 
4 Fasten the f&ms w&ether securely. as shown in Fig. 32.13. 
4. Ivy the Irtqph of the trough as desired. 
6. Reinforce the concrew with !.+inch steel rods. placed as shown in Fig. 

f.Lli. 
7~ Mix. place. and cure a;\ dirrcred in Chapter 31. A &fax trough, using a 

123 mixture. rrquiw I sack of cement. _ 4 cubic feet of sand, 3 cubic 
ferr of pebbles, snd 30 ferr of h-inch reinforcing rod. 

Concrete Fence Posts-Good fencing is an essential part of a good 
farmsread. Good fences require gaod wsrs. Cancrete ptxts have many superior 
qualities. They will not rot and are not injured by borers and fungus growths. They 
are easy to set and align because they are of rhe same size and shape. They are 
atrracrive when properly made, and fence rows harboring weeds and insects may 
k burned without *being harmed. 
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SIDEWALKS, DRlVEWAYSt PAVEMENTS, 
AND FLOORS 

The gwwrJl principles of concrete construction discussed previously apply to 
this type of concrete construction. In addition. there are some other special points 
md steps t4ur ntd attention. They are as f~~lkws: 

Preparation of Baw-==A good base is absolutely necessary for sidewalks, 
driveways. and &xxs if they are to be permanent and satisfactory. A base must be 
we4J crampacted and did to prevent future settling. It must be even and level, with 
~OIP spats fified and ramped tirm. It must be well drained to prevent freezing and 
hewing. The croncrete can be placed directly upon the soil, after it has been com- 
pacted. if it is sandy <IT gravelly so that it will drain. In clay or heavy soils that do 
WC drain wetl, a sub-base of coarse gravel or stones about 6 inches rhick should be 
pcouk4r~I and ramped. 

hbodmaot 

,coumy BWIm¶ &am, )iwc~a~on, 

fl& 3t2.15. Forma la rIdswalks ucuslly COW~U al lIWWWn Ml HI adpa, Ihar* 
wfw w gum8 m uolhf~ e4f m wrhro. For anvmlmm. and lo allaw far rpnslon 
aaU csswsllaa. s&walks an paorally bslll la sacllaas. 

One-Course Construction-One-course construction means rbat the full 
thickness of the concrete is placed at one rime, using the same mixture throughour. 
The thickness to use will depend upon the load co be carried; 4 inches of concrete 
is usually sufficient for walks and basement tltrrtrs, while a farm driveway should be 
at ira..t 7 inches thick. Forms should be made so chat the proper thickness is se- 
cured by leveling the concrete flush with the cop edges of the forms. 

Placing in Sections-For grearer convenience in building and IO allow for 
expansion and contraction of the concrete due CO changes in temperature, the work 
should be partitioned into sections. Alrwnate sections are then concreted. When 
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adds ta the amac-tiwness of a t&mstead or the site of a nonfarm agricultural busi- 
ness. T?w arraqgment and location nf a drive~zy should be planned with care. A 
s&d pavement driveway should be ccbestructcd if it is to be used for heavy haul- 
ing For rxcasionai use. such as an entrance to a garage, a driveway made of parallel 
strips of canuete mdy be satisfactory. 

in constructing a concrete driveway, folh>w the principles and practices pre- 
sent& for lap& sidewalks: 

Feeding Floors-A concrete feeding floor for a barn lot or hog lot is a 
worthwhile farmstead improvement. Besides eliminating the unsightliness and in- 
conveniences of a muddy yard, additional advantages such as the saving of feed and 
better sanitation should resulr. Carefully choose the sire of a floor, keeping in 
mind irs convenience to the feed supply and its protection from cold winds. 

ir is, advirabk to construct a curb or apron around a concrerr feeding floor as 
shown irr Fig. $2.17. The upper portion of the curb prevrnrs the grain from being 
pushed off the floor. aad the lower part of the curb prevents hogs from rooting 
unrternrilth then floor. 

The steps to be taken in constructing a concrete feeding tloor are as follows: 

4. Construct forms ior curb and apron. 
5. Place amcrew Li,r curb. using proper mixture (Tablr 3 1. I ). 
6. Use rwu-by-fours IO consxucr forms for the flc~or. The COIICIL’C~ should 

he laid in rectionr abour IO iret square. Level the forms. with proper 
grade. so that the coxrete mirg be “struck off’ flush with the top of the 
forms. 
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-. Placr concrete in alremare secrions, using One-course consrrucrion and 
recommrndrd mixture. Tamp and “strike off” smoothly. 

8. I31 the missing sections after the ones laid fast have hardened enough 
to he self-sustaining wirhour rhr forms. 

0. Finish with J wooden float to obtain a roughened surface that will nor be 
slippery. 

CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS, 
RETAINING WALLS, AND FOOTINGS 

Concrere walls, foundations, and footings for buildings are nor difficulr to 
build but requ& good forms and proper mixtures. A well constructed foundation 
shoutd nor allow a building to sag or settle out of shape. A foundation should not 
be disrurbed hy .freezing and thawing. 

The thickness and depth of foundations or footings below the surface of the 
ground depend upon the weight of the load to be carried, the nature of the soil, 
and the frost line. Llsually concrete foundations 12 inches in depth and 8 inches 
thick are sufficient for small agricultural buildings. If the soil is soft or spongy, a 
wider footing is necessary. 

The foundarions and walls for large agriculmrai structures should be designed 
by a compcccnt engineer or builder. 
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Earthen Forms-If the soil is compact and does not cave in easily, un- 
derground footings fcx walls may be made without the usual wooden forms. Using 
a form. one side of which is made of earth and the other of wood, is a common 
practice. When an earthen form is used, the trench should be dug carefully with 
ntaight. vet&A sides. When placing and ramping the concrete, be careful not to 
push earth into the trench or crumble dirt from the sides into the concrete. If the 
ground is soft or caves in readily, regular wooden forms are necessary. 

Wooden Forms-For walls aboveground, strong, rigid, well braced forms are 
essenrial to prevent bulges. unevenness, and warping. Wet concrete is very heavy. 
weighing about LSU pounds to the cubic foot; consequently, a weak form will 
spread and bulge. Seasoned l-inch hoards arc often used for forms. They should 
be welt sensoned, straight, of uniform thickness, and fitted together without cracks. 
If a very smooth face is desired, the boards should be tongued and grooved, and 
pianed. 

Bracing and tying ate important. Two.by-four posts should be placed at about 
L-foot intervals and braced securely as shown in Fig. 32.19. “Spacers” of proper 
length should be placed between the forms to hold them securely against the posts. 
(See Fig. 32.19.) Crossties of wire, twisted tight, will help to keep the forms from 
spreading. 

Placing the Concrete-The recommendations in Table 31..1 as to the pro- 
portions of cement and water to use should be followed exactly. A concrete wall 
should not be built in sections. The entire wall should be complered in one day’s 
operation to avoid a construction seam in the concrete due to an imperfect connec- 
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tion bemn the hardened and fresh concrete. If it is ncu-essary to stop work 
be&e a wdoiall is ctxnpirted. the cwwete should be leveted and roughened by 
wmchi~ or by pkaci~ large pebbtes and pieces of stone in it which ptojecc half- 
way out of the cotwere. Befwte new cunrtete is pouted to complete the wall, 
scrub the &i cwcrete to temcwe dirt, soak it thwoqhly, and brush it with a paste 
of cemeftt d ws!eclf. 

Ef a ftame building is to be buiit on the canctete foundation, anchor bolts for 
attaching p&es and sills should be im!wdded in the concrete. 



Dew od ~,~a~~~~~~~~ in walk may be set before the concrete is placed for 
the walk. The thmes are placed securely in the forms and the concrete is placed 
atad them. If the frames are to be placed in after the concrete is poured, 
“8ummy” ffamas must be used which can be ternwed after the conctete has set. 
When “dummy” frames are used, naiiing biocks to which thr regular frames are 
fastened must be imbedded in the caww2. 

YISCEUANEOUS CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION 

Detded cruummi~n pians for ail kinds of concrete work usefuf in agriculture 
cannot be gjven in this book. Very excellent plans can a& be obtained from the 
mannufacmms of cement. In this chapter plans for projects are suggested, and in 
many instances the drawings are in sufficienr detail to serve as working plans. The 
gene& directions for proportioning and mixing the materials and for curing the 
cancrete are the same as rhose &en previously for orher types of concrete con- 
sefucrican. 

Chwrete Steps--The steps should not be over 71/i inches in heighr. The 
width of the tread shwld be about 10 inches. 0ne-inch lumber can be used in 
bu8diog fcrms for ordinary door steps. Finish the concrete with a wooden float. 

Fig. 32.21. alw$h fwms IW Esudlq ssm5t5 st5p5. 

Machine Foundations-Gncrere makes durable and solid foundation bases 
for stationary machines. -‘;e size of foundation to use will depend upon the size 
and weight of the machine. Most foundations for machines should have a margin of 
at ieast 3 inches of concrete on all sides of the machine. 

Corner and Gate Posts--Corner and gate posts, because of their great 
weighr, are u.suaHy made in the place where they are to he used. The hole should 
be at least 3 feet deep and dug carefully so that the earth may serve as the form 
below the ground level. 

. 
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Rp. 32.26. Ac allracllva coacrola mallbosrtaad. 



RURAL CONVENIENCES 
AND SANITATION 

Student Ablllties to Be Developed 

1. Ability t(a s&cc p!umbing equipmenr for a farm or nonfarm agriculrural busi- 
ness. 

2. Abiliry to insraIl and repair plumbing fixtures. 
2., Ability to sekcc and, install water systems for farms and nonfarm a&ulruml 

businesscs~ 
4 AbiIiry (0 establish sewage disposal sysrems for farms and nonfarm agricultural 

businesses. 

b 



CHAPTER 33 

Establishing Water Supply Systems 
in Rural Areas 

WPtCAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

t. What are the water requiremenrn of a farm? How does this compare to 
yew fkm. a&cultural business, or home? 

2. What are the murces~ of water in rural areas? 
3. Uuw should the sources of water supply tx prorected? 
4. piaw mall water be d:isinfxted? 
5. Hmv may water be sofrened? 
6. Wtat is a water system? 
7., What types nf purnl~ are used with water systems. and when and where is 

each used? 
8. What are the principles of operation of auromatic switches and pressure 

tanks? 
4. What sire of piping should be used in the insrallarion af a warer system? 

Importance of Planning-A study of the problems which may be encoun- 
tered in the selection and installation of water supply systems in rural areas should 
always precede any action. Proper planning often saves time and money. 

Water Requirements of Farms-Water requirements of farms will vary. The 
amount of water whiih will probably be cansumed should be considered in plan- 
ning a system. When an abundance of cool, fresh water is always available, the 
arnoum ofwarer used is higher than it is when the water is diffkult ta obcain. 

Table 3b1 gives the amount of water used under various conditions and for 
various purposes. 
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SAFE WATER 

The rype of water supply sysrem installed may be influenced by the source 

and qumFiFp of the water available. Water may be secured from several sources: 

t. Ground water is the ideal source of supply where ir can be obtained and 
when irr quality is yowl. Lk.ually the Stare Grolo&r can advise as CO the 
suitabiliry of a particular grtrund wafer supply. Types of ground water 
supplies arr wells and springs. Wells may be dug. bored. driven. drilled, 
or self-flowiny. Subsoil chancrerisricr should hc determined so that pol- 
lutbxn can b+ prevenad. The direction of slow of rubsurfaw formations 

lC,vuw F. E. l&n 6 CID. Eo., 

FIN. 39.1. ma fflrms d wmw, 
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may cause the u5dergam.4 wae2f m 60~ in an opposire diition to 
what the s&e slope mi&t indicate. 

2. cimms 80 catch rain water or to stem w-atw tmm anether source are 
c2ccshally used. Rain water is soft and temparatively pure as it falls, but 
it may &ttr impurities before it enteeS a cistern and hefom ic is used. 

3. S&ace w-am fmm srreams. ponds, wsxdrs, and ditches may some- 
times he used. S&t water is often unde hecause it may he easily 
cwaamiasrd. If it is necessary m use surface water as drinkiw water, it 
&add he disinfd or boiled. 

Vies of Gond Water-Water for domestic use must be pure. 
Good warer is ctear$ odorless, cohxiess, somewhat soft, neither srron&y acid nor 
aikahne. and ecx4 wirh a preferable temperature of about 50 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Warer shodd be tesmd Car purity by a reputable chemist, because pure warer 
eanmt always be determined by its appearance and carte. 

Pnwceaia6 WeU Water-Water supply sources should be protected against 
pmsibikies dp&aien. Dug wells should be curbed with durable marerials, such 
as concrete, brick, stone, or galvanized metal. The curb should extend above the 
surfsee of the gound. A ci&-fittin durable cover should be provided. 

hi&d weib sheuid have a c&he pla&xm to eliminate the possibiliry of pollu- 
cimr entering ehe carin6 and ta prevent damage to the casing 

Safeguawiin~ Springs-Sprirq~ water is often assumed to be wholesome. but 
this may be an unsafe assumption. The water may not have filrered rhrough 
em.q& soil to free ir of organic matter, or ic may collect impuriries as ir seeps ro 
cbe surface. The audec of a spring should be fenced or boxed co keep animals and 
C&W out af the water. A pit with concrete walls and a gravel boccom is a very 
desirable type of spring emlet. The averflaw from rhe pit should have a spillway to 
pmeac the undermining of the pit by the erosion of the soil. 

Disinfming Water-Home methods of disinfecting drinking water (destroy. 
ingp disease 6qrnsI sbauld be employed if any danger of impurity is suspected. 
Waer abcauid be remed by he&h authorities or by comperenr chemisrs. When 
wetb start toga dry. the dsnger of impure water is increased. 

Often conditions exist makin6 ir necessary co disinfecr the wafer available. 
Wbea disinfecmncs are used,, fellow rhe directions explicitly and keep the chemi- 
cab ?ab&d and out of reach of children. Most disinfectants are poisonous. The 
amp1un1 crf disinfecmnt necessary for water from a terrain source should be derer- 
mined by a chemist or baererblogisc. If small amounrs of water are needed, the 
wacer may be b&id. 

WATER SYSTEM 

A water sysrem supplies hoc or cald water under pressure, and soft water if 
necessary, at ah times and at all locations where water is needed. Such a system 
usuahy includes rhe use of an electric mator, a pump, a pressure rank with auco- 
maric air contrai, an automatic swirch, a water hearer, a water softener, and 
adequate piping of the water to the locations where water is needed. 



Shallow Weii Pumps-The kind of pump needed depends on the type of 
we&. A shahow welt pump is need& for a well 22 feet or less in depth at sea level. 
Far each hetease of t.lNO feet in eievdtiun above sea level, a shallow well pump 
can be used for a well i foot Icss in depth. For example, at a 6,000-foot elevation, 
a sbalk~w wetI pump can be used wn a weH not over 16 feet in depth. A deep well 
pump is m&d for welb over 22 feet in depth. 

Manufacturers make several types of shallow well pumps such as reciprocar- 
in& centrift&. turbine eenrrifugak iet centrifug& and rotary gear pumps. 

OeeP Well Pumps-There are many types of deep well pumps an the mar- 
ket,, but they can usuaHy be classified as piston, jet centrifugal, submersible, or 
deep well turbine. The derp t&L jef renfrif& pmnp is usually the only pump that 
can be used in either a shallow or deep well. It is not a desirable pump Y, use for 
weEIs over 75 feet in depth, however, because its cost of operarion on deeper wells 
is greater than the cost of operating a piston pump. 

Operating Principles af Pumps--If the distance from pump to water level is 
25 feet. atmospheric pressure may be used to obrain a flow of water. If a pump 
removes the air from a pipe leading to the water, the atmospheric pressure will 
push the water up rhe pipe. 

In the double ucfion pirforr or plunger prmp. illustrated in Fig. 33.3, the stroke 
of the piston forces water out of the well and at the same time creates a vacuum 
which draws water from the well. 
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A cul*mdj&zJ @nip has a rotating element called an impeller, with vanes that 
pc&ct. In Big. 33,.4 the center is the impeller, and the vanes project from the 
cemer., Whea the impeller is turned, the water is moved as shown in Fig. 33.6. 
Wbeti the water moves out from the impeller a vacuum is produced, and atmos- 
pheric pressure acrinp on the surface of the water forces water into the impeller. 

Ajrr p&r@ uses part of the water being pumped to provide a jet af water in 
the ruetim pipe as shown in Fig. 33.5. The water from the jet nozzle creates a 



,co~n” omtyl *bwon CRM CO,! 
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partial va~um in the pipe. The parti& vacuum sucks additional w*ter from the 
wctt 

A ~LN&U @IL+@ is a type of centrifugal pump. 
A .rdmnihlu guncp is a pump with a motor that is designed to be submersed or 

hmsed intro the weit below the water ~rvrl. The motor is MOW the Pump. which 
is a m&istage centrifugd pump. The motor is waterproof and is connected to a 
wnrerproof electrical cabte. The ntivanrage of a submersible pump is that it EannQt 
be seen at heard. 

Pump Sire and Location-In selecting either a shallow or deep well Pump, 
ckutrse a pumps o,f sufficient size to supply the maximum needs of the farm or 
nonfarm a&cultural business. If the well will supply the water, a pump that will 
dehvcr 65U gallons uf water an hour will rake care of the needs of mast farms. A 
pump of tkia sire will handle a sprinkling system fur the irrigatiua of a lawn and a 
~rslon. It will supply rnuugh water ftx a */,t-inch garden hose, whick should be the 
minimum amount nf water available for fighting fires in a rural area. If a water 
system is to be of much value for firef&hting however, it should have a separate . . 
wiring system. If the well is inadequate for a pump that will deliver 650 gallons an 
hour, a lar.aer storage tank and a smaller pump should be used. [t is not wise to use 
a pump that is coo iarge fc>r the capacity of the well. 

1~ is not necessary to Place a shallow well pump or a deep well iet centrifugal 
pump directly over a well. These pumps may be placed in a basement or at same 
other convenient !ocatioa. The piston-type deep well pump must be installed di- 
rectly over a well. If the deep well piston-type pump is used, it should be Placed in 
a pump house or in a pit, 

Electric hIott%-Pumps come equipped with motors of the Correct sire. 
When a moror needs to be replaced, however, it should be replaced with a matar 
of the same size and type. Check the namtpiate on the old motor for infrxmation 
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qywding the size nod type taf motar needed. The momr ShouId not be replaced 
with a split-phase matur. because a split-phase motor will not start a hrzvy load. 

Automatic Switches-An automatic switch is used with a pressure tank 
wager syswm ra smr~ and srap the motor of the pump. When rhe water pressure 
drops b&m cc certzin paint. the motor is automatically started. When the pressure 
is inctv~4 to a remain p&m, the motor is stopped. An automatic switch is con- 
nected by mums uaf a series of levers to a diaphrqn. The diaphragm is connected 
to rk pressure tank. When the pressure increases above a certain point, the dia- 
phre expmds and opens the switch, which stops the motor. When the pressure 
&crea%r% b&or a certain point, the diaphragm recedrs sufficiently to close the 
switch ad stti the motor. 

Pressure Taok-A pressure tank is a closed tank. When water is pumped into 
it. the air in the tank is compressed at Khe top of the tank. This compressed air pi 
ek top of the tank provides the pressure for the water system. The automatic 
switch keeps the pressure of the tank within a certain range, 

A pressure tank is an essential pnrt of a water system. It provides a reserve of 
wtwer set rhm the pump dt~xs not have Ko operate ~~lmnrver a faucet is opened. If a 
pressure rank is not used, the motor has, KO SKWK and stop frequently. 

A /r&j&m rank is the sire pressure tank Often used. #owever, a l+?(Lgallon 
or tdt@r tank is often inrtdled on farms when the illllUUnK of wafer used iS kuge, as 
if is ian a dniry timm A large tank may also be necessary if the capacity of the well 
beitr(: used is tow. 

A ~IZ-g&m pressure tank operaring aK normal pressure is filled :‘/a full of 
water and 7s full of compressed air. This reiationship between water and air must 
be maintai~etl. Since wztrer absorbs compress& air, air is removed from the tank 
whenever wearer is, withdrawn from the rank. Some merhod of replenishing the air 
in tke~ tank is Kbrrefore needed. Air may be added by draining a tank completely 
and re&‘rl&ng ir. bur this is, a laboIriuus process. An auromaric air volume conrrol iS 
the method frequeorly used KO maintain the correct air-water ratio. A float-type air 
coatKo1 is rhe type ofrrn used. With this type uf air conrrol an auxiliary air pump is 
prctvidrd which opemres when thr wafer pump operates. If too much air is added, 
&cl &NM lowers w!ith Kkr level of the warer. This opens a valve and lets rhe excess 
air escape, 

Water &titers-Water hearers are necessary to make a wafer sysrem fully 
m&m. A hearer should be located as near as possible KO the places where hot 
wate:r is needed. If hot water is needed in a miIk house, it may be advisable to 
inst&! an additional heater there. A hearer i:olding 52 or more gallons is usually 
needed fo,r rural residences. 

Water Softener-The difficulty in using well water is that ir is OfKen “hard” 
and oat suited for such uses as washing clothes. This difficulty may be eliminated 
b,y the use of a warer softener. 

A popular type of water softeoer contains a special sand. When water flows 
through this sand, the calcium and magnesium which cause hardness are removed. 
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Tbr sand will only remove so much calcium and magnesium, and then it must be 
regenerated by having Commcm salt washed through it. 

Piping-Pipe nf adequare size must be used, or the pressure of the water at 
the faucets will be inadequate. Ordinarily, !&inch pipe or copper tubing is used 
within a house. For piping to the outbuildings on a farm or nonfarm agricultural 
business, I-inch pipe is used ,for disrances of less Khan 100 feet. For distances of 
t0t.l to 300 feet, 1 b&inch pipe is used. Bends in a pipe increase the resistance to 
the &xv of wter and reduce the pressure. An elbow causes a reduction in pressure 
equal to the addition of 6 feet of pipe. 

Piping between buildings shotdd be as straight and short as possible. It should 
be installed so that it can be completely drained to prevent freezing. 

Mainteoance and Service-The Causes of difficulties with a wafer system are 
easity detected if the principles of operating the system are understood. If the 
pump has to starx frequently, the size of the pressure tank may be too small, or rhe 
pressure tank may he waterlog& If the tank is warerlogged, the air control 
mechanism is probably not working Correctly. A leak in the rank may also be 
causing the trouble. 

If the water spurts when a faucet is opened, rhere is KOO muCh air in rhe rank. 
Again difficulty with rhe ait control mechanism is indicated. 

If the pump failils tu deliver water ar iKS full capaciry as shown by rhe amounK of 
time the pump operates. rhe need for new leachers or valves may be indirared. If 
this is, not the CBWSC of the diffCUlKy, look for such things as air leaks, obstructions, 
tome b&s, or worn gears. 

If the pump gets noisy, look for obstructions in the SUCKion pipe, or far stick- 
ing :‘&ves. A noisy pump may also be caused by the locaring of the pressure rank at 
too greaK a distance from the pump. 

Service a waler system by keeping all belts right and by lubricating parts a~- 
cordi,ng KO Khr manufacKurt!r’s directions. 



CHAPTER 34 

Selecting and Using Plumbing Equipment 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. Should farmers and nonfarm agricultural workers do plumbing and pipe 
fitting? 

2. Whar are some terms frequently used in plumbing? 
3. Whar plumbing tools should be purchased? 
4. What are the common kinds of pipe and their uses! 
5. What are the names and uses of common pipe fittings! 
6. When should plasric pipe be used? Copper rubing? 
7. How should pipe be measured and marked? 
8. How should pipe be cut and rhreaded? 
9. How should pipes and pipe firrings be assembled? 

10. How should fixtures be arranged in the bathroom? In the kitchen? 
t 1. How should fixtures be instahed? 
I2. What care should plumbing fixtures be given? 
13. What repairs should farmers and nonfarm agriculrural workers make on 

plumbrng fixtures? 
14. How are faucets repaired? 

INTRODUCTION 

Planning a Plumbing System-Good plumbing concribures much to the 
comfon and well-being of both people and animals. IK makes sanitary sewage dis- 
posal possible. A plumbing system should be carefully planned. Before spending 
any money, it is recommended that a plan or sketch be made showing pipe sizes 
and Iocarions and the general arrangement of tixcures. It is desirable to have the 
laundry, the kitchen, and cbr bathroom near each other in order KO ehIIinaKe ex- 
cessive plumbing., 

Qualifications for Plumbing Work-Plumbing involves a knowledge of 
hydraulics. mechanics, pneumatics, sanitation principles, materials, and fixtures. It 
should not be artempted by persons withour experience, training, or skill in work- 
iog with phnnbing equipment. 
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Tads and Equipment Required-The tools and supplies required for 
ptumbiog az calking cools. pipe vise, pipe cutter. pipe threader, reamer, machine 
oil, pipe wrenches, hammer, file, hacksaw, cold chisel, and measuring tape or ruler. 
Other tools such as level, plumb bob, and pipe bender are useful but they are not 
absolutely necessary. 



KINDS OF PIPE 

Water Pipes-Fipcs are made from several differenr marerials. Following are 
the main kinds of pipe used for carrying wafer. 

P&ic pip@ is being used in increasing amounts where local plumbing codes 
pamir its “se. 

Wroughr irw pipe. usually galvanized. comes in rhrw weighrs: standard, extra 
strong, and double exrra strong. The ourside diamerrr of each weight is rhe same, 
but she bare is decreased in the heavier weighrs. Wrought iron pipe can be welded 
and hem. 

CA irsrr F$e coated with hot coal tar pitch is ofren used for underground 
water pipes. Et has a long life sod can be obtained with threaded ends for standard 
screw fittings, or the ends may have joints for calking. 



rMisceHatteous Water Piges and Tubes-Small pipes often corrode and pro- 
duce water that is “rusty” in appearance. !n addition, the bore of a small pipe may 
be reduced b,y corrosion. To overcome corrosion difficuftics, pipes can be obtained 
which are treated to prevent the corrosive action of the salts in the water. Copper 
pipe is, e-xrensiurly used for interior work. 

Tubing is thin pipe varying from ‘lx) to ‘/,s inch in thickness. ijsually. if re- 
quires rpecial threads and fittings. The outside measurement (0.D.) of rubing is 
usuatty used as its diameter. Tubing may be used where the water pressure is low 
6x medium. 

lhbtage and Vent PiPeos--The pipes used to carry wasre arc known as 
drainage pipes. The pipes connected to a waste system are known as vent pipes. IA 
wme czses, rhe pipes used as drainage or vent pipes might be rhr same size or kind 
as those used to carry water. The description of drainage and vent pipes follows: 

Sewr pipe is usually made of vitrified clay or concrere and is of rather large 
diameter, the most common diamerers used being 4. 5, and 6 inches. 

Dr& $ipu for soil, waste, and vents, within a building. are usually iron or 
steet. Shorr connections to traps and railers are usually made of lead or brass. 
Nickel-plated brass tubing is used for exposed &cure connections. 

Soilpipr is usdy made of cast iron. The most common length of soil pipe is 
5 feet. and three thicknesses or wrights are available-standard. medium, and extra 
h~ry. One end of a soil pipe is bell-shaped, and the joints of soil pipe are talked. 

Wrou& km roil pipe is available in longer lengths, is easier ro handle, and is 
lighter and stronger rhan casr iron soil pipe. It is not as durable as cast iron soil 
pipe, and it is harder ro repair. 



Commnn Pipe Fittings-Pipe titcings are used to join pipes, to change the 
d$irwtiran wf pipes, FU cormcct branch-off pipes, to reduce the size of pipes, and to 
cap car plug pipes. Pipe finings should be of a similar metal and be approximately 
the same thickness as the pipes wn which they are used. The sizes 62 pipe fittings 
are desigw~~ed by the size of pipe they are made to fit. The sire of a tee is given as 
E by 1 by ‘uia. or shur~ened to % by 1. The inside diameters of pipes are used to 
dratirur the sizes of pipes. 

Copper Tubiag-Cupper tubing instead of other kinds of metal pipe is often 
WX# for tertaiin types of pipe work. It is often used in water systems or in other 
&~~er where corrosion or rust is undesirable. Flexible copper tubing is also used in 
pRwcs &we rigid metal pipes wwld be difficult to install. Copper tubing is fre- 
QUeltFby rtwd for fuel &ws. Aa &%uxage of ctrpprr tubing is its durabiliry. Both 
&xi& and r&id ctrpfir tubing we available. 

Copper tubing is an expensive type of pipe. Since it is more tlcxiblc than 
SFWd. it rllb strcrcb %me and is not as easily damaged by freezing as steel pipe. 

Pkstic Pipe--locreased use is t&ng made of plastic pipe in agriculture. For 
c+rfain Purposes, it has many advantages over metal pipe. It dues nut rust, rot, or 
KZ~O&. It is much lighter in weight than metal pipe. It comes in long lengths-as 
tnucb a% 600 feet of pipe on one ,reel-and it is flexible. Because of its flexibility 
arrd light weight, insrallatian is easy. 
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Curring Pipe-Casr iron pipe may be cut with a wheel pipe cutter or with a 
backsaw. It is easier to cut pipe straight, and ir is quicker to cut pipe, with a wheel 
pipe cuter than it is with a hacksaw, Standard cast iran soil pipe is usually cut with 
a cdd chisel after it has been grooved with a three-cornered tile. The pipe should 



Ln cnrtiog pipe. place rhe pipe firmly in a pipe vise with the line to be cut 
abwr 3: inrber from the iaws of the vise. Adiuar the pipe cutter with the pipe 
bw#eea rhe EWO rokrs md the cutting wheel. Place the cutting wheel on the 
mark. Tightetr the rutting wheel about !;:i rum r;lch revolution of the cutter around 

rtw pipe ad less tkrra this un the final cuts. Kcq the surface of the metal being 
cut wett oiled with a curting oil. In using a hacksaw, guide the blade with the left 
thumb, to start it on the mark. Saw at right angles to the pipe. As when using a 
curing wkeel, oiling the metal being cut with cutting oil is desirable. Tubings and 
chk pipes are cut wicb a hacksaw or a tube cutter. A tube cutter is bertrr because 
wbt&ning a square cut with a hacksaw is more difficult. 

Reaming Pipe-Pipe shwld be reamed after it is cut. Pipe reamers arc avail- 
able that will fir in the chuck of a brace. They are wry effective. Reamers contain- 
ing their own turning handle and swivel are also available. A simple reamer may be 
de tkm a flar tile. The tang in bent over a handle, and the end of the file is 
tapered slighrlg with a grinder. 

AU the bun in a pipe should be removed. The reaming process should be 
continued uotit RO raised place can be felt inside the pipe. Outside burrs can be 
removed with a file. 



Pipe Threading-The die used br threading pipe is different from the die 
used for threading bolts. The pipe thwad is a tapered thread which makes a tight 
@IF possibk. The s&d-type die is commcmly used. A die usually has four sets of 
cuttittg e&s with spaces between them through which the cuttings may drop. A 
&de is n~essary for each pipe size M that the die will cut true and even. Each 
pipe die and guide is marked for the size of pipe on which it is to be used. 

When cutting thtu-dds, do not turn a die back and forth, or the threads will be 
ruined. Dies must be sharp and in good condition for satisfactory work. For cuttiw 
ttwe& on a pipe,, folIaw these procedures: 

1. Check whether or ROC all burrs are removed. 
Z Clmp the pipe in a piw vise. 
3. Assemble the stock and Jir err for the pipe to be threddcd. 
,i. Apply cutting oil to the Jie anJ push the p@w ri:r g~i~/u wet the end 

of the pip. 
5. Turn the stwk clockwise, at the same time applying considerable pres- 

sure inwd. When the Jir is engag un the pipe. the inward ptersute 
can be dircr.mrinueJ. 

6. Oil rho pipe frrqurnrly just ah& of thr Jic with cuttins ail. 
7, Conrinuc threading until the pipe is hush with the outsi& of the die. or 

nm owr me thtwl through the Jie. This applier to pipes not wet 
L iruh in size. For larger p&.x the number of thrc& to cut should be 
inctrased. 

8. Back the Jic carefully by turni,ng it countcrclockaix. Do not use undue 
ptewxe in backing a dir. Chips may fall into the threads and cause the 
dir to catch. If the Jir catches, turn it forward again. 

9. Strike the handle of the die on the pipe to dislodge chips from the die 
aad from the pipe. 

LO. Remove rhe pipe from the vise ad tap it with a hammer to remove 
loox p;lrticlrs. 

I I. Smoorh the enJ of the pipe. if nrcerwg. 

Good threads make a good pipe fitting jobpossible. Poor threads are difficult 
co se& and in many cases impossible to seal. 

Asembfing Pipe and Pipe Finings-A plumbing job should be checked to 
determine the best place to start and to tinish. When pipe lines may need to be 



taken apart at some her time, uniuns should be used. A union enables a pipe line 
aw be taken apart and put bxk together easily. Unions ofxr. have packing washers 
of fiber maminl in rhem to prevent t&age. 

In assembIing pipee, foliw these steps: 

Joining Capper Tubing-Copper tubing is not threaded. Some fittings for 
fkxlble capper tubing tir ovct flared ends of the cubing. A special, but simple, tool 
is used for &ring the ends. 

Figwe $4.5 ihtrerrs ;L flaring rwl used to flare soft coppr tubing. The flar- 
ing WJ! cwnsim of a split die btock with holes for ‘/.I-. VW, V+, ‘/NV, and ‘/z-inch 
c:trp:per tubing+ The copp~ tube is locked in the die block. The compressor SCKW 
with the T-bmdte is then used to tlare the end of the tube. The end of the tube 
~41 bare a &degree &ire m bell shape. 

Fittirrgs that are suldered to the tubing are also available. Observe the follow- 
ip11: pt~~edurrs irt swearing (soldering) Strings, tees. and elbows on copper tubing: 

Carspreak~ Fine and qxcial fittings are alw available far copper tubing. 
T&e make flaring and sweating ueeeeessary and require less time than flaring or 
swearing, The compres~sion ring is placed over the tubing and tightened into the 
speciaf thing to make the seal. 

PLUMBING FIXTURES 

Selecting Plumbing Fixtures-The plumbing fixtures selecred, should con- 
fwm to the use to be made of rhem and co the money available far their purchase. 
Tbe cost at ptumbing tixrurer, like the cast of many zher goods, has a wide range 
due IO differences in design, in quality of materials. and in finidh. 

Fixtures such as bathtubs, sinks, and lavatories are usually made of enameled 
cass iron. They have thin cast iron shells, and the glossy enameled finish is fused to 
the iroa. Toilet bowIs and ranks are generally vitreous ware (fused China clay) and 
should be handled very care-hrlly. 
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Most sinks are enameled. Stainless steel and fiberglass sinks are also used. The 
common sire of sinks is 20 by 30 or 36 inches. Sinks can be hung on the wall, 
pked in cupboatd tops, or placed on legs. 

Bathtubs may be obtained in many sizes and shapes. A variety of valves and 
fittings for bathtubs are afso availabte. The usual size of bathtubs is 30 by 60 
inches. Bathtubs may be obtained in colors to harmonize with various decoration 
schemes. 

Lwatories are of different shapes and styles. The type used most frequently is 
hung on the wdl. Comer and leg-type lavatories are also used. 

Bathroom Arrangement-A bathroom containing a bathtub, a lavatory, and 
a toilet bowl shoutd have a minimum of SO square feet of space. Following are four 
common arrangements of bathroom fixtures: 

1. Bcxrhrub across the md of the room with the lavsrory on one side wall, 
and the railer bcrwl on the other side wall. 

2. All thtrc iixtutes along a wall. This arrmgetnent is suitable for long, nar- 

EC i,s desirable to have closets and storage cabinets in or near the bathroom. In 
addition to furnishing room for linens and clothing, they make it possible to have 
the pipes to and from a bathroom hidden but accessible. It is important to keep 
pipes, and valves available. Medicine cabinets and shelves are other useful additions 
to a bathroom. 

The fixtures~ must be solidly set and securely fastened, as they are heavy arci- 
cles, and wil damage the plumbing if allowed to exert strain on the pipes. 

Kitchen Sink Location and Installation-Since so much work is done at a 
sink. it ir important for it to be located properly in respect to the other equipment 
in the kitchen. The sink should be close to the cupboards and to the srove, and 
should be at a comfortable height. Adequate lights should be provided af the sink, 
and the plumbing should be accessible so that it can be repaired. 

tf the sink is on an outside wall, the water supply and drain pipes may have to 
be insulated to prevent rheir freezing in winter. A good, solid, serviceable installa- 
tion is needed because a kitchen sink receives much use. Many modern rural 
homes have a garbage disposal installed in the sink. 

Other Plumbing Fixtures-There are other plumbing fixtures char may be 
installed when hor and cold water are available. 

Space should be provided for installation of an automatic washer and dryer in 
the laundry area 

Shower baths are easy to install. A shower bath installation can be added to a 
bathtub installation by the use of a hot and cold water control valve, a shower 
head, the necessary pipe, and a waterproof curtain. A shower head of noncorrosive 
men& which has the right size holes in ir, should be used. A shower may be 
insrailed easily in a basement, which is a very desirable location for it in a rural 
home. The water can dram to the basement dram. 



In installing plumbing in rural homes, plan the conveniences carefully. Careful 
phmning makes possible minimum plumbing runs, and the cost of the plumbing 
may be rdued. 

MAINTENANCE OF PLUMBING EGUIPMENT 

Pfnmblng should receive proper care because replacements may be hard to 
make. Repairs should be made when the need becomes apparent or is suspected. 

cl Pipe-Rust and dirt in short Lengths of pipe may be removed by 
pdning a wke with a chain tic4 to it through the pipe. By drawing the chain back 
at& tbrth, the rust and dirt are loosened and can be flushed out. Long pipe lines 
ham to be t&o apat to he cieaned. 

Commercial mmiatic acid may be used to clean pipes that will not be damaged 
5y it. The acid will act on gabanized and iron pipe. and, if used, must be diluted in 
the ratio of one part of acid to seven parts of water. The diluted acid must not be 
dhed ta remain in the pipe long enough to damage it. 

Rubber force cups are aiso useful in removing obstructions from traps and 
futtwe connections. Clean-out plugs are sometimes placed in the botrom of traps, 
and traps may be cleaned by removing rhe plugs. Chemical solvents are on the 
market which wilt remove grease, hair, and other materials from clogged pipes. 

Frozen Pipes~blrrer thaw the center of a pipe line first, because rhe expan- 
sion of the water may brmtk the pipe. Start thawing a frozen water line at its outlet 
end and work coward the source of the water, leaving the outler end open. Waste 
or sewer pipe shonld be thawed from rhe outlet to the fixture, so it can drain as it 
thms~ 

B&hog water, hot clarhs, or a stream of hot air will be effecrive in thawing 
fkxen pipes. A propane rorch can also be used when there is no danger of fire. 

Phtmbing picture Care-When good work quality is empleyed in the instal- 
k&w of ftrtures,, the service work needed is decreased. 

Keep fhttures solidly in place by tightening rhrir supports whenever any indi- 
cation o,f mosencss appears. This will prevent strain on the plumbing connections, 
which might cause leaks. 

Keep faucers, free of leaks by renewing valves or by removing corrosion and 
obstructions~ from them. Drains, traps, and vents should be kepr clean. 

Fitures such as bathtubs, lavatories, railer bowls, and sinks should be kept 
clean and brighr with nonscrarching cleaning powders. Sharp instruments and 
strong chemicals must not be used on the enameled surfaces of fixtures, or rusting. 
corrosion, and ocher damage will result. 

Good plumbing and good tixtwes are of almost immeasurable convenience 
and satisfaction. and they should be kept in the besr condition possible. Usually 5 
to LO per cem of rhe cost of a house is invested in its plumbing, and this invest- 
mem iustiiies adequate care. 

Repairing Faucets-lf a faucet is noisy or difficult to operate, it needs to be 

- 
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rep&red. A new sear washer (a rubber washer for hut water faucets and a lwher 
washer fw c&l water faucetsl is probabty needed. There are three principal types 
of wtw &xets: the T-handIe cumpression faucet, the round-hen& compression 
t&et, and the iever-handle faucet. Hwwever, other types of faucets are available. 
lfthc fuNwxing instructions do not apply, obtain the name of the manufi&cturer of 
the &cet. and g,et repair parts, apt&d to&, and needed advice from a hardware 
state car a ptumtling supply store. Tke method of repairing all compression faUWFS 

is s~imilar. Ttr wpkw a st‘at washer, proceed as follows: 

t., Shut off thr warrr ar its source. 
2. C~nscrtw the cap nur with a smooth-jaw wrench. 
3. Unscrew the SUXII from :he h&y of the fsucet. 
A tkmwe chr screw which holds the washer. 
5,., Rrptw rhc seat washer. 
6 Rtrplxe the scow h&lin(: the wuhw. 
?. Screw rhc stem into plxe. 
x. Ti~hWl the cnp llllt. 
%. Turn on rhc~ wwr 1~ its wurc’c. 

With the round-handle compression faucet, the procedure is the wrnc’ except 
&at the faucet is, qwwd two turns before the hexagonal nut is loosrncd. 

Samrrimcs rhe replacement of a seat washer will not correct the difficulty 
bwutse the s,e~t for the washer is dama@ or worn. A sear may be reground with 
a sitnplc: sezr-grinding tool which ttuq be purchased at most bardware stores. 

In trphlziny a seat washer on a lever-handle faucet, proceed as follows: 

1. Shut uff the wxtrr iu its source. 
2. LJnscrcw fhc My piece from the rnil piew by turning the spout z;d 

lewr put ot’ tke faucet with the hands. When this is Jonc. it m;w he 
ncccsrarg err holrl the rlil piccc hexqton~I nut with a wwnch to kwp it 
from u,nscrewin#. 

.3. Unscrw the nut on the ho& ot’ the fa,,cet Thor holds the ball ,,swt 





CHAPTER 35 

Establishing Sewage Disposal Systems 
in Rural Areas 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. Wky is a study of sew disposal important? 
2 What are the principal parts of a sewage system! 
3. Wbar precautiot~ are ntcxssary in rbe instaliation of a house sewer? 
4. What k ebe purpusr of a septic tank? 
I. Wbe~c shotid a septic tank be located? 
6, How should aa outlet sewer be installed? 
t., What ;lar: the methods of disposing of the overflow from a septic tank? 
8.. What pates of a septic tank system need care? 
% Wbar is th relarive cost of a septic tank system? 

I@., How should Liquid manure be handled? 

The installation of a sewage disposal system should be planned when the water 
supply syacm is planned. An adequate supply of water is essenrial for a sewage 
disk system. 

A sewa&c disposal system promotes the health. contentment, and happiness of 
*rcq membw of a family. 

SEWAGE DISPOSAL SYSTEM 

Sewage Treacmenr Processes-Before sewage can be made sanitary and 
b~mk%s. it ir necessary for it to pass rhrough several distinct and complete proc- 
CSSCS. 

hhmtc/ian is :he sepa;arion of the solids from rhe liquids and is ac- 
~m@isbcd by giving the solids a chance to settle. 

Dw~nrposilion or liquefaction of the sewage is of two types. The decomposition 
of sewage requires rbe aid of bacreria. When the sewage enters the septic rank. 
bacteria are present which obtain their food from tbe carbonaceous and nirroge- 
twos matter in the sewage, and the action of the bacteria on the sewage continues 
as long a~ free oxygen exis:;. This is known as aerobic decomposition. 
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As the sewage decomposes, thete is a gradual dectease in the amount of free 
oxygen present and an increase in the amount of ammonia present. The bacrerial 
action taking place in the absence of oxygen is known as anaerobic decomposition. 
Bacterial action continues profusely after the oxygen supply is exhausted, but 
gradually dectewzs because of the reduction in food supply and the poisonous 
effects of the wastes of the bacteria. 

Ptrri&&n of the sewage is accomplished in the disposal field by the aeration 
of the liquid as it percolates through the soil. The overflow liquid from a septic 
tank is not always disease-free and pure, and it must be treated accordingly. 

Pans of a Sewage System-A complete sewage disposal system in a rural 
atea consists of four prin+aJ parts: ( 11 the sewer ro the sepric tank, (2) the septic 
tank. 631, the outiet sewet from the tank to the final disposal area, and (4) the final 
disposal system. The last-named part should receive fast consideration in develop- 
ing a sewage system in a tutal ares 

- 

lbvy 

- 

The House Sewer-The length of a house sewer depends on the slope of the 
ground and the location of the buildings, the well, and the disposal field. The line 
o? tile rhould be laid straight and at a uniform grade of not less than 2 feet of fall 
per 100 feet for a S-inch clay tile or plastic drain pipe, and nor less rhan 1 foot of 
fall pet 100 feer for a G-inch clay tile or plastic drain pipe. Less c&ring trouble is 
experienced when a G-inch clay tile or plastic drain pipe is used. 

The house sewer should be below rhr frosr line. The depth af a house sewer. 
in mosr cases, is determined by the location of rhe luwesr plumbing fixrure in rhe 
house+ which is a considerable depth when basement drains are used. Some shal- 
iow house sewers ate protected in frrerirag weather with a straw covering held in 
place by fencing. 

The Septic Tank-A septic tank receives all rhe sewage piped inro it and 
allows the processes of sewage treatment ro take place. The heavier particles rise 
ro rhe top. The gtearcr part of sewage is liquid, and this passes rhrough the septic 
rank. However, rhc solids are held in the septic rank and are slowly decomposed 
by bacteria. The liquids and Gwes reru!ring from the digestion process pass from 
the septic tank. The porrion of the solids not digested by the sewage bacteria 
remains in the septic rank as shrdge in the borrom of the tank and as scum in the 
rap of the tank. 
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Design af a Septic Tank-A optic tank should have sufficient capacity. SO 
rhsr rhc ICUU,~ cm bc rcrained in the tank for about 70 hours or 3 days. Figure 
35~ rbows a curaua~ view of a septic tank. 

Concrcrc is a very desirable construction material for a septic tank. Metal 
tacks are .Lw x&able crnnmercially and are satisfactory. 

Location of a Septic Tank-The tint step is 10 check whether or not there 
are snv ioc~l cr&s for location of septic tanks that apply. If no local code exists, 



experience has shown that the minimum distance of 30 feet from the house is 
necessary fix a septic rat& Topography may influence this minimum distance in 
mm cases, The teak should be locared downhill from the house, if topography 
permits, which eliminates the necessity of burying the tank to an excessive depth 
to obtain the correct grade for the house sewer. The location of the tank should be 
UPI a srraighr fine between the house and the disposal tield. A location should be 
seLected where there will be a minimum of traffic over the drain lines and the tank. 

The Ourieet !Sewer-The outlet sewer leading from the septic rank to the tinal 
disposal area should be laid at a uniform grade. Only liquid passes through this 
Line, and it does not become clogged easily. A good fall will increase its capacity 
and will decrease the danger of freezing. Usually 4- or 5-inch sewer dmios are 
used. The outtet sewer drain from the septic tank to the absorption bed musr be 
Liquid-tight, not permitting leaks into or out of the drain. 

Fits& Disposal of the Sewage-Proper final disposal of the sewage is impor- 
tant. The liquid draining from the septic tank may contain many of the disease 
germs and filth origin&y in the sewage. The drainage from a septic tank requires 
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further treatment b&re it is safe. The best method of purification in a rural area is 
to let the overtlow filter through the soit where plenty of air is present. This is the 
nbsorp&n bed method. The final dispcasai area should be away from trees or any 
other plants whose roots might dog the tile. Sweet clover and alfalfa should not be 
seeded over an absorption bed. The area should be away from the buildings and 
the tdway~ and at Least 200 feet from rhe water supply. 

The Absorption Bed Me&d-As preliously mentioned, the absorption 
bed is the best method to use for the final disposal of sewage. The main require- 
mem OF an abstxption bed is a reasonably porous soil. In ordinary soils, the lines 
are taid i~ par&l rons about LU feet apart. The shape of the disposal area will 
depend otl the shape and the topography of the available area. In very porous soils, 
a Euany: trench f&d with stones and gravel to a depth of 2 to 3 feet has been used 
succ~fd~y. 

The amount of pipe or tile required for an absorption bed depends largely on 
the abikty af the wit to handle the overflow. Check Itxal codes for Iengrh of pipe 
at rite required in an absarption bed. In so,& thar will absorb 6 inches of water per 
brur. at kzast ti5 feeet of pire or tile is needed for each bedroom in the house. If 
twty 2 inches af water is &sorbed per hour, at lrasc 250 feet of pipe or tile is 
n~Yrted for each bedroom. Fiber or plasric pipe, with perforations on the bottom 
side, or ciay tiIe may be us,ed’for lines in an absorption bed. 

An a&&on bed most not be located in areas chat become wet or flooded in 
rainy seas~~s~)ns. or the septic tank will not function properly. The whole sewage 
system must alscx be located so that the backing of sewage Into the house will not 
k experienced in wet seasons. 

Care and Maintenance of a Septic Syuem-Septic tanks, properly inscalled 
and used, cause very lit& troub!e. Care in the house as to the material put inro the 
sewage system greatly influences the performance of the system. In maintaining a 
septic tank system, observe the following points: 

t. S&k MN soluble in water should be kept out of the system. 
2. Chemicals must bc kcpr out of the septic rank. or bacterial action cannat 

thrive. 
3; Eucwsivr ,amare and map rbould be kept out of the system. A @ease trap 

ir, sf~m& rec,commendeil. 
4. Qoiiinc( water is sand for a sewage ryrrrm. It rc’nWvc’s greasy calkrtions. 
I. Periodic inspection and cleaning is advisable. 

A septic tank should be cleaned when the sludge in the bocrom of the tank 
becomes, about a foot deep. It may take several years for a foot of sludge to ac- 
cumulate. Mau of the contents of a septic rank can be pumped out, if stirred while 
the sewage pump is working. Afrer the liquid is removed from a rank, it is advisa- 
bL to ler the remaining contents dry. They may then be removed easily. 

LIQUID MANURE DISPOSAL 

On some farms the manure is being handled, especially by hog producers, as a 



Eiquid. Liquid man= systems are used to a lesser extent by dairy f‘mllers. poultry 
pttxktcers, and beefpro*fuctcers. If nn attempt is made to conserve the fertility value 
of tke mature. a Iivestwk septic tank system may be used. If a septic tank system 
is used. the tank must be large, usuaIly ftum I.500 to 2.000 gallons in size. The 
dispd f&Id must also be Iarge. 

Sepfic tanks are not often used unless the farm is in an area that is becoming 
urbanized, and they cannot be used if the amount of waste to be handled is large. 
lq~atts may be used if septic tanks cannot handle the amount of waste being 
produced. Lagoons are constructed ponds in which the animal manure is destroyed 
by bacterial actian. The water in a lagoao should be 3 to 5 feet deep. Lagoons are 
u~uaHy satisfactory if they are of adequate size and if the water level can be main- 
tained. 

When the fertility value of the manure is of concern, a collection tank system 





FENCING 

Student Abtlitler to Se Developed 

L., Ability to select the type of fence besf adapted for the function ic is to serve. 
2. A&&y to select the type of fence posts beat adapted for the kind of fence being 

cofstmcted.~ 
5. AMicy to cmstruct fences. 



CHAPTER 36 

Constructing and Maintaining Fences 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

I. What are rhe fyyes of fences frequently used on farms and around nonfarm 
agriwlrural bus:r,esses, and when should each be used? 

2 What types, of fence posts are used, and whet are the advantages of each 
type? 

3.~ How are wcx&+n posts treated with preservatives to rcfard their decay! 
4. What are the types, of prrsrrvstivrs. and what are the advanrages and dis- 

advantages of each? 
5~. What are the important principles uf construction that should be followed 

in the building of fencer? 
6:. What are the methods frequently used to brace end and corner posts! 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of the various procedures used 
to brace end and corner pasts? 

7. What twlr are needed in the building and maintaining of fences? 
8. What are the types of repairs which nerd to be made to maintain fences? 

Feacra are an important convenience. More skill is required to cnnstrucr good 
fewer tbane many recognize. Considrrablc knawled~e is required regarding fencing 
to sekf the best type of fencing materials for a specific purpose. 

TYPES OF FENCES 

There arc tive types of fences wed frequently on farms and around nonfarm 
~isulmrai businesses. They are: 

“Live” fences are barriers formed by living plants such as multiflora rose or 
osage orange. “Livr” fences arc popular in same areas because of their conserva- 
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timn &te. They are atso criticized because of their tendency to spread into culti- 
l-&Fed areas. Board fences are usu&~y used for ornamental purposes or for fencing 
aGm& of great value. 

Uectric fences are used frequently to serve as temporary fences or to 
sttengtben existing fences. Electric fence consrruction is discussed in Chapter 38, 
“Witring in Rural Areas.” 

W~NSI Wire-T& styles of woven wire ordinarily used on farms and around 
rrentjtin agricultural businesses have 7, 8, 9, 10. or I1 horizontal wires. The 
heights uxrdinarily used are 26, j2, 39, 47, or 55 inches. The styles of woven wire 
fences are designated by numbers such as 1155, 1047, 939, 832, or 726, the first 
une ar two nunbttrs indicating the number of horizontal wires and the last two 
mtmbeta indicating the height uf the fence. 

The sizes or gauges of wire used in woven wire are 9, II, or 121~5 for ordinary 
tivcsttdck fencing, Gauge lil,,z wire is ordinarily used for poultry or garden fences. 

Barbed Wire-Sarbed wire may be used for a fence, or it may be used in 
ecmbinarian with woven wire. It comes on spools containing 80 rods or 1,320 feet 
uf wire. The g~8e of wire ordinarily used is 12 or 1/‘-z. with ihe barbs made of 
t4-guge wire. 

Barbed wire may be obtained with two or four barbs. The barbs for hog fenc- 
ing are us,uatly 3 or 4 inches apart, and the barbs for cattle fencing are usually 5 or 
6, inches, apart. 

POSTS 

Types-Pences require posts of some type. The supply of good wooden pests 
of usage orange, black locust. red cedar, or catalpa is becoming scarce in some 
areas. making the use of other typos of posts necessary. Farmers and others are 
therefore using less desirable woods for posts or arc using steel or concrete posfs. 

When wooden posts, especially posts of the less desirable types of wood, are used. 
trearmrnc is necessary to retard decay. Wooden posts as small as 3 inches in diame- 
ter are satisfxtorg for line posts. Wooden posts of the small diameters are pre- 
ferred by many because they are easier to set and handle, and the cost of treating 
them is Iess. The cost of treating fence posts increases rapidly as the size of the 
posts increases. 

Round posts are preferred by most farmers and others, bur split posts may 
huid barer in fencing on the contour. 

Ma& polo are often used because good wooden posts are not available or 
because rhey are easier and less costly to set. They arc also used frequently far 
temporary fences. The chief disadvantage of metal posts is that they are sometimes 
bent by the pressure of livestock. They are resistant to fire, however, and they 
make a safer fence during storms because every post is a ground for lightning. 

Concrete posts are being used in areas where sand and gravel are available and 
where the cost of other rypes of posts is bcroming excessive. Plans for forms for 
concrete pasts may be found in Chapter 3-, p “Using Concrete Blocks and Con- 



Posts are treated cu retard dcxay. posts r,f woods of the less desiraOle types 
will &xzily ~8 rapidty tkrrt t&p are not worth using unless they are treated. Paint 
has very Iitrte vatue as II preserver of posts. Setring posts in concKte also has very 
little vah~e in prevent@ decay, because the posts will crack away from the con- 
crete. 

Preservzarives-Two types o,f preservatives are used to treat posts: ( 1) oil- 
wlubte preservatives and (21 water-soluble preservarives. The oil-soluble preserva- 
tives are preferred., Those that are usually used are pentachlon~phenol (penta), coal 
IK cre~ote. and ccxpper naphthenate. l%nm is becoming very popular because of 
ats superirrr qualities a,, a wood preservative. In the past, coal tar creosote was the 
must papillar prcrervarive. 

W~xal created wick penra or copper naphthcnate can be painted. Wood trratcd 
with crc~osaxte is Jitficulr ro paint. because the creosote rends to bleed through the 
paint. 

Thr warcr-s&bit2 zs ;f 2 ::vafivcs im.lintri:y uscu are zinc cbitrridr and copper 
u&ate., Wood teearcd with them can be painted. The water-soluble preservatives 
~rpr usually used to treat unpe&d, preen posts. The oil-soluble preservatives are 
used co frear peeled, seasoned posts. Before purchasing commercially rrcated 
posts. check regarding the treatment merhod. 

METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION 

Spacing. Bracing, and Aligning Posts-posts for a strong. substantial fence 
ate’ urwllly placed 12 feet apart and set 21,,2 feet into the ground. A spacing of one 
rod befwmt posts is also frcqurntly used. posts arc’ usually allowed to extend 
6 inches al~wr the top wire: there&xc, good line posts need to bc ? to 8 feet long. 

Tbr ttrpri of wooden posts are often sawed after they are set sn that all the 
posrs are the same height. This produces a fence with a more pleasing appearance. 

The first essential of a go4 fence is good end and corner pasts that are braced 
properly. Fcrox J&rrr often result because the corner posrs are not well braced. 
Figures 36.1 to 36.8 illustrate some of the common ways used to brace corner 
posrs. The brace porr should be set 10 feet from the corner or end post so that a 
tl’-timr brxr strut can be used. ti’nder no circumstances should a bract post be set 
clmer than 8 feer from the corner or end post. When a brace post is set too close. 
the effectiveness of rhe diagonal bracing struts and ties is reduced. F&xc- 36.1 
i&stratrs a simple type of bracing. It is not as effective as some of the types of 
braces itlustrared in the other figures. but it is better than the type of brace shown 
in Fig. 36,.2. Figure 36.8 illustrates a very effective type of bracing. A double brace 
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Far a tie” such as the me shown in Fii. 36.5, to be effective, it must be 
fasteaed pmperly Isee Fig. 36.18). Also, slapiag the cop of a post facilitates rhe 
remwad of m&we. 

Before a fence is started, the ground should be cleared. The lacation of the 
comer pow shoaId be established and some sight posts set ar straregic points. The 
kxa~ioa ot the ocher posts should then be indicated with stakes. All posts should 
be the same distance apan, and they should be aligned whether the fence is 
saatgbt or on rhe contour. 

Installing Wire-The fuse step in installing wire after the posts are set is fo 
unroll enough wire to fasten it to a corner post. The wire should be placed, when 
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MAINTAINING FENCES 

The tifc of fences may be increased many years if they are mainrained prop 
wry. Fenccv should be inspected and repaired in the spring and fall. Pasts that 
bevomc decayed may need to be remcwed. See Fig. 36.12 for an exampIe of an 
easy way to remove pwsrs. Posts that are heaved out of the ground should be 
eepked. Wire freqwntky nwls FO be renapled or refastened to the posts. 

GATES 

When fences are used, gates are needed. Gates should be attractive, easy to 
use. safe. and economical to maintain. Many types of gates meet these crireria. 
Gates are usu&y 8, 10, 12, 14, or 16 feet wide and 48, 50, or 55 inches high. 

Gates shuuId be braced to prevent sagging. Notice the bracing used in Fig. 
.36.13. The gateposts must be stardy and of sufficient length. Gateposts should be 
!set into the ground at least- 4 feet and should bc anchored properly. Use hoak 
bolts insteid of lag sctwws for the hinge anchors &Jr gates. Pioak bolts will last 
tonget arid will be more satisfactory. 
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PI@. S6.16. A Uw4y. well bslll wInpIng @Ills 

If a swinging gate is not needed. one of the methods of getting through or 
aver a fence shown in Fig. 36.14 may be used. 

l%odgarer are nerded for ditches. guliirr, and streams to prcvenr livestock 
from swimming or crawling under the fences. Floodgates also prevent the perma- 
nent collection of debris which may form dams. Debris collected by a floodgate 
musr be removed after a swrrn if the floodgate is to continue to operate properly. 
bodgares must have strong anchor posts or they will be washed away. Figure 
36.15 illusrratrs one rypr of floodgate that may be inscalled. 
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PART V 

Rural Electrification 
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RURAL ELECTRIFICATION 

Student Abllitfecl to Be Developed 

1. Ability to appreciate the impxxtance of rural rkctrificatian. 
2. Abiliry to understand the basic principles of electricity. 
3. Ability to underuand common electrical terms. 
4. Ability ttt select wiring equipment and agpliattces. 
5. Ability to plan a system of wiring for a fwmstead or for a nonfarm agricultural 

business. 
6 Ability to extend the wiring system in use on a farm or in a nonfarm agricul- 

tural business. 
4., Ability to do simple wiring and rlcctricd repair jobs. 
8. Abiiity to keep all electrical appliances in good candirion. 
9. Ability to maintrin electric motors. 

IU. Ability to cwwruct cleetrical equipment far a farm or a nonfarm agricultural 
b~USi!X!S$. 

t k. Abiky to use the secesrary safety precautions in warltktg with electricity and 
rlectricdk equipment. 



CHAPTER 37 

Understanding Electrical 
Sources and Terms 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

t. WI&t electrical work should agriculrurd workers other than electricians 
Jo? 

2.. Wttat xc some uf the b&c principles of electricity? 
3,. Wbar are the s~urce6 of electricity in rural aread 
,A,. What electrical terms are frequenrly used? 
5. Why is, ~rk~undiog aeccssitry? 
6:. How mnp gn,unding be accomplished! 
3. What size wires are frequently used? 
8., Whnr are some frequenrly us4 wiring marerials? 
9~. Wbar are some approved rypes of switches, &vices, and ourler boxes? 

INTRODUCTION 

Ltearid Work Non=olectriciatta May Do--When a house is being built, 
wbing sh~rukl be &me by a qualiiicd decrrician. The avenge agricultural worker. 
ur turd r&&m. is nut qualified to dtr this work wirhour a&stance. Some sates 
Barr Law& wbick require rkat wiring be &me by a licensed electrician, In some 
stares a pecsx=~ may do rbr wiring on his or her own properry, but the job musr be 
imyzcrelt before ir is pot inro USC. Pour wiring is uneconomical and it may nor be 
safe. 

Some of the basics concerning electricity that an agricultural worker or a rural 
F&‘kFtF SbOdd pOSS‘35 WC 
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fSames of Rud Ekuicity-Various methods are used in providing elec- 
tricity in rural art%. The FWO main sources of electricity are: 

6r&i&&&nr~ consist mainly of a generator, a storage bartery unit, and the 
necessary wires and accessorirs. The generator may be driven by gasoline. wind, or 
water power. Automatic systems uperate when electricity is used and have a stor- 
age butteq: only large enough to start the et$ne. Nonautomatic systems using 
wind or warer ytrwer require lark% storage batrery units for storing the current, and 
these bdttrries must be charred at inreruals. Plsnts are obtainable in either 32= or 
I&P& ri~r. Stordp battery planrc are of rhe direct current type. Aurumatic 
sys,tem~ are often used for “sr~~dby” electricity when the transmission line spurge 

gt”es, UR 
Pro~~&isrr lirrr .~prtun~ are used when cenrral power compnies furnish serv- 

ice tw turd1 customets. Systems of this kind may be furnished by local power corn- 
p&es, or by cooperarivea organized with the help of the Rural Electrification Ad- 
miniatrarion. The usual currenr furnished the cusromer is I20 and 240 volts. The 



ELECTRICAL TERMS 

A kntxwledge of rlectricd term* is of due in planning a wiring system and in 
w!ecFimg ad m&ttiiuning electrical equipment. 

Circuit-It is orcesrary to have at least two wires to have a flow of current; 
&at is, one wire to carry the current from the JOUKC of supply to where it is to be 
used. d the ocher wire to carry ir back. If only two wires are used. 120 volts will 
be av&Me. A three-wire system permits both single-phase 120- ad 240~volt 
~crvi~e. The IWO outrkle wires wz black. and each with the neutral wire carries 120 
drr. The volr;lge between the twu black wires ir 240 volts. The center wire is a 
gmundefeJ neutral wire and is white. 

Phase-Phase refers CO the number of dternaring currents acting simultane- 
o~ucly. A ski&-phase motor requires but one currem, while a rhree-phase motor 
requires three cumenrs acting simultaneously. 
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“Hot” Wires-The wire or wires in a cirwit which carry the power and which 
ate nwr ~xmried are the “hc~t” wires. In a twtr-wire circuit there is one “hot” wire, 
and it is urualitlfr distin@heJ by a btwk or reJ coloring of the material corering 
rhc wim. In a thaw-wire circ-uit there are two “hot’” wires. 

“NeuttS WiiThe hounded wire in a circuit is the “neutral” wire. It is 
usudEy &ring&.&J by a white or gray coloring. 

Polarizing-The use caf c&ted wires, black or red for “hoc” wires. and white 
t’urr “aeuFd~ wires, is termed p&&in& The identification uf “hot” and “neutral” 
u&es by c-&r beips ptwent short circuits in wiring. 

Shutt Cir&t-A short circuit is an lmpraper connection between “hot” and 
‘~neuirdF wires of between “hot” wires. 

Gmunding-ln u&r to prevent shock due to high voltage, insulation leak- 
age GX kghtning &charges. an electrical system should be grounJed. The gronnJ- 
ing may be acwmpMed by using ground rods which are driven into the ground to 
g Jepth uf at Least H feet. The raJs should be Jrivcn to moist earth. Galvanized 
pips. at least V,, inch in Jiametrr. or copper rods. at least “I, inch in Diameter. are 
aften used as gr:rcrunJing r&. Water systems are ofrrn used. along with g:rounding 
nds;., to gmumi etectrical systems,. A common practice is to use bare. uninsulated 
w&c. prrrtecttxl by a w&it. for the prounrl wire. Nu. 6 wire is often required. 
The tucal c&e shoulr! be checked for the requirements relaterl to gruundinp. 

Uttdorwriters’ L&oratories--T!:r Undcrwriccss’ Labwawrirs is an organiza- 
titm, national in scoyc:, which tests all types of wiring materials and appliances to 
Jeterminr whvther or not they meet minimum stanJarJs for quality anJ sskfy. 
Their tests are accepted as reliable. No electrical materials shoulJ be used that JO 
not have the apprwal of the Underwirers’ Laboratories. 

Transformer--Since transformer lines carr) 9 2,300 to I I.UOO volts, and since 
most rural homrs or businesses use appliances or motors which require I20 CO 240 
volts, it is necessary w use a device called a transformer to drcreasc the voltage 
frrrm the m&n lirie. Transformers are rated in kilovolt-amperes 1 kva9. which are 
L &919~9 x da x amperes. 

ConJuctorc-The wire* which ~nrry the electricity. or thruugh which elcetrir- 
icy fkws. are called cunJuctorr. Thry are usually made of copper, aluminum. or 
copprr.claJ aluminum. 

Cabfe-When two or more wires are put together ins& an overall covering, 
the conductor is called a cable. 

Insulntian-The covering placeJ over clcctri::al conductors to prevent the 
escape of electricity is callrd insulation. Wire used idoors may be insulated with a 
covering which is not waterproof. Wire c)r cable for use outdoors must have a 
waterprufsf covering.. 

Connectors-A connector is a Jevice used to fasten cables anJ conduit CO 
devices or ouflef boxes. 



Service Enrrsnce Pan&-A e t’ s I xr entrancit pdnei is thr switch which con- 
neccs the enrire wiring system io a building to the EOUKCL ofsupply. Branch circuits 
o&iiginare from a service enrrance panel which contains fuses or a circuit breaker to 
Proust rhese circuirs. tSro Fig. 19.1.) 

Fuse-A fuse is a safety-dtvicr which burns out when the CUTWIC becomes 
COO @ear. Ir prorects the appliances. the rlrcrrical rquipmenr. and the wiring. The 
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Switch-A switch is used to discunnecc or break the flow of current. 

Device Box-This is usually a box-like device which is used ra bring the wires 
PO the ptwe where a swirch et- outter is installed. iSee Fii. 37.X.) 

Junrtiun Box-A junction box is an outlet box with a blank cover. It is used 
CO cnnttia the splices of a &c&c when the circuit is to be run or extended in two 
at mol?e dirrctions. 

ehrtiet Box-An outlet box is a device which contains the splices when a 
cixuit is upped for an apptiance or a Iight. 

WIRES AND WIRING MATERIALS 

tt is, best to use only equipment which bus been inspected and approved by 
rhr C!t&rwrireri Laborarories. 

Conduir--Cuar(uir iu a special cypc of steel pipe. The electrical wires are 
pExel inside the ctmduir. It m&g be either rigid or tlrxiblc. Rigid conduit is 
rrtc,r,irture-l9rlw)f if the outlets. boxes. and connectors are moisture-proof. Conduit is 
s&km used ia wiring except in locations whew the wires need added prorcrriun. 

Artmud Cable--The rubber-covered wires in armored cable are prowted 
bp a special bind uf stwi. It is used in locations where the wiring needs rxfra 
prorertiun and where many bends are required. It ia WC weatherproof, horcver. 
and slwuhl not be used for outside wiring or for wiring in buildings such as barns 
or pwder~’ houses which contain a high pcrcenrage of m&cure. 

Nonmetallic Sheached &able (NM&NM cable has a covrrinp that retards 
Cun~cs and rcsisrc muisrure. Since it ia nut weatherproof. UF cable should be uped 
for mw8 ;Igricultural wiring. 

Linderg,round Feeder Cable (UP)--UF cable is versatile end very tough. It 
has J cowring th~~;lt rcwds flames, and ic is resistant to moisrurc. fungus, and corm- 
&n. ft is suitablc for dirccr burial in rhc- earth. 
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Lt is recummended fur use in all agricultural buildings, especially those that 
are damp, such as milk houses,, dairies, well pits, and outbuildings. UF cable may 
be used uutdours,, indoors, and underground. 

Service Envance Cable-A special service entrance cable is usually used to 
bring electricity into a building. It consists of rubber-covered wires wrapped with 
bare wires. An insulation cover is placed over the top of all rhe wires to form a 
cable.~ The bare wires are twisted together and used as a neutral wire. 

Convenience Outlets, Switches, and Receptacles-In selecting materials, 
consider neatness and convenience along with q-dlity and price. The more com- 
mun types of outlets, switches, and receptacles will be briefly discussed in this 
rkapcer. Further infOrmation abaur fixtures and electrical apphances may be eb- 
rained thrtXq$h the use ofcatalegues and through the examination of these various 
mafeF& in @kCtFiCal supply StoFeS. 
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Carrrrnirn~~~ w&tir~~ of the duplex type are wry useful because rhey permit the 
USC’ of cwu appliances. They can be secured in a variety of colors. 

Po~&i~ rrqvir& are often used in such places as bathrooms, basements, and 
baFaS. Sumr local ordinances prohibit the use of such recrprac!rs. 

Srr,i&v come in it variety of finishes to meet individual needs and desires. 
SugRle. tumbler, and push-burron types are available. 

/tffachnrmr plug are available in various sizes and shapes. The kind to pur- 
chase is dependent upon th,c USC’ to be made of it. Heavy wire cords u~ally should 
twvivr a hcauy&~ty type of atrxhmsnt plug, which should be oi the &d-her type. 



CHAPTER 38 

Wiring in Rural Areas 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. What shouid be included in a plan for the wiring of a farmstead or a 
nonfarm agricultural business? 

2. What is rhe National Electrical Code? What are a few of its important 
standards? 

3. What safety precaurions should be observed in the use of electricicy? 
4. What rot& are used in wiring? 
5. What methods should be used in splicing wire? 
6. How is the size of wire to use in extending wiring to an agricultural build- 

ing determined? 
7. How is a Light fixture added at the end of a run? 
8. How is a convenience outlet wired when it is added beyond a junction 

box? Beyond an existirg outlet? 
9. How are three-way switches :vired? 

10. How is a switch wired to contr\)l a fixture in the middle of a circuit? 
11. What technique should be followed in replacing fuses? 
t2. What electrica! equipmenr may be homemade5 

PLANNING THE WIRING SYSTEM 

In making plans for wiring a farmsread or a nonfarm agricultural business, first 
find out what local codes or ordinances are in effect relative to wiring. All wiring 
should be done according to the recommendations established by the local codes 
x the National Electrical Code. These codes have been developed by various as- 
sociations, archirects, and electrical contractors and represent a standard of qualify 
in wiring 

The next step is to study needed equipment, fixtures, appliances, standards of 
qualiry, and prices. In determining the equipment needed, it is advisable ro sketch 
the farmstead or nonfarm agricultural business, indicating the location of all build- 
ings and the requirements of each. Simple sketches may be made of each building, 
showing the location of all wires and outlets. if the user does not wanr to make all 
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Wifislg B #ouae-(8 wifiny a house. pian dfi&nf convenience ouflrfr. la 
mm homes, u,al,l ourlets are used more rhan &ling outlets because of the large 
rrumbe:r of appliances, wall light fixtures, and reaJing lamps used in modern 
humes. If is be~rc CO install these outlers ar the time the house is wired than it is to 
ins&i them lacer. AI1 c1u~r.s should be supplied with outlets. Halls and porches 
sh&d k provided with lights. Three-wag smirches should be used where the 
lighrs are to, be ruroed on and off from, IWO places such as ar the head and at the 
fi,,ur of a s&rway. Double outlets should be placed where rwa or more lamps or 
ocher npplianccs are to be used. All rooms of a house should be well provided wirh 
oufkrs, k&cding the basemcnr and the arric. 

Wiring Buildings--AH wire exposed ro the weather should be weatherproof. 
Wire of the proper size to carry the load must be used. All wires should be placed 
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Rewiring-The wiring for farms and nonfarm agricultural businesses is often 
extrntkd without the benefit of a master plan. Check your wiring system to de- 
termine whether or nor it nerJs to be rwisrd. 

WIRING FUNDAMENTALS 

Precautions in Using Electricity- Etecrrical systems are often not un- 
derstood by the user. Competenr service or advice should be solicited v w trou- 
bk occurs, other than wry simple things such as blown-out fkxs, shor:s due to 
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Themd splice is the most frequrneLy used type of splice. It is made by remov- 
ing, the inruiation approximately 3 inches from the end of each wire. The wires are 
~FOSSed. as s,hmwi in Fig. 38.3. and each wire is bent to a C&degree angle, rlrus 
hookiflg the a~ires r~getker. The wiwzr ale then twisted togerher, as shown in Fig. 
3H.9. The joint shauld be covered with soldering paste or flux aad securely sol- 
dered. using a soldering capper. 

A t@ ot 6rawrh splice may be made by removing at least 2 inches of rhe 
instdation from the wire to which the tap is to be made and about 3 inches from 
the end of the tap wire. The tap wire is then tightly wound around the other wire, 
as shown in Fig., 38.8, after which the joint should be soldered and coveted with 
electrician’s tape. 

A rdtai! splice may be used in joining wires when there is no strain on the 
wires, such as in a light fixture or in conduit wiring. It is made as illustrated in Fig. 
38.9. It should be soldered and covered with electrician’s :ape. A solderless con- 
nector may also be used on a tattail splice. The use of such a connector eliminates 
the necessity of solder&g the splice. 
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Fig. SS.6. Stapsia, makln6 a tap or bra%4 rplkd. 
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Fl& 39.18. Mr wwowtw sups lnvolwd In mablnp on op. first. romw~ the Inala- 
ttao w sSe!sn In No, 1. Stcmd, bsnd ths Wr4 at a 9&dsprrc angle as Oown In No. 2. 
Wd. 6~~8 NW wo muad el4cfrl&t’s plltn 4s shown In Nos. 3 and 4. 

Solderless Connectors-Connectors have been developed to splice wires 
withour sotdrring. Also, these connectors insulate the splice, thus eliminating the 
necessity of taping the splice. Tkse connectors may be used arhen there is no 
strain on the splice. 

Soidertess connectors usually screw on or are crimped onto the ends of the 
wirer When this type of connector is used, the insulation should be stripped from 
the ends of the wires. They are then placed togerher, and the connector is screwed 
or crimped rmto them. No bare wire should be visible when the connector is in 
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@ SPLtT BOLT CONNECTOR 

@ WINE NUTS 

~cOunE%~ “,S, Ospartmenl d ,a llmy and Ihe AU FPW 

fta. a.11. Sotdodou connoctofs. Split bolt oonnootot8 aro used to apllce how 
o&loot wlto wch oc No. 4 of No. 6. 

place. If it is visible. ttm much insulation was removed. The shell of the connector 
insulates the splice and eliminates cbr need for raping the splice. Solderless con- 
nectors of this tyw are made for the different wire sizes. Connectors of the correct 

size for the wire being spliced sb:~~ld be used. 

Following the National Electrical Code-The National Electrical Code is 
sponsored by the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) under the auspices 
of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). It includes the standards of 
quality which should be observed in wiring. It is not a law, but a guide to states and 
local governmental units in designing their laws regarding electrical wiring 
standards. 

Before wiring. rural &dents should consult their power supplier for a copy 
of the National Electrical Code and the local code which applies to them. A local 
code may establish standards which are somewhat different from the National 
Electrical Code. 

A few of the important standards found in the National Electrical Code are as 
fotlows: 

I. The gn~unrled wire is always white. It should not bc brc>ken by a swirch. 
UIJ it should not be c~nnecred with the iuse. 

2. Thr black u,irc is always cuxwcred w rhe brass rerminal in rhr fixture. 
ml rhc whire wire. should always be ccrnnected co the silver rrrminal. 

3. Connecrurr aml splicer musr be enclwed in a box. 
4. All sp!ices or connections must bc soldered or fastened with a solderless 

connector. Splices with roLlered connections must be wrapped with eiec- 
rrician’r rape equivaknr in an amOunt 10 the original insulation. 
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The Nariuanal &u-t&al Code spczifies that 6 inches of each wire to be spliced 
must be Ieti in a bar so that adequate wire will be available to make connections 
mn$ s&es. Atier the splices and connections are made. push the excess wire into 
the bm ad put the cover, switchr or receptacle on the box. 

Wiring Fixtures-The National Electrical Code specifies that only one wire 
he pked under a terminal screw. It is therefore necessary to splice two 6- or 
8-id pieces of wire to the proper wires carried in the box. These extra pieces of 
wire are c&d pig&s and iv(t the wires attached to the furtures. See Fig. 38. I5 for 
an ittusrration of the use of pigtails. 

i7 Black wire 

EXTENDING WIRING SYSTEMS 

Then effkiensy of several activities on many farms and in many nonfarm ag- 
ricuhural businesses could be improved by extending their wiring systems. As 
srared in the section of this chapter on planning a wiring system. exrensions should 
not be made haphazardly, bur needed extensions should be carefully planned and 
made. AgriculruraI workers can develop the ability to make the less complex ex- 
tensions needed. 

Extending Electricity to a Buitding-The feeder wires to a building should 
nor, Efat all possible, go through another building They should come directly from 
the meter pole. To make this possible, the meter pole should be locared so that it 
ir at the center of the load, that is, the point where the electricity demands, from 
tbe various points of use, balance. 

Tbe size of feeder wires to ins&l depends on the amount of electricity that 
wig be used in the building and rhe distance to the building. See Table 38.1 for 
information on the size of wire to use. If a 240~volt outlet is planned, a three-wire 
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‘Irble S&l-A Table Thct May Br Us& to Eathnate the Correct Size 
ol Wire to Use Between Bulldlnps~ 

tuto 8 8 6 6 6 4 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 1 
IO w 8 8 8 66666444222 
ro I@ 8 8 x 8 8866666644 
10 ra H 8 8 8 8 8 Ii 8 8 8 R 8 x 0 

Ibns-Wtm Mtdtr CInyln~ X0/240 Vollc 

%oKn tu IO H Y 6 6 4 4 44222211 
c 
.g 

x.uw Ill 10, H 8 6 6 6 4 4 ‘r 2 2 2 2 2 2 
‘.t#nl ID IO H 8 H 6 6 6 4 4 4 ‘I 2 2 2 2 

?d 6.0110 tu IO 8 Ii H H 6 6 6 I 4 4 4 4 2 2 
.” %.wJ IO IO X H 8 8 8 6 6 6 4 4 4 4 4 4 
1 ~~i.(JW I(% 10 H 8 R 8 8 8 8 6 6 6 6 4 4 4 
3 i.w4> IU IO H H X 8 8 8 II H 8 6 5 6 6 6 

2.uuo 10 IO X H H 8 8 H H H H 8 8 8 8 8 
I SJW Ill 10 4 H H 8 H XHXRHR 8 8 8 

feeder line should be used. If there is a possibiliry that 240-volr motors will be 
used in the future, it is best to use a three-wire feeder line. A separate service 
entrance panel for each major building is usually advisable. 

Adding Light Fixtures-An understanding of the information given in the 
previous section on wiring fundamentals should be sufficient for adding light fix- 
tures in agricultural buildings. The task is more difficult in a house where the 
wiring is installed in the walls. Farmers or other agricultural workers should proba- 
bly not attempt to add light fixtures in a house until they have developed some 
ski!! in wiring. S:.+z Fig. 38.16 for an illustration of how to add a pull-chain light 
&ture at the end of a run. See Figs. 38.19, 38.20, and 38.21 for other diagrams 
for wiring light tixtures. Be sure that the electricity has been disconnected for the 
circuit before starting to add an extension. Use a test lamp to test whether or not 
the correct circuit has been disconnected. 
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To another 

/---Convenience 

Fl#.a8(.17.?in a1!4lllcn at ;I wnwmonw oullm beyond a lunclion bm. For cltfily. 
lb. #mmg *n 1: am skowa. 

Adding Switches-The efficiency of a wiring system can often be improved 
by adding single-pole switches or by installing three-way switches. A three-way 
switch makes it possible to turn a light on or off at two locations. 

See Figs. 38.20 and 38.21 for a wiring diagram for the use of a single-pole 
switch at the end and in the middle of a run. See Fig. 38.19 for a wiring diagram 
for a three-way swirch. 

Adding Convenience Outlets-Original wiring systems often lack sufficienr 
convenience outlets. See Fig. 38.18 for a wiring diagram for adding a convenience 
outlet beyond an existing convenience outlet. See Fig. 38.17 for a wiring diagram 
for a convenience outlet beyond a junction box. 
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Three-way switch To fixture Three-way switch 
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Fig. 36.20. SuMsA ursd lo CMlhol a llxlws at lhs end 01 a III". For clamlly. lhe 
tJIcJmdiq wire Is nm lbmn. 



When eIecaica1 equipment is used, the best and most positive protection from 
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To outlet 

Paint end of 
white wire black 

Fl& %tl. Wbae a awilcl~ Is usad la saalml a AstacO In the middle al a clcsalt. It is 
z lo @lIti a rblll tim IO a black We. Far clslly. the grouadlng wlm Is not 

MAINTAINING A WIRING SYSTEM 

A wiring sysrem urdinacily requires very little care. The following suggestions 
are offered: 

Repairing a Light Cord-If it is necessary co secure a new cord for a fixture, 
a eotd should be selected :hat has the approval of the Underwriters’ Laboratories. 
If a right cord is broken but good otherwise, it may be spliced and properly raped 

as previously dis,cussed. 

Replacing Fuses-If power oc lights go off, check another circuit co decer- 
mine whether oc not the difficulty is a general power failure or a burnt fuse. If 
other circuits have power, locate the blown fuse or the open circuit in the service 
entrance panel. You may determine the blown fuse by inspecting the fuse. Before 
a new fuse is installed. check the cause of the trouble such as a short circuit, an 
overheated appliance, or coo heavy a load. 

If it can be done easily, pull the main switch on the entrance panel before 
unscrewing the burnt fuse. When removing the fuse, stand on a dry floor. If the 
&xx is wet, stand on a dry board. Replace the burnt fuse with a fuse of the proper 
size. Connect the main switch. 

Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter 



etwtricaI shock disasters is the use of a ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI). 
Electrical equipment should he properly insulated and grounded. But, sometimes 
inoukxitm and grwmding systems break down. If this occurs, a GFCI will protect 
tk person cpeming the equipment. 

A GFCI is a circuit breaker that is very sensirive to a small leakage of current 
to the ground. The operating principle is shown in Fig. 3X.22. GFC1’s that are 
designed for inst&tion in the circuit breaker box are available. Another type of 
GFC:CE is designed to be plitced in any receptacle. A GFCl of the correct type may 
be used on an extension cord. Some GFCl’s are designed for ungrounded circuits, 
while other GFCI’s are designee for use with grounded circuits. 

Fig. 3&!ZZ. The opsraUn@ prlnclpl~l 01 a Ground fault clrmll lnlarruptar (GFCI). 

GFCI’s should always be used in circuits where electrical equipment is used in 
wet or porentially wet locations outdoors or indoors in bathrooms, kitchens, laun- 
dry rooms, bascmenrs. dairy barns, milking parlors. shops, barns, machinery sheds, 
grernhwscs. and so fcrrh. 

Wiring for Emergency Power 

In farming or in an off-farm agricultural business, a power failure can be a 
disaster. In event of a power failure, it is important to have standby equipment to 
generate electricity. 1r is essential that this standby generator be attached to the 
wiring system correctly. A double-throw switch needs to be installed. A double- 
throw switch prevents the standby generator from feeding power back into the 
power supplier’s line. The operating principle of a double-throw switch is illus- 
trated in Fig. 38.23. With a double-throw switch, it is impossible for the standby 
generator and power supplier line to be connected to the farm or agricultural busi- 
ness wiring system at the same time. 

It is important to have a double-throw switch, because it protects persons who 
repair the ~!ower supplier’s line. It also prevents damage to the standby generator 
when the power comes back to the supplier’s line. The capacity of the double- 
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throw switch should be matched with the rating of the conductors for the load 
from the paver supplier, instead of being matched to the operating load of the 
~“tZ3tOr. 

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

Electric Fencrr--tlectric f&nces arc easily installed and quickly removed. 
Many farmers who lwe used electric fences have found them to be very success- 
&I, esp&aIIy when a temporary fence is desired. Temporary fences require only 
one at two wires with posts placed 40 to 50 feet apart. At the present time several 
companies mantlfacture chargers or controllers for electric fences. 

Some farmers have made electric fence chargers or controllers at home in 
order to save money. Persons and animals have been killed, however, when 
homemade units have been connected directly to circuits. An electric fence should 
be operated with a fence controller of proper design. Such controllers transform 
dwtricity inter a form which will kc sufticient to sting the animal but not sufficient 
to insure it. 

Electric Soil Heaters-Electric soil heaters may be made to hasten the 
growth of pIants early in rhe spring. The plan shown in Fig. 38.26 has been used by 
many rural residents. 
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Fig. 3S.FS Ao olwtttc soil hwtar. This hot bed was 4W ultts ot wot~y. Sisiy 11etol 
wlUtwGap cable. a lead-coverod hlpb mslstmd wtre. Is wad. A layer of ‘/r-loch mash 
batite ckth may be placed 0~ the hlalllp cabla to prasan! damape to SIR cable kom 
loots wbkh ata us& to wttlvate the plants. 



CHAPTER 39 

Selecting and Maintaining 
Electric Motors 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OFSTUDENTS 

I. What determines the size of electric motor to use? 
2. What are the three basic types of electric motors? 
3. What are the distinguishing characteristics of each type? 
4. What are the accessories frequently available for electric motors? Where 

and when should they be used? 
5. What principles should be observed in the installation of electric motors? 
6. What size of wire should be used for electric motors? 
7. What precautions should be taken in the operation and maintenance of 

electric motors? 
8. What repairs should an agricultural worker attempt in maintaining electric 

motors? 
9. What electric motor troubles indicate the need for repairs by an electrical 

motor service person? 

EIectric motors are relatively cheap to purchase, and they are inexpensive ro 
operate. If they are maintained properly, they have a long life. They are small in 
size and may be operared with automatic switches. They are not influenced ad- 
versely by hot or cold weather, and they operate quietly and safely. 

Farmers and nonfarm agricultural businesspersons cannot afford not to make 
maximum use of electric motors. For a few cents of electricity, an electric motor 
will do as much work as a person working an eight-hour day. 

SELECTING ELECTRIC MOTORS 

Size-The size of electric motor to use depends on: 

!. Thr equipinrnt to be operared. 
2. The speed of operating the equipment. 
3. The wiring system available. 
4. Tine regulations of the company supplying rhe electricity. 

619 
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grinders. Split-phase motors require a large amount of current to start them. This 
may be a disadvantage, because it may cause the lights on the same wiring circuit to 
Jim when the motor stitrts 

If the load is fairly diftkult to start, a capacitor motor is probably the type to 
use. Some examples of equipment fairly difficult to start are feed mixers and air 
compressors. A capacitor motor produces about three times the starting force of a 
split-phase motor of t!le same size, and it uses about one-half to three-fourths as 
much current to start a load as a split-phase motor of the same size uses to start the 
toad. Capacitor motors cost more than split-phase motors. 

For loads that are difficult to start, such as grain elevators and hay elevators, 
repulsion-induction motors give good service. They are available in relatively large 
sizes, and voltage drops do not greatly influence them. Repulsion-induction motors 
cost more than capacitor motors. They have more mechanical parts than the other 
two types of motors and, therefore, may need more mechanical attention. 

Accessories-Selecting a motor involves not only choosing the correct size 
and type of motor bur also choosing the type of mounting, the type of bearings, 
the type of enclosures, and the type of protective devices. 

Fig. 39.3. k namaptau 481 an eleetrle motet. Note that It @lvettha lwrspoww. voltags. 
R.P.Y., tmnpanturs rise. and time r&p. 7hla motor Is deslgned for contlnuour duty. Wlth 
wnUauws npemtlon ttts tempentum rise VIII be only 40 dspmsr Cslslur (74 degrees 
Mlwanbettj. In setscttnp a motor, consider the informatIon shown on Ma nameplate. 
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Ri& or&ra&r ~,r~~~ilrrr~~ are provided for motors. A mount is used to anchor 
a motor in position. An adiusmble mount can also be used to tighten or loosen B 
belt. A w&iurr base can be obtained for some motors to reduce vibration or fo 
lessen noise. 

If a motor has a rigid mounting. a sliding base can be obtained which makes 
the motor mouraing adjustable. For a discussion of aportub/rbl* motor mount, see the 
section later in this chapter on making motors portable. 

Motors are equipped with .&ru bvrrrirrgs and with brth’ beirrirtgr. The location 
and position of a motor we the determining factors in deciding which type of 
btyrings to obtain. If a motor is located where it may be oiled and checked fre- 
qurntty, and if it is to be mounted with the shaft pa-a//e/ to the floor, sleeve bear- 
ings are satisfactory. A motor equipped with sleeve bearings costs less than a 
motor equipped with bat1 bearings, but a bail-bearing motor can be mounted in any 
position. 

If a motor with sleeve bearings is mounted on a side wall, the shields on the 
ends must be romted one-fourth turn to prevent rhe Loss of rhe lubricating oil. If it 
is mounted on the ceiling, the shields must be rotated one-half turn. 

Motors m*y be purchased that hew open, splash-proof, dirt-proof, or 
explosion-proof enclosures. A splash-proof enclosure is needed when the motor is 
subjected to the splashing or spraying of water. A dirt-proof enclosure is needed 
when the motor is subjected to considerable dirt and dust, for example, a motor 
used to operate a f&d grinder. An explosion-proof enclosure is needed for a 
motor operated in a location where explosions are a danger. Splash-proof, dirt- 
proof, and explosion.proof enclosures are more expensive than open-type cnclo- 
sures, because the cheapest way to cool a motor is to leave openings in the cover 
or mciosurr. 

Motors need to be protected fo prevent their “burning up” when they are 
overloaded. Ordinary circuit fuses or breakers do not protect a motor, because 
more current is required w start a motor rhan is required to operate it. If a fuse 
large enough to start a motor is used, it will allow rhe motor w become overheated 
while running. Overload may be caused by the use of too small a motor, by wo 
tight a belt or one that is out of line, by low voltage on the line, or by the lack of 
motor lubrication. 

Motors may be protected by wrr/wJ .rwitcbes or by time-delay fuses. Motors 
can be purchased with a built-in overload switch, or an overload switch may be 
combined with a starting switch. When an overload switch becwzs heated to a 
point at which the windings of the motor are endangered, it opens and disconnects 
the motor. Some overload switches will reset or connect the motor automatically 
when the motor has cooled. Other overload switches are operated manually. A 
manual overload switch must be reset by hand when the motor has cooled. An 
overload switch increases the cost of a motor, but it may keep a motor from being 
destroyed by an overload. 

A rime-delay fuse may be used, instead of an ordinary fuse, fo protect a 
motor. It has the advantage of also protecting the circuit as well as the motor. If a 
time-delay fuse, however, is destroyed by an overload, someone may inadvertently 
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replace it with an ordinary fuse, thus leaving the motor unprotected. A time-delay 
fuse a1iuws considwable current co flow for the brief period necessary to start a 
motor. The continuous use of an excessive current, however, will cause the fuse co 
“burn out.” 

INSTALLING MOTORS 

Position-If a motor is co be mounted overhead. on a side wall, or vertically, 
the type of bearing should be checked. If it is a ball-bearing motor, it can be 
mounted in any position. Sleeve-bearing motors can only be mounted horizontally. 
By changing the end shields so that the oil holes are toward the top, most motors 
can be mounted overhead or on a side wall. 

Wire Size-A motor cannot operate properly if the vires to which it is con- 
nected are too small. Small wire size decreases the voltage available for a motor, 
which may cause overheating. Motors, 120~volr, of less than 1 horsepower that are 
used within $3 feet of the service entrance can be operated on the wiring ordinar- 
ily used for lighting circuits. When larger 120~volt motors are used, or when in- 
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Fig. 39.5. Mod eleelhe mulon may be mountad overhead w on a tide well, In 
rddlllon to on the Ilwr, II Ihs and shield Is mlaled so the1 Ma oil holea mmeln uprl@M. 

creased distances from the service entrance are used, the wiring available should be 
checked to determine whether or not it is of adequate size. Conductors (wire) for 
240~volt motors do not need to be of as large a .-lx as the conductors required by 
120-vott motors of an equivalent size. 

Belts and Pulleys-Connecting a motor to a load with belts and pulleys is 
discussed in Chapter 26. 

Making Motors Portable-Equipment of many types may be operated with 
portable motors. Portable motors have been used on such equipment as post drills, 
tool grinders, meat grinders, feed grinders, and grain elevators. They are useful 
labor-saving devices and are often mounted on wheels so that they can be trans- 
ported easily. 
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MAINTAINING MOTORS 

The proper care of motors is essential. In operaring and maintaining motors, 

rake the following precautions: 

1. Turn off equipment h&m cleaning and oiling a maror. 
2. Oil ar regular intervals but use oil sparin&y. as overoiling may injure the 

ins&&m. A few drops of oil is usually sufficienr. 
3. wipe off any spitted oit. Keep the motor ctenn. 
4. Uw the grate of lubricant rcwmmended by the manufacturer. 
5. Check unseied ball bearings a: least once a year, and keep housing 

tilted to ti xoper level with ball-bearing grease. If the ball bearings are 
seated. Jo nor disturb rhem. A sealed motor does not need to be lubri- 
cated akr it teaves the factory. 

8. Er wre (ia use a clbte un the mowr of sufticienr sire w carry rhe power 
nerded. If the able is coo snult, ir will cause a voltage drop. resutring in 
the motor’s becoming wo her. 

9. Clran rhc dus: or other forciyn miwer from the moror occasionally. A 
vacuum cleaner can be used tu clean rhr wiadinps. 

W. Awlid ovrrlondin~ rhe maror. 
I i. Enclose morors. when rhey are used where dusr or excessive m&fure is 

presenr. bur make adequate provision I& cooling. 
12 Adiurr the belt tension. 
13. Align thr moror. 

Fls. 39.6. lubrkelo elsnrle mdam canssfly. lksa lubricards tparlngly, end wtps 
Ora” lb0 nreee oil. 
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Fig. 39.7. Keep the tommutator clean. It the brushes spark, the commutator may be 
dirty or worn. Polish the commutator bars and improve the contact ot the brushes by 
cleaning them with 00 Sandpaper es illustrated. II the commutator Is worn so that It IS nOt 
rwnd. have the armature removed and the commutator rapaired by an experienced repair 
persen. 

Fig. 39.8. The end shield has been removed so that the motor can be cleaned. Note 
the dirty commuta:or. Keep it clean. 



REPAIRING MOTORS 

if a mwtw sparks excessively or is slow in starting, it mny need new brushes. 
In replacing brushes. be sure tea obtain the correct type and TV fit them to the 
ctmtwr of the c<~mmutatw. The fitting of new brushes ran be done by wmpping 
the ommutator with 00 sandpaper and turning the maw by hand. If the springs 
holding the brushes against the commutator are weak w broken, they should be 
repiaced. 

Take the maw ta an electrical motor service shop if any of the following 
troubtes develop: 

“Burned-out” windings n~ay be detected by the odor coming from the motor 
ear by the charring of the insulation of the wiring. If the starring mechanism on a 
motor has failed, the mwx will hum when the switch is turned to “on.” The motor 
witi run when started by hand. If the overload mechanism has failed, the motor will 
not statt after it has co&d. A worn or pitted cummntator mny be drtected by 
inspecticm. 

With the exception cxf replacing brushes and their springs, an agricultural 
wtrtker shuutd not attempt TV repair an electric motor. An electric motor has a 
delicate sm~ture and can be ruined easily. 

REVERSING ELECTRIC MOTORS 

The situation may occur that would make it desirable to change the direction 
of roration of an electric mator. By rewiring, you may switch the direction of 
ratatiun uf some motors. 

fl9. 39.9. Tlr wiri~&~ diagram for an electric motor. showlnp how to interchange 
teds to rAewe he relation of the motor. 
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Single-voltage split-phase and capacitor motors with only two leads cannot be 
reversed. Split-phase and capacitor motors that can be reversed have four line 
leads. Two of these line leads are for the running winding on the motor, and two 
are for the starting winding on the motor. Dual-voltage capacitor motors chat can 
be reversed will have at least six line leads. 

h split-phase or capacitor motor may be reversed by reversing the connec- 
tions of the starting winding or by reversing the connections of the running wind- 
ing. Do not reverse the connections of both the starting and running windings. In 
reversing an electric motor, follow the wiring diagram for the motor. See Fig. 39.9 
for an illustration of how co reverse a split-phase or capacitor motor. The terminals 
for an electric motor may be in a terminal box on the outside of the motor box, or 
they may be located on a terminal board on the motor. 

Most repulsion-type electric motors may be reversed by rotating the brush 
ring co the alternate position. To move the brush ring co the alternate position, 
first release the locking screw or spring clip chat holds the ring. 



PART VI 

Soil and Water Management 



SOIL AND WATER MANAGEMENT 

Student Abilities to Se Developed 

E. Ability co recognize soil conservation and water management problems and to 
pian a satisfactory method of solving them. 

2. Ability to plan a terrace system. 
3. Ability co analyze a farm, draw a map of ic, and plan a suirable crop rotation 

system for it. 
4. Ability co lay out terrace lines. 
5. Ability CO construct and maintain terraces. 
6. Ability co lay out and run contour lines. 
7. Ability co lay out concouc strips. 
8. Ability to control gullies. 
9. Ability co determine the need for drainage or irrigation and co plan a satisfac- 

tory drainage or irrigarion system. 
10. Ability co establish a system of drainage or irrigation. 
L 1. Ability co maintain a drainage or irrigation system satisfactorily. 
12. Ability co use an irrigation or drainage system intelligently. 



CHAPTER40 

Using Contour Farming, Strip Cropping, 
and Grassed Waterways 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

L. How serious a problem is soil erosion? 
2. What is contour farming? 
3. What is rhc purpose of contour farming? 
4. What is meant by a contour line? 
5. Wbac is meant by strip croppmg? 
6. What are buffer strips? 
?. How should contour strips be laid out? 
8. How should contour strips be established? 
9. What tillage practices may be followed in contour strip cropping? 

10. How may gullies be controlled? 
L L. Whar are rhe characteristics of good waterways? 

In some communiries. erosion has rapidly depleted the soil. Many persons live 
in communities where soil erosion is a serious problem. 

“linless conrrollrd, the undermining action of erosion will ultimately, and at 
t1o distant date, render large areas of cultivated land in rhe United States valueless 
for agricultural use. Millions of acres of once fertile farm land have already been 
eroded beyond immediate repair. It has been estimated that the rate of plant-food 
removal by erosion is about 21 times greater than the rate of removal by agricul- 
tural crops. This loss by erosion does nor include losses incurred through silt dam- 
age to bottom lands, wafer reservoirs and irrigation channels. 

“In general, soil erosion may be defined as the loosening and removal of soil 
from its resting place by the action of wind or water. The two main classes of 
erosion from the action of water are sheet erosion and gully erosion. Sheet erosion 
is rhe remova! of soi! ir! fair!y uniform Izjers or sheets; g-ally erosion is the removai 
of soil ar points of excessive concentration where relatively deep ditches are cur 
into the surface slopes.“’ 

‘C. L Hamilron. ‘Terracing for Soil and Wax Conrrrvarion.” U.S.D.A.. Farmers’ Bullrrin 178% 
p. 5. 
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CONTOURING 

Contour Farming-“Conrour farming is the carrying out of all farming oper- 
arions on the level on rolling land by operating parallel to reference lines laid our 

on the contour. It is farming around the hills rather than up and down them. All 
farming practices carried out on the cdnrour, such as strip cropping, contour til- 
lage. terracing, and chr use of correction scrips may be considered types or phases 
of contour farming.“? 
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Purpose of Contour Farming-The main purpose of CO~OW farming is to 
conserve soil and watet. Some other advantages o$ COPOUT farming are: 

1. It inweases yields. 
2. It saws time. 

INCHES TONS 

LOSSES PER ACRE *EFER S%L 
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5. The person with rhr hand ICWI sights back at the rarg~r person, moving 
up or down the siopr unril elf the s;unr level HS rhr rarfiet person. 

This procedure is continued the full length of the field. 

STRIP CROPPING 

There are three types of strip cropping, namely, (1 I contour, (2) field, and (3) 
wind. 

In rmfour strip crappitrg the crops are grown in strips across the slope of the 
iand and on the contour. Densely growing crops such as grass and hay are alter- 
nated with clean-tilled row crops such as corn. The strips of the densely growing 
crops are approximately the same width as the strips of tow crops. This is also 
known 3s rat&oar itrip mppiug. 

fn j&G rrt$ rra@& the row and densely growing crops are alternated end 
planted in narrow strips of uniform width actoss the slope of the land, but they are 
not pIanted paralief to the true contour of the land. This method of strip cropping 
can be used on land with a unifixm slope. 

In u,ir& strip croppitrg the primary obiective is to prevent the loss of soil by 
wind. The crops ate grown in narrow parallel strips crosswise to the direction of 
the prevailing winds. 

ICWnsy Yacaollal wcuI”re sw”iLp. U”,“8W 01 Iww 

Rp. 40.5. A bsnd Iwel may be uwd to dotermine percentage of slope. A second 
~WWC is eeeded to hold Me rod. 

FIB. 40.6. With e band Iewl. we person can determine pereseta#e of stops. Deter- 
mine per ep? hei@bt. Selod en ebjed wch es a done or a stake. Move down We slope 
udif Am? objod is iwol with your eye. Measure 61s distence to tbe object and calculate the 
pofwetage ot rl~~o. Perwetagc of siq~e equals beigbt of the eye divided by distance to 
the objod. 
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Iowa Star University Bulletin P53 states that “when the narrower correction 

areas Lying between the larger even-width strips of intertilled crops are planted to 

close-growing, soil-conserving crops they are called ~vrrection str;ps or buffer 
.ctrifs.“:’ See Fig. 40.7. 

In developing a strip cropping system, the planner should devise a soil conser- 

vation program for the entire farm. The following steps should be taken: 

1. Study the farm to determine what land is suitable for cropping and what 
land should be used for pasture, hay, and woodlot. 

2. Study rhe field layours, keeping in mind their possible rearrangement and 
the possibility of shifting fences to fit the contour of the land. 

3. Selecr a suitable rorarion system CO fir the farm. 
4. Plan CO~IOUI strips co fit rhe roration. 
5. Determine the number and width of scrips. 
6. Build fences on the contour CO separate the crop land from the pasture 

land. The fences may be used as guides in planning the contour strips. 

“Ibid., p. ‘311 
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Laying Out Contour Strips-The following procedure for laying out contour 

srrips is suggested in the University of Minnesota Extension Folder 108: 

I. Determine width of contour strips. Take soil. slope, and degree of era- 
sion into consideration. if field is severely eroded, lay out strips 15 feet 
narrower than listed except for slopes of 15 to 20 per cent, which should 
be seeded to pcrmanenr hay for pasture. See Table 40.1. 

2. Locate fust contour line far enough down the slope to leave one strip 
above it. This strip should be below the contour pasture fence if the field 
is in a valley, or below the ridge if the field is on ridge land. 

3. Lay out a second strip below the contour line and then check the iower 
side of the strip to see how far it is off the contour. 

4. Lay out a third strip if the lower side of the second strip is not off the 
contour more than 2 per cent for a distance of 50 feet. Again check lower 
side of the strip to determine whether or not ir is on the contour. 

5. Run a new contour tine whenever the lower side of a strip is too far off 
the contour. The new contour line should run below the last even strip so 
that an even-width strip can be laid out above it and a correction strip can 
be left between the new even strip and the previous even-width strip. 

6. Plow a back furrow on the stake line as soon as one side of B strip is 
definitely locnted. 

7. Le;ive the back furrows as guides to the strip boundaries. 

Table 4O.LWidth 9f Colrlour Ships 

Wldlh ti Slrlpr (Fast) 
&lloYIt ot SiQS 

(Per cm) 0000 soii Fair Soil POW soii 

flo. 40.1. Ffwing o CUIIOUI ship. 7he back htnw wos used as the key contour line. 

‘“Contour Strip Cropping,” University of Minnesota Extension Folder 108. 
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Establishing Contour Strips-lr is desirable to start a strip cropping system 
in tieIds established with grass so that well sodded meadow strips and waterways 
will be available to hold the soil and to protect it. If strip cropping is started on 
land not in meadow or hay, every other strip should be seeded to some meadow 
mixture. If necessary, a quick-growing crop such as Sudan grass may be seeded in 
the waterways and on the buffer strips for temporary protection. A meadow mix- 
ture is then drilled in these areas in the fall. 

Cultivating on the Contour-k is desirable to cultivate and perform all 
other tillage operations on the level or on the contour. Such operations are easier 
on a farmer and less wearing on farm machinery, and they require less fuel. 

GRASSED WATERWAY 

Even though strip cropping and contour farming are used, there is still danger 
of gullies being formed if proper precautions are not taken. The following are a 
few of the methods used to control or prevent gullies: 

I. Close-gnnving crops may be see&d in rhe natural depressions or other 
warerways to for*1 a sod. 

2. Straw may br placed in s1nz~11 gullies and dirt plowed over the straw. The 
wea is rhcn swd~d to some quick-growing dense grass or legume. 

3. Fast-growing trws may be pl;u~wd in dense rows across or along the sides 
of gullies. 

4 Diversion dirchrs may be used to c;wrg the wwr slowiy to a suitable 
ourlet. 

5. Various types of dams map bc used. 
6. Grassed waterwvags may be ~onsrru~w,l. 

The use of scientifically shaped waterways seeded to grass is probably the 
most desirable way to stabilize outlers for run-off water. A grassed waterway may 
be used as a terrace outlet (see Chapter 4 1) or as a means of stabilizing gullies. A 
waterway must be shaped so that the running water is slowed to a walk. If water 
can be slowed enough, grass growing in the waterway will prevent the erosion of 
the soil. 

Water can be slowed by providing waterways with channel widths that will 
spread rhe water sufficiently to prevent erosion. The most desirable width for a 
waterway is determined by the percentage of slope of the channel and by the area 
drained. !f the percenrage of slope and the drainage area make a waterway of over 

- Channel 
maximum slope 

ioraw b” Ronald IW”, 

Fig. 40.9. The cbsnnai of a wotsmay should be level, smooth. and packed. TM sides 
of lba cbonnel should haw a slops of 25 per cent or Ieu. TIM sides and ths tbmnel 
should be lmlilind so that they will support an excellent stand of prass. 
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35 feet necessary, two waterways at different locations should be provided. If the 
division of the water into two waterways is not possible, dividers should be pro- 
vided so that rhe waterway has mulripie channels. Dividers are usually mounds of 
earrh 4 feet wide and 5 inches hiih. 

The channel: of a grassed waterway should be level and smooth. Leveling is 
often done with L blade. The sides of the channel should not have a slope greater 
than 25 per cent. It is hener, however, if the slopes of the sides are less than 25 
wr cenr. See Table 40.2 for the recommended width and depth of waterways for 
wrious dopes and draitl~ areas. 

In the construction of waterways, two dangers must be avoided-erosion and 
siking. A channel that has sufficient width and is level, smooth, and grassed will 

1 Depth 
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not erode. SiltingS which is caused by a decrease in the velocity of the water, may 
be caused by a change in the percenrage of slope, by a widening of the channel 
when the dope remains the same, or by a lack of smoothness of the channel. If 
silting occurs, check the smoothness of the channel. If this is not the cause, check 
the change in the percentage of slope. It may be necessary to narrow the width of 
the channel at the point of silting. Of course, care in constructing a channel will 
avoid changes in grade without changes in the width of the channel and changes in 
width of the channel when there is no change in the grade. 

The sides, and channels of waterways should be well sodded before they are 
used. Dikes or diversion ditches are often provided around waterways until the 
seeding in them has a good start. Waterways should be constructed and seeded a 
year before strip cropping. contouring, and terracing are started. 



CHAPTER 41 

Terracing to Control Soil Erosion 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

I. How may tetraciog help control erosion? 
2. What equipment is necessary for terracing? 
3. What are some factors to consider in terracing? 
4. What are the steps in planning a terracing system? 
5. What procedure may be used in laying out terrace lines? 
6. What procedure may be followed in the construction of terraces? 

How Terracing Helps to Control Erosion-The terracing of farm land is a 
process whereby artificial obstructions of soil ate created on sloping land to pre- 
vent erosion. Terracing is only one of the methods used in the control of erosion. 
A uariecy of methods should be used for the most effective control. Some of the 
methods to use are as follows: 

I. Using well planned cropping systems that will improve the productivity 
of the soil and pnxect the land. 

2. Planting row crops ~1ctoss the slope instead of with the slope. 
3. Stopping gullies through rhe USC at’ dams. sod strips. and strip cropping. 
4. Building broad-bare terraces nhich rend to EIOW the water. The slowing 

of the w~er permits more of it to be absorbed by the soil. 

Some types of terraces are almost as old as agriculture. 

Equipment for Terracing-A tripod farm level1 and target rod ate needed 
to determine terrace lines. A plow is needed for marking a terrace line before the 
construction of the terrace is started. A variety of equipment may be used for 
moving earth for terraces. The elevator grader is one of the best tools to use in 
moving earth. Small blade terracrrs, heavy-duty tractors with blades, toad graders, 
scrapers, V-drags, and plows may also be used. To lay out terrace lines, several 
stakes and a LOO-foot tape are also necessary. 

Factors to Consider in Terracing-There are a number of factors to COW 
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Fig. 41.1. A blood. lafm Iovol. and rod. A low prlcod lnalromonl Mot may bo asod In 
lomtlng. e~~lourb~, dmioogo. and Irrlgotlon work. 
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4. The wit type. the un~unt of rainfall, aml the amount uf erosion. 
5. The whw of the Ianit and thr long-rime farming: pruyr~n. 

Following are some of the essenrinl steps in planning a terrace system: 

1. Make a thorough inspectkm of the ivca to lx rcrraced. 
2. Prepare a sketch map. using graph pqwr. indicating: location of hills, 

ridges. &ps, &tins. gullies, bounrhuies. buildings. railroads, streams, 
marshes. lakes. ad fences. 

3. Determine the rgpx of suit ;:nd anx~unt uf prucipirarion. and the type of 
fmning IU he tidlouvd. 

4. Cunsiller the fwm as ir whole in order that any rrrrxing that is done in 
one itrm will fit into a long-rime &rminp program. 

5. Locate dfesir~ble oudets. A natural outlet wirh a drnsr growh df prrma- 
nenc sod is desirable. 

Ourlet wvmsways wiH have to be used if sod outlets are not available. They 
should bz constructed near the edges of fields. Outlet waterways should be made 
wide enough to carry the watet at a shallow depth, not to exceed 12 inches. These 
~%tenvays should he seeded to &pred pasture grasses which will form a dense 
sod. It is a good plan to build waterways with the natural slope of the land. See 
Chapter 40 for a discussion of the principles of constructing grass waterways. 

A beginner should probably terrace only a small acreage until some experi- 
ence has been obtained with this system of farming. 

Using a Tripod Level and a Rod-A tripod level is used in determining 
terrace lines. In getring a tripod level ready for use’, follow these steps: 

1. The first step is co spread the legs of rhc rripod. To do this, loosen the 
thumbstrews xvhich fawn the head and legs rogerher. The legs should be 
djusrrd so that the tripml head is appnmimarrlg lcvcl in all directions. 

2. The swonJ step is II) tiyhren the thumbscrews previwsly loosened. 
3. The third step is CO use the fwr leveling screws found under the te!e- 

scope and bubble tube to finish levclinp rhc bubble tuh~.. The relcscopc is 
aligned over an opposite pair of Icvcling screws. The SCIC~S work agGnsr 
each orker ;tnJ mosr hc mwul rimultnncously. In turning thtm. either 
move the thumbs t~ww<I each i,thcr ur awny t’r~m :.xh ~thw. When the 
bubble has bees levclud. align rhc rclescopc With rhc ~thrr pair of lovel- 
iny scmvs and rrp~r the Icvrling process. Conrinuc t0 1cvc.I over the 
opposirr pairs uf leveling scrc’ws until the bubble is level when it is 
nmxxl in all Jirecrionr. 

4. The fourth srrp is to focus on rhe rod by changing rhe focusing adjust- 
n~mr. In focusing on the cross hairs, adjusr rhe eyepiece. 

The tripod level is ready to use after these four steps have been taken. How- 
ever, rhe level of the bubble should be checked before and after each reading, and 
the adjustments needed should be made. 

Leveling rods are made so that the distance in feet is measured from the bot- 
tom of the rod. The Person handling the rod must hold it in a vertical position. If 
the rod is allowed co ;ean in any direction, the reading obtained will be too large. 
Figure 41.4 shows the hand motions used by rhe instrument person in signaling the 
person handling the rod. 
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Determining Terrace Lines-After the preliminary plans for terracing ate 
completed, determining the terrace lines is the next step. Two persons ate needed, 
one to operate the rod and the other to operate the level. Ordinarily the upper 
terrace is staked first, followed hy each succeeding tetmce. In determining the line 
of the upper ferr~se, ptoceed 9s follows: 

L Fiiure the slow of the land. This is done by averaging several readings of 
the ?;iw shown in Fig. 41.2. Rememhrr. rhe slope desired is the averae 
slr,pz of the land that will drain inro the top terrace. The percentage of 
slow in Fii. 4t.S is @red by subtracring I foor 2 inches from 9 feer 
3 inches. The difference is 8 feet 1 inch. Since the distance berween the 
wo readings is 100 feet. the falls is 8 feer I inch, or 8.1 per cent. In 
making w&dings to derrrmine slope, rake a reading on the rod with rhe 
Ievel hxared at the top of the area thar will drain into rhe terrace. The 
rod pzrson should rhen take 33 sreps, 100 feet, directly down rhe slope. 
The secnnd reading is made at rhis p&r. The rod person should, how- 
wer, check rhe number of strps required for 100 feer. The usual number 
is i.3. 

2. Derermine rhe vertical inrerwl for rhr rerraw. The vertical inrerval or fall 
berwen trrr~cs or heween rhc top of a slope and rhc first rerrace may 
be dererminrd by ctmsulring Table 41. I. This rable is based on carefully 
obtained experimrnrul data and should be followed. If rhe average slope 
is, X per cent. the vertical inrervill derived from Table 41.1 would be 5.2 
feet. 

3. Lwaw rhr center of rhc trrrxe iinr. The level remains near rhe outlet 
end of rhe trrrxe where ir was plnced for the slope readings. The rod 
person adds rhe 5 feer 2 inches to rhe I foor 2 inches (see FiS. 41.3) 
obtained II rhc wp or high poinr of the slope and sets the rarget on the 
rcnl at 6 feet ,~I inches. The Orson wirh rbr r(x1 rhen walks npproximarely 
one-half rhe distance to rhe other end of the tirsr terrace. The person 
opwainp the level motions rhe person wirh the rod up or down rhe slop 

RB. 41.2. M5asming lb5 81~ ol tha land. Rod reddings am laimn a1 two poinlc on 
Vm slops lacalad so limt one point Is 100 lwt fnm tha dkm point. llm smallm nadlng is 
mWaU6d hem lb4 Iarpr mdlnp. Tka land being msrsmd has a slops ol approlimataly 
5.1 gw mnt. (Talun horn “Mapping and Massing Farms.” Agricuih~mi Edmllon, Vol. 
13, Nos. 5 and 5, Clsm4on Agrlwltuml Collage, Clsmson, SC., bV psmlsslon oi tha 
tbpmlmwt of &kMmol Educafla.) 
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until the targer is level with the insrrumenr. At rhis point rhe rod person 
drives a stake which becomes the cenrer stake of the terrace. 

4. Locate a level rrrrace line. Ir is nor necessary for persons experienced in 
derrrmining terrace lines ro locate a level rrrracr line, but for persons 
lacking rsprrirnrr ir helps them visualize the location of a terrace. In 
lcwring a level line, the person wirh the rod leaves rhe targer on rhe rod 
st’t at rhc sunr ptrinr. The points level ufirb the iesrrumcnr are located at 
Stl-t&r intwvaIs from thy center stake. 

5. L~atr rhe gmded termce line. A level rerrace will nor Icad wxer to an 
ourter. A terrace mwx hwc a trade or fdi to make running water walk to 
a grasscrl warerwuy. nnd rhis grade must be derermined with care. The 
Jirrance from the upper end of a terrace determines the grade used. If a 
wrmcc is 1,001~ ferr long, the first 300 feet from its upper end would 
have a grade uf 11 z inches per 100 feet. The grade of rbe next 300 feet 
wodrl be 2 inches, per 100 feet. and the grade of the next 300 feet would 
he 21 I inches per IO0 feet. The grade of rhe last I00 feet would he 3 
inches. t&r Table 4 L.2.) lfthe target is set at 6 feet 4 inches at thr center 
stake. the target person, on a l,OOlI-foot terrace. Serb the target ar 6 fcer 5 
inches ad mwrs 50 ferr or I6 steps toward the outlet. The instrument 
person rhen motions the rarget puson up or down the slope until rbe 
urger is level with the inrtrumenr. The point is rhen marked with rhc 
smkr used co mark the level line of rhe wrmce. The rarger is raised 1 inch 
for each 50 frer until rhe disrance is 600 feet from the upper end of the 
~rrxe. It is then r;tiseJ II,:4 inches for each 50 fecr unril the disrance is 
%)0 feer from the upper end of rhc terrace. For rhe last I00 fcer the 
rargeer ir raised It ,t inches each 50 feet. The upprr end of the wrracc is 
then staked. starting again at the center stake. The target is lowered ac- 
corclin~ to the refommcn‘lations in Table 41.2 in staking the upper 4 
of a wrrilce. 

6. Check rhr terrwe line. The top rcrmce musr hc corwct or a trrrace EYS- 
rem for a field will nor be successful. If there is excessive washing, sheet 
or rivulet, above rhr rrrracc line, rhr rerrace should be moved up the hill. 

When the upper terrace is staked and checked, the location of the second 

terrace may be staked. In determining the location of the second terrace, proceed 

a.5 follows: 

I. Mensure the percentage of slop. from rhc line for the first terrace. An 
average slope is used. 

2. Consulr Table 41. I IO determine rhe verrical interval for chc rerrxe. 
3. Move the insrrumrnr ro a point herwren the first .md secwrd terrace and 

rake a backsight ar the ct’ocer srakc of rbe first rerrace. Add rhis reading 
to the vertical inrerval and place rhe rargrr on rhe rod on this number. 

4. Locate rhr cenrrr of rhe second terrace. With rhe rarget placed on the rod 
SC a height equal co rhr hackrighr rea&ng plus rhe vertical inrrrval, rhe 
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5. Stake rhe second terrace from the ccntrr stake in the same vay the firs 
terrace line was determined. 

Al succeeding terrace lines are determined the same way. If a terrace is over 
I&M feet iosng. it should be divided so that the run-off will empty into waterways 
placed at rhe opposite ends of the terrace. 

A&r the tertxe lines axe staked, sharp irregularities may be corrected. 
After the stakes are in their proper places the terrace line may be marked with 

D plow. 

MOW up Move down Move rod 
to the rlghl 

t&o rod 
to the lett 

Obearvetlon completed 
of Mow on 

or Underrtood 

Use long rod 

Come In 

Wave rod from 
aide to aide 

-._._/ 
Wrong face 

or Check clamp 
or Rod up&de down 

1urnhlg point 

Fy. HA. The hmd mallam imad by tba pwsaa opemtlq the lmtmmeat to guide Ihs 
PSM wtlh lhe IOWI rod. _. 
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labia 41.2~Grade In Terracs lines per Slallon* 

Grads lkcommandsd on Gnde Racommmdtd on 
&!I Hadnp bledlum Soil Havlnp Vey 

IO Tlpbl subrolls Porous Submll 

Hundredth Eandredth 
Inrha of rl Fw, Inrh o/o Fool 

00-100” I L$ 0.13 0 0 
IMZO11’ I ‘vi 0.13 0 
200-300’ I I/; 0.13 I o.lh 
SO0400 2 0.17 I 0.09 
4iJO..5lllJ 2 0.17 0.13 
500-600’ 

I “f: 
2 0.17 I !/2 0.13 

6m-700’ 2% 0.20 I!/2 0.13 
700400 2% 0.20 2 0.17 
600400 214 0.20 2 0.17 
9CCIOoO’ 

: 
0.25 2 0.17 

100&1100 0.25 3 0.25 
1100-1200 3 0.25 3 0.25 
120~300~* 4 0.33 
13~1400’ : 0.33 : 

0.25 
0.33 

1400-1500’ 0.33 4 0.33 
15OIK1600’ 4 0.33 4 0.33 

‘Mutin Clark and J. c. vkoky. ‘Terracing for Emrion Conrrol.” co,,e~ of AgrV”lr”re md A&!riC”kWal Exper- 
imcm Stuion. University of Missouri. BJI. 507. pp. 21-22. 

‘Smiw 00 ir af the upper end of rbe wrme. 
‘On rlopr over 14 pr cenr. the @de may bc increased IO 4,.$ iniher pr 100 feet if the rerrare ,en@h exceeds 

I.230 feer and cbr ridge bei& is no more rbc,n 20 inrber. 



Terrace Outlets-Terrace outlets should be constructed prior to the con- 
struction of the terraces. See the discussion in Chapter 40 on grassed waterways 
for the principles of constructing outlets when a natural drainageway, or a meadow 
with a good sod, is not available as an outlet. 

If a meadow strip is used as an outlet, it should be twice as wide as the outlet 
channels recommended in Table 40.1 in Chapter 40. Meadow srrips should be 
ieveled or smoothed. Dividers of the type described in the se&on on grassed 
waterways in Chapter 40 may be necessary for strips wider than 40 feet. The use of 
dividers keeps the water spread more uniformly and reduces the possibility of 
erosion. A dike may be necessary along the side of the meadow next to the ter- 
raced &Id to prevent the water from flowing back into the field. 

if a meadow strip is not available and if space for a channel for an outlet is 
limited, it may he possible to use structures of concrete to reduce the width of the 
channel required. 

Fig. 41.5. A meadow #lrlp used as an wlkl Iof a ltmce. The USE 01 dlvldtn lo 
pmducs molllplo cbmnmlv is 8borm. 

Constructing Terraces-The upper rerrxe should be constructed first. The 
following are a few of the more imporranc principles to be observed in the opera- 
tion of terracing equipment:’ 

XT. L Hamilron. “‘Terracing for Soil and W~PX Conservation.” U.S.D.A.. Farmers’ Bulletin 178% 
pp. 4213. 

-4i)‘w -4o’--h40’ 

-4O’- --4o’e 

Field 
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1. Do not, unless necessary, remove soil from areas thar later will require 
filling. 

2. hlnve the soil as few times as possible. 
3. Move the soil down the slope whenever possible. 
4. Avoid, whenever possible. moving loose earth over loose earth with a 

blade rerr~rer. Earth can be moved most efficiently if the blade is cutting 
some undisturbed earth at all rimes. 

5. Move as much earth each trip as the power will permit. 
6. Re&ur the blade so that uniform cuts will be secured. This is particu- 

larly imponant on EUrvVCS. 
7. Do not disturb the topsoil from a wider area than is necessary. 
8. Swum the necessary terrace height as early during construction of the 

terrxe as possible. 
9. Adiust the angle of rhe blade so that sarisfactory scouring will be secured. 

A wide-base terrace is often 15 to 20 feet wide at the base. 
It is otien necessaty to till low places in the terrace ridges to prevent future 

trouble from gullying. Any other correctional work needed should be done to 
make the tetrwe~ complete in every detail. 



CHAPTER 42 

Providing Drainage and Irrigation 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

1. How important is farm drainage? 
2. How will drainage improve the soil? 
3. What ate some of the systems of tile drainage? 
4. How deep should drainage lines be laid? How far apart? 
5. What slope is needed for a drainage line? 
6. Why is it necessary to survey for drainage lines? 
7. How are drainage trenches established, the plastic pipe or tile laid, and 

the trenches birckfdled? 
8. Why and how should a drainage outlet be protected? 
9. When is a surface inlet used? How should it be constructed? 

IO. What work is needed to maintain a drainage system? 
11. How important is crop irrigation? 
12. What are the sources of irrigation water? What is a water right? 
13. Why is the amount of irrigation water required important? 
i4. How iS water measured? What is an acre-inch of water? 
15. What are the metho& of applying water to the soil? 
16. When should ditches be established? How should they be constructed? 
17. What size ditch should be built to carry 500 gallons per minute? 
18. How is irrigation water conducted over a low place in a field? Over a 

drainage ditch? 
19. How should crops be irrigated? 
20. What are some of the common structures used in irrigation? 
21. What are some of the common pieces of irrigation equipment? How ate 

they used? 
22. Why does an irrigation system need to be maintained? 

DRAINAGE 

Importance of Drainage-The removal of excess water from wet land by 
drainage is an important land reclamation process, because wet land hinders farm 

653 
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operations and endangers public health. Every state in the union contains land in 
need of drainage. The amount varies from small acreages in some of the states to 
huge areas of land in other states. There is also a vast area of marsh land in the 
United States which could be reclaimed by drAinage and by the control of inundat- 
ing water. 

Many rxal areas have drainage problems. The solution of these problems 
would make these areas more productive by increasing the acreage, the yield, and 
the quality of the produce. In addition, drainage improves sanitary and health con- 
ditions. It may eliminate stagnant water, mosquito breeding areas, and wallowing 
holes for livestock. 

Soil Improvement by Drainage-A primary purpose of drainage is to in- 
crease the productive capacity of the soil. When excess water is removed, the 
water table is lowered and the soil becomes firmer. As water percolates through 
the drained soil, it divides the soil into finer particles which contain more pore 
space for capillary water and for the passage of air. This enables plants to root 

more easily and to penetrate more deeply. Such a soil cultivates more easily, and, 
as the improvement process continues, the fertility of the soil is increased. 

Since humus can be increased in a well drained soil, such a soil will retain 
more usable soil moisture for plant growth and will withstand drought better than 
a wet soil. Organic matter also tends to prevent water and wind erosion. A drained 
soil will absorb more rain water nnd thus decrease run-off and the removal of 
fertile topsoil through erosion. 

Excess water in the soil tends to make it cold. A drained soil is a warmer soil. 
It will become warm more quickly in the spring and remain warm longer in the 
fall, resulting in a longer growing season. 

Kinds of Drainage-Where soil does not drain naturally, it is necessary to 

provide artificial drainage either by urzder &a;u~ or opcu drains. Open drains or 
ditches are open channels established to carry large quantities of water or to drain 
soils when a system of underdrainage is not practical. Under drains are drains 
under the surface of the ground such as tile, open pipes, or other types of con- 
duits. Often land is drained by both an underdrainage system and open ditches, the 
rile or pipe drains discharging into the open ditches or channels. 

Systems of Underdrainage Lines-There are several systems for arranging 
lines, each of which is adapted to certain drainage conditions. Nearly every drain- 
age installation involves a combination of several systems. 

The simplest drainage system is the natwa/ JYJI~~Z. sometimes called the ran- 
&r s~>stem. which consists of placing lines in natural depressions in an attempt to 

drain wet spots and ponds. The natural system is particularly adapted to undulating 
or rolling land and to land of moderate value. It may also be used to remove the 
nuisance of a pond or a slough. Following are other more systematic ways of estab- 
lishing lines: 

I. The gri&ron system is used to supply complete drainage on very flat 
Ii&k. 

2. The t’zrringbntre system, as the name implies, resembles a fish skeleton. 
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(See Fii. 42.2.) This sysrem will provide satisfactory drainage where there 
are two slopes which form a valley in ahich a main iinr can be laid. 

3. The &g/r /iwe system is composed of lines independent of one another, 
each tine having its own outlet, usually an open ditch or a stream. 

4. The iururcrprar system locates drains to intercept seepage and surface 
watt% and thus prevents the wilter from seeping onto lower land. This 
system is sometimes called a cut-off system and is often used along the 
edge of bluffs, hills, or other places where warer has a tendency to seep 
or drain onto the lower land. 

I I I I I 

I I I I I 

I I I I I 
I I I I I 

-LLl_lr- 
Rg. 42.1. Vim pridimn rysiam of laying undsrpmund dmlna24 Ilnss. 

Fig. 42.2. Vho horri~bone svsfsm nf foying unde!@ound drainage linss. 



Depth and Frequency of Underdrainage Lines-In most cases the water 
table should be lowered to 31r to 4 feet below the surface. In some tight clay soils, 
it may, hwvever. be impossible to place the lines more than 3 feet deep. 

The distmce between drains is closely related to the depth of the drains; shal- 
low drains in heavy soils need to br close together, while deeply placed drains in 
fight soils can be farther apart. In most soils, drains tend to lower the water table in 
an arch, the Lower ends of the arch being located at the plastic pipe or clay tile 
lines. In light. porous soils, lines may be 6 to 8 rods apart, while in tight soils they 
may have to be spaced as close as 3 to 4 rods apart. 

Establishing Slope for a Drain-The slope, grade, or fall given a line influ- 
ences the amount of water that will flow rhrough the line. A line should have as 
much slope as conditions will permit because the steeper the slope, the fasrer the 
water will ftow and the greater will be the discharge of water from the plastic pipe 
or clay rile. The difference in elevation between the land at the outlet and at the 
upper end of the line derermines the fall which a line can be given. 

Ordinarily a falI of 2 to 8 inches per 100 feet is the desirable range for farm 
&dins. It is possible to place large rile or plastic pipe on too steep a slope. If the 
fd1 is too steep, the w~rer’s high velocity may break rhr line. If the slope is 12 
inches or more in 100 feet,, the line should have risers or breathers opening to the 
surface. 

Determining the Size of Drain--Table 42.1 shows the size of plastic pipe or 
clay tile required to drain a given number of acres, at a rate of /s inch of wafer in 
24 hours, for a line laid on a given slope ($4 inch in 24 hours is a satisfactory rare 
for most parts of the United States). 

Assume that a grade of 0.25 foot per LOO feet can be obtained for a line that 
would drain 20 acres of lam. I To find the size of plastic pipe or clay tile required, 
USL’ the column “0.25” and follow down this column until “20” (or more) is en- 

Table 42.6AcreaGes Drained with Various Sims of Pladic Pips 
or Clay Tile wilh Various Line Grades’ 

Fall w Slq&Faal ~8t1W.Fool SlatIOn 
Dismofsr 
in IomwS 0.03 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.75 1.00 

5 5 6 7 9 9 10 12 I3 I6 19 

6 9 10 I? I4 I5 IX 20 22 27 I3 I5 I9 22 2~$ 27 31 34 
R 20 22 27 32 

:; 
39 45 50 :: 

ii4 
71 

IO 3’ .il 50 58 7, X2 92 II2 130 
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cwmered. in this case the sire recommended in the left-hand column would be 
betwcvn 6 and 7 inches. so the ?-inch plastic pipe or clay tile would be selected. 

Surveying for Land Drainage-Land should be surveyed before a drainage 
system is est&ished. If difficult drainage problems are encountered, consult a 
reliable drainage engineer. 

The relative elevations of various parts of a Farm mw.t be known in order to 
determine the direction of lines, the fall or slope that c&n be supplied in the lines, 
the line system that &o&t be used, and the locarions of the outlers. 

Staking Underdrainage Lines-Lines should be marked by setting stakes or 
esmMishing stations every 50 feet, I foot to the left (as the outlet is faced) of the 
center line of the ditch for the plastic pipe or clay tile. Two stakes are required. 
The grade stake should be driven nearly flush with the ground surface. The guide 
s&e shudd be driven to the left of the grade stake. It should extend above the 
ground surface so that information such as the starion number can be recorded on 
it. Depths of the ditch lue con~puted from the tops of the grade stakes. The stakes 
shwld not be set too fear in advance of the installation of the drain, and they should 
remain in plxe until the job has been completed and has been checked as accepta- 
ble. 

To obtain the tight grade for a line. use the accurate and simple method of 
measuring and checking shown in Fig. (r2.3. Set the uprights and crossbar at every 

Fig. 42.3. The largat msthod at laying plastic pips or clay tile. 
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station, with the crossbar a selected distance above the flow lines of the tile. For 
example, the depth of the ditch or the cut at the first station is given as 3 feet 1 I 
inches. Then, 3 feet 11 inches plus 2 feet I inch equals 6 feet, which should be the 
distance to the top of the cros&r. By subtracting the cuts from 6 feet, you can 
determine the height of the crossbar. Remember that the grade or slope of the tile 
line is established when the cut is determined for each station. With the grade cord 
method. grades may be checked at intermediate points along the line. When good 
stopes are used, such as 6 inches or more per 100 feet, stations may be 100 feet 
apart, and grade checks may be made to the grade cord at intermediate station 
points. Lines should be as straight as possible. When bends are necessary, use long, 
sweeping curves. 

Trenching, Laying Plastic Pipe or Clay Tile, and Backfilling Trenches- 
Trenches may be dugwith a machine. Plastic pipe or c!ay tile laying should start at the 
outlet end and progress toward the head end of the line. Straw, sod, or burlap is often 
used to cover ctay tile or plastic pipe laid in unstable soil or in soil which tends to seal. 
When straw is used, the clay tile or plastic pipe should be covered to a depth of about 4 
inches. The straw will last a long time, and even after it has decayed it will form a layer 
of humus which wili allow water to enter the line and will help to hold sand or tine soil 
wt of the line. 

Protecting the Outlet-A drainage system must have a good oatlet. The 
uudet of a dr.ain should be consttuctrd and protected so that it will continue to 
function and not become damaged. 

A bulkhead should be provided at ihe outlet to protect the end of the drain 
from erosion and trampling by livestock. Vitrified rile, or preferably a piece of 
corrug%ed culvert, should be used as the outlet pipe to prevent damage by freez- 
ing, trampling by livestock, or crushing by machinery. A concrete collar should be 
placed around the junction of the plastic pipe or clay tile and the out!et pipe. The 
end of the outlet should be covered with a screen or a gate, made of small rods 
spaced about an inch apart, IQ keep rodents and small animals out of the line. 

An apron should be supplied to receive the water discharged from the line 
and co transfer it quietly to the drainage channel. Cowrctc is a very desirable 
construction material for headwalls and aprons. When a line is in a draw so that 
surface water will probably run over the line, the headwall should have ample wiog 
walls and a weir or notch for the surface water overflow. The apron should extend 
far enough to receive the overflow of surface water. Reinforced concrete should be 
used for large structures. 
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Installing Surface Inlets-llnder some conditions, such as the presence of 
surface water which needs to escape rapidly, a surface inlet to a line may be used. 
Care shoulJ be exercised in using such a device, because trash and silt may clog the 
line if the line is not Jesignrd for ihr use of a surface inlet. 

Usually surface inlet Jrains ;lw built like catch basins-cistern-like receptwles 
with grated cops-into which stow water can tlow and enter a line. Sometimes a pit 
fhled with broken rock is used to (! ,,iin away surface water. Surface drains extending 
to the surface ofthe grounJ are nor ,:csirablc in cultivatcJ fields. If they can be located 
aIong roadways, lanes, or fence row. they are not often objectionable. 

Maintaining a Drainage System-An underground drainage system costs a 
considerable amount ofmoney to install. Even though it may be constructed to last a 
lifetime, it will not continue to operate properly unless it is carefully maintained. In 
maintaining an underground draii;, ::e system, take the following precautions: 

I. The system shoulJ br ins; ICJ for small sink holes which may inJicate 
silt leakage into the lint c>! waks in rhc line. 

2. Outlets anJ outlcr Strllcfull 4xd! also be examined. Headwalls shoulJ 
not have water. which IOOII i;ishcs them away, cutting arounJ them. Dis- 
charge water should not url~&rcut rhc front of the apron. 

3. Any srtrling of rhr backfill ihoulJ be repaired by the aJdition of more 
soil. 

4. Small rink holes should be w&d with soil. If they form again. dig to the 
lioe and see whether there I; 3 break in the line. 

5. The warrrway ovrr a main lirc shoulJ be kept sodded to prevent erosion. 



IRRIGATION 

Importance of Irrigation-Irrigation is rhe artificial application of water to 
the soil co make it possible to grow crops or to increase crop production. A per- 
mawntly profitable agriculture is of vital importance to the prosperity and eco- 

nomic security of a nation. Irrigation makes agriculture profitable in those areas 
where rainfall is sot adrqunr. 
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It is estimated thnr about one-third of the earth’s surface receives less than 10 
inches of water annuaIIy, and an additional one-third receives IO to 20 inches of 
water annuaily. There is aiso a large area which receives over 20 inches but under 
30 inches of precigirarim. It requires around 30 inches of water to secure a good 
yield of mo.st crops. Thus, a considerable portion of the earth’s surface does not 
receive enough water to obtain m&mum crop yields. 

Sources of Irrigation Water-The must common way of obtaining irrigation 
water is to divert water from streams into canals leading to the land to be irrigated. 
Reservoirs, either natural or obtained by the use of dams, are another common 
source of water supply. Water from reservoirs is often released into the channel of 
a stream as it is needed for irrigation purposes. Pumps are often employed to lift 
water from streams and sometimes from reservoirs onto land. Underground water 
is obtained in many areas with irrigation wells and pumps. Small tracts of land such 
as gardens are sometimes irrigated with water from farmstead wells powered by 
small f!m~Ors. 

Irrigation Water Requirements-It is important to know the amount of ir- 
rigation water required in order to determine the size of pumps, wells, reservoirs, 
canals, ditches, and ocher structures needed for the irrigation system. Also the 
quantity of water available is often a limiting factor in the establishment of an 
irrigation system. 

Thereare twtrwaysof measuring water: ( I ) by r.hm~ and (2) byrrrleoffhw. Water 
at rest is measured by volume. Some measures of water by volume are the gallon, the 
cubic foot, the acre-inch, and the acre-foot. Flowingwater is measured by gallons per 
minute, cubic feet per second, acre-inches per hour, oracre-feet per day. A cubic foot 
ofwaterisapproximatety 7l>gallons; anacre-inch isequivalentto 1 inch ofwaterover 
1 acre and is. therefore. equal to 3,630 cubic feet; and an acre-foot will cover 1 acre 1 
foot deep and is equal to 43,560 cubic feet. A cubic foot per second is equal to 
approximately 450 galLons per minute and will provide almost 1 acre-inch of water in 
UR hour. 

Two to 5 inches of water per acre is usually applied each time a field is irrigated. 
Applications are usually repeated every 10 Jays w 3 weeks during an irrigating 
season. To irrigate L acre with 3 inches of water requires 3 acre-inches. If supplied at 
the rate of 450 gallons per minute or 1 cubic foot per second, it would require three 
hourstoirrigate I acrrwith 3 inchesofwater. Ingeneral, acontinuous flow ofwaterat 
the rate of 1 cubic foot per second would irrigate 80 acres. A 50-gallon-per-minute 
pump operated every day for 12 hours per day should irrigate about 4!% acres. 

Methods of Applying Water to the Soil-Water may be applied to the soil as 
follows: 

1. By flooding which may bc done in different ways 
2. By using furrows and corrugations 
3. By sprinkling 
4. By subirrigating 

The best method ro use depends upon many factors such as topography of the 
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ground, chwactcr of the soil, size of the irrigation stream, kind of crop, and ability 
of the irrigator. Methods of irrigation whereby water is allowed to flow onto the 
iand are wrtned pvity methods. Sprinklers require the use of pipes and a certain 
amount of pressure. E&ore 42.X illustrates the various gravity methods of applying 
wttef. 

,cn”“essy “.S.O,A., 

Fig. 42.d. Varlour pravlly m@llwds al applylnp Irrlpallon waler la ltld cropa. 

F/w&~ f>run fidd hrd: is a frequently used system of irrigation, although it 
is not rhe most economical system in the use of water and labor. The system is 
used on rolling land, on land with shallow soil that cannot be leveled, or on re- 
claimed land not prepared for irrigation. The field laterals are constructed approx- 
imately on the contour tcalled cootour ditches) or on the top of small, flat ridges. 
These small ditches are usually from 50 to 100 fcer or more aparr. This method 
does not give a farmer wry good control of the water because it flows ioro the low 
plies. With this system much water is wasted. The irrigator also has to do consid- 
erable shovel work. 

Furrows 01 rmwgdrrir,n~ between rhe rws are often used to irrigate cultivated 
crops. They are used on land that has considerable slope and for soil that bakes, 
cmsts, or erodes easily. Furrows and corrugations rue down the slope, and water is 
supplied to them from a head ditch running across the upper edge of the field. 
Corrugations are also frequently used for alfalfa, small grain, pasture grasses, and 
other crops that are seeded on steep slopes. Corrugations are spaced, according to 
soil characteristics, 16 to I&? inches apart for sandy soils, 20 to 36 inches for loam 
soils. and more than 36 inches for soils with a tight subsoil. The spacing of the 
furrows is often regulated by the spacing of the row crop. For crops with very wide 
rows such as trees, several furrows may be used. In general, furrows and corroga- 
tions should be spaced so that the soil at a point halfway between the trenches 
becomes moist when the moisture near the furrow or corrugation reaches the soil 
depth from which crops absorb moisture. 
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The distance water cm or should be caked over the so&c of the ground to 
the soil to be irrigated is called the ltw,& uf r~. The variations in the textore of 
the soil, in the size of the furrow, in the slope of the ground, aod in the type of 
crop grown should intluence the Ien& of run. The soil near the source of the 
water will receive toe much water when the water is transported too far over the 
soil. Lighter soils require shorter runs than heavy soils because water penetrates 
them more readily. Generally, the len&Th of run for sandy soils ranges from 200 to 
XXI fwt, for loams from 300 to 880 feet, and for clays from 440 to 1,320 feet. 

The &or&r wrt.M of irrigation consists of land laid out in strips that slope 
gendy from the head or supply ditch to the lower edge of the strips. The water 
moves slowly in a thin, uniform sheet over the strips. (See Fig. 42.8.) Borders or 
sm& dikes of soil are formed along the edges of these strips to retain the water in 
the desired area. The amount of water available, the soil type. the slope of the 
tan&r. and the change in topography between rhc borders will intlucncc the spnc- 
ing of the borders. Generally the width of border strips will range from 25 to 50 or 
mow feet. Border strips must be level from side to side, or the water will how into 
a !ow arry and leave a portion of the strip dry. Water is usually turoed into a 
border strip from one opening io the head ditch. The border method of irrigation 
is a very satisfactory mrthcrd to use when the soil is deep; wheo the soil can be 
irvelcd properly; when water. labor, and land are expwwive: and when a controlled 
irrigation system is preferred. 

.Lwet m~tmr bairrr are used u*hure the land is nearly level and the basins, 
constructed by &king in all four sides, can be laid out on one or both sides of an 
irrigation ditch. (See Fig. 42.8.) The first basin is then filled with water to the 
depth desired, then the next basin is filled, and so on. 

Establishing Ditches-The location of the laterals and hexI ditches should 
be esrablished after the method of irrigation has been dctermincd. A level and rod 
are the most acccurate and convenient instruments for laying ottt ditches. 

When the Einr of a ditch is located, avoiJing sharp bends if passiblc. a furrow 
should be plowed along rhe line throwing the soil to the low side. a V-ditchcr can 
tbm be used. if larger ditches arc’ to hc constructed or if the ground is wry hard, if 
may be necessary to plow, the soil to the depth of the ditch before the ditcher is 
used., 

When it is necessary to cross low areas, drainageways, or other depressions, a 

Table 42.2-Rale ol Discharge of lnigalion Dilches 
of Various Sizes and Slopes 

Farm of Olkh I SIQO i Discharoe 
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II. V&chm (Fig. 42.10) are used to construct tkld ditches after they have 
been filled with s&I by harvesting, tilling, seeding, or other farming op 
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enrions. To obtain pawration it is best to use a plow ahead of the 
dir~hrr. 

The two-way plow should ahvays be used on irrigated fields so that the level- 
ness of the field will be maintained. Ordinary moldboard plows with their charac- 
teristic dead furrows and back furrows have no legitimate place on irrigated land. 

Leveling Land for Irrigation-If soil characteristics permit, land should be 
graded for best irrigation results. Small hummocks and hollows should be elimi- 
nated. The type of irrigation system to be used will influence the amount of land 
leveling necessary. If conditions permit, the land should be prepared so that a crop 
rotation system can be used; if borders are eventually to be used, the land should 
be leveled so that borders can be constructed and so that the border strip system 
can be used successfully. If heavy cuts are necessary in the process of leveling the 
land, scrapers will have to be used. 

A topographic map is absolutely necessary before land leveling is attempted. 
Hummocks and hollows usually can be removed without the aid of surveying in- 
struments, but do not attempt major land leveling without first surveying the land, 
because the soil might be removed and placed in the wrong location, resulting in 
conditions that are .more undesirable than before leveling was attempted. The eye 
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cannot be relied upon for determining cuts and fills necessary for land leveling. 
Competent engineer.. and soils technicians should be sought to assist with land 
development probiems. 

Maintaining an Irrigation System-An irrigation system requires mainte- 
nance. Ditches will fill with silt and become fouled with weeds. They will~render 
better service if a ditchrr is slipped through them occasionally. Ditches can easily 
become a harboring place for insects and vermin, and a source of noxious weeds. 
Ditches in fields should be plowed every year, if possible, then reconstructed for 
use the following year. 

Diversion structures should be kept in good condition. Since most diversions 
in streams are small dam-like sttuctores, they require frequent repairs. Some of the 
smaller structures of wood should be removed from the ditch banks and carefully 
stored, or they will soon decay or break apart. 

A properly maintained irrigation system should be ready to deliver wafer 
when crops need water. An irrigation system failure when a crop needs water can 
materially reduce the yield of the crop. 

SPRINKLER IRRIGATION 

Sprinkler irrigarion is often used on soils that have high intake rates, on fields 
with steep slopes or irregular slopes, and on shallow soils that cannot be leveled. 
Sprinkler irrigation imitates rainfall. 

In installing a sprinkler irrigation system, consider the supply of water avaiIable. 
To put 1 inch of water on 1 acre of land requires 27,000 gallons of water. As much as 
800,000 gallons of water may be required to sprinkle irrigate an acre of land. 

Farm wetIs are often inadequate for a sprinkler irrigation system. Ponds are also 
usualiy inadequate as a source of water. If a pond is used, it must contain IN to 2 
acre-feet of water for each acre to be irrigated. Streams or lakes are often used as 
sources of water. 

The equipment for a sprinkler irrigation system follows: 

I. pumping plant. 
2. Debris removal eouiomenr. This equiomenr is needed when warer is ob- 

rained from srrea~& gnd ponds. . 
3. Pipelines. 
4. Sprinklers. 

Operating the System-In operating a sprinkler irrigation system, observe 
the following points: 

1. Locate rhr cenrrifugl pump so that the suction lift does not exceed 12 co 
15 feet. 

2. Check the pressure in the laterals with a pressure gauge periodically. The 
pressure in larerals should nor exceed rhe pressure in the main line by 
more than 20 per cent. 

3. Locate laterals across the slope, and place the main line up and down the 
SlOpe. 
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4. Use safety switches on the power unit. The safety switches should shut off 
the power unit if (1) it overheats. (2) the oil pressure is low. or (3) rhe pump 
loses its prime. 

5. Check whether or not parts purchased meet minimum requirements of 
the Sprinkler Irri&on Association and the American Society of Agricul- 
mral Engineers. 

Maintaining the System-All parts of a sprinkler irrigation system should be 
checked periodically for wear. The sprinkler heads, pump, and power unit wear 
rapidly when operated 24 hours a day. All worn, bent, and damaged parts should 
bx replaced at the end of the irrigation season. 

Sprinkler irrigation equipment should be stored in a dry location wher. not in 
USI 

,cw*oy Wwm"Q A&!n"nl Eltanrion sewa, 

Fig. 42.13. Ckaak rprlaklar kaada gatiadlaally to dalarmlaa whatkar ar aal tkay ara 
mwkin#. A plaggad head will gall rasoklag. 

If the system begins to operate at a reduced pressure, check for (1) an air leak 
in the suction line, (2) a clogged pump, or (3) a drop in the water level at the water 
source. These difficulties may also cause the power unit to overheat. Overheating 
of the power unir may also be caused by a worn pump bearing. 
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The Metric System 
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Student Abilities to Be Developed Student Abilities to Be Developed 

I. Ability to understand metric system terminology. 
2. Ability to convert present units of measurement to metric measurements. 
3. Ability to apply the metric system to agricultural mechanics. 
4. Ability to appreciate the advantages of using the metric system. 

I. Ability to understand metric system terminology. 
2. Ability to convert present units of measurement to metric measurements. 
3. Ability to apply the metric system to agricultural mechanics. 
4. Ability to appreciate the advantages of using the metric system. 



CHAPTER 43 

Using the Metric System in 
Agricultural Mechanics 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
OF STUDENTS 

I. What is the metric system? 
2. Why is learning the metric system impwtant! 
3. What is the principle involved in the metric system? 
4. Where and when is the metric system now used? 
5. When will the use of the metric system be universal? 
6. What is the metric terminology for lengrh, area, mass, volume, and tem- 

7. How can conventional units of measuring be converted to the metric sys- 
tem? 

INTRODUCTION 

The metric system is a system of measuring in which all units of measure are 
divisible by ones, tens, hundreds, thousands, and so forth. For example, the units 
of money in the United Scares are divisible by ones, tens, hundreds, thousands, 
and so forth. 

The metric system of measuring is now being used in many areas of agricul- 
tr;ral mechanics. Small engines manufactured in Japan and several other countries 
are built using the metric system. Ford and General Motors have switched to the 
metric system. Mechanics in agriculture have had to purchase wrenches sized by 
the metric system in order to repair many machines. 

The United States is rapidly converting to the metric system; if the Umted 
States is to trade internationally, its people must learn hour to use and rhen use the 
metric system. Soon the common units of measure for length, area, mass, volume, 
and temperature will be metric. 

The metric system, with its base of 10, is an easier measuring system to learn 
and use than the conventional system. The metric system is the universal language 
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of scientific measurement. It is a decimal system like the U.S. monetary system. It 
has consistent relationships among the units of length, weight, and volume. 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

Leagth-The metre is used for measuring length. The metre is approximately 
39 inches in length. 

in the measurement of length, mass, and volume, certain prefixes are consis- 
tently used to indicate the division or the multiple of IO. They are: 

Prefix Al wn iq 

mim ‘/,..,w.4,.. 00.000001 
mifPi ‘/LO.. 00.001 
cerrri VW,, 00.0 1 
i&i VW 00. I 
dt4w x 10 10 
Ir<wro x 1w 100 
bill, x 1,000 1.000 
mi#‘ x I ,ooo.ooo I .000.000 

For example, i.000 millimetrrs is equal to I metre. One hundred centimecres is 
equal to I metre. Ten decimetres is equal to I metre. One dekametre is equal to 
LO metres. One hectomerre is equal to 100 mettes, and 1 kilometre is equal to 
I,e)OO mews. 

Certain symbols, have been adopted for the metre and the various units based 
on the metrr. They are as follows: 

ut/;r o/ i\lelxrrr $y,r hd 

mewe I” 
millimerrc mm 
cenrimctrc cm 
detimetrc dm 
dckamcrrc dam 
hecromcrrc 
kilomerrc 2 

Traditionally, length is measured in inches, feet, yards, rods, and miles. In the 
metric system, length is measured in centimetres, decimetres, metres, kilometres, 
and so forth. 

Mass-in the conventional measuring system, mass (weight with sea-level 
gravity. he-jvinrss) is measured in tons, pounds, ounces, drams, and grains. In the 
metric system, mass, or weight. is measured in grams. kilograms, tonnes, and so 
forth. A kilogram is approximately 2.2 pounds. A gram is approximately VICW 
ounce, or 0.035 ounce. A tonne is I. 1 tons, or 2,200 pounds. 

In the measurement of mass in the metric system, the same prefixes are used 
to indicate the division or multiple of IO for the basic unit (the gram) as are used ir, 
measuring length. For example, they are as follows: 
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Sphd (:rdib #f .Ilt..;,,rl& stcr,i.r i&‘reim~ 

mg tnili~,yr;tm ‘i,.... or O.OUl ,qr.un 

fi gr3rx I 
kg ki1~rrr.u~~ x t ,000 ~~a”ls 

A kilogram is t.MM1 grams. A milli~ratn is YLW gram. 
In the mrasurement of mass xul weight, there is a relationship between the 

gram (mass unit of measure), the metre (length unit of measure). and the litre 
(whme unit of meusure). The mass, or weight varies with the density of the mare- 
risk For material with the density i~t’ water, 1,000 grams or I kilogram is approxi- 
mately equal to I litre. One cubic drcimetre (1 dm”) or I decimetre x 1 decimetre 
x I der-imetre = I titrr. Remembrr that 1 decimetre is ‘/I” (0.1) metre. Thus, 1 
cubic decimrtre of water would weigh 1,000 grams or 1 kilogram. 

Volume-In the conventional system of measuring, volume is measured by 
the b~rel, g&on. quart, pint, cup. &id ounce. and so forth. In the metric system, 
the basic unit of volume is the litrc-. A litre is approximately equal to 2.1 pints. or 
1.06 quarts. A millilitre, which is “/LWU litre, is equal to “/IH fluid ounce. or 30 
millilitres is approximately equal to I fluid ounce. Volume is a measure of space 
cwcupied, such as the size or volume of a grain bin or a tank of water. Length has 
one dimension, area has two dimensions. and volume has three dimensions. For 
example. a litre. a volume unit of measure, is 1 decimctre x I decimerre X I 
decimetre = I decimetre” ( 1 dm:‘) L:= I litre. Remember that I drcimetre is 0. I or 
Lir. merrr. Also notice the relationship in the metric system between the meas- 
urement of Icn&Th and the measurement of volume. This relationship is a charac- 
teristic of the metric system which is not a charxteristic of the conventional sys- 
tem. It is, one of the factors that makes the metric system more versatile and easier 
to use than the convenrxmal system oi measuring length, mass (weight), and vol- 
ume. 

The common units of volume measure are as follows: 

tn the measurement of volume, there is a relationship between the metre and 
the litre. 

Length Area Volume 

Ftg. 43.1. Lenph has ana dtmsnstan. area has Iwo dtmsnrionr. and votume har three 
dimmnionr. 



Area-in the conventional measuring system, area is calculated in square 
inches, square feet, square yatds, acres, squate miles, and so forth. In the metric 
system, atea is cakulated in square centimetres, square decimetres, square mettes, 
axes, hectates, and squate kilometres. 

The common units of atea measute are as follows: 

AlvanirrK 

1 ccnrinwtre X I crnfimrtre 
1 decimerre x I decimetre 
I mrtre x I men-e 
100 square mettes 
10,000 square metres 
100 hecmes 

There is a relationship among all of the area units of measurement in rhe 
metric system. For example, I square centimetre is 100 square millimetres. An ate 
is 100 square mews, which is equal to appto,ximarely 120 square yards. A hectare. 
which is equaI to approximately 2.5 acres, is equal to 10,000 square mettes or 100 
atw. A squate kilomette is equal to IO0 hectares or l,OOO,OOO square metres. 

Atea is used to measure the tloor space in an agriculrural building, the size of 
the farm, and so fotth. 

Temperature-The Fahrenheit scale is the conventional scale for measuring 
temperature. In the metric system the Celsius scale is used. Celsius is the name of 
the man who deveIoped the centigtade scale. Bn this scale there ate 100 points or 
degtees between the mefting point of ice and the boiling point of water. Specifi- 
cally. ice melts at 0 degrees Celsius and water boils at 100 degrees Celsius. 

In convening Fahrenheit temperature to Celsius temperature, subtract 32 
from the Fahrenheit temperature and then multiply by %I or 0.555. In converting 
CeIsius degrees to Fahrenheir, multiply Celsius degrees by !‘I:, or 1.8 and add 32 
degrees. 

APPROXIMATE CONVERSIONS 

Length-When you know the metric length and want to convert the length to 
conventional inches, feet, and yards, use the following procedure: 

S~lMbd i\IPWi(. Lwg/h hlulriply bJ to Find Symbol 

mm millimetrer 0.04 inches in. 
cm cmhlrtrer 0.4 inches in. 
m “letter 3.3 feet ft 
m lnetres 1.1 yard5 yd 
km kilomrtres 0.6 miles mi 

When you know the length in inches, feet, yards, and miles and want to con- 
vett the length to metric measures, use the following procedure: 
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Canrentionul Length M.&i@& by to Find S.ymbol 

in. inches 2.5 centimerres C”l 
ft feet 30 centimerres cm 
Yd yards 0.9 “l.XlFS 
mi miles 1.6 kilomettes ?“I 

Area-When you know the metric atea and want to convert the area to con- 
ventional squate inches, square yards, square miles, and acres, use the following 
pt”d”~: 

$YE&d hlm.i? Len& Mtrltiply by to Find Symbol 

ark2 square ce”timerres 0.16 square inches irx2 

& 
square metres 1.2 square yards yd2 
square kilomettes 0.4 square miles miz 

ha hectares C 10,000 m2) 2.5 acres a 

When you know the area in conventional measures such as square inches, 
square feet, square yards, square miles, and acres and want to obtain the equivalent 
metric measures, use the following procedure: 

CarrruntiiJna~ 
S.w;bd Aw M*u$.wt hi/dtip!y by to Find Symbol 

in.’ square inches 6.5 square centimetres cm2 
ft” square furr 0.09 square metres m’ 
YCt’ square yards 0.8 square metres ml 
mi’ square miles 2.6 square kilometres km’ 
a acres 0.4 hectares ha 

Mass (Weight)-When you know the metric mass and want to convert to 
conventional mass measures of ounces, pounds, and tons, use the following proce- 
dure: 

Symbol Symbol 

B yrams 0.035 “““Cl% 
klr kilograms 2.2 pounds ;b” 
I tanner ( 1.000 kg, 1.1 short rons St 

When you know the mass in conventional tetms such as ounces and pounds, 
and you want to convert ro metric measures such as grams and kilograms, use the 
following procedure: 

Conrentional 
Symbol him hhzarure Mrdtiply by to Fipzd Symbol 

“Z “““CCS 28 granls g 
lb pounds 0.45 kilograms kg 
Sf shon tons (2.000 lb) 0.9 l”““CZS t 

Volume-When you know the metric volume such as millilittes, litres, and 
cubic metres and want to convert to the conventional measures of fiuid ounces, 
pints, quatts. gallons, and cubic feet, use the following procedure: 
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M&vi> V&me 
S+d MtW&P&lY Mulrip[y by to Find Symbol 

;“’ 
milMirtes 0.03 fluid ounces fl “2 
littes 2.1 pints Pt 

I lirres 1.06 quarts qt 
I IiWS 0.26 gdlO"S &A 
,“: 

cubic mertes 3.5 cubic feet fr” 
cubic mertes 1.3 cubic yards yds 

When you know the conventionaI volume such as teaspoons, ounces, pints, 
quatts, &Ions, and cubic feet, and you want to corwett to metric measures such as 
miIIiIittes, Iittes. and cubic mettes, use the following procedure: 

Corrrmrionuf 
SpEol V&me hferurp hlu~riply by to Find Symbol 

rap teasp”ns 5 millilitrer ml 
tbsp tablespoons 

:: 
millilirres ml 

tloa &id ounces millilitres ml 
E CUPS 0.24 litres 1 
PC pints 0.47 lirres I 

5 

q”XtS 0.?5 :irres I 
gallons 3.8 litres I 
cubic feet 0.03 cubic metres ma 

9 cubic yards 0.76 cubic merres “$1 

The agricuIturaI mechanic will increasingly use metric measures. At present 
some iobs requite an understanding of metric measures and an ability to use them. 
Eventually, mechanics in agticulture will use metric measures exclusively. In this 
hook, most measutes ate presented in conventional tetms. There will be occasions 
when the measures will need to be converted to metric terms in order to do some 
mechanicaf activity on a farm ot in an agticulrural business. When this OCCUFS, 
review this chapter. Learn to use the metric system of measuring length, area, mass 
rweightl, volume, and tempetatute. If you learn to use it, you will find that it is an 
easier and mote efficient measuring system to use than the canvcntional measuring 
sysrem. 
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